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Residential: On-line Buyer’s Guide
1. Program Name: On-line Buyer’s Guide
Program ID:
SCE-L-001
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 1
Total
Administrative
Cost (Actual)

SCE-L-001 Main Program Name / Sub-Program
RESIDENTIAL
On-line Buyer's Guide
Market Research *
Collateral *
Delivery *

$
$

292,463
219,347

$

73,116

Total Marketing
& Outreach
(Actual)

$
$
$
$

279,000
25,000
54,000
200,000

Total Direct
Implementation
(Actual)

$
$
$
$

788,537
27,317
81,952
679,268

Integration
Budget
Allocated to
other Programs Total Budget By
(If Applicable) Program (Actual)

$

TOTAL: $
292,463 $
279,000 $
788,537 $
$
* Estimated budget allocation provided in this manner, per ED request. SCE does not budget or track program costs as indicated on this table.

3. Program Description
a) Describe program
The On-line Buyer's Guide (OBG) is a new service and will provide SCE’s residential
customers with one web-based source for information and tools needed to overcome
market barriers that prevent customers from purchasing energy efficient products and
participating in energy efficiency programs. This guide will include technical
information, a product database, a savings calculation tool, a shopping guide, rebate
program information, and retailer information for products. The shopping guide
includes customizable specifications for customers to print and take to the store.
The guide will provide an overview section that displays all energy efficiency
products by category (e.g., appliances, heating and cooling equipment, lighting, etc.)
with links to an informational discussion about the selected technology. Each
technology category will start with a high level discussion on the product and what
options are available in the market. With this basic understanding, the customer will
be able to identify specific products of interest in the product database and use the
calculator tools and rebate program information to figure out usage costs and
potential savings.
1

Definition of Table 1 Column Headings:
Total Administrative Cost includes all Managerial and Clerical Labor, Human Resource Support and Development,
Travel and Conference Fees, and General and Administrative Overhead (labor and materials).
Total Direct Implementation – includes all financial incentives used to promote participation in a program and the cost
of all direct labor, installation and service labor, hardware and materials, and rebate processing and inspection used to
promote participation in a program.
Total Marketing & Outreach includes all media buy costs and labor associated with marketing production.
Integrated Budget Allocated to Other Programs includes budget utilized to coordinate with other EE, DR, or DG
programs.
Total Budget is the sum of all other columns presented here
Sub-Program: A “sub-program” of a program has a specific title; targets; budget; uses a unique delivery or marketing
approach not used across the entire program; and for resource programs, has specific estimated savings and demand
impacts.
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Residential: On-line Buyer’s Guide

Integrated with the technology discussion and shopper’s guide, the portal will provide
a link to all current applicable rebate programs and services offered by SCE,
manufacturers and retail outlets. The shoppers guide will also explain the rebate
requirements and provide downloadable or online applications to promote and
facilitate IOU rebate program participation.
b) Statement of Problem and program solutions to overcome the problem
Promoting energy efficiency to the residential customer presents challenges but
provides opportunities to promote energy efficiency and foster market transformation.
Barriers continue to include lack of information or awareness of specific measures,
technologies and practices. The OBG directly addresses the lack of transparency into
the efficiency of many devices to bolster the decision-making shopping experience
for consumers towards more energy efficient choices. The OBG is one of many
pieces within SCE’s portfolio designed to influence awareness to change attitudes and
behaviors towards energy efficiency. In accordance with a goal of the California
Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan), the On-line Buyer’s
Guide will seek to advance the awareness of comprehensive energy efficiency
measures, in particular, those related to plug load efficiency. Consumers will also be
kept informed with the latest innovations in residential energy efficiency.
c) Program goals, strategies and measurable objectives
The OBG will provide a portal for residential customers desiring a simple, yet
interactive site to get comprehensive information about energy efficiency rebates and
offers, programs and technologies in order to synergize customers to make informed
decisions about energy efficiency. The program will consist of the following
modules/components:
• Technology Discussion: An interactive experience intended to educate the
customer on the state of technology in energy efficiency and what options are
available in the market. This section will contain interactive diagrams and
simulations to enrich customer awareness. In addition, the Technology
Discussion module will integrate with the Topten USA internet based information
system, which is modeled after a product currently available in Europe. The OBG
will support the ‘plug load’ section of the Strategic Plan. This proposed tool for
California customers will provide a guide to the most efficient products in a
number of categories including televisions, appliances, computers, and even
alternative fuel vehicles and will support the advanced metering initiative.
• Product Database: The product database will ultimately leverage existing third
party product lists such as CEC, CEE, ARI and ENERGY STAR® and will
provide specific product information as it relates to energy efficiency products in
the market.
• Calculation Tools: A comprehensive calculation tool which will allow customers
to estimate energy savings and other related savings for a variety of measures.
Savings estimates will include all related kW, kWh, CO2 equivalent emissions to
help increase public awareness of how more sustainably-informed product
choices translate into the broader sphere of environmental impacts. This is a small
Southern California Edison
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•

•

•

step towards shaping the public’s perception of the broader importance of
sustainability initiatives such as AB 32. In addition, to further reinforce the value
of operational savings of more efficient choices, payback calculations will allow
users to compare energy use across a range of products.
Shoppers Guide: Will provide customers with product specific information in
order to simplify the decision making process related to energy efficient
purchases. The guide will provide a printable product shopping specification
document and will provide the parameters to guide the customers energy efficient
product purchases.
Rebate/Incentive Programs: Integrated with the Technology Discussion and
Shoppers Guide, the portal will provide a link to all current applicable rebate
programs and services. The program will also explain the rebate requirements
and provide downloadable or online applications to promote and facilitate rebate
program participation. This component may also promote incentives available
through demand response and CSI programs.
Retailer List: The guide will provide up-to-date Retailer lists that provide energy
efficient products and will provide retailer locations and availability of specific
products intended to further enhance the customers’ energy efficient buying
experience.

d) Target Audiences
The OBG will target the Residential Sector. It is perceived the program will target
47% of the residential marketing broken down based upon SCE’s Segmented Persona
classification as outlined.
• Segment 1 (30%) – Proactive savers and Conservers: Active money savers with
high energy usage and high inquiry
• Segment 2 (17%) – Conversationalists: Environmentally conscious customers
with high energy usage
e) Identify if and how this program will provide any elements of Workforce
Education & Training.
The OBG will not directly link to IOU WE&T efforts, however, a link on the OBG
website will redirect inquiring participants towards broader IOU WE&T initiatives
available.
4. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
While the detailed goals will be defined as part of the design process, the conceptual goal
of the OBG is to provide SCE’s residential customers one location with all the
information and tools to overcome the market barriers that prevent them from purchasing
energy efficient products.
In addition the OBG will be an important component of future customer strategies with
its “Self-Service” components. As SCE drives customers to a more independent and selfreliant approach to conserving energy and becoming more energy efficient, the program
will provide easily-accessible information at the speed of the internet.
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The objectives of the OBG are outlined below:
• Increased knowledge and participation in DSM programs: The OBG will keep
customers aware of the latest rebate offerings available by driving them to rebate and
incentive offers. The program will also educate customers about residential
appliances and equipment and how they affect their utility bills. The customers will
have facilitated access to the survey program and energy usage data through the
Home Energy Efficiency Survey (HEES) program.
• Provides a variety of new tools and services: a complete set of these tools (energy
calculators, recommendations, etc) across all technologies currently does not exist for
SCE’s residential customers.
• Enhances Customer Experience (Self-Service): SCE customers have requested this
tool for years, and using the OBG reduces the need for calls to the Customer Call
Center (CCO) and inquiries via SCE.com. By providing customers instantaneous
access to the information most relevant to their inquiry customer participation
towards more sustainable energy choices is believed to be enhanced.
• Increased web presence: customers will be drawn to sce.com/energy efficiency for
additional information on residential programs and other energy products/services.
a) If available, Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Specific market transformation
metrics cannot be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 2 – Quantitative baseline metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Specific market transformation
metrics cannot be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 3 – Market transformation metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
As defined as part of the design process, the conceptual goal of the OBG is to provide
SCE’s residential customers with direct access to all the information and tools needed
to overcome market barriers that prevent them from purchasing energy efficient
products. The objectives of the program are outlined below:
• New service – Provide a useful tool to Californians that does not currently exist
and is relevant to consumer needs in selecting the most efficient products
available
• Ease of use – a well designed online guide will make the information easy to
access and disseminate
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•
•

Increased web presence – customers will be drawn to the SCE website for
additional information on other DSM programs, as well as providing a link to the
statewide Topten USA website
Increased rebate program participation – customers will be aware of which energy
efficient products qualify for SCE rebates
Increased Home Energy Efficiency Survey Program participation – customers will
have facilitated access to the survey program and energy usage data.

d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 4 – Targets to be provided when available.
e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives
In 2009-2011, the OBG program will align concepts to support the goals and
strategies of the Strategic Plan as outlined:
• 2-1: Residential Sector including Low Income - Deploy full-scale Whole-House
programs - The OBG will utilize the Technology Discussion Module to educate
customers and will align information provided with the whole-house approach to
guide customers towards the purchase of measures that promote plug-load
efficiency.
• 2-2: Residential Sector including Low Income - Promote effective decision
making to create widespread demand for energy efficiency measures - The OBG
will endeavor to provide a platform to educate customers on the opportunities
available for existing homes with whole-house programs. The program will
utilize the Technology Discussion module and may integrate and direct customers
to websites that provide targeted information. Drive customers toward making
purchasing decisions towards energy efficiency projects.
• 2-3: Manage research into new/advanced cost effective Innovations to reduce
energy use in existing homes - The OBG will endeavor to provide a platform to
educate customers on the opportunities available for existing homes with wholehouse programs.
• 3-2: Residential Sector including Low Income - In coordination with Strategy 2-2
above, develop public awareness of and demand for highly efficient products The OBG will aid in creating the public awareness and information to promote
the purchase of more efficient products and create behavioral changes in the way
products are perceived, used, and managed.
• 3-3: Residential Sector including Low Income - Create demand for such products
through market transformation activities - The OBG will promote unbiased labels
and Web sites such as Consumer Reports, and will support recommendations
made my the Topten USA Initiative and other unbiased labels.
• 4-1: Residential Sector including Low Income - Drive continual advances in
lighting technology through research programs and design competitions - The
OBG will coordinate activities with other EE programs and retailers through the
consumer electronics and rebate Programs to align information dissemination
which will aid in developing public awareness and demand.
• 1-1: DSM Coordination and Integration - Carry out integrated marketing of DSM
Southern California Edison
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opportunities across all customer classes - The OBG will coordinate program
objectives related to DSM and AMI Deployment as information becomes
available. The Technology Discussion module may be used to educate customers
on the AMI initiative specifics.
5. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program name: On-line Buyer’s Guide
ii. All program delivery mechanisms
The OBG will be a 100% web based program available thru the SCE.com portal.
The program will also link to the HEES program available at SCE.com.
iii. Marketing materials and message
Collaboration with residential energy efficiency programs will be coordinated
prior to launch and monitored throughout the program cycle. The OBG will
develop a marketing campaign to promote this service to help customers make
wise purchasing decisions for energy efficient products.
iv. IOU program interactions with CEC, ARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs, other government programs,
CBOs, non-governmental organizations, manufacturers, retailers, trade
and business associations, as applicable
This website will coordinate with CEC, ARB, AQMD, local governments, and
other stakeholders to ensure customers receive the comprehensive information on
energy efficient products.
v. Similar IOU and POU programs
Other IOU’s and POU’s have begun providing services and information to
customer’s on-line similar to the offerings to be provided by the OBG. Florida
Light and Power (FPL) as well as SMUD have dedicated website links that allow
customers to purchase energy efficiency equipment or increase energy efficiency
awareness. SCE’s OBG aims to become the benchmark with its efforts, and will
work with other utilities to expand this initiative. SCE may be interested in a
shopping cart similar to FPL website, which allows customers to purchase energy
efficient equipment
FPL Online Store Link:
http://www.energyfederation.org/fpl/default.php
SMUD Educational Link:
http://www.smud.org/en/education-safety/Pages/index.aspx
b) Program delivery mechanisms
i. Funneling of program participants to resource programs
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OBG will direct customers to participate in other resource programs e.g. HEER,
ARP to increase participation in those programs.
ii. WE&T
The OBG will not directly link to IOU WE&T efforts, however, a link on the
OBG website will redirect inquiring participants towards broader IOU WE&T
initiatives available.
iii. Coordination with other programs
OBG will coordinate with the HEES program in particular and other DSM
programs to encourage the adoption of energy efficiency measures e.g.,
residential rebates and incentive programs.
iv. Demand-side integration
The program will be implemented in close association with other DSM programs.
OBG will be another starting point for residential customers to tap into the IOU’s
residential energy efficiency services. Through marketing, education and outreach,
each program will encourage end-users to adopt multiple measures to gain the
benefits associated with an integrated whole-house approach to energy efficiency.
v. Non-IOU programs
The program will promote non-utility programs (e.g. financing options, tax
credits, and recycling) to further encourage customers to adopt energy efficiency
measures.
vi. Other
Not applicable
c) Marketing Plan
i. Market research and/or segmentation
Not applicable
ii. Proposed behavior change theories application, if available
Behavior changes will include increased penetration of energy efficiency
measures, purchase and installation of EE equipment, reductions in kW and kWh,
and increased knowledge and awareness of energy efficient equipment and reduce
market barriers.
iii. Proposed target audience/s, if applicable both primary and secondary
Residential customers in the market to replace or purchase new appliances or
equipment for the home.
iv. Message development process, including pre-tests
Collaboration with residential energy efficiency programs will be coordinated
prior to launch.
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v. Delivery channels, if applicable include public relations and earned
media activities
Online website, direct mail, and coordination with other residential energy
efficiency and DSM programs.
vi. Plans for developing message concepts
Collaboration with residential energy efficiency programs including electricity,
gas and water will be coordinated prior to launch and refined throughout the
program cycle, as appropriate.
vii. Implementation timeline
• Program Launch – Notice to proceed (NTP) + 5 days
• Milestone 1 - The development of the Product Specifications – NTP + 6
Months
• Milestone 2 - Content Development and Interaction Design - NTP + 9
Months
• Milestone 3 - Software Development - NTP + 12 Months
• Milestone 4 - Program Launch (Version 1.0) – NTP + 12 months
d) Best Practices
Although OBG will incorporate best practices, the program will utilize focus groups
to ensure that it meets customer’s expectations. The program will provide multiple
levels of detail, clear printable specification sheets, and simple interactive tools.
e) Innovation
The OBG will provide customers with diagrams that explain how the technology
works and fits in the home. It will also provide them with a comprehensive
specification sheet that highlights the energy efficiency features (along with savings
information) so that they know what products to buy and where to buy them.
f) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
As designed, the current program will be focused on energy efficient products. In the
future, the “Technology Discussion” module within the OBG site may either link or
be used to educate customers on applicable AMI and DSM technologies, initiatives,
and programs.
g) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
In conjunctions with the HEES program, the OBG program will pursue alliances with
local municipalities and water agencies, as appropriate, and will promote energy
conservation options across resource types.
h) Pilots
On-line Buyer’s Guide is a new initiative
i) EM&V
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The program is designed to incite action—to inform participants of opportunities to
save money and provide resources to execute the recommendations. Some of the key
objectives of the evaluation will be to measure how well the OBG is resulting in
customer conservation actions, identify drivers of customer satisfaction, and collect
suggestions for making the program more user-friendly.
The utilities plan to work together and with the Energy Division to develop a
complete plan for 2009-2011 studies and budgets after the program plans are finalized
and filed. This plan will be submitted to the CPUC in time for approval along with
the program implementation plans.
Detailed plans for process evaluations and other evaluation efforts specific to this
program will be developed after the final program design is approved by the CPUC
and program implementation has begun, since final plans will be based on identified
program design and implementation issues and questions. However, a brief
description of the current, preliminary plans is provided here.
The OBG program has planned a preliminary process evaluation near the end of the
first program year to address specifically how well the new program is being
implemented, and to obtain recommendations on how to improve program operations.
After the beginning of the last program year, a full process evaluation will address
researchable issues based on the program theory and logic model. These issues will
include the following:
1) How well OBG utilized best practices in web-based buying guides
2) How easy the OBG website was for customers to use
3) How easy it was for OBG visitors to adopt purchase recommendations
4) What other barriers to adoption might exist after a customer visits the OBG
website
5) Whether customers have other information needs after visiting the OBG website
6) Whether more customers were aware of IOU rebate programs
7) Whether more customers understand the effect of residential appliances’
contribution to their utility bills
8) Whether OBG’s marketing efforts with programs such as HEES were wellcoordinated
To address these issues, the following major evaluation tasks will be completed:
• Logic model and program theory: The logic model and program theory will
establish a starting point for all evaluation activities. The structure of the logic
model, which links program activities and expected outcomes, will be a useful
instrument for identifying specific program assumptions that can be tested using a
survey or other primary data collection activities.
• In-depth interviews: In-depth interviews will be conducted with program
managers and other key staff members. Program staff members will clarify
program goals and gauge program progress, provide valuable insight into daily
operations, and proposed research topics to be addressed during the evaluation.
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•

•

Participant survey: The primary data collection instrument will be a customer
opted participant survey, fielded online. The survey will explore the participant
experience with program services and address the research issues identified by the
logic model to provide more in-depth interviews. When appropriate, results will
be examined by survey mode (mail-in, online, in-home, and phone) to investigate
how participants in the various modes compare with regard to the most effective
marketing strategies, recommendation implementation rates, and measures of
satisfaction.
Program-specific data collection and review: Another key evaluation activity will
involve a comprehensive review of all program documents. In particular, this
evaluation will assess the effectiveness of the program’s marketing materials and
will identify which specific recommendations have been implemented. In
addition, website tracking mechanisms will be employed to determine
participation volume and trends.
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6. Diagram of Program
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7. Program Logic Model
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Financial Solutions
1. Program Name: Financial Solutions
Program ID:
SCE-L-002
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table 1

3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table – by calendar year
Not Applicable, non-resource program.
4. Program Description
a) Describe program
SCE’s proposed Financial Services program is a non-resource program that provides
customers additional options for financing energy efficiency projects. The program
will be offered in conjunction with other core SCE programs to stimulate and enable
higher levels of customer participation. This program supports the Strategic and
complies with CPUC orders 1 on 2009-2011 IOU energy efficiency programs.
Program elements are the following:
• Nonresidential On-bill financing (OBF)
• Nonresidential third-party EE loan program
• AB811 energy efficiency for cities and counties
• Financial Services Working Group
OBF builds upon the experience of SCE’s 2006-2008 pilot program, which provided
financial assistance through direct installation of energy efficiency measures for small
commercial customers (convenience and small grocery stores). OBF will be offered
through other SCE programs, thereby facilitating the expansion of OBF in alignment
with the Strategic Plan’s Commercial Sector Strategy 2-6, (see Section 5.e below).
The Non-residential Third-Party EE Loan Program is a third-party implemented
program to provide financial support for leasing or financing of projects costing more
than $25,000.
Through AB 811 support, SCE will work with jurisdictions that fall under AB811 to
help inform local decision makers about the legislation, which provides for
“financing” of energy efficiency projects via property tax bills and to identify
financial sources to be tapped for energy efficiency projects.

1

September 17, 2007 Interim order (R-06-04-010).
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SCE commits to joining a statewide Financial Services Working Group to assess
future options for financing, as well as addressing other financing issues to help
transform the market in California. Residential OBF will be evaluated in
coordination with the Financial Services Working Group (consistent with Strategic
Plan, Section 2 Residential Sector Strategies 1-4 and 2-4, see Section 5.e, below).
This also complies with the September 17, 2007 Interim Order for “…an evaluation
of prospects for on-bill financing programs for residential customers…” 2
SCE is also presently seeking qualified consultants and advisors to provide an up-todate evaluation of best practices in the financing of residential DSM projects, the
current market for traditional third- party financing of residential DSM projects, and
alternative, creative financing vehicles for residential DSM projects.
Financing can help promote accelerated investment in energy efficiency in several
ways:
1. By moving the market: Financing can move the market by both accelerating
investment and enabling investment in EE that is cost-effective but that otherwise
would be delayed or not made at all;
2. By reducing barriers: Following from above, financing can have the effect of
removing barriers that can keep EE from growing from small-scale to more massscale; and
3. Adding to a well rounded portfolio: Financing is a critical element that has the
effect of increasing the power and reach of all other program elements.
The Financial Solutions program will be coordinated with the other IOUs, financial
institutions, and both the CPUC and CEC. The program is local because the actual
offerings will vary by service area, depending on local financial institutions and
customer needs.
While SCE intends to gain valuable experience from further evaluation of financing
options, there is already local and other experience upon which to call.. OBF
programs are offered by several utilities throughout North America 3 . While utilities
in Canada have consistently offered financing for energy efficiency investments, only
a handful in the U.S. are currently offering such an option. In general, the primary
operating principles for these utilities include:
• Offering a combination of loan and incentive;
• Structuring the package to result in a relatively short payback period; and
• Restricting participation to customers with very good credit histories.

2

D.07-10-032, Ordering paragraph 20.

3

Small Business Energy Advantage, an ENERGY STAR® award winning program offered by United Illuminating
(UI); National Grid PAYS® program; other programs offered by BC Hydro, First Electric Cooperative, Manitoba
Hydro, NW Natural Gas, Maui Electric Co., Midwest Energy, New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Efficiency
Vermont and NYSERDA (non-exhaustive).
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Program Elements
1. The Nonresidential OBF Program will offer zero-interest financing for
installation of qualifying energy-efficient lighting, refrigeration, and air
conditioning measures by commercial and governmental institutions
customers. This program is a non-resource program that provides OBF as a
tool for other SCE programs offered to individual customers in the
commercial and industrial market segments, and through the local government
partnership program.
Participating customers will be pre-qualified for a loan based on the
customers’ utility bill and payment history. The length of the loan will vary,
depending on the customer segment and measure life. In general, however,
business loans are typically limited to a 5-year term and government loans are
limited to a 7-year term.
Small business loans have a minimum financed amount of $5,000 and a
maximum financed amount of approximately $50,000; government
institutions loans will be capped at approximately $250,000. The maximum
amount for governmental institutions customers may vary by partnership, and
will be evaluated on an individual basis to assess the merits of exceeding the
guidance-amounts stated. .
2. The Nonresidential EE Loan Program is a third-party non-resource program
that will provide third-party asset-based leasing and/or project financing to
customers who are implementing energy efficiency projects for which out-ofpocket costs are greater than $25,000. The financing is in the form of a loan
through the third-party, and is not on-bill financing. The program’s ultimate
objective is to simplify the financing of projects, thus making customer
adoption of energy efficiency measures easier. The aim of the program is
fundamentally to deal with barriers to investment. Thus, SCE will:
• Dedicate resources to packaging EE projects (on behalf of customers) in
a manner that middle-market lending institutions will be able to easily
comprehend and review;
• Build relationships with third-party financial institutions that not only
have an understanding of EE projects, but also have special business
interests and core competency in middle-market and asset-based and
leasing; and
• Dedicate resources to leveraging the experience of outstanding public
sector and non-government organization financing programs into the
Nonresidential EE Loan Program.
The Nonresidential EE Loan program will employ a loan origination and packaging
business model. To bring this to full operation, several major short-term action steps
will be taken:
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Analysis and characterization of historical EE projects in an effort to establish
benchmarks, standard profiles, similarities, project installation terms, and
dollar values;
Outreach to third -party financial institutions to explain the program and to
assess and establish level of interest;
Establishment of formalized relationships with third- party financial
institutions to underwrite qualifying EE projects;
Development of training and collateral materials establishing general
standards and requirements for the program; and
Establishment of needs requirements and development of corresponding
infrastructure and internal business processes to:
• Filter all proposed or new EE projects to assess suitability for the program;
• Package loan applications; and
• Provide for ongoing interface with participating financial institutions, and
close out the loan origination and application process.

3. AB 811 Energy Efficiency for Cities and Counties is California’s 2008
legislation to empower municipalities to fund installation of energy efficiency
upgrades to an existing residential, commercial, industrial, or other real
property. The program will authorize all cities and counties in California to
designate areas within which a willing property owner could enter into
contractual assessments to finance the installation of distributed renewable
generation, as well as energy efficiency improvements, that are permanently
fixed to the property- owners’ residential, commercial, and industrial or other
real property. Financing arrangements will allow property owners to finance
renewable generation and EE improvements through low-interest loans that
would be repaid as item on the property owner’s property tax bill.
This program cannot be used to finance the purchase or installation of
appliances that are not permanently fixed to real property. However, through
the process of qualifying a property owner, any eligible improvement, such as
refrigerators, can be referred to the relevant SCE program for incentives. The
process for attempting to capture these opportunities will be worked out
through the partnership program
SCE’S role in making the most of this important legislation will evolve. First
and foremost, SCE will work to inform municipalities about the opportunity to
deliver, market, inform, and qualify customers. In addition, through the
partnership program, SCE will work on specific action plans for each
partnership, including establishing or coordinating through the right
institutional structure to effectively execute a program. SCE expects to apply
lessons learned in this respect from the successful Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership.
SCE is also pursuing loan guarantees through the U.S. Department of
Energy’s (DOE) Federal Loan Guarantees for projects that employ innovative
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technologies in support of the Advanced Energy Initiative program, to
backstop banks who may feel this new type of municipal bond is too great a
risk in today’s economic climate. If our application is successful, the DOE
Federal Loan program guarantees the loan, should the city default on
repayment of the bond.
4. Financial Services Working Group
The Strategic Plan identifies financing as a priority. In several sections, but
especially in Section 2, Residential Sector Including Low Income, financing is
discussed as an enabler of energy efficiency market transformation. Strategy
1-4 calls for the creation of a task force of financial experts to develop
attractive financial products. SCE plans to help establish, and then actively
participate in a Financial Services Working Group.
Similar to the proposed Integrated DSM Task Force, SCE expects a series of
regular meetings of IOUs, including their financial staff, as well as
representatives from the CPUC, especially the Energy Division. It is
anticipated that one commissioner will join the Financial Services Group.
Since approximately 1981, SCE has gained perspective on financing in the
residential market. Some of this experience is discussed in SCE’s testimony
in this proposal for 2009-2011 programs. The Financial Services Working
Group will add to this experience and, potentially, identify new avenues for
using financing to move the residential energy efficiency market.
a) List measures: Not Applicable, as this is a non-resource program. See
measure listings in the Commercial, Industrial, Local Government and
Institutional Partnership PIPs.
b) List non-incentive customer services: Applies to entire Financial Solutions
program.
5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Specific market transformation
metrics cannot be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 3 – Quantitative baseline metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Specific market transformation
metrics cannot be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 4 – Market transformation metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
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c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Efforts to promote AB811, as well as develop either on-bill or other residential
financing options focus on the following identified barriers:
Barriers:
• Lack of capital funds;
• First-cost financing barriers significantly reduce the participation of
residential customers in energy efficiency programs; and
• The high first-costs for long-life mechanical systems (HVAC, water
heating, etc) and building shell measures (windows, insulation, etc) often
limit residential sector participation in energy efficiency programs to lowcost, shot-life measures (for example, CFLs, or thermostats, etc).
Program Design Elements to eliminate barriers:
• Financing through the utility bill will be expected to remove these barriers
by allowing customers to spread out the efficiency measure first-costs over
a period of time.
• Financing packages tailored to incorporate efficiency measure bill savings
and useful life term periods can render overall net reductions in consumer
monthly bills.
•

Financial solutions would be offered in conjunction with core IOU
incentive programs in a manner to remove remaining economic barriers
not mitigated through incentive payments.

SCE will coordinate through the Financial Services Working Group to assess various
approaches for residential customer energy efficiency financing (see section 5.e,
below).
The nonresidential sector financing program element addresses the following priority
barriers with program design elements to overcome identified barriers:
Barriers:
• Lack of capital
• Small business cash flow issues
• Small business unwillingness to take out loans
• Paperwork / complicated & invasive loan applications
• Competing use of credit lines (core business operational needs vs.
efficiency upgrades)
• Some sectors lack access commercial credit providers (i.e., governmental
institutions)
Program Design Elements:
• Non-residential finance offerings described herein are provided to all
nonresidential customer segments, including governmental institutional
customers.
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•
•
•
•

Financing through the utility bill is expected to remove these barriers by
allowing customers to spread out the efficiency measure first-costs over a
period of time.
Financing packages tailored to incorporate efficiency measure bill savings
and useful life term periods can render overall net reductions in consumer
monthly bills.
The Financial Solutions program will be offered in conjunction with core
IOU incentive programs in a manner to remove remaining economic
barriers not mitigated through incentive payments.
OBF or third-party asset-based lease financing can constitute off-balance
sheet financing, preserving customer credit lines for core business
operations

d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5 – Targets to be provided when available.
e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives
The residential sector OBF program element supports the following Strategic Plan
near- term strategies and actions steps:
Section 2 Residential Sector Including Low- Income:
• Strategy 1-4: Develop innovative financing programs for the construction of
energy efficient homes; Near- Term 2009 – 2011 action steps:
- Convene a task force of financial experts to develop attractive
financial products for energy efficiency homes.
- Implement options.
• Strategy 2-4: Develop financial products and programs such as OBF to
encourage demand for energy efficiency building products, homes systems,
and appliances; Near- Term 2009 – 2011 action steps:
- Develop partnerships for innovative financing programs, such as
performance contracts and City of Berkeley’s solar and EE property
loans.
- Investigate the feasibility of OBF and other lending products.
- Convene working group with attention to issues of multi-family
housing and paying for actions with longer-term paybacks.
• Strategy 3-2: In coordination with Strategy 2-2, above, develop public
awareness of and demand for highly efficient products; Near Term 2009 –
2011 action steps:
- Complete initial market research including identification of customer
decision triggers for choosing highly energy efficiency devices.
The Nonresidential program supports the following Strategic Plan near -term
strategies and actions steps:
Section 3 Commercial Sector:
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•

Strategy 2-6: Develop effective financial tools for EE improvements to
existing buildings; Near Term 2009 – 2011 action steps:
- Continue OBF Program and Third Party Program
- Explore expanding on-bill financing offerings to other DSM programs
as part of Working Group agenda

Through the program, customers are able better able to take advantage of energyefficient lighting, refrigeration, and air conditioning measures.
6. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program name: Financial Solutions
ii. Program delivery mechanisms
In terms of OBF, much of the necessary infrastructure has been created through
the 2006 - 2008 pilot program. Thus, program ramp-up time will be brief. The
process of billing and updating accounts will be close to being fully automated (in
the billing system) by the start of the 2009 - 2011 program cycle.
The program will maintain a financial account to provide funds for the portion of
a project to be financed. On a monthly basis, customer payments toward the
financed amount will be credited back to this account and reissued to other
customers needing loans. Historically, the default rates of OBF for business
customers by other utilities have trended lower than the rates of normal loans.
However, defaulted loans will be debited from ratepayer funds.
iii. Incentive levels: Not Applicable
iv. Marketing and outreach plans
The program will coordinate with other SCE core programs to market OBF to
program participants. Marketing materials will be provided to other programs for
distribution to customers. Interested customers will be pre-qualified, based on
eligibility criteria and the customer’s payment history.
v. IOU program interactions with CEC, ARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs, other government programs as
applicable: Not directly applicable
vi. Similar IOU and POU programs
The other IOUs plan to offer financing solutions for the 2009-2011 program
cycle. SCE will coordinate with other IOUs to make program offerings similar,
especially for IOUs with overlap in coverage area (e.g. SCG and PG&E), to avoid
confusion for customers. SCE intends to work closely with other IOUs through
coordination calls and meetings to ensure as much consistency as possible among
different programs.
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b) Program delivery and coordination
vii. Emerging Technologies program - NA
viii. Codes and Standards program - NA
ix. WE&T efforts - NA
x. Program-specific marketing and outreach efforts - NA
xi. Non-energy activities of program – Non-resource
xii. Non-IOU Programs - NA
xiii. CEC work on PIER – NA except to promote “affordability,” a PIER priority
xiv. CEC work on codes and standards - NA
xv. Non-utility market initiatives - NA
c) Best Practices
Best practices are discussed above in Program Elements. SCE has identified other
IOU financing programs to study, and has conducted its own evaluations in best
practices. See SCE Testimony for this Application (Local Financial Solutions
Program)
d) Innovation
This program supports innovation by introducing new tools to move the market and
by investigating additional tools via the Working Group.
e) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result, they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). The Financial Solutions program plans to
monitor the progress of AB811 and to work closely with the Task Force to identify
comprehensive integration approaches that feed into the overall statewide strategy
and to implement best practices as rapidly as practical.
f) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
No directly applicable, but opportunities can be discussed to develop tools to capture
multiple initiatives through a single loan
g) Pilots Not Applicable
h) EM&V To be developed
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7. Diagram of Program
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8. Program Logic Model
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Integrated Demand Side Management Pilot for Food Processing
1. Program Name: Integrated Demand Side Management Pilot
for Food Processing
Program ID:
SCE-L-003
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1

3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table (by calendar year)
Not Applicable, non-resource program.
4. Program Description
a) Program Description
The Integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) Pilot for Food Processing
Program is a non-resource program. Industry, trade allies, and other partners promote
integrated energy management solutions to end-use customers in the food processing
and refrigerated warehouse segments. Targeted customers include:
• Agricultural post-harvest processors (e.g., ginners, nut hullers, and associated
refrigerated warehouses);
• Fruit and vegetable processors (e.g., canners, dryers, and freezers);
• Prepared food manufacturers;
• Wineries; and
• Other beverage manufacturers.
The program’s integrated approach combines audits for traditional measures such as
energy efficiency retrofits and upgrades with strategies to assist customers in
managing or reducing their energy demand during peak periods. By combining these
approaches, the customer receives a comprehensive solution for managing energy
costs. This helps SCE respond to peak energy demand.
While the program implementation focuses on energy efficiency, it also emphasizes
integrated solutions in proper sequence (energy efficiency solutions, then demand
response solutions) to support the most cost-effective and satisfactory energy and
financial solutions for all customers. Each project receives a comprehensive Demand
Side Management (DSM) audit that provides recommendations on how to implement
DSM, and the channels, trade allies and specific SCE programs) through which the
measures will be installed.
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b) Measures
The program promotes these measures to its customers:
• Compressed air
• Motors, pumps, variable frequency drives
• Refrigeration
• Efficient boilers and chillers
• Lighting retrofits with demand reduction and response controls
• Efficient fruit and vegetable dryers and dehydrators
• Industrial water reduction to reduce energy in pumping and wastewater treatment
• Automation of precision temperature control
• Replacement of mechanical processes with bio-based processes, and
• Efficient process separation technologies.
c) Non-Incentive Customer Services
Non-incentive customer services include:
• Audit for a comprehensive set of measures in demand-side management
• Information services
• Technical assistance
• Water and wastewater treatment savings potential, and
• Analysis of greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions associated with the measures.
5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Specific market transformation
metrics cannot be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 3 – Quantitative baseline metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Specific market transformation
metrics cannot be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 4 – Market transformation metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Core, statewide industrial and agricultural programs are designed to overcome
specific financial barriers. This pilot program addresses market-specific barriers that
have prevented greater penetration into the food processing industry.
Agricultural post-harvest processors and food processing industry customers have
specific needs that cannot be addressed by incentive programs alone. For example,
these customers have critical operations that may be seasonal in nature. They may
own leased equipment agreements with split incentives issues, for example, the
customer may not own the equipment, but pays the operational costs).
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On-bill financing (OBF)options can help to address the seasonal operations issue by
spreading the cost of efficiency upgrades over several seasons. The leased equipment
issue can be addressed through energy efficiency equipment leases. Both options will
be explored further as the program design is finalized and solicited through the thirdparty process.
Food Processing Sector Barriers
• International competition drives short-term survival attitudes over the sustained
focus required for continuous improvement in energy use. Corporate capital
resources for process improvements are often cut first. OBF shifts capital
expenses to operational expenses and removes the obstacle of competing for
limited financial resources.
• Mandates to meet new environmental and regulatory requirements can take
precedence over energy efficiency projects. International cost competitiveness,
combined with new air and water regulatory pressure, provides new opportunities
for comprehensive total resource efficiency improvements. This program will
create a stronger bond between Green House Gas (GHG) reductions, water
efficiency savings, and energy efficiency.
• Even the largest firms have trouble supporting facility-level energy manager
positions. It is difficult to find qualified facilities managers for larger operations
who can manage energy, and most candidates lack the education and information
needed to operate certain systems such as compressed air optimally and
efficiently. The comprehensive technical audits provided through the program,
coupled with increased education and training in this sector, help to increase the
knowledge base among existing production personnel and promotes a grassroots
effort within the industry.
• There is a lack of technology transfer between other industries and food
processors. Emerging Technology (ET) projects, such as mechanical vapor
recompression, can be demonstrated and shared among peers. However, risk
adversity is a barrier to adoption of new technologies. The program will take an
active role in influencing targeted ET efforts in the agricultural sector,
implementing appropriate new technologies into projects through increased
incentives and sharing program best practices at industry events.
Refrigerated Warehouse (Post Harvest Processors) Sector Barriers
• There has been a lack of industry education and training for facility operators on
optimizing operations, maintenance, and opportunities for system retrofits. The
program will increase outreach and training to facility operators and develop best
practices in systems operations for the industry.
• To obtain corporate funding for energy efficiency projects, large industrial
refrigeration users require accurate project-specific savings estimates,
performance targets, and project economics. System modeling can take too long
for decision-making timelines. The program’s comprehensive technical audits
will deliver specific recommendations based on payback size. Focusing on IDSM
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will support a more comprehensive solution to improve the project’s economic
feasibility.
• Since facility upgrades and retrofits require significant capital, OBF, non-utility
financing and equipment leasing options will be leveraged. In addition,
information on federal tax credits and/or other outside capital sources will also be
provided.
• Large complex refrigeration systems require commissioning and retrocommissioning (RCx). The program will leverage the core Agricultural Energy
Audits and Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI) sub-programs to deliver RCx
services to provide sustainable solutions to the customer.
By targeting these markets through this comprehensive approach, the program
anticipates that there will be an increased uptake in the IOU’s core programs by the
customers that will yield increased DSM activities.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5 – Targets to be provided when available
e) Advancing Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
In conformance with the Strategic Plan, the IDSM Pilot Food Processing Program
will deliver an integrated, solutions-driven approach, while leveraging the offerings
of SCE’s portfolio of incentive-based programs. Additionally, its long-term solutions
will adopt the concepts of continuous improvement and best practices. This program
is specifically designed in response to a requirement detailed in Section 4 of the
Strategic Plan 1 :
Goal 1: Integration with Other Resource Strategies
Strategy 1-1: Develop coordinated energy and resource management program for
California’s industrial sector, to enhance use of energy efficiency.
Short-term goal for 2009-11: Undertake pilot program with food processing
sector.
6. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program Name: IDSM Pilot for Food Processing
ii. Program Delivery Mechanisms
The IDSM Pilot for Food Processors Program is designed to maximize integrated
energy management solutions for customers through existing core and third-party
programs. The program will be marketed primarily through IOU account
representatives, field engineers, third-party programs, industry associations, and
trade professionals.
Targeted stakeholders for this program include customers, design teams, trade
professionals, and trade associations. These professionals can directly and
indirectly impact energy decisions in the agriculture post-harvest processors and
1

California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, September 2008, page 48
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food processing segments, including sales, repair, maintenance, and project
development. Working with trade and other industry associations is critical for
reaching customers and aligning program offerings with current industry drivers.
The primary associations include:
• California League of Food Processors
• State Farm Bureau (State and Regional Chapters)
• Refrigeration and Technical Engineering (RETA) and other refrigeration
associations
• GHG associations (for example, California Climate Action Registry), and
• International Association of Refrigerated Warehouses.
The program introduces a Resource Energy Manager as project champion to
address the lack of resources on the customer side, especially for smaller
customers lacking in-house resources for energy management.
The Resource Energy Manager will act as the customer liaison with the utility and
manage the project from start to finish. The Resource Energy Manager ensures
that a high level of focus on IDSM is maintained throughout project
implementation.
Program implementation will leverage the tools and audits currently utilized in
both the energy efficiency and the demand response approaches. The program
will produce a comprehensive audit outlining all potential opportunities for the
customer. The proposal will include a benchmark of their processes, payback,
measures, and installation timelines that compliment energy objectives. The audit
indicates channels (such as design teams and trade allies) to implement the
measures and strategic goal setting in conformance with regulatory goals (for
example, AB 32).
Program participants will be directed to established incentive-based programs
where savings from this activity will be claimed. The ultimate goal is to reduce
the facility energy demand and consumption, while maintaining productivity.
iii. Incentive Levels
The program does not pay customer incentives. Incentives for installed measures
will be paid by the core Calculated and Deemed incentive programs (see subprogram PIPs described under the core Industrial and Agricultural Programs for
more information).
Incentives for implementation of recommendations will be provided through the
Calculated and Deemed incentive sub-programs described in the Industrial and
Agricultural Program PIP.
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iv. Marketing and Outreach Plans (e.g., research, target audience, collateral,
and delivery mechanisms)
The program will use many delivery channels and marketing approaches to reach
its customers:
• SCE Account Representatives and Field Representatives
• Targeted workshops and trainings
• SCE demonstration facilities at CTAC (Irwindale) and AgTac (Tulare)
• Increased outreach with vendors and trade allies
• Industry associations
• Advertisements and articles in trade publications
• Direct mail
• Industry conferences and trade show events, and
• SCE’s website.
v. IOU Program Interactions with California Energy Commission (CEC),
Air Resource Board (ARB), Air Quality Management Districts, Local
Government Programs, Other Government Programs as Applicable
The program’s integrated approach conforms to rules and regulations established
by all jurisdictions with authority (for example, the Air Resource Board as it
relates to GHG emissions). The program will also utilize other programs for
providing technical or capital resources to the agricultural sector.
For example, the program will work with the Rural Energy for America Program
to achieve greater economies of scale in the implementation of energy efficiency
projects.
vi. Similar IOU and POU Programs
The program will be coordinated with similar food processing programs offered
by the other IOUs and POUs, as appropriate.
b) Program Delivery and Coordination
i. Emerging Technologies Program
The program will promote emerging technologies, including those demonstrated
in a related industry but not currently in use by the food processing industry ,(for
example mechanical vapor compression).
ii. Codes and Standards program
The program will recommend measures that exceed all applicable federal, state,
and industry standards (for example, EPAct, California Title-20, California
Title-24, ASHRAE 90.1 standards, air compressor efficiencies in the DOE’s
AirMaster+ compressed air tool, and NEMA motor standards).
iii. Workforce Education and Training Efforts
Not applicable to this program.
iv. Program-Specific Marketing and Outreach Efforts (provide budget)
Planned program-specific marketing and outreach efforts include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performing one-to-one marketing with customer through telephone and
personal meetings;
Conducting briefings and presentations with trade associations;
Holding seminars for plant managers and corporate decision makers;
“Word-of-mouth” marketing among plant managers;
Attendance at conferences and trade associations;
Preparing and circulating program marketing materials (brochures, flyers, case
studies, and Internet web sites);
Writing articles for publication in industry publications and for advertising;
Marketing by SCE Account Managers and Field Representatives, and
Marketing by other third-party programs.

v. Non-Energy Activities of Program
The program will offer customers information about non-energy benefits
associated with all recommended measures such as improved safety, productivity,
indoor air quality, comfort, and appearance.
vi. Non-IOU Programs
The program will provide information to program participants about non-IOU
programs that may help them achieve additional energy benefits.
The information may come from federal agencies, state agencies, industry
associations and other sources and may take the form of an industry assessment
report.
vii. CEC work on PIER
Not applicable to this program.
viii. CEC Work on Codes and Standards
Not applicable to this program.
ix. Non-Utility Market Initiatives
Not applicable to this program.
c) Best Practices
This program targets customers, trade professionals, and trade associations. Design
teams and other trade professionals can influence energy decisions in the agriculture
post-harvest processor and food processing segments. They can both directly and
indirectly influence sales, repair, maintenance, and project development decisions.
Working closely with trade and other industry associations is critical for reaching
customers and aligning program offerings with current industry drivers and represents
a program best practice.
This program introduces the “project champion” concept to address the lack of
resources on the customer side, especially smaller participants with insufficient inhouse resources for energy management. This champion will act as the customer’s
liaison with SCE and will manage the project until completion to ensure its success.
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d) Innovation
The program will leverage the audit tools currently utilized in both energy efficiency
offering and demand response approaches. The program considers demand side
management measures along with other measures, including distributed energy,
renewables, and water and wastewater conservation.
e) Integrated/Coordinated Demand Side Management
The program performs a comprehensive energy audit to identify energy saving
opportunities under energy efficiency, demand response, energy storage, distributed
generation, demand-side management measures, emerging technologies, and
renewable energy programs. Recommendations will be coordinated with appropriate
core programs, as well as other programs including third-party, demand response and
renewable energy.
f) Integration Across Resource Types
The program estimates GHG emission reductions associated with any recommended
energy savings measures. The program is sensitive to other resource types by
flagging recommended energy saving measures with meaningful impacts on other
resources. In compliance with the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
(AB 32), the program will provide facility staff with the publication Guidance and
Protocols for Businesses to Facilitate Greenhouse Gas Missions Reductions.
g) Pilots
This program is a pilot operation designed to stimulate multiple projects in the food
processing industry.
h) EM&V
The utilities plan to work together and with the Energy Division to develop a
complete plan for 2009-2011 studies and budgets after the program plans are finalized
and filed. This plan will be submitted to the CPUC in time for approval along with
the PIPs.
Detailed plans for process evaluations and other evaluation efforts specific to this
program will be developed after the final program design is approved by the CPUC
and program implementation has begun, since final plans will be based on identified
program design and implementation issues and questions. Preliminary plans is
provided below:
• Conduct SCE and SCG evaluation to track all proposed key metrics; and
• Conduct SCE specific process evaluation to improve program design,
implementation, and market effectiveness;
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7. Diagram of Program
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8. Program Logic Model
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Energy Leader Partnership Program
1. Program Name: Energy Leader Partnership Program
Program ID:
SCE-L-004
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 1

Program #

Main Program Name / Sub-Programs

Total
Total
Administra- Government
Facilties Cost
tive Cost
(Actual)
(Actual)

Total
Strategic
Plan
Support
(Actual)

Total Core
Program Total Budget
Coordination by Program
(Actual)
(Actual)

SCE-L-004 Local Government Partnerships
Energy Leader Partnership Program
$998,715
$2,961,846
$216,900
$1,431,539
$5,609,000
City of Beaumont Energy Leader Partnership
$158,559
$266,503
$19,466
$128,473
$573,000
Community Energy Leader Partnership
$686,859
$2,057,823
$150,831
$995,486
$3,891,000
Desert Cities Energy Leader Partnership
$324,061
$746,301
$54,689
$360,950
$1,486,001
Eastern Sierra Energy Leader Partnership
$235,212
$462,937
$33,928
$223,924
$956,000
Energy Leader Partnership Strategic Support
$173,000
$243,000
$578,000
$994,000
Kern County Energy Leader Partnership
$481,635
$1,389,387
$101,839
$672,139
$2,645,000
City of Long Beach Energy Leader Partnership
$378,597
$945,809
$69,289
$457,305
$1,851,000
Orange County Cities Energy Leader Partnership
$417,918
$1,156,133
$84,730
$559,219
$2,218,000
Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership
$2,418,003 $12,356,548
$794,796
$5,245,653 $20,815,000
City of Redlands Energy Leader Partnership
$197,973
$385,378
$28,243
$186,406
$798,000
City of Ridgecrest Energy Leader Partnership
$191,352
$381,922
$27,990
$184,737
$786,001
San Gabriel Valley Energy Leader Partnership
$395,928
$1,025,635
$75,584
$498,853
$1,996,000
San Joaquin Valley Energy Leader Partnership
$423,025
$1,155,412
$85,074
$561,488
$2,224,999
City of Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership
$337,932
$976,289
$71,550
$472,229
$1,858,000
South Santa Barbara County Energy Leader
$557,894
$1,541,014
$113,038
$746,054
$2,958,000
Partnership
City of Simi Valley Energy Leader Partnership
$190,990
$128,460
$9,414
$62,136
$391,000
South Bay Energy Leader Partnership
$560,402
$1,546,825
$113,391
$748,382
$2,969,000
City of South Gate Energy Leader Partnership
$197,973
$385,378
$28,243
$186,406
$798,000
Ventura County Energy Leader Partnership
$765,944
$2,568,486
$188,233
$1,242,337
$4,765,000
TOTAL $10,091,972 $32,681,085 $2,845,229 $14,963,714 $60,582,000
* Estimated budget allocation provided in this manner, per ED request. SCE does not budget or track program costs as
indicated on this table.

1

Definition of Table 1 Column Headings:
Total Administrative Cost includes all Managerial and Clerical Labor, Human Resource Support and Development,
Travel and Conference Fees, and General and Administrative Overhead (labor and materials).
Total Direct Implementation – includes all financial incentives used to promote participation in a program and the cost
of all direct labor, installation and service labor, hardware and materials, and rebate processing and inspection used to
promote participation in a program.
Total Marketing & Outreach includes all media buy costs and labor associated with marketing production.
Integrated Budget Allocated to Other Programs includes budget utilized to coordinate with other EE, DR, or DG
programs.
Total Budget is the sum of all other columns presented here
Sub-Program: A “sub-program” of a program has a specific title; targets; budget; uses a unique delivery or marketing
approach not used across the entire program; and for resource programs, has specific estimated savings and demand
impacts.
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3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2

4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
Through its Energy Leadership Partnership Program (ELPP), and the partnership
agreements SCE has with its individual partners, SCE has developed strong yet dynamic
local government partnerships (LGPs). These relationships continually evolve, as
economic conditions change, and achieve as challenges arise and are met.
The complex, inter-relationships occurring in SCE’s LGPs dictate that the ELPP be
designed around three elements: Government Facilities, Strategic Support and Core
Program Coordination. Following the general description and Sections 2 and 3 of the
Local Government template, each of these core program elements will be treated
separately in their own sub-sections of this Master PIP. To see how the ELPP has been
designed to negotiate this complexity, please refer to the “Logic Model of the Energy
Leader Program” in Appendix A attached to the end of this PIP.
Local governments (LGs) have a significant role in achieving California’s aggressive
clean energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goals. In its California Long-Term
Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan), the CPUC identified three primary
strategies for local governments:
• Strategy 1 - Tap Local Government Authority to assure Title 24 code compliance
and to implement “reach” policies, plans, codes and standards;
• Strategy 2 - Lead by Example by making municipal facilities and operations as
energy-efficient as possible; and
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•

Strategy 3 – Community Leadership by encouraging stakeholders and constituents to
help achieve their local government’s vision for a long-term cleaner energy and
sustainable future.

While these strategies point the way to success, local governments face many challenges
in achieving success. The most significant barrier faced by local governments is a lack of
resources both funds and well-trained available staff. A detailed description of the ways
in which SCE and the local governments address and overcome this and other barriers is
discussed further in Section 5.b (Barriers) below.
a) List of Program Elements
SCE’s ELPP has been designed to help local governments overcome their lack of funds
and time-availability by providing integrated technical and financial assistance. In this
way local governments can effectively lead their communities to: increase energy
efficiency and the use of renewable energy; reduce GHG emissions; protect air quality;
create green jobs; and, ensure that their communities are more livable and sustainable.
As stated above, SCE’s ELPP comprises three core program elements:
• Element A – Government Facilities: helps local governments lead by example by
identifying and implementing "clean energy" projects — using energy efficiency
(EE), demand response (DR), and renewable energy (RE) — in municipal-owned
facilities and operations. The Government Facilities element is accomplished through
the ELPP by:
• Identifying potential projects;
• Conducting technical audits and assessments;
• Implementing retrofits and retro-commissioning for existing facilities;
• Integrating cleaner energy design and technologies into new facilities;
• Identifying equipment and service providers; and
• Providing enhanced incentives, on-bill financing, and information about financing
strategies being deployed by other local governments.
Element A is designed to help local governments “Lead by Example” (Strategic Plan
Strategy 2) by assisting them to understand energy use in their communities, so that they
can deliver information about cleaner energy options and programs to their constituents.
In this way, Element A also supports the third strategy of the Strategic Plan (“Lead
Communities).”
• Element B – Strategic Support: focuses on helping local governments “Tap Local
Government Authority” over local development, planning and permitting to assure
that communities adopt cleaner energy design, technologies and practices. Local
governments will be provided access to extensive peer networks and databases of best
practices, tools and techniques, as well as best “reach” policies, goals, codes,
standards, plans, and practices — "reach" meaning those that exceed statutory
requirements approved by the California Energy Commission (CEC). Element B will
also:
• Support local governments in their efforts to comply with Titles 20 and 24 and
other codes and standards;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help compute carbon footprints;
Help establish cleaner energy and GHG reduction goals;
Integrate GHG perspectives into local governments' energy portfolios and other
energy initiatives;
Help evaluate the impact of potential GHG reduction strategies;
Identify mitigation and adaptation strategies for reducing both municipal and
community GHG;
Recognize local governments that achieve their energy and climate goals; and
Encourage adoption of reach codes.

Element B also supports the third Strategic Plan strategy (Community Leadership) by
using local authority both directly and indirectly to influence the energy-related actions of
local governments’ residents, businesses, and other stakeholders.
• Element C – Core Program Coordination supports the third strategy of the Strategic
Plan (Lead Communities), by integrating technical and financial assistance from
multiple energy programs to help communities learn about and implement clean
energy and GHG reduction options. Similar to Element A (Government Facilities),
the Core Program Coordination element provides comprehensive support, including
leveraging outreach and education, technical audits and assessments, residential and
small business direct install programs, and improved access to Savings by Design and
other SCE programs.
Participants in Local Government Partnerships are the primary audience for this program,
but local governments in general will benefit from the peer networks and comprehensive
databases, tools, outreach, education, and training that will be available to all local
governments.
This ELPP Master PIP describes each of the program elements listed below in Figure 1.
While each of the three Core Program Elements is described separately, they are
delivered through a single, integrated program (see Figure 2 – The Energy Leader
Partnership Program).
Figure 1: Structure of the ELPP’s Core Elements and Program Types
Core Program
Elements

Sub-Programs

Type of Program

Government Facilities
Resource
Retrofits
Government Facilities RetroA2
Resource
commissioning
A3 Integrated Demand Response Demand Response
Non-Resource (technical
assistance for project
A4 Technical Assistance
management, training, audits,
etc.)
A5 On-Bill Financing
Non-Resource
A1

A - Government
Facilities
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Core Program
Elements

Sub-Programs

B1 Code Compliance Support
B2 Reach Code Support
B – Strategic
Guiding Document(s)
Support
B3
Support
B4 Financing for the Community
B5 Peer-to-Peer Support
Community Outreach &
C1
Education
Residential & Small
C2
Business Direct Install
C – Core Program
Third Party Program
C3
Coordination
Coordination
Retrofits for just-above LIEEC4
qualified customers
Technical assistance for
C5 program management,
training, audits, etc.

Type of Program
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Resource
Non-Resource
Resource
Non-Resource

SCE’s ELPP is a comprehensive program designed to leverage the power and influence
of California’s local governments by first helping them quickly increase and accelerate
the adoption of as much energy efficiency (EE), demand response (DR) and renewable
energy (RE) within their own facilities as feasible. Local governments are then helped to
encourage their constituents — residents, businesses, and other key stakeholders such as
local developers — to do the same. ELPP was designed to support the Strategic Plan
goals through enhanced levels of financial incentives, technical assistance, and education
and outreach support. The ELPP model encourages higher levels of local government
commitment and performance.
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Figure 2: The Energy Leader Partnership Program Design
Community
Outreach &
Education

Code
Compliance
Support

Financing
For the
Community

Third Party
Program
Coordination

Local
Government
Greens Itself
Peer‐to‐
Peer
Support

Technical
Assistance for
Core Programs

Reach
Code
Support

Core Program Elements

1

Element 1:
Government Facilities

Guiding Documents
Support

2

Residential &
Small Business
Direct Install

Just Above LIEE
Retrofits
3

Element 2:
Strategic Plan Support
Element 3:
Core Program Coordination

Local Governments’ Sphere of Influence
To Green Their Communities

The ELPP process begins by establishing a local Government Partnership (LGP) through
an executed agreement, setting its goals, then its planning and implementation. This
includes establishing multiple forums for peer-to-peer sharing which create a support
network in which local governments can challenge themselves and each other to increase
clean energy adoption and reduce GHG emissions. The ELPP will encourage
participants to publicize Reach goals and accomplishments widely and to recognize
partners as they progress.
There are three types of distinct partnerships under SCE’s ELPP, as summarized in
Figure 3:
Figure 3: Partnership Types and Characteristics
Type of
Partnership
Partnership
Characteristics
Single City A single city or county
or County
can directly participate
as a partner

Structure of Commitments
A single city or county establishes a commitment
to reduce municipal energy & demand, adopt
Reach goals, and assist SCE in delivering
information about clean energy and GHG
reduction options and programs to targeted
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Type of
Partnership

Multiple
Cities,
Counties
&/or other
jurisdictiona
l entities
Bundled
Groups of
Cities,
Counties,
&/or other
jurisdictiona
l entities

Partnership
Characteristics

Groups of cities
counties, &/or other
jurisdictional entities
can participate as a
single Partner
Groups of cities &/or
counties whose
participation is managed
through an
implementing
organization, which
partners with SCE.

Structure of Commitments
customer groups, encouraging them to enroll in
SCE, AB 32 and other programs.
Same as “Single City or County,” except that a
single Education and Outreach plan is developed
and adopted for all cities, counties &/or other
jurisdictional entities participating in the group.

The commitments and participation of individual
local governments are coordinated through a
designated Lead Implementer who partners with
SCE and works directly with the participants to
help them achieve clean energy and GHG
reduction commitments. The Lead Implementer
also helps its members develop Reach goals and
supports the Education and Outreach Plan and
the ELPP Model.

Figure 4 describes the general responsibilities and commitments of SCE and its local
government partners and participants.
Figure 4: SCE and Partner Responsibilities and Commitments
SCE Provides
Technical assistance:
• Project identification & qualification
through technical audits and reviews
• Primary output is a prioritized list of
municipal cleaner energy projects.

Partner Provides
Municipal Projects Inventory:
• List of municipal facilities (both
existing and planned) that provide
opportunities for cleaner energy.

Incentives:
• Ascending EE incentives are paid at
progressively higher levels of achieved
energy savings (5%, 10% and 20%).
• DR incentives are provided at regular
tariff rates for participating entities.
Note: The level of achieved energy savings by
individual participating cities or counties
determines the incentive amount.
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Energy Savings & Demand Response
Commitment:
Each local government commits to:
• Reducing its energy consumption by a
targeted percentage and
• Participating in SCE’s DR programs
during the 2009-2011 program cycle.
The energy savings of each local
government rolls-up into the energy
savings commitment by the partnership
(LGP).
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SCE Provides
Financial Assistance: Information on
financing options for EE and DR projects,
including:
• Zero-to-low interest loans through the
California Energy Commission (CEC)
• SCE’s Financial Solutions’ On-Bill
Financing (OBF) program, and
• Local government revolving funds.
Strategic Planning Assistance:
Assistance formulating & adopting upstream
energy & GHG reduction policies, goals,
objectives, codes, standards, ordinances, and
plans [see Core Program Element B: Strategic
Support].
Community Outreach & Education
Assistance:
• Information about energy use by customer
groups in local governments’ communities
• Assistance developing educational
materials & venues
• Information about EE, DR, RE, & GHG
reduction options for local governments’
constituents and stakeholders; and
• Information about available technical and
financial assistance programs for local
governments’ constituents [see Core
Program Element C: Core Program
Coordination
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Partner Provides
Financial Planning.
• Local governments work with SCE
and others to identify and obtain
approval to access viable financing
options.
Willingness to Consider Establishing
Upstream Policies, Goals, Plans, etc.:
Local governments agree to establish
"reach" goals and work to establish, adopt
and implement aggressive energy and
climate goals and plans.
Targeted Marketing, Education &
Outreach:
• Access to local government
communications channels to reach
high potential customer groups
• Develop community partnerships,
communications strategies, and
diverse marketing media and
collateral; and
• Deliver integrated energy and GHG
reduction information to constituents
and stakeholders.
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The following diagram illustrates key steps in the ELPP process.
Figure 5: ELPP Process
[1]
Establish
Partnership
Establish
Partnership
Goals/Objectives
Identify Partners
& Participating
LGs
Document
Roles,
Responsibilities
& Commitments
of Partners & LG
Participants

[2]
Develop
Plan
Establish Baseline
Energy & Demand,
both for Partnership
& Participating LGs
Establish Incentive
Types & Levels for
each Participant
 Develop Municipal
Projects Inventories
Develop Partnership
ME&O Plans &
Strategies
Identify Available
Resources & Assets
 Identify Sources,
Timing & Amount of
Additional Resource
Needs
Finalize Budget,
Schedule & Critical
Milestones

[3]
Implement
Plan
Formalize Partner
Commitments
(Contracts &
Resolutions)
Develop/Maintain
Workbook
Schedule, Fund &
Conduct Municipal
EE & DR Projects
Implement ME&O
Plan
Meet regularly to
resolve challenges
& make course
corrections
Provide technical
support through
pre-qualified
experts
On-bill and other
financing

[4]
Strategic
Support

[5]
Refresh
Goals & Plans

Establish Forums
for Peer-to-Peer
sharing
Provide Training
on Title 24, AB32
& Other Key
Policies, Codes &
Standards
Provide guidance
documents and
implementation
tools
Publicize LG
Reach Goals &
Achievements
Bring Financial
Experts to Advise
LGs on Innovative
Community?
Financing
Strategies

Adjust Plan as
needed to overcome barriers
Encourage LGs to
exceed initial
commitments to
access higher
levels of incentives
& more robust
technical &
financial support

Notes to Figure 5:
[1] A Local Government Partnership (LGP) involves SCE and one or more participating
local governments. Some LGPs also have a separate Lead Implementer. In addition,
some LGPs include other partners, such as other utilities.
[2] Plan development starts with baseline information about the LGP’s energy and
demand profile, both for the participating local governments and for energy users in
their communities, in order to:
(a) Create awareness for the partner of their current energy use and savings potential;
(b) Motivate higher levels of energy efficiency by increasing incentives as partners
achieve savings thresholds; and
(c) Help target Education & Outreach. SCE will teach local governments about how
and where energy is used in their jurisdictions so as to identify better
communications channels and strategies for targeting energy users.
The Plan will identify municipal and community EE, DR, RE (renewable energy) and
GHG reduction opportunities, and describe:
• The work that needs to be completed to achieve the goals;
• The timing and types of budgetary and other approvals needed;
• Resource and technical needs;
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•

Types of support that can be found outside of the ELPP; and

•

The ELPP budget for each LGP, schedule, and critical milestones.

[3] Implementation begins by formalizing the commitments of the parties. Each
participating local government will be required to adopt a resolution, ordinance, or
other formal document confirming their participation in the ELPP and acknowledging
the objectives they have committed to. SCE’s commitment will be documented by
agreements with each LGP.
During implementation, SCE will provide technical and strategic advisory services,
either directly or by a pool of pre-qualified technical experts SCE selects through
competitive solicitations and then manages. The expert pool will:
• Facilitate effective and timely feedback;
• Enable consistent deployment of strategies;
• Control the quality of technical assistance;
• Accelerate planning & implementation, enabling local governments to quickly
access qualified technical assistance when needed; and
• Increase program effectiveness and cost-effectiveness by matching technical skills
with specific needs.
As recommended by the Peer Review Group (PRG), SCE will conform to its supplier
diversity policy in selecting technical experts.
[4] As noted previously, the ELPP supports and encourages local governments to
establish and enforce “Reach” policies, goals, codes, standards, plans, and practices,
through:
• Multiple forums for information sharing and training; and
• A tiered structure of significantly enhanced incentives that encourage local
government to work toward increasingly higher levels of EE, DR and RE
achievement.
SCE will supplement these incentives with an awards and recognition program to be
conducted by the Institute for Local Government (see ELP Strategic Support subprogram PIP) that publicizes the efforts of participating local governments and
disseminates information about successful strategies and accomplishments. The
ELPP will collaborate with other organizations throughout the U.S. that have similar
peer networks and awards/recognition programs to minimize duplication of effort
while still assuring that ELPP participants feel that their efforts are appreciated.
[5] To assure maximum program success and cost-effectiveness, the ELPP is designed
for flexibility, and provides multiple opportunities for feedback and course
corrections. This allows local governments to determine the level of EE and DR they
can reasonably achieve, but provides significant incentives to exceed committed goals
in order to access higher levels of incentives and benefits. Importantly, these
enhanced levels of incentives will also increase the number of measures that pass the
cost-effectiveness screen.
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The ELPP determines the level of benefits and services initially available to local
governments as follows:
•
•
•
•

Determine 2003 energy consumption for (a) municipal facilities and (b) the
community as a whole to establish a baseline;
Determine the local government’s participation in EE programs during 20032007;
Calculate the percentage of participation by taking the aggregate of 2003-2007
participation over the 2003 energy consumption baseline; and
Identify the level at which the local government is eligible to enter the ELPP.

Importantly, these enhanced levels of incentives will also increase the number of
measures that pass the cost-effectiveness screen.
Note: The level of entry and participation commitments made by the respective
LGPs and their local government members are provided in the Partner-level
PIPs. See Figure 17.
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The following diagram illustrates the levels of commitment and performance, and
the requirements for each level.
Figure 6: ELPP Performance-Based Incentive Structure

Note: The individual core program elements: A - Government Facilities, B –
Strategic Planning Support, and C – Community Energy are described separately
below.
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Element A – Government Facilities
Note: See following sections for Element B – Strategic Planning Support and
Element C – Core Program Coordination
4.A Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements:
A. Government Facilities
A1 Government Facilities Retrofits
A2 Government Facilities Retrocommissioning
A3 Integrated Demand Response
A4 Technical Assistance
A5 On-Bill Financing
b) Overview
The Government Facilities element will be implemented by each participating LGP
during the 2009 – 2011 program cycle. This section provides an overview of the
program element, expected outcomes and barriers that will be common for all of the
LGPs. LGP-specific characteristics and strategies will be provided in the respective
individual local government PIPs.
The single largest challenge to increasing clean energy and reducing GHG in
municipal facilities is a lack of resources — both of knowledgeable staff with
sufficient time for these activities, and lack of funds to implement projects. The
ELPP will help overcome these barriers by providing hands-on assistance to LGPs
during all project stages, including help to identify financing and optimizing EE, DR
& RE solutions on an integrated, whole-system basis. This will:
• Directly link energy savings and fossil fuel reduction to GHG reduction and AB
32 compliance;
• Achieve short- and long-term savings;
• Demonstrate the local government’s commitment to energy efficiency to its
constituents and stakeholders; and
• Enable local governments to become champions for EE, DR, and RE and promote
further reductions in energy usage and associated GHG impacts throughout their
communities.
Element A includes five sub-elements, described below: Government Facilities
Retrofits, Government Facilities Retro-commissioning, Integrated Demand Response,
Technical Assistance, and SCE Financial Solutions’ On-Bill Financing (OBF).
Incentive Services
Sub-Element A1 - Government Facilities Retrofits
The ELPP will provide technical, financial, managerial, and administrative
support to the local government representative, usually a facilities manager,
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responsible for energy projects. The degree of support will be tailored to each
local government’s need, taking into account energy savings and GHG reduction
potential, cost-effectiveness, level of commitment, available funds, and in-house
technical expertise. This program sub-element will be leveraged by and
integrated with other programs such as retro-commissioning (RCx), DR, and selfgeneration to achieve maximum impact while minimizing lost opportunities.
Energy savings will be based on measures installed or replaced. Anticipated
measures include, but are not limited to:
• Comprehensive lighting (approximately 60%);
• HVAC (approximately 20%); and
• Other measures (motors, water heating, pumps and miscellaneous,
approximately 20%).
Unless otherwise stated in the local government sub-program PIPs , the
Government Facilities’ measure mix will be 60% lighting, 20% HVAC and 20%
other.
The specific EE measures for each local government will depend on technical
audits and assessments that will identify all retrofit opportunities. However, since
lighting is often a local government’s first entry into EE, lighting retrofits will
comprise a significant portion of projects for local governments that do not yet
have a strong portfolio of EE projects. For local governments that have already
implemented many EE projects, the mix will tend to include a higher ratio of
HVAC and other types of measures.
The ELPP will help local governments document the energy and GHG savings
benefits from retrofitting municipal facilities, which will help encourage
residents, businesses, and other local governments to match their efforts.
Sub-Element A2 - Government Facilities Retro-commissioning (RCx) &/or
Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBx)
RCx and MBx are systematic processes for optimizing performance of an existing
building’s equipment, lighting, and control systems. Where retrofitting involves
replacing outdated equipment, RCx and MBx focus on improving efficiencies of
what is already in place. The ELPP will help local governments identify RCx and
MBx opportunities, and bundle them with EE retrofits and other comprehensive
energy options will to optimize local government investments and project costeffectiveness.
The specific EE measures for each local government will depend on technical
audits and assessments. Anticipated measures include but are not limited to:
• Comprehensive lighting (30%);
• HVAC controls and tune-ups (30%);
• Variable-frequency drives (VFDs, 20%); and
• Other types of energy savings measures (water heating, etc., 20%).
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For Government Facilities retro-commissioning and unless otherwise stated in
the individual local government sub-program PIPs, the measure-mix will consist
of 30% lighting, 30% HVAC, 20% VFDs, and 20% other measure mix.
RCx and MBCx projects will demonstrate cost-effective approaches to optimizing
facility operations, including saving electricity and gas, reducing operating costs
while improving occupancy comfort, improving environmental quality, and
reducing GHG emissions. Successful outcome of the projects will encourage
other departments within each local government, other local governments, and
private sector entities to retro-commission their facilities.
Sub-Element A3 - Integrated Demand Response
Participation in Demand Response (DR) is a requirement for becoming a
participant in SCE’s ELPP. Opportunities for municipal facilities to participate
in SCE’s DR programs will be identified by technical audits and assessments.
SCE will work with the LGPs to make comprehensive packages of DR options
available to the local governments within each partnership. Municipal
participation in DR programs will prompt local governments to publicize their
economic and societal benefits, encouraging their constituents to participate in
DR. SCE will also provide standard tariff options, the California Solar Initiative
(CSI), the Self-Generation Incentive Program (SCIP) and other programs.
Integrated Demand Response audits will be provided, if applicable.
Sub-Element A4 - Technical Assistance
The ELPP will provide technical audits and assessments to help participating
local governments identify, prioritize and schedule municipal EE, DR and RE
projects including EE retrofits, renovations, energy-efficient new construction,
MBCx, and/or RCx . Specialized assistance will also be available through DR
programs, including Technical Assistance & Technical Incentive (TA&TI) audits,
and through the Savings By Design (SBD) Program.
Technical assistance will be coordinated with Core Program Sub-Element B-5
(Peer-to-Peer Support) to collect information about projects, technologies, tools,
cost-benefit experiences, implementation challenges, successful strategies for
overcoming barriers, and how to effectively package and promote energy projects
to financial managers, elected officials, and other key decision-makers. Linking
GHG benefits to energy project proposals, financing strategies, etc. leverages the
support the program provides to each local government into documented case
studies that can be shared with other local governments.
Sub-Element A5 - On-Bill Financing (OBF)
The ELPP provides access to On-Bill Financing (OBF), which will offer zeropercent interest financing for qualifying installations of lighting, refrigeration and
HVAC measures. This is a key strategy for overcoming the “first cost” barrier
local governments face when making EE and other capital investment decisions.
Many LGPs have communicated to SCE that they intend to apply for OBF loans
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to support their EE projects, which are eligible for when an EE project has
reached the stage where its technical merits and cost-effectiveness can be
determined. An application for OBF will be submitted along with the application
for financial incentives.
SCE's Financial Solutions’ OBF option applies only to EE retrofit measures,
which means that to qualify for OBF, measures must also qualify for financial
incentives through SCE's EE prescriptive measure programs. New construction
and other DSM measures such as solar or DR will not qualify. Qualifying
measures can be bundled to shorten the payback period, but each service account
will be subject to a loan limit at any one time.
Note: For further details on the OBF program, please refer to SCE’s Financial
Solutions PIP.
In addition to OBF, LGPs may suggest that local governments consider other
financing options such as CEC loans, municipal bonds, and other state and federal
grant programs. The 2009 American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA)
that is currently being considered by Congress is expected to provide significant
funds to local governments in the form of Energy Efficiency Block Grants that
may help fund municipal projects. The ELPP will assist local government s in
developing plans for integrating these funds, if they become available, into their
project portfolios.
The Government Facilities program element is the heart of the ELPP, in which
participating LGPs commit to achieve specified levels of EE and DR in the
facilities they own and control.
Note: The ELPP will also encourage local governments to consider distributed
Renewable Energy (such as rooftop solar photovoltaics) in their projects
to help achieve the Strategic Plan goal of “net zero energy,” but purchase
and installation of solar energy is not required.
The types of EE measures will vary widely depending on the specific municipal
facilities that are selected by each participating local government to meet its
energy and demand reduction targets. Following are some examples of types of
EE projects that have been identified by LGPs.
Figure 7: Sample List of LGP EE Measure Types – Government Facilities
Types of Municipal
Facilities
Municipal Office
Buildings
Information Technology
Centers

Types of EE Measure Projects
Primarily lighting, HVAC, and office equipment
Primarily HVAC, lighting, and computer networks with
uninterruptible back-up power supplies
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Types of Municipal
Facilities
Water & Wastewater
Facilities
Groundwater Wells
Corporation Yards

Laboratories
Parks & Recreation

Police & Fire

Types of EE Measure Projects
Primarily pumps and motors
Pumps and motors
Depending on the function, may be any combination of
measures, but typically will include lighting, HVAC,
and office equipment
May also include secure communications systems (e.g.,
for emergency response)
Lighting, HVAC, refrigeration, electronic equipment
Combination of lighting & HVAC in community
centers, and irrigation pumping & outdoor lighting for
parks
Primarily lighting, HVAC, office equipment, and secure
emergency communications systems (typically served
by two or three independent power sources )

All participating local governments will be encouraged (but not required) to consider
clean distributed Renewable Energy (such as rooftop solar photovoltaics (PV)) in
their projects to help achieve the Strategic Plan goal of “net zero energy.” Other types
of distributed energy — such as solar thermal and fuel cells — may also be
recommended for certain types of facilities.
c) Non-incentive services
See individual local government sub-program PIPs, as applicable, for specific nonincentive services provided through the ELPP.
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d) Target audience
Figure 8: Target Audience - Government Facilities Sub-Element

•
•
•

•

Sub-Element
1 Retrofits
A2 RCx &/or MBx,
and
A3 Integrated
Demand Response

A4 Technical
Assistance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A5 On-Bill Financing •

Target Audience
Primarily NAICS 3 Municipal Administration Buildings:
City Libraries
Fire Stations
County Medical Hospitals
County Correctional Facilities
Police Stations
Teen Centers
Recreation CentersCity or County Museums
Animal Shelters
Public Works Department Facilities
Bridges and Highways
Water and Wastewater Agencies
Transit Agencies
Streetlights
Schools (if under the jurisdiction of a city or county)
Primarily City or County Staff or Department Managers,
especially Energy Managers & Facility Managers, but also:
Other City officials (City Manager, Council, Controller, etc.)
that are involved in approving energy projects
Other local governments through Sub-Element B-5 Peer-toPeer Support, particularly to share information about
successful strategies to overcome barriers
Once the OBF program is approved, any qualifying local
government can apply

e) Implementation
• Figure 9 below illustrates the Government Facilities program element process
from inception of comprehensive municipal clean energy portfolios through
implementation. This process helps assure LGP success by: tracking, monitoring,
and making course corrections needed to clear obstacles;
• Constantly focusing LGs on the rewards of successful participation: increased
incentives and program services; recognition as local government leaders; and
energy and cost savings; and
• Constantly focusing participants on the rewards of successful participation
increased incentives and program services; recognition as local government
leaders; and energy and cost savings.
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Figure 9. Government Facilities Process
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During spring/summer 2008, SCE conducted marketing and outreach,
encouraging local governments in its service area to participate in the ELPP.
Through a competitive solicitation process, 18 Local Government Partnerships
were proposed and selected. SCE then commenced discussions with the 18
partnerships, providing them with a template for a Detailed Program Plan to be
maintained by each Partner.
Each Detailed Program Plan contains the following key elements:
• Partnership Overview: Identifies the partners (and Lead Implementer where
applicable) and their respective roles and responsibilities; identifies approvals
that have been or need to be obtained to formalize the commitments by each
participating local government and the LGP overall.
• Partner Profile: Describes the unique characteristics of the LGP and its
members, providing insights on specific partner needs and the program
delivery and messaging strategies needed to engage the LGP’s targeted
constituents most effectively. Includes a profile of the participating local
jurisdiction: leadership, priorities, municipal services, energy, climate and
sustainability policies, goals, and plans, and decision-making,
communications, and budgetary processes.
• Energy Profile: Includes historical demand and energy data from SCE to
help each local government understand how and where energy is used in its
jurisdiction, help identify and target high-potential energy customers, and help
the local government conduct informed dialogues with its constituents and
stakeholders for more successful education and outreach.
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•

•

•

Municipal Facilities Plan: Lists municipal facilities targeted for participation
in EE and DR programs. Prior audits, if any, will be documented here, along
with project schedules, levels of investment needed for each project, financing
options, and key milestones, especially the critical time for project reviews
and budgetary approvals.
Program Evaluation and Reporting: Documents the program's tiered
incentive structure and the level of energy and demand savings needed to
access each level of incentives and benefits. This section also provides a basis
for tracking and monitoring each participant’s progress towards meeting its
commitments and achieving the next incentive level.
Marketing, Education & Outreach (ME&O) Plan: Contains detailed
documentation of planned events, activities, and strategies that will be
deployed to engage high-potential targeted customer groups. The ME&O
Plan anticipates leveraging common priority issues and associated stakeholder
and communications channels with other partners, both nearby and in other
areas. Local priorities will establish unique marketing, education and
outreach plan elements.

In addition to providing an effective vehicle for communicating information
among the partners, the Plan will also provide important information to key
stakeholders and the CPUC, as well as provide a launch point for long-term
strategic Energy Action Plans (EAPs) by local government participants. Ideally,
the EAPs will build upon the LGPs to develop a roadmap for achieving the
highest partnership level - Platinum.
The following paragraphs explain the ELPP implementation approach at the subelement level.
Sub-Element A1 – Government Facilities Retrofits
Each local government participating in the ELPP as a partner with SCE will
undertake to develop and implement municipal clean energy projects within its
respective jurisdiction. When multiple local governments participate in an LGP
in which a partner or third party is designated as a “Lead Implementer”
(“Bundled” partnerships), the Lead Implementer is responsible for coordinating
the local government participants' efforts and assuring that their collective efforts
result in achieving the overall partnership's EE & DR goals.
The Lead Implementer will also provide a single point of contact with SCE for
identifying and bringing in the technical assistance needed by each local
government participant. As noted previously, Sub-Element A1 will be
coordinated with Sub-Element B5 (Peer-to-Peer Support) to share technical,
operations, financing, and other types of energy strategies, tools and techniques
with other local governments in California (and, potentially, nationally).
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Implementation: Sub-Element A2 – Retro-commissioning (RCx) &/or
Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBx)
Candidate facilities for RCx and/or MBx will be identified through the
development process that will be conducted with ELPP technical assistance (see
Sub-Element A4 – Technical Assistance). This process consists of performing
field-based functional tests at the building system and/or subsystem level,
including on-site equipment testing, monitoring and/or verifying proper operation,
and calibration of a sample of the systems, and assessing potential projects for
technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness. Sub-Element A1, Sub-Element A2
will be coordinated with Sub-Element B5 – Peer-to-Peer Support.
Implementation: Sub-Element A3 – Integrated Demand Response
The Integrated DR development process will also identify eligible non-emergency
municipal facilities and functions — such as office buildings where lighting
and/or HVAC could be interrupted or reduced without risk to public health and
safety — that could participate in SCE DR programs. LGPs will also be
encouraged to identify self-generation opportunities, especially for cleaner
technologies such as solar PV, advanced micro-turbines, and fuel cells.
See Core Program Element C (Core Program Coordination) for more
information about how the ELPP will coordinate with the utilities’ Self
Generation Incentive Program (SGIP), and Core Program Element B (Strategic
Planning Support) for information about coordination with other types of RE and
SG programs.
Implementation: Sub-Element A4 – Technical Assistance
Technical assistance starts with obtaining a list of all of the municipal facilities of
each participating local government with their account name (e.g., city/county
department), address, type of municipal function being performed at that location,
age of the building (known or estimated), size in square feet, and any other readily
compiled, relevant information . The list is then matched with energy use to
identify the energy use of the facility and prioritize high-potential opportunities.
SCE Business Customer Division (BCD) Representatives have met with all LGPs
to help compile lists of potential retrofits and request information about each
facility's situation. Some preliminary energy assessments have been conducted to
identify highest-priority projects for implementation upon CPUC approval of the
ELPP.
Element A-4 will be coordinated with Sub-Element B-5 Peer-to-Peer Support to
share information with other local governments.
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Implementation: Sub-Element A5 – On-Bill Financing
See discussion above in Section 4.b.(Overview, Incentives, Sub-Element A5) for
a description of how the ELPP will approach On-Bill Financing.
5.A Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
Market Transformation (MT) metrics proposed in Tables 3 and 4 are preliminary. The
proposed metrics are meant to initiate a collaborative effort to elaborate meaningful
metrics that will provide overall indicators of how markets as a whole are evolving.
MT metrics should neither be used for short-term analyses nor for specific program
analyses; rather, should focus on broad market segments.
Market transformation is embraced as an ideal end state resulting from the collective
efforts of the energy efficiency field, but differing understandings of both the MT
process and the successful end state have not yet converged. The CPUC defines the
end state of MT as “Long-lasting sustainable changes in the structure or functioning
of a market achieved by reducing barriers to the adoption of energy efficiency
measures to the point where further publicly-funded intervention is no longer
appropriate in that specific market.” 2 The Strategic Plan recognizes that process of
transformation is harder to define than its end state, and that new programs are
needed to support the continuous transformation of markets around successive
generations of new technologies 3 .
Market transformation programs differ from resource acquisition programs on 1)
objectives, 2) geographical and 3) temporal dimensions, 4) baselines, 5) performance
metrics, 6) program delivery mechanisms, 7) target populations, 8) attribution of
causal relationships, and 9) market structures 4 . Markets are social institutions 5 , and
transformation requires the coordinated effort of many stakeholders at the national
level, directed to not immediate energy savings but rather to intermediary steps such
as changing behavior, attitudes, and market supply chains 6 as well as changes to
codes and standards. Resource acquisition programs rely upon the use of financial
incentives, but concerns have been raised that these incentives distort true market
price signals and may directly counter market transformation progress 7 . According to
York 8 , “Market transformation is not likely to be achieved without significant,
2

California Public Utilities Commission Decision, D.98-04-063, Appendix A.
California Public Utilities Commission (2008) California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, p. 5. Available
at http://www.californiaenergyefficiency.com/docs/EEStrategicPlan.pdf
4
Peloza, J., and York, D. (1999). “Market Transformation: A Guide for Program Developers.” Energy Center of
Wisconsin. Available at: http://www.ecw.org/ecwresults/189-1.pdf
5
Blumstein, C., Goldstone, S., & Lutzenhiser, L. (2001) “From technology transfer to market transformation”.
Proceedings of the European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy Summer Study. Available at
http://www.eceee.org/conference_proceedings/eceee/2001/Panel_2/p2_7/Paper/
6
Sebold, F. D., Fields, A., Skumatz, L., Feldman, S., Goldberg, M., Keating, K., Peters, J. (2001) A Framework for
Planning and Assessing Publicly Funded Energy Efficiency. p. 6-4. Available at www.calmac.org.
7
Gibbs, M., and Townsend, J. (2000). The Role of Rebates in Market Transformation:
Friend or Foe. In Proceedings from 2000 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in
Buildings.
8
York, D., (1999). “A Discussion and Critique of Market Transformation”, Energy Center of Wisconsin. Available at
http://www.ecw.org/ecwresults/186-1.pdf.
3
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permanent increases in energy prices. From an economic perspective, there are 3
ways to achieve market transformation: (1) fundamental changes in behavior, (2)
provide proper price signals, and (3) permanent subsidy.”
The question of what constitutes successful transformation is controversial because of
a Catch-22: Market transformation is deemed successful when the changed market is
self-sustaining, but that determination cannot be made until after program
interventions are ended. Often, however, the need for immediate energy and demand
savings or immediate carbon-emissions reductions will mean that program
interventions may need to continue, which would interfere with the evaluation of
whether MT is self-sustaining. Market transformation success has also been defined
in terms of higher sales of efficient measures than would have otherwise occurred
against a baseline absent of program interventions. The real world, however, provides
no such control condition. Evaluators must estimate these baselines from quantitative
factors such as past market sales that may be sparse and/or inaccurate - particularly
for new products. Evaluations must also defer to expert judgments on what these
baselines may have been as well as on the degree of successful market
transformation 9 . Due to the subjective nature of these judgments, it is imperative that
baselines as well as milestone MT targets be determined and agreed upon through
collaborative discussion by all stakeholders, and these targets may need periodic
revision as deemed necessary by changing context.
Market transformation draws heavily upon diffusion of innovation theory 10 , with the
state of a market usually characterized by adoption rate plotted against time on the
well-known S-shaped diffusion curve. In practice, however, the diffusion curve of
products may span decades 11 . Market share tracking studies conducted 3, 5 or even
10 years after the start of an MT program may reveal only small market
transformation effects 12 . The ability to make causal connections between these
market transformation effects and any particular program’s activities fades with time,
as markets continually change and other influences come into play.
These challenges mentioned above are in reference to programs that were specifically
designed to achieve market transformation; and these challenges are only
compounded for programs that were primarily designed to achieve energy and
demand savings. However, since the inception of market transformation programs
almost two decades ago, many lessons have been learned about what the
characteristics of successful MT programs are. First and foremost, they need to be
designed specifically to address market transformation. “The main reason that (most)
programs do not accomplish lasting market effects is because they are not designed
specifically to address this goal (often because of regulatory policy directions given to
9

Nadel, S., Thorne, J., Sachs, H., Prindle, B., and Elliot, R.N. (2003). “Market Transformation: Substantial Progress
from a Decade of Work.” American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, Report Number A036. Available at:
http://www.aceee.org/pubs/a036full.pdf
10
Rogers (1995) Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Ed.
11
Example in bottom chart of this graphic from NYTimes:
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2008/02/10/opinion/10op.graphic.ready.html
12
Sebold et al (2001) p. 6-5,
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program designers.) 13 ” The Strategic Plan recognizes that regulatory policies are not
yet in place to support the success of market transformation efforts 14 , but also reflects
the CPUC’s directive to design energy efficiency programs that can lay the
groundwork for either market transformation success or for codes and standards
changes.
Above all else, the hallmark of a successful market transformation program is in the
coordination of efforts across many stakeholders. The most successful MT programs
have involved multiple organizations, providing overlapping market interventions 15 .
The Strategic Plan calls for coordination and collaboration throughout, and in that
spirit the utilities look forward to working with the CPUC and all stakeholders to help
achieve market transformation while meeting all the immediate energy, demand, and
environmental needs. Drawing upon lessons learned from past MT efforts, the Energy
Center of Wisconsin’s guide for MT program developers16 suggests that the first step
is not to set end-point definitions, progress metrics or goals. Rather, the first steps
include forming a collaborative of key participants. As the Strategic Plan suggests,
these may include municipal utilities, local governments, industry and business
leaders, and consumers. Then, with the collective expertise of the collaborative, we
can define markets, characterize markets, measure baselines with better access to
historical data, and define objectives, design strategies and tactics, implement and
then evaluate programs. The collaborative will also provide insights that will set our
collective expectations for the size of market effects we can expect, relative to the
amount of resources we can devote to MT. No one organization in the collaborative
will have all the requisite information and expertise for this huge effort. This truly
needs to be a collaborative approach from the start.
The metrics and baselines described below in Tables 3 and 4 are presented for the
purposes of starting the much-needed discussion between all key participants. These
are suggestions, intended to allow key participants to pilot-test processes for
establishing baseline metrics, tracking market transformation progress, and for
refining evaluation tools. Early trial of these evaluation metrics will reveal any gaps
in data tracking so that we may refine our processes before full-scale market
transformation evaluations take place.
The set of metrics we selected is intentionally a small set, for several reasons. First, as
mentioned, the full set of metrics and baselines need to be selected by key
participants. Second, we anticipate that market share data for many mid- and lowimpact measures will be too sparse to show MT effects and not cost-effective to
analyze. Third, we selected core measures and metrics that would both be indicative
of overall portfolio efforts. These measures are also likely to be offered on a broad
level by other utilities, providing a greater base of sales and customer data that could
be analyzed for far-reaching MT effects.
13
Peters, J.S., Mast,B., Ignelzi, P., Megdal, L.M. (1998). Market Effects Summary Study Final Report: Volume 1.”
Available at http://calmac.org/publications/19981215CAD0001ME.PDF.
14
CPUC (2008) Strategic Plan, p. 5.
15
Nadel, Thorne, Saches, Prindle & Elliot (2003).
16
Peloza & York, (1999).
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Therefore, for the Energy Leader Partnership Program the following approach to
quantitative baseline and market transformation information is presented as follows.
The utilities recommend development of a baseline, and tracking the number of cities,
counties and government institutions that have plans for written energy efficiency
provisions. Such a metric relates directly to the Strategic Plan (Goal 12.3.4) in terms
of measuring progress towards 50% plans for sustainability.
In addition, we propose tracking community adoptions of new construction model
reach codes, both residential and nonresidential. This metric aligns with the Strategic
Plan (Goal 12.3.1). In addition to being a direct indicator of support by local
government partnerships, community adoptions of model reach codes are of strategic
interest to the CPUC. A proliferation of dissimilar reach codes would confuse the
market relative to building codes and incentive programs. Model reach codes to be
developed by Codes and Standards would allow energy efficiency efforts across
partners to be aligned with a clear target for each climate zone. As discussed in the
Local Government PIPs, the IOUs intend to work closely with partners in establishing
baseline code compliance levels and pushing for model reach codes.
With this discussion in mind, IOUs propose the following metrics for this sector:
Table 3.A

Energy Efficiency
Action Plans

Metric A
Baseline inventory of
cities, counties and
government
institutions within the
IOU territory with that
have adopted such
energy planning
documents as Energy
Action Plans, Climate
Action Plans and
Sustainability Plans,
and General Plans
with energy or climate
elements.

Baseline Metric
Metric B

Metric C

In coordination with
Codes and Standards,
develop a baseline
inventory of cities
and counties within
the IOU territory
with adopted model
reach codes

Model Reach Codes

Baseline Compliance

In coordination
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Levels

with Codes and
Standards, develop
baseline
compliance levels
for a collection of
indicator
measures. An
example list of
measures may
include: residential
hardwired lighting,
residential duct
improvement,
ducts in existing
commercial
buildings, pool
pumps, general
service
incandescent
lamps, external
power supplies,
and other
measures as
appropriate

b) Market Transformation Information
As stated above, market transformation draws heavily upon diffusion of innovation
theory, with the state of a market characterized by adoption rate plotted against time
on the well-known S-shaped diffusion curve. In practice, however, the diffusion
curve of products may span decades. Market share tracking studies conducted 3, 5 or
even 10 years after the start of an MT program may reveal only small market
transformation effects. Therefore it is problematic, if not impractical, to offer internal
annual milestones towards market transformation sectors and specific program
activities.
As a consequence, it is not appropriate to offer more than broad and general
projections. Any targets provided in the following table are nothing more than best
guesstimates, and are subject to the effects of many factors and market forces outside
the control of program implementers.
Table 4.A
Internal Market Transformation Planning Estimates
2009
2010
2011
Baseline inventory of
cities, counties and
government

Improvement over
baseline, over time
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institutions within the
IOU territory with that
have adopted Energy
Efficiency Action
Plans
In coordination with
Codes and Standards,
develop a baseline
inventory of cities and
counties within the
IOU territory with
adopted model reach
codes
In coordination with
Codes and Standards,
develop baseline
compliance levels for a
collection of indicator
measures. An example
list of measures may
include: residential
hardwired lighting,
residential duct
improvement, ducts in
existing commercial
buildings, pool pumps,
general service
incandescent lamps,
external power
supplies, and other
measures as
appropriate

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The primary barriers to local government EE programs and the strategies the ELPP
will employ to overcome these barriers include:
Primary Barrier: Many local governments do not have adequate staff resources
to develop and manage a municipal energy program, especially in the current
economic climate. In addition, existing staff may not be knowledgeable about
energy issues and options.
Strategies: The ELPP will provide a comprehensive municipal clean energy
program that includes technical assistance for program and project development
and management, training in EE and DR opportunities, as well as information on
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broader energy programs and offerings. ELPP will help identify, qualify and
schedule EE, DR and RE projects.
The ELPP will overcome these barriers by providing hands-on assistance to local
governments for all project stages, including obtaining financing, and optimizing
EE, DR & RE solutions on an integrated, whole-system basis. This will:
• Directly link energy savings and fossil fuel reduction to GHG reduction and
AB 32 compliance;
• Achieve short- and long-term energy savings;
• Demonstrate the local government’s commitment to efficiency to its
constituents and stakeholders; and
• Enable local governments to become champions for EE, DR, and RE, so as to
further reduce energy usage and associated GHG impacts within their
communities.
Primary Barrier: Access to financing is a significant barrier, particularly when
operating in the present credit crisis. Even under “ordinary” circumstances,
funding for these types of energy projects (deemed “discretionary” when they are
not absolutely needed to protect public health & safety) is difficult to obtain, since
they must compete for limited funds with mission-critical activities.
Strategies: The ELPP will provide financing planning assistance including, but
not limited to, cost/project estimating and budgeting, identification of financing
options, help with scheduling and preparing for reviews and approvals of
proposed energy projects and budgets, and on-bill financing.
Primary Barrier: With significant staffing and financial challenges, the local
government sector experience lost opportunities which can occur when viable
efficiency opportunities are not identified or are value-engineered out of a project
due to lack of funds, lack of information, and/or lack of management support.
Strategies: The ELPP’s comprehensive approach minimizes lost opportunities in
municipal facilities by directly tackling major barriers. The barriers the
Government Facilities Element of the ELPP helps overcome are summarized in
Figure 10 below:
Figure 10: Summary of Barriers and Strategies - Government Facilities Element
Primary Barriers
SCE ELPP Strategies
Budgetary Constraints Provide comprehensive energy (EE/DR/RE) assistance, from
project inception through project implementation, including
financing.
Services include:
Lack of staff
resources or technical
expertise to develop
Overcome initial first cost barrier by providing direct
or manage projects
technical engineering audits and assessments to identify
cost-effective projects:
• Assist in project planning & development, including
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Long and costly
procurement
processes
Municipal funding
cycles
Difficult and time
consuming approval
processes

cleaner energy options and project identification
(EE/DR/RE, whole building/facility basis), EE
audits, equipment testing & analysis, equipment
specifications, preliminary engineering design & cost
estimating.
• Assist in computing life cycle costs and benefits
(installed cost of equipment & systems, financing
costs, energy savings, expected changes to operations
& maintenance (O&M) and repair & replacement
(R&R) costs over the life of the equipment or system,
etc.) for input to capital budgets.
Provide financing assistance: access to SCE’s Financial
Solutions’ OBF option, information about CEC & other low
interest loans, and information about successful municipal
EE revolving fund approaches.
Assist local governments in computing and providing
information about GHG reductions in their project proposals
(see Element B – Strategic Planning Support).
Provide access to technical experts selected by SCE through
competitive solicitation processes.
Provide on-going project management assistance including
project scheduling and field inspections.
Provide training and access to benchmarking tools such as
USEPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager (see Element
B – Strategic Planning Support).

d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5.A – See individual Partnerships
6.A Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The ELPP employs the following best practices in energy programs design, as
summarized in Figure 11 below:
Figure 11: Best Practices - Government Facilities Element
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Type of
Best
Best Practice
ELPP Application(s)
Practice
Goals &
Develop and use clearly
The ELPP’s steps to higher incentives &
Objectives articulated objectives that are
program benefits are well structured &
internally consistent, actionable understandable.
and measurable.
The LGP-specific Detailed Program Plan
Develop tools to track the
is a living document that will facilitate
portfolio's performance on a
continuous tracking and reporting.
continuous basis and report
progress.
Planning Design programs within the
The ELPP plan & program structure are
portfolio based on sound
based on sound program plans & theories.
program plans; where
appropriate, use clearly but
Baseline research was conducted for each
concisely articulated program
partnership and on individual
theories.
participating local governments.
Conduct baseline research.

The Detailed Program Plan provides a
mechanism for closely monitoring
progress and making adjustments as
needed to meet partnership goals and
objectives.

Build feedback loops into
program design and logic.

Staffing

Maintain the flexibility to
rebalance portfolio initiatives as
needed to achieve the
portfolio’s goals & objectives.
Select highly qualified in-house
staff &/or outside contractors to
manage, design, implement and
evaluate programs.

Qualified SCE Project Managers have
been assigned to each LGP to promote
open communications and implementation
success. The roles and responsibilities of
the LGP’s partners are defined in the
governing partnership agreements. More
Clearly define portfolio
implementation responsibilities detailed roles and responsibilities of all
participants are further defined the
and clarify roles to minimize
individual LGPs’ Detailed Program Plans.
confusion.
SCE’s resources will be supplemented
with pre-qualified technical support
contractors selected by SCE though
competitive solicitations to costeffectively provide the portfolio of
technical assistance needed to support its
LGP.
Integration Leverage relationships from
The ELPP is structured to leverage all
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Type of
Best
Practice

Best Practice

ELPP Application(s)

complementary organizations
resources, assets and relationships of
such as utilities, trade allies, and SCE, its partners, and their participants,
industry specialists.
constituents, stakeholders, and other
related individuals & organizations.
Reporting Clearly articulate the data
The LGPs’ Detailed Program Plans,
& Tracking requirements for measuring
coupled with frequent meetings
portfolio and program success. between/among SCE, its partners and
their members/ constituents is designed to
track and report partnership progress and
Design tracking systems to
support the requirements of all successes.
major users: program
administrators, managers,
contractors and evaluators.
In addition, the ELPP incorporates the lessons learned from past program cycles.
SCE has determined that as local governments become champions for EE in their
communities, they are more intent on reducing energy use in municipal facilities
to “Lead by Example” [Strategic Plan Goal 2].
The ELPP will help overcome the barriers inherent to governmental entities,
which will help pave the path for achieving the Strategic Plan goals of a 20%
reduction below 2003 levels by 2015, and 20% below 1990 levels by 2020. The
LGPs will supplement best practices learned from SCE’s 2006-2008 local
government partnerships with input from other organizations conducting
comparable programs, including but not limited to:
• National organizations such as the American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Environment (ACEEE) and the International Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives (ICLEI) USA;
• California organizations dedicated to local governments such as the Institute
for Local Governments (ILG) and the Local Government Commission (LGC);
• Past, present and future government partnerships involving the other utilities
• The third-party program “California Sustainability Alliance” and its partner,
the Department of Conservation’s “Emerald Cities Pilot Program”; and
• A wide variety of other complementary programs and initiatives.
See Core Program Element B (Strategic Planning Support) for more information
about best practices, and Section 6.g, EM&V, below, for additional information
about documenting best practices.
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b) Innovation
The Government Facilities program element incorporates innovative aspects of
program design, as discussed above, including benchmarking, finance, and framing
energy savings by municipal facilities within a climate action framework.
The ELPP itself is innovative in the comprehensiveness of the services it will provide
to local governments. The ELPP will help local governments adopt and implement
higher Reach Goals through a diverse portfolio of upstream policies and programs.
Further, the ELPP will help local governments take a proactive role in reducing their
energy use and carbon footprint by:
• Helping them understand where and how energy is used in their jurisdictions; and
• Engaging local government assistance in developing and implementing diverse
portfolios of marketing, education, and outreach programs targeting high energy
users in their jurisdictions.
Services provided help overcome primary barriers local governments face in adopting
and implementing cleaner energy, including:
• Initial costs of technical audits and assessments for project identification and
qualification;
• Prioritizing and ranking projects in accordance with their cost-effectiveness; and
• Helping local governments obtain financing from a variety of sources.
Additionally, each LGP will collaborate with other ELPP participants and broader
networks of local governments to address potential barriers by sharing solutions and
best practices (see Element B – Strategic Plan Support). This is the first such fully
comprehensive program for California local governments structured specifically to
implement the three aforementioned strategies set forth in the Strategic Plan.
The ELPP will enable California’s local governments to assume their role as leaders
in their communities on energy, climate action, and environmental issues through the
unique combination of:
• A comprehensive portfolio of technical and financial assistance designed to
overcome the most significant barriers to local government energy programs;
• A flexible and agile program design that provides continuous feedback and
opportunities for course corrections as needed to achieve the LGP’s goals and
objectives;
• Significant benefits for local governments that are willing and able to deliver the
highest level of energy savings and demand reductions, both by themselves and
by their constituents; and
• A true partnership with local governments, in which the local governments
themselves take a proactive leadership role in encouraging energy users in their
respective jurisdictions to demonstrate energy, climate, and environmental
responsibility by enrolling in utility EE and DR programs, as well as other
complementary sustainability initiatives.
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c) Interagency coordination
The ELPP will foster coordination among LGPs by encouraging them to make use of
other resources, including:
• Participating in the CEC loan program for governments;
• Participating in CEC's Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) program;
• Participating in the "EPA ENERGYSTAR Low Carbon IT Campaign Ally" with
their power management savings program; and
• Working with the California Air Resources Board (CARB) as well as other
agencies to co-market materials, co-brand programs, etc.
Note: Additional interagency coordination with CARB, CEC/PIER, Codes &
Standards, and other related opportunities for leverage are addressed
below under Core Program Element B (Strategic Plan Support) and Core
Program Element C (Core Program Coordination).
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
SCE’s ELPP model offers a greater concentration of DR offerings and resources to
LGPs. Different levels of DR offerings have been defined and LG partners will be
encouraged to establish goals for DR that will help them progress to higher levels of
participation. In addition, the LGPs will use an integrated approach, encouraging
participation in DR, CSI, and SGIP programs in order to achieve coordinated delivery
of DSM options. Although the funding for integration will come from the dedicated
funding source for each integrated measure, SCE will make this transparent to the
local government and its constituents.
Some LGPs will achieve integration of all elements, while others may only integrate a
few. The integrated elements include:
• Integrated energy audits will be offered to government facilities that show savings
potential and a willingness to commit the additional time and financial
investments, while standard EE audits will be offered to all other program
participants;
• Emerging Technologies and CEC-PIER collaboration is expected to include pilot
projects and market acceleration assistance for market-ready products in the
general categories of day lighting, lighting, HVAC, controls, and building
envelope improvements;
• Commissioning and retro-commissioning services will continue being offered to
segment customers; and
• DR opportunities will be targeted in larger facilities, particularly as part of
monitoring-based retro-commissioning efforts where controls to facilitate DR
efforts would be installed.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The ELPP encourages LGPs to coordinate with other resource agencies including air
quality management districts, schools, local and regional water and wastewater
agencies, transportation authorities, and other interested stakeholders to
comprehensively address EE, DR and RE opportunities in conjunction with GHG
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reduction, and to co-deliver the partnership’s message of saving energy, money and
the environment.
f) Pilots
No pilot projects are planned for the ELPP at this time; however, local government
partners will be encouraged to identify technologies and/or processes that they would
like to pilot. Codes and Standards and PIER coordination may provide piloting
opportunities. Most LG partners have indicated a willingness to provide sites for
piloting new technologies and initiatives and to participate in the Codes and
Standards pilot program.
Opportunities may arise to test technologies that could, if successful, be extended
across California. Codes and Standards gives partnership programs high priority in
selecting test sites, and also provides links to CEC’s Public Interest Energy Research
(PIER) program. The Codes and Standards and Workforce Education and Training
programs support local government Title 24 compliance activities with energy code
training for plan checkers, inspectors, and the trades.
g) EM&V
The utilities are proposing to work with the Energy Division to develop and submit a
comprehensive EM&V Plan for 2009-2011 after the program implementation plans
are filed. This will include process evaluations and other program-specific studies
within the context of broader utility and Energy Division studies. More detailed plans
for process evaluation and other program-specific evaluation efforts cannot be
developed until after the final program design is approved by the CPUC and in many
cases after program implementation has begun, since plans need to be based on
identified program design and implementation issues.
Element B – Strategic Plan Support
4.B Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
B. Strategic Plan Support
B1 Code Compliance Support
B2 Reach Code Support
B3 Guiding Document Support
B4 Financing for the Community
B5 Peer to Peer Support
b) Overview
Element B - Strategic Plan Support and the “ELP Strategic Support” sub-program PIP
are designed to collectively facilitate the vision set forth in the Strategic Plan.
California’s local governments are leading their communities to a cleaner energy and
low carbon future. This section describes the standard overview, rationale, outcomes,
and barriers associated with this program element. The specific services to be
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accessed by the individual LGPs are described in the individual LGP sub-program
PIPs.
The support offered through Element B to any LGP and/or its participating local
governments depends on a variety of factors, including availability of staff and
financial resources, competition with other local priorities, and how the local
government’s leadership views its role with respect to energy and climate issues.
Some local governments have very limited staff and budgets and may be engaging in
energy and climate issues for the first time, while other local governments have been
working on these issues for several years and are recognized both in California and
nationally as sustainability leaders. Therefore, Strategic Plan Support will need to be
tailored to the individual needs and capabilities of each participating local
government.
Through the ELPP, SCE is offering assistance to help local governments reduce their
carbon footprint through increased energy efficiency. This offering will be delivered
with expertise and strong relations with local government. This collaborative effort is
structured to leverage the unique resources, assets, relationships, communications
channels, programs, training, models and tools brought by each stakeholder in support
of the Strategic Plan. This is a statewide local government strategic element support
effort among the four investor-owned utilities.
ELP Strategic Support will help local government participants understand the
linkages between energy efficiency and greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction, i.e., AB 32
compliance. ELP Strategic Support will deliver in-person and on-line trainings to
facilitate local government understanding of requirements under AB 32, learn about
principles and methodologies for conducting GHG inventories and setting GHG
reduction targets and developing and implementing climate action plans (CAPs).
ELP Strategic Support will also provide access to templates and tools that detail the
components of GHG inventories and CAPs and provide training on mitigation
strategies for reducing GHG emissions in both local government and communityscale activities and facilities.
ELP Strategic Support will conduct conferences, workshops and webinars, building
upon ELP Strategic Support’s offerings and linking energy actions with GHG
reduction to provide information about energy efficiency, demand response and
renewable energy (EE/DR/RE), AB 32 implementation, Strategic Plan, and other
timely and important energy and climate policies, rules, regulations and legislation.
These venues will increase opportunities for local governments to network and share
information and experiences about best practices and lessons learned.
To encourage local governments to implement the best practices, ELP Strategic
Support will conduct a statewide local government recognition program for local
governments that achieve their energy and climate goals. Within SCE’s service area,
Silver, Gold and Platinum awards levels will be linked to the incentive and
achievement levels established in SCE’s ELPP program. ELP Strategic Support will
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collaborate and coordinate their efforts in order to leverage each other’s efforts,
resources and funding. Within SCE’s service area, Silver, Gold and Platinum awards
levels will be linked to the incentive and achievement levels established in SCE’s
ELPP program (see individual LGP PIPs).
The ELP Strategic Support program element thus provides an integrated portfolio of
services that will complement SCE’s ELPP and help local governments achieve the
Strategic Plan’s strategies and goals while accelerating their jurisdiction’s path to a
cleaner energy and low carbon future.
Below is a description of types of support that will be provided through the 5 subelements.
Sub-Element B1 - Code Compliance Support
The Code Compliance sub-element will be implemented primarily through the
Codes and Standards program, as described in the Codes and Standards PIP.
Some individual LGPs will take action related to code compliance by engaging in
a range of activities that will be coordinated with the Codes and Standards
program.
LGPs that participate in the Codes and Standards program may take advantage of
the Title 24 and measure-specific training. They may also be able to participate in
pilots designed to evaluate and improve the process used by local governments to
conduct code compliance. LGPs may also obtain support in developing local
codes or ordinances. However, development of local codes should be done at a
county or regional level to avoid the development of a patchwork of inconsistent
codes that complicate realization of energy savings.
The Code Compliance sub-element will be implemented primarily through the
Codes and Standards program (see Codes and Standards PIP). In addition to
providing training for local government staff that has responsibility for code
compliance, LGP’s may also want to develop and implement certification
programs for local inspectors and contractors. Some LGPs may assist SCE with
outreach in coordination with SCE and statewide marketing activities (see Core
Program Element C – Core Program Coordination). Local governments may
assist in announcing training opportunities designed to raise awareness about
current codes and encouraging compliance. Local governments often have access
to constituents through existing relationships and can use those routes to enhance
or complement other EE marketing activities.
SCE will:
• Provide training on Title 24 compliance for local government permit-granting
& building inspection staff; and
• Help local governments conduct education & outreach to builders, developers,
architects, engineers, and other key stakeholders that have a significant role in
Title 24 implementation & compliance.
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See the Codes and Standards PIP for further information.
Sub-Element B2 - Reach Code Support
The Reach Code Support sub-element will be implemented primarily through the
Codes and Standards program, with additional support from the Energy Leader
Program Strategic Support sub-program (see Codes and Standards PIP and
Energy Leader Strategic Support sub-program PIP). Some LGPs may include
Reach Code activities to promote local codes that exceed Title 24 requirements.
These activities might include training local government staff about adoption and
implementation of model reach codes, establishing expedited permitting and title
approval processes, and establishing fee structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code developments (such as green building standards
for new construction and retrofits/retro-commissioning or carbon offset reduction
programs that exceed Title 24).
One of the goals of the Codes and Standards program is to develop a model
ordinance that exceeds the 2008 Title 24 Building Energy Standard and receive
pre-approval from the CEC. This would avoid the current problem of each city
developing its own unique ordinance for approval by the CEC. The Codes and
Standards program will also investigate a model ordinance that would include a
package of standards that would be applicable at time-of-sale or major remodels.
The program will encourage all local governments to first optimize compliance
with existing codes. In addition to the biggest savings opportunity, sub-optimal
compliance with the existing code will erode potential savings from a new code.
Reach code support is designed to facilitate mutual support from the utilities and
local governments to realize the full savings potential from codes, both statewide,
and at a local level. SCE will request that prior to adopting any new codes,
building department staff attend role-based training as well as relevant measurespecific training (HVAC replacements, controls under skylights, etc.), and to
identify, implement and document two actions designed to increase compliance.
Governmental, quasi-governmental and supporting organizations dedicated to
clean energy, GHG reduction, and environmental sustainability (may include but
not limited to ICLEI, Institute for Local Government (ILG), the Local
Government Commission (LGC), SCE will request that prior to adopting any
new codes, building department staff attend role-based training as well as relevant
measure-specific training (HVAC replacements, controls under skylights, etc.),
and to identify, implement and document two actions designed to increase
compliance.
The stakeholders will help build a library of best policies, practices, tools, and
techniques. These and other organizations will also help disseminate this
information to LGPs and other California local governments through conferences,
workshops, webinars, and other types of training.
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The ELPP will encourage adoption of reach policies, codes and standards through
the following strategies:
• Encourage participating local governments to adopt aggressive goals for
cleaner energy and GHG reduction that are structured to achieve the Strategic
Plan’s zero net energy vision;
• Encourage participating local governments to adopt policies, plans, codes, and
standards for other sustainability initiatives (such as water efficiency, waste
management, transportation management, and smart planning & growth) that
exceed statutory requirements and will affect cleaner energy availability and
GHG reduction;
• Provide information and assistance directly, through peer networks, and
through a broad growing network of statewide and national environmental
sustainability initiatives, about strategies such as cleaner energy, climate
action & green/sustainability plans; green buildings; solar cities, and zero
carbon communities; and
•

In collaboration with SCE’s Codes and Standards program, coordinate twoway sharing of information with CEC PIER about challenges to
implementation of Reach Codes.

Please refer to the Codes and Standards PIP and the Energy Leader Partnership
Strategic Support sub-program for further information.
Sub-Element B3 - Guiding Document(s) Support
The Guiding Document Support sub-element will be implemented with additional
support from industry experts identified by SCE. Most individual LGPs will
include this activity in their scope of work. Guiding documents may include
Energy and/or Climate Action / GHG emissions reduction plans and other
documents (such as General Plans, Building Permits, and Green Building
Ordinances) that assist local governments in integrating clean energy and GHG
reduction goals and principles into their local and regional plans and permit and
approval processes.
With the assistance of external stakeholders engaged in sustainability activities,
this Guiding Document sub-element and the ELPP Strategic Plan Support element
will:
• Compile a collection of existing guiding documents — references,
guidebooks, checklists, models, and tools about cleaner energy and GHG
reduction options — for local governments;
• Help develop new documents that guide local governments and their
constituents to reduce community energy consumption and GHG emissions
effectively. These might include, for example, estimating the energy and
GHG impacts of various policy goals and objectives and embedding these into
the General Plan; and
• Provide technical assistance to help local governments conduct GHG
emissions inventories, compute their carbon footprint, and prepare Climate
Action Plans, in accordance with protocols jointly developed and adopted by
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the California Air Resources Board (CARB), the California Climate Action
Registry (CCAR), and ICLEI (the “Local Government Operations Protocol”
for computing municipal emissions and the “Community Operations Protocol”
for computing emissions by residents and businesses that is scheduled for
implementation in Summer 2009).
The ELPP will disseminate cleaner energy and climate action information to local
governments and their communities through:
• Conducting workshops and webcasts about important new developments in
energy and climate action policies, rules, legislation and regulations;
• Providing checklists of existing and emerging best practices;
• Providing information and training about new protocols for computing carbon
footprints;
• Providing links to websites with information about best policies and practices,
energy and GHG data, models, tools, and techniques; and
• Providing information about organizations that conduct training on cleaner
energy and GHG reduction policies, legislation, & regulations.
Sub-Element B4 - Financing for the Community
The Financing for the Community sub-element will be implemented with the
assistance of the ELP Strategic Support sub-program and technical resources to be
identified by SCE through competitive solicitations and partnerships with
complementary initiatives. In support of Strategic Plan strategies, the ELPP will
help local governments identify, evaluate, and implement opportunities for
financing community energy projects, such as:
• Low-interest loans through the California Energy Commission (CEC);
• The CEC's Energy Efficiency Financing Program (EEFP), which provides
financing for schools, hospitals, and local governments through low-interest
loans for feasibility studies and the installation of energy-saving measures;
and
• The 2009 American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) currently being
considered by Congress, which is expected to provide significant funds to
local governments in the form of Energy Efficiency Block Grants that could
be used to help fund community projects. The ELPP will assist local
governments in developing plans for integrating these funds, if they become
available, into their community energy plans so as to optimize energy and
GHG reduction benefits.
The ELPP will help local governments evaluate the cost-effectiveness of various
options and effectively communicate those results to policymakers and
community leaders. This assistance may include:
• Performing life cycle cost analyses and illustrating how financing strategies
leverage a local government or community’s limited capital, allowing them to
do more projects with less upfront cash; and
• Showing how initiating a cleaner energy project portfolio with low-interest
financing can help build a perpetual fund for financing future projects (e.g., by
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reinvesting reduced operating costs from energy savings after the loans have
been repaid).
The ELPP will provide technical financing assistance through:
• Conducting workshops and webcasts about innovative financing strategies
tested and deployed by local governments, such as special assessment districts
and applications of AB 811, to accelerate adoption of cleaner energy by
mitigating the initial cost of EE retrofits;
• Helping local governments identify potential financial partners for cleaner
energy projects;
• Providing links to websites with information about zero-to-low interest loans,
grants, and subsidies for cleaner energy projects;
• Conducting webinars about how to evaluate financing options; and
• Providing guidance about low-cost ways to create high value for stakeholders
and constituents that also meet aggressive local green goals (e.g., builders’
entitlements for developers).
Finally, the ELPP will assist local governments in linking the energy savings for
community energy projects to climate action strategies, AB 32 compliance, and
long-term clean energy security and environmental sustainability, and help local
governments communicate these options to community and business leaders
whose support will be needed to implement them.
Please refer to the ELP Strategic Support sub-program PIP for further
information.
Sub-Element B5 - Peer to Peer Support
The Guiding Document Support sub-element will be implemented primarily
through the ELP Strategic Support sub-program. Information sharing can occur
within a single LGP among local government participants, among local
government staff, LGPs, and/or LGPs, their participating local governments, and
other local governments throughout California and the U.S.
The program will provide LGPs and their local government members multiple
venues for participating in activities, including conferences, workshops, webinars,
and smaller special-purpose working groups (for example, when local
governments implementing retro-commissioning projects want to share
information).
Peer-to-peer exchange is an important way to build local government EE
knowledge and capabilities, and has the added benefit of providing insights into
the challenges inherent in local government organizational structures and
decision-making processes. This will provide important data about increasing the
effectiveness of cleaner energy and GHG reduction programs.
LGPs have told SCE that they want to meet other LGPs and share information
about everything associated with implementing their Detailed Program Plans.
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This underscores the importance of peer support: when entering uncharted
territory, it is comforting to share that journey with others. Facilitating sharing of
information helps participants avoid costly mistakes and "re-inventing the wheel,"
improves the effectiveness of projects and programs, and increases the likelihood
of success.
The expected outcomes are the exchange of information within, across, and from
partnerships to broader local government staff. The range of expected impacts is
consistent with the Strategic Plan and includes:
• Increased knowledge and awareness of EE;
• Changes in local government behaviors related to EE;
• Increased ability to implement EE within local governments;
• Streamlined access to information needed to develop goals and implement
strategies around cleaner energy and GHG reduction; and
• Benefits to local governments within California and in other states.
The ELPP will access the combined member networks and communications
channels of governmental, quasi-governmental and implementing organizations to
facilitate peer networking. In addition, the ELPP is working to develop and
implement a local government recognition program that will enable all California
local governments to benchmark their energy, carbon, and other sustainability
performance against their peers, and recognize local governments that achieve or
exceed their goals. Plans include.
• Conducting quarterly and annual meetings among LGPs and local
governments to share lessons learned and successful strategies for overcoming
implementation challenges;
• Creating working groups of ELPP participants that meet regularly to
collaborate on development of certain Reach goals (for example, a Green
Building Initiative Working Group) and that support each other throughout
implementation;
• Encouraging ELPP participants to share their plans and achievements with
peers both within and outside of the ELPP (for example, at ACEEE’s annual
conference);
• Inviting sustainability organizations and thought leaders to participate in
discussions with partners about various types of Reach goals;
• Presenting certificates of achievement and awards to partners that meet or
exceed their goals; and
• Leveraging the Governor's Environmental and Economic Leadership Awards,
the California Sustainability Alliance Sustainability Showcase Awards, and
other awards and recognition programs to honor significant Partner
achievements.
Please refer to the ELP Strategic Support PIP for further information.
Strategic Plan Support focuses on meeting Strategic Plan goals by leveraging the
considerable power and influence of local governments on their stakeholders and
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constituents through upstream strategies, including but not limited to policies,
goals, codes, ordinances, plans, and initiatives. Local governments are also
encouraged to continually "set the bar higher" by committing to and achieving
progressively more EE and DR, and by establishing a portfolio of Reach codes,
standards, policies, goals, and ordinances. The ELPP provides technical and
financial assistance to LGs to help them implement the Strategic Plan goals,
including access to reference libraries and to peer-to-peer networks for sharing
information. To provide further encouragement, the ELPP will conduct an
awards and recognition program that recognizes LGPs that achieve their goals,
encourages them to advance to the next level of enhanced incentives and program
services, and compliments LGs for adopting aggressive Reach goals and policies
and/or demonstrating innovative approaches to clean energy and GHG reduction.
c) Non-incentive services
All of the services provided under Core Program Element B – Strategic Plan Support
are non-incentive services.
d) Target audience
The target audience for this core program element is the partnership itself and its local
government participants. All levels of staff and management in the local government
who are involved in the development and implementation of policies, goals, codes,
standards, plans, initiatives, etc. — elected officials, city managers, and operating
and planning staff — will have access to the extensive libraries and networks created
for information-sharing . The ELPP will assist local governments, quasigovernmental entities, nonprofits focused on the public sector, and others in
achieving Strategic Plan objectives. Each Partner’s actions in this arena will benefit
their respective constituents, including but not limited to residents, inspectors,
contractors, small businesses, and other local governments.
e) Implementation
The diagram below summarizes the key components in the Strategic Plan component
of program implementation.
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Figure 12. Strategic Plan Support Process
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5.B Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3.B – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information:
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4.B – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers:
Following is a list of the primary barriers to implementation of Core Program
Element B - Strategic Plan Support and the strategies that will be deployed by the
ELPP to overcome these barriers.
Figure 13: Barriers and Strategies – Strategic Planning Element
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Primary Barriers
Most local governments do not have
adequate staff resources to stay
abreast of current energy and climate
issues and options.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
In addition to providing direct technical
assistance, the ELPP builds upon existing
programs and resources funded by SCE, other
IOUs, state agencies, and a wide variety of other
organizations to compile and facilitate access to
the extensive body of best practices, tools and
techniques needed by local governments to:
• Assure compliance with existing policies,
codes and standards
• Be informed about new and emerging
policies, codes, standards, programs, practices,
tools, and techniques, and
• Develop and implement Reach goals.
Most local governments are both risk- The ELPP will assist participants in
averse and resource-constrained
documenting and communicating the resource
resulting in a predisposition towards and societal benefits achieved by successfully
caution about launching aggressive
implemented initiatives. This understanding is
initiatives that may incur significant essential to mitigating political and perception
incremental costs and risks, and may risks.
thus potentially appearing
irresponsible to local governments’
The ELPP will bring lessons learned and
stakeholders and constituents.
recommendations from leading organizations
and individuals directly involved in testing and
deploying sustainability initiatives and
strategies.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5.B
Program/Element

Program
Target by
2009

Program
Target by
2010

Program Target
by 2011

18

25

29

3

5

7

Target #1 Education and trainingNumber of workshops *
Target #2 Strategic Planning
Activities- Number of Ordinances,
policies, etc. *
* Figures provided are estimated targets.
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6.B Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
SCE’s Strategic Plan Support program design incorporates the following best
practices.
Figure 14: Best Practices - Strategic Planning Element
Type of
Best
Best Practice
ELPP Application(s)
Practice
Goals &
Develop tools to track the
Objectives portfolio's performance on Monthly partner meetings provide timely
a continuous basis and
opportunities to identify & remedy barriers.
report progress.
Planning
Baseline research about participants’ existing
Conduct baseline research energy, climate & other sustainability policies,
programs, codes, standards, goals, and
objectives has been conducted for each LGP
Build feedback loops into and its individual participating cities &
program design and logic counties.
Quarterly and annual ELPP-wide meetings
Maintain the flexibility to
will be held to facilitate sharing of lessons
rebalance portfolio
learned and successful strategies. External
initiatives, as needed, to
peers will also be recruited to provide insights
achieve the portfolio’s
and observations about ELPP efforts. These
goals and objectives.
activities will provide opportunities to modify
plans as needed to accomplish goals.
Staffing
SCE resources will be supplemented with
technical support contractors (selected by SCE
Select highly qualified in- though competitive solicitations) to costhouse staff and/or outside effectively provide the technical assistance
contractors to manage,
needed to support partners. In addition,
design, implement and
technical expertise will be brought in by
evaluate programs.
external organizations and individuals who are
implementing complementary sustainability
initiatives.
Integration Leverage relationships with The ELPP will leverage SCE and other IOUs’
complementary
Sustainable Communities Programs, and an
organizations such as
extensive network of California and U.S.
utilities, trade allies, and
governmental and industry associations,
industry specialists.
community action groups, non-profit
organizations, and related sustainability
initiatives.
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b) Innovation
The Strategic Plan Support element is unique in its network comprehensiveness of
complementary sustainability initiatives. These will be leveraged to encourage ELPP
participants to assume a leadership role in adopting and implementing aggressive
reach policies, goals, codes, standards, ordinances, plans, and initiatives. No other
program has yet accomplished this level of collaboration at this scale.
See Section 6.c, Interagency Coordination, below for more information.
c) Interagency coordination
The Strategic Plan Support element will provide many opportunities for coordination
with the CEC, CARB and PIER, especially as communities look towards AB 32
implementation, Title 24 compliance, and development of Climate Action Plans.
LGPs that commit to achieving Strategic Plan goals will need to align their strategies
with local goals, priorities, and resources. The process of establishing and adopting
Reach goals may be long and arduous, requiring extensive education and outreach
campaigns, both within the local government itself (among staff, department
managers, elected officials, etc.) and among community and business leaders. The
ELPP’s peer network and technical assistance will help local governments develop
and implement their plans and strategies.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOUs have identified Integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The Strategic Plan Support program element will achieve integrated DSM by
providing comprehensive information about cleaner energy and GHG reduction
programs and strategies to local governments.
For example, a Green Building Policy may specify minimum EE, DR and RE
standards for new and/or existing buildings. To assure compliance, the minimum
green building criteria should be integrated into local permit and approval processes
for new construction and retrofits. In addition, these criteria should be included in the
General Plan so that it is clear that all new development will need to meet these
criteria, whether the facilities are constructed by the local government itself, its
residents or businesses, or other stakeholders such as private developers. The local
government should memorialize its commitment through a Green Building Ordinance
and/or Policy Resolution.
Optimally, the local government will also conduct public workshops and meetings,
engaging its community leaders and key stakeholders in discussions about its Green
Building requirements, and providing information to builders, engineers, architects,
planning staff, building inspectors and others about technical and financial resources
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(including but not limited to utility programs, solar rebates, CEC loans, state and
federal subsidies and assistance, etc.) that are available to assist them in implementing
their projects. The ELPP’s local government recognition program will reward local
governments that adopt these types of reach policies by publicizing their
achievements to their peers.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Consistent with the Strategic Plan, this program will include cleaner energy in
combination with GHG reduction. Although not a direct goal of the ELPP, the
process of computing carbon footprints and developing CAPs will also benefit other
sustainability initiatives such as water efficiency, waste management, transportation
management, smart planning, and growth.
In addition, Sub-Elements B2 – Reach Code Support, B3 – Guiding Documents
Support, B4 – Financing for the Community, and B5 – Peer-to-Peer Support rely
upon resources, assets and relationships brought by a wide range of complementary
initiatives, including broader sustainability initiatives. While non-energy and non-air
initiatives are not the primary focus of the ELPP, many of these also have energy and
GHG impacts. The ELPP will bring these resources and information to LGPs and
their participating local governments so that they can decide the best mix of actions to
achieve their goals.
f) Pilots
Unless included in the individual sub-Program PIPs, no pilots are planned at this
point, although it is possible that explorations of reach policies and goals could be
developed into pilot programs. Individual LGPs may choose to implement pilots
related to this element.
g) EM&V
Evaluations will focus on examining the success of the ELPP’s efforts at enhancing
and disseminating knowledge to target audiences. For example:
• Short surveys will be done at all training sessions;
• Process and impact evaluations from 2006-08, as well as other trade data, will be
used to focus initial efforts;
• New program elements will be evaluated within three months of initiation; and
• Process evaluations will survey both existing and potential participants and
implementers.
Evaluation efforts will review program elements and participation tracking data, and
survey key decision makers, to verify enhanced practices in LGPs at least on a yearly
basis. The statewide process evaluations will be driven by researchable issues based
on activities and expected outcomes described in the ELPP theory and logic model.
The process evaluation will also provide early feedback as to how well the 2009-2011
ELPP is progressing toward meeting the goals and objectives stated earlier in this
PIP.
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The specific researchable issues chosen for the process evaluation will be determined
with consultation from the ELPP’s stakeholders, and will include assessing how
effectively the ELPP receives adoption information from the EE program’s
deployment efforts, as requested by the CPUC. Process evaluation tasks will include
an update (if needed) of the program theory and logic model. The process evaluation
will use commonly-used methods such as stakeholder interviews, but may also use
less-common techniques, such as communication/social network analysis.

Element C - Core Program Coordination
4.C Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
C. Core Program Coordination
C1 Community Outreach & Education
C2 Residential and Small Business Direct Install
C3 Third Party Program Coordination
C4 Retrofits for Just Above LIEE
C5 Technical Assistance
b) Overview
The Core Program Coordination element will be implemented by all of the Local
Government Partners (LGPs) in SCE’s ELPP. This section describes the standard
overview, rationale, outcomes, and barriers associated with the Core Program
Coordination element. Unique aspects of each LGP’s Detailed Program Plan will be
described in the individual LGP PIPs.
c) Non-incentive services
All ELPP services provided under Core Program Element C –Coordination are nonincentive services. The comprehensive and diverse portfolio of IOU and non IOU
technical, financial and marketing assistance that will be assembled and administered
through the ELPP encompasses energy audits, cost-benefit analyses, energy project
structuring & financing, and incentives. In addition, statewide non-resource technical
information and Marketing, Education and Outreach (ME&O) programs, such as
FlexYourPower, will be used to support the partners’ education and outreach
activities. Further, support and assistance will be requested from other local, regional
and statewide energy, water, GHG reduction and other relevant complementary
programs.
d) Target audience
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Community level data will be analyzed to determine the areas with the largest
potential based on market potential studies and consideration of previously served
customers. A strategic market planning approach will be used to identify customers
best suited for comprehensive yet cost-effective retrofits.
The target audience is slightly different for each sub-element.
Figure 15: Target Audience – Core Program Coordination
Element C – Core
Program Coordination
C1 – Community
Outreach & Education

Target Audience

LGPs and participating local governments, community
based organizations, contractors, SCE customers
(residential, business, institutional), building engineers
C2 – Residential & Small All residential & small business customers, but with a
Business Direct Install
special emphasis on hard-to-reach sectors including low
income, very small businesses, non-English speaking
customers, etc.
C3 – Third Party
Third party program service providers, especially those that
Program Coordination
provide support for residential & small business direct
installs, low income & multi-lingual services, etc.
C4 – Retrofits for justLow income customers whose income falls just above LIEE
above LIEE-qualified
income guidelines.
customers
C5 – Technical
Local governments, SCE customers, contractors
Assistance
e) Implementation
Through the Core Program Coordination element, LGPs coordinate with each other,
with their participating local governments, with SCE, and with other implementers to
support EE programs across the SCE portfolio with respect to outreach, education,
direct installations for residential and small business customers, third party programs,
and technical assistance. Local governments have multiple superior points of access
and communications channels with their stakeholders and constituents. All of SCE’s
LGPs have committed to help SCE identify and enroll local participants in residential
and small business direct install programs. Through the ELPP, LGPs will also have
the opportunity to help bring EE to moderate-income customers slightly above the
LIEE guidelines or to customers who are unable to produce the necessary LIEE
documentation.
In addition, the ELPP will help LGPs coordinate with and leverage other sources of
funding to increase the impact of SCE offerings by including access to programs
provided by other agencies such as the CEC, CARB, and other state and federal
agencies. In particular, the 2009 American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA)
that is currently being considered by Congress is expected to provide significant
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funds to local governments in the form of Energy Efficiency Block Grants that could
be used to help fund community projects. Through Sub-Element B4 – Financing for
the Community, the ELPP will assist local governments in developing plans for
integrating these funds, if they occur, into their community energy plans in a manner
that optimizes cost-effective energy and GHG reduction benefits.
Sub-Element C1 – Community Outreach & Education
Under the ELPP, local governments play a lead role in developing and
implementing a diverse portfolio of customized education and outreach collateral,
media and events designed to engage energy users within their respective
communities. In addition to providing important and timely information about
energy and climate policies, goals and opportunities, the education and outreach
activities target increased enrollment by residential and business customers in
SCE re and third-party EE and DR core programs. LGPs collaborate to develop
strategic energy and climate messages to key groups of high potential and hard-toreach energy users. LGs then take leadership in developing and securing strategic
venues for delivering the messages.
Importantly, local governments participating in SCE’s ELPP publicly commit to
help increase community energy efficiency within their jurisdictions and
formalize that commitment through an adopted resolution.
Under the ELPP, there are three primary types of education and outreach
channels:
• Internal (within the local government): Key municipal points of interface
with the public (for example, planning, permits and approvals, water and
sewer bills and connections, building inspections, etc.) that provide
opportunities to effectively deliver EE and DR messages to targeted customer
groups;
• External (within local government’s jurisdiction): Communication
channels provided by community and other constituents (for example,
community leaders including faith-based organizations, local chambers of
commerce, business and industry associations, developers, etc.) that have
unique and superior access and influence on targeted groups of energy users;
and
• External (within the state or region): Channels provided by the local
government's participation in a broader community (such as regional planning
organizations that provide opportunities to share communications program
costs and infrastructure to deliver common messages). Notably, a local
government’s sphere of influence often exceeds its jurisdictional boundaries.
The LGPs’ education and outreach portfolios include the following types of
activities:
• General awareness, i.e., "big splash" partnership launches by local elected
officials and community leaders, and reinforcement of broad messages at
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•

•
•
•

community events such as chamber and Rotary meetings, Earth Day and other
festivals, etc.;
Training workshops to provide information to LG businesses about current
and future policies, rules, legislation, and regulations that may impact their
operations, and to identify opportunities for reducing their energy use and
carbon footprint;
Business energy audits and analyses, including benchmarking;
Information on business EE programs and residential energy savings
programs; and
Neighborhood sweeps to install residential lighting, HVAC, low-flow
showerheads, CFLs, and torchieres, to provide refrigerator rebates and recycle
refrigerators, freezers and other appliances.

Sub-Element C2 - Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The ELPP empowers and enables local governments to encourage their residents
and businesses to participate in SCE and other IOU core programs. Through local
business and industry associations and community leaders, LGs will invite
residents and businesses to participate in training workshops and to sign up for EE
audits and assessments. Through the ELPP, SCE will coordinate direct install
activities with core and third-party programs on behalf of LGPs.
Residential and small business measures offered contractors will be coordinated
in a manner so that geographic overlap of contractor services is limited and
incentive levels and customer co-payments are more consistent. The measures
will include but are not limited to lighting, refrigeration, HVAC, attic insulation,
water heating, and other types of EE measures.
Sub-Element C3 - Third-Party Program Coordination
Through the ELPP, SCE will identify opportunities for residents and businesses to
access technical and/or financial assistance from third-party programs, and will
coordinate with the third-party program managers to enroll qualified LG
constituents in appropriate programs. SCE will also identify opportunities to
leverage non-resource programs to supplement the ELPP’s budget for marketing,
education, outreach and training, wherever appropriate.
Sub-Element C3 is also related to Core Program Element A – Government
Facilities, in that LGs may participate in third-party programs that bring technical
and financial resources to their municipal clean-energy project portfolios.
Coordination between third-party programs and Government Facilities Retrofits
and retro-commissioning (RCx) will occur through this sub-element. An example
of a likely third-party program for local government facilities could be HVAC
tune-ups and replacements.
Sub-Element C4 - Retrofits for Just-Above LIEE-Qualified Customers
Local governments have unique access to low-income residents through a variety
of public assistance programs. The ELPP will provide information about SCE’s
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Low Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE) program and other low-income programs
to the LGs and request their assistance in identifying qualified participants for
low-income building retrofit programs. SCE will provide support in reaching
low-income customers through coordination with LIEE. The ELPP will
coordinate with the multi-family and affordable housing programs to encourage
customers just above income-qualified levels to participate.
LIEE program providers will complete a home audit for qualifying customers
brought in through the ELPP.
The following list of free measures can be installed in the customer’s home
including comprehensive lighting, duct sealing, attic insulation, AC tune-up, low
flow showerheads and faucet aerators.
Sub-Element C5 - Technical assistance for program management, training,
audits, etc.
The ELPP provides technical assistance to LGPs to help increase participation in
SCE and other utility and third party programs. Services may include but are not
limited to energy audits, engineering calculations, reports and inspections. SCE
will work with its LGPs and their LG participants to match existing core utility
programs to LG constituencies and to develop marketing strategies designed to
effectively engage targeted groups of high potential and hard-to-reach energy
customers. The scope of assistance provided under any program will be
determined by its structure. Typical assistance includes energy audits, costbenefit analyses, energy project structuring, financing and incentives. One of the
roles of the ELPP is to overcome barriers to adoption of EE and DR by both local
governments and their constituents. Consequently, as barriers to viable projects
are encountered, the ELPP may directly provide technical assistance needed to
bridge gaps in Core and Third Party residential and business assistance programs.
The Core Program Coordination element brings resource and technical support
from core IOU and third-party Programs to help local governments achieve their
LGP goals for accelerating adoption of EE and RE by local government
stakeholders and constituents. With information provided by SCE about how and
where energy is used within their jurisdictions, local governments are able to
participate in developing and/or delivering targeted messages about EE, DR and
RE opportunities to their energy users.
Through Core Program Coordination element, the ELPP encourages and provides
support to local governments through pre-approved Education & Outreach plans,
in which local governments play a significant role in encouraging their residents
and businesses to enroll in SCE and other clean-energy programs. The level of
funding and other types of support provided to each LGP depend on the level of
commitment and demonstrated ability to successfully implement their municipal
facility and education and outreach plans.
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It became clear during the partnership formation phase that local governments are
very excited about this aspect of the ELPP. For the first time, local governments
will have enough information about their constituents’ energy use to engage
targeted groups of residents and businesses in meaningful dialogues about their
roles in reducing the local governments’ energy use and carbon footprint, and the
types of IOU and other programs available to assist them in achieving these
reductions.
In fact, it is Core Program Coordination that creates a true partnership among
SCE and LGs and connects LGs and their constituents to rebates, incentives,
education, and other services not directly funded by partnership PGC funds. It is
through this element that DR is integrated into the program and the California
Solar Initiative (CSI), Self Generation Incentive Program (SGIP), Codes and
Standards support and Sustainable Communities offerings are coordinated.
The ELPP empowers local governments to play a visible role in influencing the
behavior of their constituents through a comprehensive and diverse portfolio of
education and outreach collateral, media, and events that will help local
governments to deliver important information about energy, climate, and
environmental responsibility directly to their constituents. This is an important
role for government leaders. For SCE, having the local governments themselves
co-brand and deliver information about energy offerings and incentive programs
significantly increases the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the entire
portfolio. In short, through Core Program Coordination element, the local
governments themselves will help to identify and engage targeted energy
customers residing in their jurisdictions, increasing participation in IOU Core and
third-party Programs.
The ELPP will fund LGP education and outreach plans and strategies, including
the costs of approved collateral, media and events. All other costs relating to EE,
DR, and RE technical support (for example, audits and reviews, financial
incentives, on-bill financing, etc.) provided to residents, businesses, and other
stakeholders such as developers who enroll in core and third-party Programs
through the ELPP, will be funded by the respective programs. Energy savings
resulting from Core Program Coordination element will be recorded and reported
by the appropriate programs.
This discussion is below followed by a diagram that illustrates the Core Program
Coordination Process (Figure 16).
Sub-Element C1 - Outreach and Education
Local governments know their constituents and understand the needs of their
communities. They are thus perfectly positioned and well-qualified to conduct
effective outreach and education about cleaner energy and GHG reduction for
their residents and businesses. The ELPP will help LGPs and their participating
local governments develop a portfolio of educational activities and schedule
energy audits and training for their communities. Existing curricula and SCE’s
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training centers will be used, but may be supplemented or tailored as needed to
meet the unique needs of a particular local government’s residents and/or
businesses.
Sub-Element C2 - Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The ELPP’s role is to leverage participating local governments’ unique
relationships and access to their residents and businesses to provide targeted
information about SCE’s residential and small business direct install programs,
and to increase enrollment, especially among hard-to-reach sectors. The local
governments will accomplish this through the approved education and outreach
plans that include a variety of media and events through which targeted energy
customers will be engaged. The local governments will also obtain the assistance
of community organizations and leaders, including local chambers of commerce,
Rotary and other clubs, and community-based organizations in engaging targeted
customers.
Sub-Element C3 - Third Party Program Coordination
The ELPP will serve as a point of coordination among LGPs, local governments,
and third-party programs that will be supporting community energy projects. As
noted previously, Sub-Element C3 will also coordinate between local
governments and third-party programs as needed to support Government
Facilities energy programs.
Third-party program contractors providing resident and small business direct
installations will be coordinated through the ELPP in a manner that assures
efficient, cost-effective geographic coverage.
Sub-Element C4 - Retrofits for Just-Above LIEE-Qualified Customers
Once identified by the participating local governments, qualified customers will
be served through a collaborative effort that uses existing LIEE program
implementers for customer site evaluation and retrofit services. LIEE contractors
will visit the homes of customers who failed to qualify for LIEE services, either
because their income level was above the LIEE income guidelines. Under this
sub-element, LIEE contractors will be able to serve these customers.
Sub-Element C5 – Technical Assistance
The ELPP will provide technical assistance to LGPs to conduct audits, create
engineering calculations and reports, and perform inspections for community
energy projects. The technical services are described more fully in previous
sections of this PIP. The following diagram, Figure 16, illustrates the key
components in program implementation.
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Figure 16. Core Program Coordination Process
[1]
Establish
Baseline
Document
energy use by
participating LGs
& their
constituents
(2003 to current)
so that LGs
understand
where & how
energy is being
used within their
jurisdictions.
Identify high
potential & hardto-reach
constituent
groups in each
participating
LG’s jurisdiction.
Develop
inventory of
technical,
financial &
marketing
assistance that
can be brought
by Core & Third
Party IOU
programs
(resource & nonresource) to
LGs’ residents &
businesses.
Identify potential
support from
non-IOU
programs (water,
GHG reduction,
other).

[2]
Develop Plan
& Strategies
Partners & LGs
develop strategic
ME&O Plan:
 Identify high
potential & hard-toreach constituents.
 Identify best
venues,
communications
channels, media &
events for
successfully
engaging targeted
constituents.
 Develop portfolio of
priority ME&O
activities.
 Schedule training,
workshops, events.
 Develop budget,
schedule,
milestones &
resource plan.

[3]
Implement
ME&O Plan

[4]
Engage
Constituents

 Engage support &
participation of
partners (SCE,
other water &
energy utilities,
community &
business leaders,
press, state &
regional
agencies); obtain
commitments for
ME&O support.
 Develop EE, DR
& RE and related
climate action &
sustainability
messages.
 Produce collateral
materials & media
strategies.
 Obtain assistance
of business &
community
leaders in getting
targeted
participants to
events.
 Schedule &
conduct training,
workshops,
marketing events,
community
sweeps, etc.
 Widely publicize
events
(newsletters, tv,
radio, internet,
newspapers,
community based
organizations,
local business &
industry
associations, etc.)

 Identify customer
segments for IOU
Core & Third
Party programs.
 Conduct audits,
cost-benefit &
feasibility
assessments.
 Assist in
structuring
projects, including
identification &
scheduling of
technical &
financial
assistance.
 Provide project
management
assistance,
technical reviews
& oversight.
 Conduct EM&V.
 Document costs &
benefits of
completed
projects, both to
document energy
savings for
programs that
provided the
support and to
document the
effectiveness of
ELPP strategies
for engaging &
enrolling residents
& businesses.

[5]
Refresh
Plan
 Through monthly
Partnership
meetings & in
Workbook, review
& document
barriers
encountered,
workarounds
employed, ME&O
costs by event/
activity, success
engaging
participants both Partners &
energy customers
(residents &
businesses).
 Periodically revisit
ME&O strategies,
redesign portfolio
&/or reallocate
program budget &
resources as may
be needed to
achieve
Partnership goals.

5.C Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
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Table 3.C – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4.C – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Following is a list of the primary barriers to implementation of Core Program
Element C – Core Program Coordination and the strategies that the ELPP will use to
overcome these barriers.
Figure 17: Barriers and Strategies – Core Program Coordination
Primary Barriers
Most local governments do not have
sufficient information about how and
where energy is used in their communities,
and have been unable to play a meaningful
role in developing and implementing
strategies to increase their constituents’
adoption of EE, DR, & and RE.
Consequently, local governments have not
been fully vested in energy programs
targeting their communities.
In addition, while their constituents may
have fully supported the local
governments’ energy, climate action and
sustainability goals, they may not have
understood the importance of their own
role in helping achieve these local
governments’ goals.
Most small- to mid-sized energy customers
do not have the expertise and resources
needed to implement energy projects.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
SCE’s ELPP provides current and historical
energy information for the local
governments themselves and for their
communities, empowering local
governments for the first time to play a
significant direct role in identifying high
energy users within their jurisdictions and
encouraging these constituents to help
reduce the local governments’ energy
consumption & carbon footprints.
Through the ELPP, local governments also
assume a major role in communicating the
economic, environmental, and societal
benefits of their constituents’ participation
to their constituents, and providing
information about IOU and other sources of
technical and financial assistance.
The ELPP will bring comprehensive
technical and financial assistance to local
governments’ residents and businesses
through a “one-stop shopping” approach
that significantly simplifies the decision to
enroll in an energy program and streamlines
the implementation process.
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Primary Barriers
Furthermore, the current economic climate
has increased concerns by both local
governments and their constituents about
economic costs and risks.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
The ELPP’s comprehensive package of
technical assistance, incentives, and on-bill
financing is expected to be effective in
overcoming many implementation barriers
in the residential and business sectors.

d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5.C
Program/Element
Target #1 Community Outreach- :
Estimated number of events (including
sweeps) *

Program
Target by
2009

Program
Target by
2010

Program
Target by
2011

72

144

216

6.C Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
This program element incorporates lessons learned from multiple sources. For
example, KEMA's 2007 Process Evaluation recommendations of Government
partnerships concluded that several models are effective in delivering energy savings.
Regional approaches can be successful in addressing larger markets. Communitybased direct install campaigns can be effective in delivering services to small business
communities while leveraging local government resources such as local Chambers of
Commerce. Close coordination with Core and third-party programs is integral for
success.
b) Innovation
This program is unique in that this is the element that creates a true partnership
among SCE, its partners and local government participants.
Element C puts the local governments squarely into the energy and climate action
leadership role for their respective jurisdictions in a very highly visible way. The
local governments appreciate being supported in this role, and with modest
assistance, ascend naturally into the lead role. Having the local governments
themselves assume the leadership role, delivering information about Core and thirdparty energy programs to their constituents, significantly increases the strength and
credibility of the ELPP’s energy messages, thereby increasing both the effectiveness
and cost-effectiveness of the entire SCE portfolio.
With input from SCE about how and where energy in their jurisdictions, LGPs and
their participating local governments develop their own strategic communications
plans. The ELPP helps them identify high- potential opportunities for cost-effective
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energy savings, address barriers, share best practices, and allocate resources
efficiently. LGPs will use their unique education and outreach channels to inform
their customers about energy savings opportunities and share best practices among
their participating local governments. The ELPP will support the LGPs through
technical assistance, including energy audits, project management, and strategic
resource management approaches at the community level.
Through the ELPP, local governments are empowered to assumed leadership in
energy and GHG reduction, not just for their own facilities, but for energy users
throughout their entire jurisdiction.
c) Interagency coordination
This sub-element requires strong coordination among LGPs, local governments,
utility programs, third parties and their subcontractors, and other involved service
providers. In addition, the local governments’ education and outreach plans rely
heavily on effectively engaging the assistance and participation of multiple key
constituent groups, such as residents, small business, chambers of commerce, Rotary
clubs, non-profits, and other community-based organizations. Since local
governments intend to leverage local community events as strategic venues for
delivering their cleaner energy and GHG reduction messages, other types of
initiatives (for example, Earth Day) will also be engaged.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
Through Element C, fully integrated and comprehensive cleaner energy services will
be brought to local government constituents. While EE and DR are the primary
objectives of the ELPP, consistent with the Strategic Plan goal of a zero-net-energy
and low-carbon future, the ELPP will also provide information to local governments
and their constituents about RE. The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side
Management (IDSM) as an important priority. As a result they have proposed the
establishment of a Statewide Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local
government partnerships will monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and
work closely with the Task Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches
and to implement best practices.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
By preparing Climate Action Plans (see Element B – Strategic Support and SubElement B2 – Reach Code Support), local governments will be encouraged to adopt
aggressive cleaner energy and climate action goals for themselves and for their
communities. While the primary focus of the ELPP is on cleaner energy and its
substantial role in AB 32 compliance, other complementary sustainability initiatives
(water efficiency, waste reduction, “smart” transportation, planning and land use,
etc.) may be included in the participating local governments’ Detailed Program Plans.
ELPP will provide technical assistance to help local governments secure funding and
technical assistance for elements not eligible for partnership funding.
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f) Pilots
The ELPP does not currently plan to conduct any pilot projects, although the process
of coordinating with core programs may present opportunities for local governments
to participate in pilots, such as demonstrations of the benefits of advanced lighting,
controls and other promising emerging technologies.
g) EM&V
Short surveys of LGP, third-party, and core program implementers and participants
will be conducted to identify any coordination issues among the various portfolio
program offerings and to decrease overlap. The incorporation of any
recommendations stemming from these limited process evaluations will be examined
in future process evaluations to ensure verify whether they are implemented and/or no
longer valid. As part of the quality assurance activities, the ELPP managers will
provide support for future impact evaluations by increasing documentation activities
and creating an evaluation database. This database will be accessible to the CPUC
and the IOUs, but not the public.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local govt’s to
adopt and implement model Reac codes

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach” Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
Support
program
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2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
and enforcement of Title 24 building code, Support
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

Core Program Element 1, Government
Facilities

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Core Program Element 1, Government
Facilities

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

Core Program Element 1, Government
Facilities

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority*

Core Program Element 2, Strategic Plan
Support

* Strategy is 1-7 in the September 2008 (final) version of the Strategic Plan.
Also see Individual Local Government PIPs.
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Figure 17: List of SCE’s Local Government Partnerships Energy Leader Levels
City/County
Name

Partnership
Market Sector Programs
Local Government
Partnerships
City of Beaumont Energy
Leader Partnership

Energy
Leader
Level

City/County

Beaumont

Value

Brea
Cathedral City
Corona
Hermosa Beach
Irvine
Moreno Valley
San Bernardino
Santa Clarita
Santa Monica

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Gold
Value
Silver
Value

Desert Hot
Springs
Indian Wells
Palm Springs
Rancho Mirage

Value
Value
Silver
Value

Community Energy Leader
Partnership

Desert Cities Energy Leader
Partnership

Eastern Sierra Energy Leader
Partnership
Bishop
Inyo County
Mammoth
Lakes
Mono County

Value
Value

California City
Delano
McFarland
Tehachapi
Kern County

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

Value
Value

Kern County Energy Leader
Partnership

City of Long Beach Energy
Leader Partnership
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City/County
Name

Partnership
Market Sector Programs
Local Government
Partnerships

Energy
Leader
Level

City/County
Long Beach

Value

Costa Mesa
Huntington
Beach
Fountain
Valley
Westminster

Value

Value
Value

Redlands

Value

Ridgecrest

Value

Orange County Cities Energy
Leader Partnership

Value

City of Redlands Energy
Leader Partnership
City of Ridgecrest Energy
Leader Partnership
San Gabriel Valley Energy
Leader Partnership
Alhambra
Azusa
Arcadia
Baldwin Park
Bradbury
Claremont
Covina
Diamond Bar
Duarte
El Monte
Glendora
Industry
Irwindale
La CanadaFlintridge
La Puente
La Verne
Monrovia
Montebello
Monterey Park
Pomona
Southern California Edison
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City/County
Name

Partnership
Market Sector Programs
Local Government
Partnerships

Energy
Leader
Level

City/County
Rosemead
San Dimas
San Gabriel
San Marino
Sierra Madre
South El Monte
South Pasadena
Temple City
Walnut
West Covina

Value
Value
Platinum
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Gold

Exeter
Farmersville
Hanford
Lindsay
Porterville
Tulare
Tulare County
Visalia

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

Woodlake

Value

Santa Ana

Silver

Carpenteria
Goleta
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
County

Value
Silver
Value

San Joaquin Valley Energy
Leader Partnership

City of Santa Ana Energy
Leader Partnership
South Santa Barbara County
Energy Leader Partnership

Value

City of Simi Valley Energy
Leader Partnership
Simi Valley

Value

Carson
El Segundo
Gardena

Value
Value
Value

South Bay Energy Leader
Partnership
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City/County
Name

Partnership
Market Sector Programs
Local Government
Partnerships

Energy
Leader
Level

City/County
Hawthorne
Hermosa Beach
Inglewood
Lawndale
Lomita
Manhattan
Beach
Palos Verdes
Estates
Rancho Palos
Verdes
Redondo Beach
Rolling Hills
Rolling Hills
Estates
Torrance

Gold
Value
Value
Valued
Silver

South Gate

Valued

Camarillo
Fillmore
Moorpark
Ojai
Oxnard
Port Hueneme
Santa Paula
Thousand Oaks
Ventura
Ventura County

Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued

Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued
Valued

City of South Gate Energy
Leader Partnership
Ventura County Energy Leader
Partnership

Appendix A: Logic Model
The ELPP program is aligned with the Strategic Plan through activities that align with
three Core Elements: Element A – Government Facilities, Element B – Strategic Plan
Support, and Element C – Core Program Coordination. See the Master Logic
Diagram.
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Activities and Outputs
• Government Facilities
Activities under this Core Element include establishing partnerships with local
governments and providing project management support and incentives.
Establishing partnerships will result in formalized commitments, identification of
energy use baselines, and establishment of corresponding incentive levels, and the
development of a Detailed Program Plan to document activities associated with
the partnership. Project support will result in the development and ranking of
project inventories, the identification of available resources and gaps in required
resources, and the timing of potential projects. Incentives will provide an
opportunity for the ELPP to support projects financially.
•

Strategic Plan Support
Activities under this Core Element include efforts designed to help local
governments meet the Strategic Plan goals and strategies by providing workshops,
webcasts, other training opportunities focused on improving code compliance,
and opportunities for peer-to-peer collaboration, and encouraging dissemination
of information. These opportunities are expected to inform partners of best
practices, new developments, protocols, and training opportunities likely to
improve local government energy and sustainability efforts, particularly in
development and implementation of new policies, goals, codes, ordinances, plans
and initiatives. These activities will result in peer-to-peer networking meetings,
focused training opportunities, and improved collaboration.

•

Core Program Coordination
Activities under this Core Element include integrating resources and technical
support from other Core Programs and assisting local governments in marketing,
education, and outreach efforts. Program coordination activities will result in
partners and their constituents becoming more aware of other (non ELPP-funded)
program opportunities, including: CSI, SGIP, Workforce Education and Training,
Codes and Standards, and Sustainable Communities. Jurisdiction-specific energy
use information will inform relevant and targeted marketing, education, and
outreach, causing plans to be tailored to reach specific segments of Partner
constituencies, and will result in community events, co-branded collateral, and
targeted marketing and outreach plans.

•

Short-Term Outcomes (1-2 Years)
The activities and outputs associated with establishment of partnerships and
provision of technical and financial resources are expected to result in a variety of
EE and DR projects that are scheduled, funded, and completed within the first 1218 months of the program. As initial projects are completed, Partners are
expected to identify subsequent projects and begin efforts to schedule and install
these projects as possible.
The training, information and support activities and outputs designed to help local
governments meet the goals and strategies identified in the Strategic Plan will
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result in local governments equipped to adopt and implement specific policies,
such as expedited permitting, transaction ratings, financing options, emissions
reductions, “reach” codes, and improved code compliance.
The outputs associated with program coordination and marketing, education, and
outreach assistance activities will influence constituents to participate in Core
Programs in greater numbers and make EE investments or improvements at
increasingly higher rates. Partner staff will become better informed and better
able to advocate for EE within their jurisdictions.
•

Medium Term Outcomes (2-4 Years)
ELPP-sponsored projects are expected to result in documented energy savings and
DR capability in Partner facilities. Improved awareness of EE programs and
opportunities on the part of constituents, combined with motivation resulting from
effective marketing, education, and outreach activities, will increase Core
Program participation and result in energy savings throughout the community.
Greenhouse gas reductions and other environmental benefits should also accrue to
partners as the effects of more aggressive policies, “reach” codes, and
sustainability-related ordinances take effect.

•

Long Term Outcomes (3-5 Years)
ELPP-sponsored projects and outreach activities will result in levels of energy
savings, DR capability, and community participation in Core Programs sufficient
to qualify partners for additional incentive dollars, which are expected to facilitate
more comprehensive or complicated projects in Partner facilities and to encourage
even higher levels of community participation.
Ultimately, partners will become “Energy Leaders” and operate with an improved
capacity to actualize EE and DR projects in their facilities and promote EE and
sustainability within their communities. Partners will adopt long-lived upstream
measures and become better able to meet energy savings and environmental
commitments.
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1. Program Name: City of Beaumont Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements:
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A
- Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities and Element C - Core
Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The City of Beaumont has identified major facilities in need of energy efficiency
retrofits. The City currently owns two large operational facilities (City Hall and the
Police Department) in addition to several sewer lift stations, a waste water treatment
facility, a transit office and bus yard, the City pool, and several large municipal parks.
The sites that could qualify for SCE’s Technical Assistance & Technical Incentives
through the partnership have already been identified and preliminarily audited by an
SCE contractor. In addition, all City-owned facilities have been audited for energy
efficiency retrofits. The City’s Energy Champion and SCE Partnership Project
Manager will oversee the implementation of these retrofit projects including demand
response where applicable. The City Manager, with the direction of City Council,
will determine which projects will move forward first.
Any projects totaling over $5,000 will need approval from City Council to move
forward. In addition, the work done on these retrofits must follow the public bid
process if it does not qualify under the maintenance contract that the City currently
holds. The City Manager will have the discretion regarding retrofit projects less than
$5,000 and will have the authority to determine the priority list for those specific
projects. Funding for all municipal retrofits will be in house- it has already been
determined by the City Manager that the City will not seek funding from outside
sources. Beaumont has its own financing authority.
All future facilities procured or constructed by the City will follow energy efficiency
measures at Title 24 standards or better.
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All funding for municipal retrofit projects will be performed in house as a budgeted
item to be renewed on a yearly basis and adjusted as need is determined.
The City currently holds a maintenance contract with a local electrical contractor;
however, any projects that must go to public bid may be bid by other electrical
contractors that should be approved by SCE.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
The core program element for government facilities consists of retrofit of county and
municipal facilities, retro-commissioning of buildings, and integrating Demand
Response into the audits, described below.
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The City of Beaumont plans to complete a comprehensive retrofit of all existing
municipal facilities over the next three years. All municipal facilities have already
been audited for energy efficiency and cost estimates for retrofits have been provided
to the City Council and City Manager. Potential opportunities identified for energy
savings include but are not limited to: comprehensive lighting retrofits (indoor and
outdoor), installation of Variable Frequency Drives (VFD’s) on various pumps, and
HVAC retrofits. See Master PIP for measure mix.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The Beaumont ELP will focus on retro-commissioning municipal buildings through
energy management systems for City Hall and the Police Department. In addition,
this partnership will examine other creative ways to improve building efficiency and
reduce its overall carbon footprint through examining hours of operation, evaluating
possible lighting and HVAC procedural changes, and creating an atmosphere that
encourages conservation and wise-stewardship of all natural resources.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The City of Beaumont plans to enroll qualified municipal facilities into “Demand
Response” programs at various levels. Currently, all City facilities are enrolled in the
“Flex Alert” program. As the City continues to grow and expand, any new facilities
that may become eligible for enrollment in “Demand Response” will be identified.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
The Beaumont ELP has already dedicated one part-time employee to oversee the
administration of this program. In addition, two City employees have attended a
workshop provided by CTAC and continue to be in contact with SCE staff and
project management on a regular basis. A specific budget for each of these elements
will be included in the City’s comprehensive “Office of Sustainability” which has
preliminarily been approved by City Council.
A.5) On-bill financing
Although the City of Beaumont plans to finance any retrofit projects in house, it is a
possibility that on-bill financing may be utilized for certain HVAC retrofits that may
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include the use of alternative forms of energy such as hybrid AC units (solar) and
“load shifting” technologies.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
The program offers strategic plan support in the areas of code compliance, reach
code, guiding documents, and financing for the community, described below.
B.1) Code Compliance Support
Beaumont will examine current compliance with Title 24 standards and explore the
potential of creating an energy efficiency code compliance improvement program.
The partnership will support this activity.
The City plans to implement a Green Building Program which will encourage
developers as well as homeowners who plan on undertaking any improvements, to
follow more sustainable guidelines and will provide technical assistance to do so. The
City’s Green Building Program was preliminarily approved by City Council as part of
the City’s Office of Sustainability.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Documents Support
The City of Beaumont plans to use the resources provided through the Energy
Leaders Partnership model to create a comprehensive Climate Action Plan as well as
a short-term implementation plan to head towards achieving the goals of AB 32. The
City of Beaumont has already identified its baseline energy usage as a point to
progress forward from and plans to monitor its energy usage in relation to that
baseline to track reductions.
B.4) Financing for the community
The City of Beaumont plans to augment its own resources with the technical
knowledge and resources provided through the partnership to reach the community
through various levels of involvement, including workshops and other public
information tools as well as identifying other local entities, both public and private, to
aid in the administering of the partnership resources to the public.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
The City of Beaumont Partnership has been extremely proactive in working with
other partnerships as well as SCE to share ideas and strategies that have proved
successful as well as to point out areas of improvement. Beaumont volunteered to
assist SCE project coordinators in the creation of a template for community outreach
to be utilized by all ELP’s. The Beaumont Energy Leader Partnership will continue to
actively participate in the various Peer-to-Peer strategies outlined in the Master
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Program Implementation Plan while also forging their place as a leader and innovator
among the ELPs.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The City of Beaumont Energy Leader Partnership has established a three year ME&O
plan that incorporates public events, educational workshops, and other venues for
publicizing the partnership goals and providing various types of assistance to local
business owners, private citizens, and other public entities within the City’s
jurisdiction. In addition, the City of Beaumont plans to actively participate in regional
initiatives focused on sustainable development including the “Green Valley
Initiative,” which the City Council has already passed a resolution in support of. The
Beaumont ELP will work with the City’s public information officer to create press
releases outlining the progress of the partnership and publicizing upcoming ME&O
events.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will incorporate training programs with the goal of supporting SCE’s
core programs for businesses, particularly small offices and convenience stores. In
addition, through the partnership, the City will work in conjunction with the Chamber
of Commerce and SCE to provide workshops dedicated to specific businesses
(restaurants, offices, etc.) to publicize the core programs provided by SCE.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The City of Beaumont Energy Leader Partnership will work to include third-party
programs through the strategies as expressed in the ELPP Master PIP as well as
encourage local businesses and residents to explore the options provided by these
types of programs.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above Low-Income Energy Efficiency- (LIEE) qualified
customers
The partnership will support retrofits for those who qualify for this program through
active outreach and marketing.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
The partnership plans to utilize a portion of its resources to this particular activity.
The Core Programs provided by SCE will be utilized to reach their appropriate
audience and the City will work continuously to identify other programs that may
serve the City of Beaumont more effectively. These programs may include, but are
not limited to: Savings by Design, Direct Install, VFD Pool Pump Rebate Program
(residential and commercial), Multi-family Energy Efficiency Rebate Program, etc.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile Energy Unit;
SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.

d) Target audience
See the ELPP Master PIP. The Beaumont ELP will also target county and municipal
facilities. Its outreach and education efforts are aimed at local business owners,
private citizens, and public entities within the City’s jurisdiction.
e) Implementation
Beaumont has outlined a three-year program coordination plan for Marketing,
Education and Training, and Outreach. SCE has included a sample detailed program
plan extract from the Beaumont Partnership; a similar plan is generally developed in
each ELP.
Marketing
General Awareness
City Employee Awareness Campaign-Kick Off Event
Article in local and regional paper describing Partnership components
Partnership page activated on "Green City" website
Kiosk for Civic Center
Press Releases for each event
Education & Training
Training
Beaumont Rotary Club-Business
Pass Business Connection-Small business
Energy Efficiency 101 Workshops-small businesses (specified for business type)
Energy Efficiency 101 Workshops-Community Services/Building and Safety Dept.
CTAC Event for GHG education
Energy Audits & Analyses
(incl. Green Building Compliance & LEED Certification)
Energy Action Plan-Strategic Plan for the City
Residential In Home/Mail surveys
Outreach
Tag onto Existing Community Events
Cherry Festival
Chamber Mixers
State of the City
Rotary Senior Dinner
Summer Concert Series
Business Energy Efficiency
Chamber of Commerce Business Expo
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Residential Energy Savings
HOA's
Wal-Mart Lamp Exchange

5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Described in the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5

Program Element
Target 1: Government Buildings kWh
Target 2: Number of Workshops
Target 3: Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
Target 4: No. of ME&O Events

Program
Target by
2009
TBD
0
0
0

Program
Target by
2010
TBD
4
TBD
10

Program
Target by
2011
TBD
6
TBD
18

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
Described in the ELPP Master PIP
b) Innovation
Develop municipal sustainability dashboard to simplify sustainability reporting
including energy efficiency and renewable energy. Partner with Cherry Valley Water
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district to integrate recycled water for irrigation. Partner with the Green Valley
Initiative.
c) Interagency coordination
Described in the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
Described in the ELPP Master PIP
f) Pilots
None proposed for this program.
g) EM&V
Not applicable to this program
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

As a result of the partnership, the city
continued research on the implementation
possibilities of other building energy codes
for commercial, residential, and industrial
developments in Beaumont.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Through the partnership, the Green
Building Program adopted by the City’s
Building and Safety Department to
encourage sustainable building practices.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The partnership will continue exploration
on the implementation possibilities for AB
811 legislation.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

Through the partnership, the city of
Beaumont will partner with other
community agencies, public and private, to
increase knowledge and energy efficiency
education.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with The partnership will support enhanced code
and enforcement of Title 24 building code, compliance in general through education.
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Specifications for contract services, public
works projects, or other municipal facilities
improvements that require a public bidding
process will have these components
included in the bid documents and
specifications.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

The city goal is to retrofit all existing
facilities and implement better than Title 24
standards for all new City construction.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Through the partnership all municipal
facilities have been audited for energy
efficiency and costs for retrofits have been
identified.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

It has been proposed that the City create a
separate budget for the partnership to track
spending as well as benefits of different
programs.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

The City of Beaumont has identified
several goals relating to sustainability. The
City plans to create and implement a
Climate Action Plan as a guideline for the
City to follow.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

The City Council approved a Sustainable
City Plan as part of the 2009-2010 Capital
Improvements Plan.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

The City of Beaumont and the Cherry
Valley Water District collaborated to
integrate recycled water program for
irrigation. Infrastructure currently in place.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

The partnership will identify new ways to
use zoning authority to promote efficiency
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1. Program Name: City of Long Beach Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A
- Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities and Element C - Core
Program.
b) Overview
For more than a decade, the City of Long Beach (City) has placed a priority on efforts
to achieve energy savings in its 132 facilities comprising approximately 1.9 million
square feet. The City will continue to achieve increased energy efficiency in
municipal facilities through a series of well defined efforts, including through the
2009-2011 City of Long Beach Energy Leader Partnership between the City and
Southern California Edison (SCE).
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of municipal facilities
The City has identified specific municipal facilities for retrofit under this partnership
and will execute them during the 2009-2011 program cycle. The partnership will
continue to audit municipal facilities and explore opportunities for retrofitting. In
addition to energy efficiency retrofits, the city is considering greater participation in
SCE’s Solar Photovoltaic Program, radiant barriers and other passive cooling devices.
The partnership will facilitate access to additional energy services and funding not
provided for in the partnership budget (for example, by SCE core programs).
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The City will partner with SCE to conduct retro-commissioning audits of eligible
municipal facilities.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The Long Beach City Hall and the Convention Center are currently participants in
Demand Response programs offered by SCE, including the Summer Discount Plan
and Time-of-Use Base Interruptible Program. The City will pursue participation in
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these programs at additional City facilities, as Demand Response participation is
required by the Energy Leader Model. The partnership will provide integrated audits
that will yield recommendations for energy efficiency, as well as demand response
actions in eligible buildings.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
See the ELPP Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP) for an explanation of how
SCE provides technical assistance to overcome technical and information barriers
faced by the city in implementing energy efficiency programs. Appropriate support
will be provided to accomplish energy efficiency savings goals.
A.5) On-bill financing
See the ELPP Master PIP. The City will participate in SCE’s on-bill financing
offering.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership will conduct energy code training and other energy training targeted
to meet the needs of the region. Workshops will target plan checkers, inspectors and
building trade professions in the City of Long Beach.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will explore meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part of its
effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in the
Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
In addition, the following applies to this partnership:
• Environmentally Preferable Procurement Policy & Program: In 2003, the City
adopted an Environmentally Preferable Procurement Policy, which encouraged
purchasing of energy efficient products in order to conserve natural resources,
materials and energy. The City will partner with SCE to continue to strengthen and
expand this program to capture additional energy efficiencies.
• Green Building Policy for Municipal Buildings: In 2003, the City adopted a Green
Building Policy for Municipal Buildings, which states that all new construction of
municipally owned and operated buildings, will meet the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) standard. The partnership will support the City’s
plans as follows:
(1) Facilitate support from the Sustainable Communities, Codes and Standards and
New Construction Programs, as appropriate.
(2) Provide guiding templates and other support need for the City to implement a
Green Building selection criteria for Requests for Proposal (RFPs).
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• Savings-by-Design in Public Buildings: The City’s Green Building Policy for

Municipal Buildings calls for all future planned facilities to be constructed to LEED
standards. The partnership will support implementation of this policy with
technical assistance incentives and a requirement that all new buildings participate
in the ‘Savings By Design program.
• Savings-by-Design in Private Development: The partnership will support the City
in the implementation of a similar policy for private development.
B.3) Guiding Document(s)
The City of Long Beach is engaging greenhouse gas emissions inventory and
reduction strategies. The City has joined the Climate Registry and the California
Climate Action Registry in order to be better equipped to respond and adapt to
climate change. Long Beach’s participation in the Climate Registry as a Founding
Report will provide an established framework and a clear and consistent reporting
mechanism to track greenhouse gas emissions. The partnership will support the City’s
creation of an Energy Action Plan in accordance with the Sustainable City Plan that
will demonstrate the City’s commitment to sustainability and greenhouse gas
emissions. Through the ELPP model, Partnership activities will reach into
communities to provide information and opportunities for energy actions, reducing
the City’s environmental footprint and furthering the goals of AB 32 and the Strategic
Plan.
B.4) Financing for the community
The partnership also recognizes the financial barrier that communities face in the
attempt to implement energy actions, and will investigate AB 811 as a way to
overcome this barrier. The partnership will provide information on AB 32, as well as
best practices and templates from the City of Palm Desert Pilot Demonstration
Partnership. See the ELPP Master PIP.
B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
This partnership will participate in SCE’s service territory-wide conferences and
conference calls designed to help each partnership learn best practices from one
another. In addition, the partnership will share best practices and successes as a result
of its own activities with other local governments.
Core Program Element – Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
In addition to the Outreach and Education strategies featured in the ELPP
model and to support the City’s intent to lead the community by example, this
partnership will pursue the following additional activities. Also see the ELPP
Master PIP for additional information.
• Employee Energy Efficiency Campaign: The City of Long Beach
previously launched an Employee Energy Efficiency Campaign to City
employees in order to optimize energy usage in City buildings, as well
as to create messages and incentives that will bring about a culture of
change and conservation citywide. The partnership will support
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information and outreach materials that address employee use of
lighting, heating/air conditioning, computers, equipment, and paper
products in the office and at home.
Educational materials such as brochures, posters and new-employee
training video will be distributed to City employees. Employees will be
encouraged to disseminate program information to family, relatives and
friends to promote participation in the program. It is expected that City
leadership, department heads and City employees will proactively
contribute to the implementation of energy efficiency, demonstrating the
City’s commitment and desire to lead by example as described in the
Strategic Plan.
• Energy Efficiency Website: The partnership will create a custom energy
efficiency website that showcases the SCE programs and offerings to
the community and provides links to SCE’s website and other websites
(Flex Your Power, CEC, LEED, ENERGYSTAR, etc.).
• Green Workforce Development: The partnership will work with the
City’s Economic Development Division and Pacific Gateway Workforce
Investment network division to explore opportunities for green
workforce development, such as offering training in energy audits and
retrofits. In addition, the partnership will coordinate with SCE’s
Workforce Education and Training Program.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will focus on SCE’s existing direct install programs within the City
of Long Beach. SCE’s non-residential direct install program installs lighting and
other measures to small business customers. If the area has not yet been served or if
large pockets of un-served customers exist, the partnership will co-brand marketing
and outreach and assist in the deployment of the program to those customers.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will coordinate with SCE core and third-party programs as needed,
based on the City’s energy use profile outlined in the ELPP Master PIP. The
partnership will promote Operation Lamp Exchange, an energy efficiency program
that allows residential customers of SCE to exchange inefficient halogen and
incandescent light fixtures for new, ENERGY STAR labeled lamps.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers
See the ELPP Master PIP.
C-5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
• Citizen Education Activities: The partnership will work with appropriate City staff
to plan and implement community outreach events. The City will invite SCE to
place booths at all appropriate City and community events and will promote
available incentives, provide government, businesses and residents with information
on energy efficiency programs and services, demand response, self-generation, low
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income, CEC, DOE and other energy assistance programs, such as gas and water
efficiency resources.
• Green Building, Solar Installation & Energy Efficiency Training: Training will be
provided to city staff on energy efficient building procedures, materials and design
strategies, solar installation techniques and energy efficiency installation
techniques.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
See the ELPP Master PIP. Target audiences include Long Beach’s municipal
facilities, especially older buildings such as libraries and public safety stations. The
City currently has a $570M infrastructure upgrade need. Business and residential
communities will be targeted with information, outreach, including community
sweeps, and education.
e) Implementation
See the ELPP Master PIP for implementation for each core program element.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics.
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c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
See the ELPP Master PIP. This partnership faces the traditional barriers of available
expertise to identify projects, technical assistance to support implementation, and
funding. The Energy Leader Partnership Program addresses these barriers and
supports the city’s role as identified in Strategic Plan.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
The City of Long Beach hopes to achieve Energy Leader Silver Level status during
the 2009-2011 program cycle, achieving 5% savings in Partner facilities and
community-wide, which will trigger premium incentives. The City already has at
least one facility that has participated in a DR program.
Table 5

Program Element
kWh
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
# of ME&O Events conducted that target
Residential customers

Program
Target by
2009
TBD
2
0

Program
Target by
2010
TBD
6
0

Program
Target by
2011
TBD
10
0

2

4

6

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
See the ELPP Master PIP.
b) Innovation
• Sustainable City Action Plan: The City has created an 11-member Sustainable
City Commission, responsible for developing and overseeing the implementation
of a Sustainable City Action Plan. (This plan is still in its draft form and is
targeted to go before the Long Beach City Council in July/August 2009). The
Sustainable City Action Plan has seven sections: Energy, Buildings &
Neighborhoods, Waste Reduction, Transportation, Urban Nature, Water and Eco
Products & Services. Each section includes goals and actions related to this
partnership and more broadly to energy efficiency, alternative energy and other
elements of sustainability. Some examples of proposed goals include: Reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from City facilities and operations by 15% by 2020;
reduce electricity use in City operations by 25% by 2020; and reduce community
electricity use by 15% by 2020. The partnership will support the City’s goals in
furtherance of the Strategic Plan, AB 32, the Governor’s Green Building initiative
and other mandates. The partnership will also support the establishing of
baselines and tracking efforts.
• Green Business Designation: A Green Business Designation/Program will be a
multi-faceted program to reward “green” businesses based on a variety of criteria
including energy efficiency, solar energy, retrofits and energy efficiency products.
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Providing incentives rather than regulations for businesses to voluntarily
participate in green practices material is intended to stimulate Long Beach’s
“green” economy and advance the Strategic Plan. The partnership will be
instrumental in facilitating the support of this and other applicable SCE programs
and offerings for activities not eligible for partnership funding.
c) Interagency coordination
• Green Workforce Development: The partnership will work with the City’s
Economic Development Division and Pacific Gateway Workforce Investment
network division to explore opportunities for green workforce development, such
as offering training in energy audits and retrofits or actively recruiting green
companies to participate in its existing training and employment programs.
• Green Business Designation: As described previously in Item 6b (Innovation), a
Green Business Designation/Program will be supported by the partnership.
Partners in the Green Business Program will include the Long Beach Convention
& Visitor’s Bureau, the local Chamber of Commerce and others.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
See the ELPP Master Program PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
This partnership has not identified many resource integration opportunities.
However, energy efficiency in water operations will be pursued, as stated in the ELPP
Master PIP.
f) Pilots
The Solar Demonstration Program is a pilot program The partnership will support the
city’s exploration of vacant city-owned lots to implement interim green uses such as
developing solar, wind or landscaping pilot projects or planting trees to reduce the
urban heat island effect. Partnership will facilitate coordination with the California
Solar Initiative and other applicable programs to provide funding and technical
support not provided for in the partnership budget.
g) EM&V
This partnership will use tracking tools and processes provided by the Energy Leader
Partnership to ensure program effectiveness. See the ELPP PIP for more information.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy
Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement
model building energy codes (and/or
other green codes) more stringent
than Title 24’s requirements, on both
a mandatory and voluntary basis;
adopt one or two additional tiers of
increasing stringency.

All future planned municipal facilities will
be constructed to LEED standards and
participate in Savings By Design.
The City is in the process of completing
Green Building Requirements for Private
Development and will implement a
permanent green building policy for
private development.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting
and entitlement approval processes,
fee structures and other incentives for
green buildings and other above-code
developments.
1-3: Develop, adopt and implement
model point-of-sale and other pointof transactions relying on building
ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or
other mechanisms so property owners
can fund EE through city bonds and
pay off on property taxes; develop
other EE financing tools.
1-5: Develop broad education
program and peer-to-peer support to
local governments to adopt and
implement model reach codes
1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to
CARB’s AB 32 program
2-1: Statewide assessment of local
government code enforcement and
recommendations for change
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California Long Term Energy
Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

2-2: Dramatically improve
compliance with and enforcement of
Title 24 building code, and of HVAC
permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on
peak load reductions in inland areas).

Energy Code Training: The partnership
will conduct energy code training and
other energy training targeted to meet the
needs of the region. Workshops will target
city personnel, and the trades. .

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors
hired by local governments shall meet
the requirements of the energy
component of their professional
licensing (as such energy components
are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for
efficiency of local government
buildings, including:
See Paragraph 1a.
3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and
retro-commissioning of existing
buildings.

The partnership will conduct retro-

commissioning audits of applicable
municipal facilities.

3-3: Improve access to favorable
financing terms that create positive
cash flow from energy
efficiency/DSM savings
3-4: Explore creation of line item in
local government budgets or other
options that allow EE cost savings to
be returned to the department and/or
projects that provided the savings to
fund additional efficiency.
3-5: Develop innovation Incubator
that competitively selects initiatives
for inclusion in local government
pilot projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to
clean energy/climate change
leadership.

Sustainable City Plan and Commission;
Energy Action Plan. Energy Leader
Partnership

4-2: Use local governments’ general
plan energy and other elements to
promote energy efficiency,
sustainability and climate change.
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California Long Term Energy
Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-3: Statewide liaison to assist local
governments in energy efficiency,
sustainability and climate change
4-4: Develop local projects that
integrate EE/DSM/water/wastewater
end use
4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’
and “sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

The City will provide lower-cost
expedited plan check for buildings that are
LEED-compliant and zoning incentives,
such as a FAR bonus or reduced parking
requirements, for projects that incorporate
sustainable design and energy efficiencies.
Mayor’s Award for Green Building
Design Excellence to encourage the
private and public sector to build
efficiently and sustainability.
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1. Program Name: City of Redlands Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (ELPP Master
PIP): Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities, and
Element C - Core Program coordination.
b) Overview
The Redlands ELP is a new Local Government Partnership designed to:
• seek innovative approaches to energy efficiency and greenhouse gas (GHG)
reduction
• encourage adoption of energy efficiency measures and best practices within its
municipality and community by continuing an energy efficiency culture of
focused educational and outreach events; and
• increase the effective delivery of technical and financial energy services to
residents and businesses.
Marketing, education, and outreach (ME&O) activities will consist of:
• staff training
• SCE’s Mobile Energy Unit attendance at the downtown farmers market nights;
• technical training at the local University of Redlands;
• marketing and co-branding with SCE core programs; and
• exploring and potentially implementing an AB 811 financing mechanism for
residents of Redlands.
The partnership activities will be coordinated with recommendations adopted through
the city’s current climate action task force.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
Government facilities will deliver energy savings during the next three-year program
cycle. Every partnership local government will achieve specified energy savings and
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions from the facilities and infrastructure that it
manages. These savings will come from technology retrofits, operational
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improvements, and policy changes. Participating local governments will take
advantage of partnership incentives for municipal facilities and of eligible rebate,
incentive, and technical assistance programs offered by their serving utilities.
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
Through partnership support, the City of Redlands will conduct audits of their
facilities. Potential opportunities identified from current assessments include but are
not limited to: lighting, air conditioning, controls, thermal energy storage, and solar
generation.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings) (RCx)
The Redlands Civic Center and its corporate yard are the city’s largest municipal
campus buildings. The partnership will focus on identifying appropriate HVAC
retrofit opportunities through the RCx of these and other facilities. This will provide
a systematic whole-system approach to energy efficiency and many chronic building
problems and energy waste can be resolved by making low-cost or no-cost
adjustments identified by the RCx process.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The Redlands Partnership will target its facilities, as well as external agricultural
pumping customers and commercial building owners for participation in Demand
Response and Summer Discount Plans as appropriate.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Each partnership has a specific budget for each of these elements. Standard programs
available include energy efficiency training, energy audits, and technical assistance in
alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing
The City of Redlands has indicated an interest in using On-Bill Financing.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership will explore the creation of an improvement program for use with
other energy strategies to improve code compliance with building energy standards
and appliance regulations. The partnership will conduct focused energy code training
through workshops at the local University of the Redlands campus. This training will
target local businesses, residents, homeowner associations, social groups, seniors, and
building professionals. The training will also target the large number of businesses
located in the County of San Bernardino “doughnut hole” which falls within the city
boundaries of Redlands.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
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the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
In addition to establishing documentation conforming to the strategies expressed in
the ELPP Master PIP, the Redlands Partnership will develop an Energy Action Plan
and a Climate Action Plan. These plans will document baseline energy use and
emissions for use in setting and achieving emission reductions and energy savings.
This effort will be coordinated with the activities of the City of Redland’s Climate
Action Task Force, which is currently formulating energy efficiency and GHG
reduction recommendations to present to the city’s governing body.
B.4) Financing for the community
The City of Redlands Energy Leader Partnership will develop an education and
outreach program for the Redlands’ community in alignment with the strategies
expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
The Redlands Partnership will actively participate and support in the peer to peer
program strategies described in the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The partnership will establish a comprehensive Marketing Education & Outreach
(ME&O) Plan incorporating:
• Educational workshops to assist Redlands and its target sectors in moving
forward with energy savings projects, policies, codes, and ordinances;
• Events and exhibits to publicize the partnership and its goals (including
regional county fairs and home shows);
• Mailers, press releases, and quarterly e-newsletters to market energy
efficiency programs; and
• A minimum of 12 special workshops at the University of Redlands.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will launch support of the core program by driving participation
through leveraging its chamber of commerce, bill mailing inserts, and public
television access.
C.3) Third-Party Program Coordination
The partnership will use its direct implementation budget to augment technical and
financial resources to help achieve its goals with support from third party programs.
C.4) Retrofits for Just-Above LIEE-Qualified Customers
The Redlands Partnership will support this program in alignment with the strategies
described in the ELPP Master PIP.
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C.5) Technical Assistance for Program Management, Training, Audits, Etc.
The Redlands Partnership will support this element in alignment with the strategies
described in the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Non-Incentive services
The City of Redlands ELP will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase
community enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other
SCE services, resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
The program targets:
• city staff, management, policymakers, and elected officials;
• residential and business customers;
• students of the University of Redlands; and
• business customers in the unincorporated territory.
e) Implementation
In addition to the strategies and coordination described in the ELPP Master PIP, the
program will implement:
• customized incentives for the retrofitting of Redland’s municipal facilities based
on SCE’s tiered incentive structure; and
• ME&O consultation, and cooperation with SCE.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
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the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The City of Redlands Partnership will have barriers consistent with, and will
overcome them using, strategies expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5

Target
1
2
3
4

Program
Target
by 2009
TBD
0
0
4

Program Element
Municipal Facilities (kWh)
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances, Codes, Etc.
Number of ME&O Events

Program
Target
by 2010
TBD
2
TBD
8

Program
Target
by 2011
TBD
4
TBD
12

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The Redlands Partnership will embody the best practices strategies described in the
ELPP Master PIP.
b) Innovation
Throughout the program, the partnership will:
• collaborate with SCE core programs to develop energy and water conservation
programs for the community;
• co-sponsor technical courses with the University of Redlands on energy
efficiency, green building, and renewable energy generation;
• participate in local climate action task force, planning commission, and city
council meetings to advocate energy efficiency in local projects that are being
considered for approval;
• contribute articles to publications; and
• work with City of Redlands’ departments to promote sustainability through
numerous programs (for example, recycling, employment education, building
retrofits, and other related sustainability initiatives).
c. Interagency coordination
The partnership is in discussions with Southern California Gas Company about
becoming an active partner.
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d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The Redlands Partnership will support and drive an integrated/coordinated DSM
program in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
e. Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability including energy efficiency,
demand response, renewable energy, water efficiency, and GHG reduction.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned through this partnership.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will evaluate adopting
them on a voluntary but rewarded basis,
including excess Title 24 performance in
the fee-waiver program or adopting the
new California “Green Building Code” on
a voluntary basis through 2010, making it
mandatory in 2011.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt
expedited permitting and entitlement
approval processes, fee structures and other
incentives for green buildings and other
above-code developments as appropriate.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, a point of sale energy
disclosure; dependant upon availability of
standardized energy star benchmarked data
(per recent legislation) on each meter at the
point of sale.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The partnership will contemplate pursuing
the adoption of an AB 811 financing
mechanism for its jurisdiction in alignment
with the strategies described in the ELPP
Master PIP.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and The partnership, with other partnerships,
peer-to-peer support to local governments
participate in six comprehensive peer to
to adopt and implement model reach codes. peer educational and outreach forums on a
bi-annual basis that emphasize specific
actions to take to help achieve the local
agencies’ Reach code goals.
1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to CARB’s
AB 32 program.

The partnership will evaluate how DSM
programs might achieve AB 32 / SB 375
compliance requirements and will be
integrated as appropriate.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance
with and enforcement of Title 24 building
code, and of HVAC permitting and
inspection requirements (including focus
on peak load reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will support developing
and implementing Training and Education
programs to achieve additional T-24
compliance.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, policies regarding energy
components of the professional licensing of
local inspectors and contractors hired.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

The partnership goal is to achieve the ELP
model silver target level in its municipal
facilities resulting in at least a 5% savings
over the 2003 energy use baseline during
the 2009-2011 partnership.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, commissioning, performance
measurement, and verification as a core
part of their energy action plan.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, creation of a line item in their
budgets or other options that allow EE cost
savings to be returned to the department
and/or projects that provided the savings to
fund additional efficiency.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

N/A
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, a Strategic Energy Plan that
includes long and short-term energy and
sustainability objectives in line with the
adopted California Long Term Energy
Efficiency Strategic Plan.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability, and
climate change.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, development of aggressive
sustainability goals into their General Plan
Updates that include emphasizing
sustainability through green building
design and technologies, reduction of GHG
emissions, increased use of renewable
energy, and conservation of existing
sources of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.
4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

As required, the partnership will evaluate,
develop, and adopt zoning and
development authority changes to comply
with AB 32 and SB 375. Through the
potential addition of SCG, the partnership
will add natural gas usage reduction and
water efficiency programs, with low flow
aerators and shower head measures.
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1. Program Name: City of Ridgecrest Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Master Program Implementation Plan (ELPP Master PIP): Element A Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities, and Element C - Core
Program coordination.
b) Overview
The Ridgecrest Program is the extension of an existing Local Government
Partnership. The Ridgecrest partnership was first formed in the 2006-2008 as a nonresource partnership.
The 2009-2011 City of Ridgecrest Energy Leader Partnership builds upon the already
successful Ridgecrest Community Partnership. The Ridgecrest Partnership will add to
its portfolio of M,E,&O activities to promote energy efficiency activities while
focusing on water conservation and greenhouse gas reduction, which is in alignment
with the strategies as expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element A: Government Facilities
This area will deliver energy savings during the next three-year program cycle. Every
local government that participates in the partnership will achieve specified energy
savings and greenhouse gas reductions from the facilities and infrastructure that it
manages through technology retrofits, operational improvements and policy changes.
Participating local governments will take advantage of partnership incentives for
municipal facilities and, wherever possible, of eligible rebate, incentive and technical
assistance programs offered by their serving utilities.
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
Through a proposed energy service contract project, the City of Ridgecrest has
conducted a recent audit of their civic center and is contemplating an integrated
energy efficiency and renewable project. Potential opportunities identified from this
audit include, but are not limited to: lighting, air conditioning, controls, thermal
energy storage, and solar generation.
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A.2) Retro-Commissioning (RCx) (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The Ridgecrest civic center includes the city’s largest municipal campus. Technical
audits and assessments of all of the other municipal energy using facilities; ball parks,
street lighting, etc. is contemplated as well as project development and
implementation as part of the 2009-2011 program.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The Ridgecrest Partnership will target their facilities, as well as external agricultural
pumping customers and commercial building owners for participation in Demand
Response and Summer Discount Plans, as appropriate.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Each partnership has a specific budget for each of these elements. The standard
available programs include energy efficiency training, energy audits, and technical
assistance in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing
City of Ridgecrest personnel have indicated an interest in offering On-bill financing.
Core Program Element B: Strategic Plan Support
The program offers Strategic Plan support in the areas of code compliance, Reach
code, guiding documents and financing for the community, described below.
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The Ridgecrest Partnership will explore the creation of an energy code compliance
improvement program and various strategies to improve compliance with building
energy standards and appliance regulations. The partnership will conduct focused
energy code training through workshops at the local Cerro Coso Community College
targeted to their local businesses, residents, homeowner associations, social groups,
seniors, building professionals, and the public works directorate of the China Lake
NAWS military reservation, as well as those target groups in adjacent unincorporated
communities.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
In addition to establishing documentation in alignment with the strategies as
expressed in the ELPP Master PIP, the Ridgecrest Partnership objectives will include
development of Energy Action Plans and Climate Action Plans to document baseline
energy use and emissions. These baselines will be used to set and achieve emission
reductions and energy savings, germane to their desert/rural environment.
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B.4) Financing for the community
The Ridgecrest Partnership will develop an education and outreach program for the
partnership communities in alignment with the strategies as expressed in the ELPP
Master PIP.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
The City of Ridgecrest Energy Leader Partnership will actively participate in and
support the peer-to-peer program strategies as expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element C: Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The partnership has an established comprehensive Marketing Education & Outreach
(ME&O) Plan that will be expanded to incorporate: educational workshops to assist
Ridgecrest and its target sectors in advancing energy savings projects, policies, codes,
and ordinances; general awareness events and exhibits to publicize the partnership
and its goals (including regional county fairs and home shows); marketing energy
efficiency programs through a variety of media channels including mailers, press
releases, and quarterly e-newsletters; and a provision to host a minimum of 12 special
workshops at the local Cerro Coso Community College.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will continue its support of the core program by driving participation
through leveraging its chamber of commerce, bill mailing inserts, and public
television access. The partnership will also fund and execute focused multi-family
and single family residential direct install activities.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will use its direct implementation budget to augment technical and
financial resources to help achieve its goals with support from third party programs.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above Low-Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE)-qualified
customers:
The partnership will support this program in alignment with the strategies as
expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
The partnership will support this element in alignment with the strategies as
expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
b) Overview
The Ridgecrest Program is the extension of an existing Local Government
Partnership. The Ridgecrest partnership was first formed in the 2006-2008 as a nonresource partnership.
The 2009-2011 Ridgecrest Partnership builds upon the already successful Ridgecrest
Community Partnership. The Ridgecrest Partnership will add to its portfolio of
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M,E,&O activities to promote energy efficiency activities while focusing on water
conservation and greenhouse gas reduction, which is in alignment with the strategies
as expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Non-incentive services
The Ridgecrest Partnership will leverage its portfolio of ME&O activities to deliver
non-incentive services such as those listed below. These non-incentive services are
designed to increase community enrollment in energy core programs and participation
in SCE services and resources:
• Mobile energy unit;
• Account manager support;
• Training at SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) ;
• Speakers bureau;
• Limited giveaways such as opportunity drawings and free CFLs;
• Marketing;
• Design and printing of brochures and other collateral materials; and
• Media/Press/Publicity support.
The facilities and programs at Cerro Coso College will also be leveraged.
d) Target audience
The target audience includes:
• City and county staff, management and policymakers (elected officials);
• Residential and business customers;
• Students of Cerro Coso Community College; and
• Residents and business customers of adjacent unincorporated Inyokern.
e) Implementation
In addition to the strategies and coordination outlined in the ELPP Master PIP:
•
•

The program will be implemented with customized incentives for the retrofitting
of Ridgecrest’s municipal facilities based on SCE’s tiered incentive structure; and
The ME&O portions will be implemented in consultation and cooperation with
SCE.

5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
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the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The City of Ridgecrest Partnership will have barriers consistent with and will employ
those strategies as expressed in the ELPP Master PIP to overcome them.
d) Quantitative Program Targets:
Table 5
Program/Element
Target #1 Municipal
Retrofits (kWh)
Target #2
Community Direct
Install, (kWh)
Target #3 Number of
workshops
Target #4 Number of
Ordinances, Codes,
etc. *
Target #5 Number of
events

Program Target
by 2009

Program Target
by 2010

Program Target
by 2011

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
2

TBD
4

TBD

TBD

8

12

0

0
4

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The City of Ridgecrest Partnership will embody the best practices strategies as
expressed in the ELPP Master PIP.
b) Innovation
The partnership will: collaborate with the LivingWise® energy and water
conservation program for local 6th grade earth science classes; co-sponsor technical
courses with the Cerro Coso Community College on energy efficiency, green
building, and renewable energy generation; participate in local planning commission,
city council and county board meetings to advocate energy efficiency in local projects
that are being considered for approval; contribute articles to publications; and work
with the City of Ridgecrest departments to promote sustainability through numerous
programs including recycling, employment education, building retrofits, and other
related sustainability initiatives.
d) Interagency coordination
The partnership is in discussions with PG&E about becoming an active partner.
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d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The Ridgecrest Partnership will support and drive an integrated/coordinated DSM
program in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The Partnership will promote comprehensive sustainability, including energy
efficiency, demand response, renewable energy, water efficiency, and greenhouse gas
GHG reduction.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned through this partnership.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will evaluate adopting
them on a voluntary but rewarded basis,
including excess Title 24 performance in
the fee-waiver program or adopting the
new California “Green Building Code” on
a voluntary basis through 2010, making it
mandatory in 2011, provided a sustained
funding level is provided by the CPUC to
support the activities.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt
expedited permitting and entitlement
approval processes, fee structures and other
incentives for green buildings and other
above-code developments as appropriate.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt, as
appropriate, a point of sale energy
disclosure; dependant upon the availability
of standardized ENERGY STAR®
benchmarked data (per recent legislation)
on each meter at the point of sale.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The partnership will contemplate pursuing
the adoption of an AB 811 financing
mechanism for its jurisdiction in alignment
with the strategies as expressed in the ELPP
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes.

The Ridgecrest partnership, with other
partnerships, participate in 6
comprehensive peer-to-peer educational &
outreach forums on a bi-annual basis that
emphasize specific actions to take to help
achieve the local agencies’ Reach code
goals.

1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach” The partnership will evaluate and adopt the
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
energy DSM programs and integrate the
program.
larger AB 32 / SB 375 compliance
requirements as appropriate, provided a
sustained funding level is provided by the
CPUC to support the activities.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will support developing
and implementing Training & Education
programs to achieve additional T-24
compliance, provided a sustained funding
level is provided by the CPUC to support
the activities.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, policies regarding energy
components of the professional licensing of
local inspectors and contractors hired by
local governments..

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings.

The partnership goal is to achieve the ELP
model silver target level in its municipal
facilities resulting in at least a 5% savings
over the 2003 energy use baseline during
the 2009-2011 partnership.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, commissioning, performance
measurement, and verification as a core
part of their energy action plan.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in Local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, creation of a line item in their
budgets or other options that allow EE cost
savings to be returned to the department
and/or projects that provided the savings to
fund additional EE projects.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

n/a
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, a Strategic Energy Plan that
includes long and short term energy &
sustainability objectives in line with the
adopted California Long Term Energy
Efficiency Strategic Plan.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, development of aggressive
sustainability goals into their general plan
updates that include emphasizing
sustainability through green building
design & technologies, reduction of GHG
emissions, increased use of renewable
energy, and conservation of existing
sources of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

Through the potential addition of PG&E,
the partnership will add natural gas usage
reduction and water efficiency programs
that will add low flow aerators and shower
head measures.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

The partnership will evaluate, develop, and
adopt as required, zoning and development
authority changes to comply with AB 32 /
SB 375.
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1. Program Name: City of Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
The City of Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership began in 2008 as a pilot to model
SCE’s new Energy Leader model. This PIP represents a three year continuation of an
effort whose first year’s activity proved very successful.
Santa Ana is the most populous city in Orange County, California, and serves as its
county seat. In addition to being part of the second largest metropolitan area in the
United States – with neighboring cities Los Angeles and Long Beach - , the City of Santa
Ana has shown great initiative in conservation of natural resources and energy. The City
of Santa Ana encourages its residents to live sustainably and has already partnered with
multiple local and national organizations to bring about change in the way residents
consume resources. With influence over almost thirteen million people in the Los
Angeles–Long Beach–Santa Ana area, the City of Santa Ana stands out as a leader in
sustainable living.
The City of Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership is one of 18 partnerships in SCE’s
Energy Leader Partnership Program (ELPP). The ELPP provides a fully integrated
portfolio of comprehensive technical and financial assistance to local governments that is
specifically structured to overcome the primary barriers to energy efficiency adoption by
local governments so that they can help implement the goals and strategies identified in
the Strategic Plan. The ELPP is described in detail in the Master PIP. The purpose of
this sub-program PIP is to describe elements that this individual Local Government
partnership has committed to as well as any unique features of this partnership; thus,
several of the items below may be marked “n/a” or “See the ELPP Master PIP.”
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the ELPP Master
PIP: Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities and
Element C - Core Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership (SAELP) Program is an existing local
government partnership and will be transitioning into SCE’s Energy Leader
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partnership portfolio. Santa Ana piloted this model at the Silver level throughout
2008.
The partnership will further SCE’s goals for local governments in keeping with the
goals and objectives of the Strategic Plan and will demonstrate leadership in its
community by retrofitting municipal buildings and adopting supporting policies
consistent with the commission’s sustainability goals. The partnership will assist and
facilitate residents, businesses and city officials in understanding, managing, and
reducing energy use and costs. It will position the partners as energy leaders,
connecting the community with best practices and opportunities to take action to save
energy, money and the environment.
Core Program Element A – Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of municipal facilities
The City of Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership will help coordinate retrofits of
municipal facilities, including HVAC, both indoor and outdoor lighting, and a
planned solar element project in support of the California Solar Initiative (CSI).
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
Eligible municipal buildings will be considered for retro-commissioning and
monitoring-based commissioning as they are identified.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The City of Santa Ana is currently implementing a Demand Response component in
the current retrofit projects. A DR/EE audit will be conducted for eligible facilities
and recommendations implemented as feasible. See the ELPP Master PIP for more
on this section.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits
The partnership will provide technical assistance to overcome barriers to the
implementation of energy efficiency retrofits as identified in the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing
On-bill financing will not be available at the beginning of the program cycle.
However, it may be added in the future, as each city and county in the partnership has
indicated an interest in using on-bill financing. In alignment with the Strategic Plan’s
emphasis on leveraging financial tools to encourage action on efficiency, as well as
guidance from the CPUC on financing, SCE will continue on-bill financing pilots and
will assess expanding these services to both residential and non-residential markets in
the future.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
The Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership will support a citywide strategic plan
addressing energy efficiency, DSM, alternative energy and climate preservation and
identify additional program opportunities in furtherance of the AB 32 and the goals
and objectives of the Strategic Plan.
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B.1) Code Compliance Support
The City of Santa Ana will consider shoring up Title 24 compliance and/or other
code efficiency/compliance to the extent the City can remain business-friendly and
competitive. The partnership will provide training for plan checkers, inspectors and
personnel employed in the trades.
B.2) Reach Code Support
Although no Reach codes are planned at this time, the partnership will explore
meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part of its effort to add value to energy
efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in the Master PIP. This activity will
follow the proposed path described in the Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The partnership will provide support for development of a Sustainability Plan in line
with the goals and objectives found in the Strategic Plan.
B.4) Financing for the community
The City of Santa Ana will explore implementing an AB 811 Funding Mechanism to
encourage 200 residents and 50 businesses to invest in solar retrofits. The program, if
implemented, will enable residents and businesses to repay loans via property tax
bills. The partnership will provide technical assistance and facilitate peer-to-peer
support.
B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
The partnership is interested in providing and sharing best practices with other
partnerships. SCE will arrange to have a representative from the City of Palm Desert
provide guidance on how to set up an AB 811 funding program. The partnership and
the city will determine how and to what extent such a program is applicable to its
citizenry.
Core Program Element C – Core Program Coordination
The partnership will provide residents and business owners with comprehensive
marketing and outreach, education and training opportunities take action to save
energy, money and the environment. In addition, the program will act as a portal for
all energy offerings, delivering information on demand response, self-generation, the
California Solar Initiative (CSI), and low income programs, including California
Alternative Rate for Energy (CARE). Please see description in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.1) Outreach & Education
The partnership will work with core programs to make a variety of public education
materials for use in community outreach efforts, to be delivered at community events,
through local schools municipal services bills, direct mail, and the partnership’s
webpage. The partnership plans to co-brand and promote core and third party
programs as needed, based on analysis of the city’s energy use profile. Higher
energy-using or underserved segments will be provided with program information
and opportunities to take action; for example, a Community sweep for the Appliance
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Recycling program, Operation Lamp exchange and others. See other educational
marketing and outreach strategies in the Master ELPP PIP.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will continue to include these programs in the 2009-2011 cycle as it
did in the 2006-08 cycle.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The City of Santa Ana Energy Leader Partnership has used third parties in the past
and expects to continue to rely on them to support, and to every extent possible,
achieve the community’s greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction strategies and the goals
and objectives of the Strategic Plan.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers.
There is no plan to consider this in the 2009 - 2011 program cycle.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits
The partnership will provide training and information to the city and its community
and will coordinate technical assistance, from other program as described in the ELPP
Master PIP.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
The partnership’s principal target audiences are the City’s municipal facilities.
Facilities to be improved include city hall, its police facility, the Corporate Yard, the
South West Senior Center, the Bowers Museum, the Transportation Center, Fire
Stations 1 – 10, and a variety of city parks. The city has a history of investing in
municipal facility energy efficiency upgrades that presently position the city at the
Silver incentive level.
e) Implementation
See the ELPP Master PIP for details on how the three core elements will be
implemented.
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5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Santa Ana has large Hispanic and Asian populations many of whom do not speak
English. In addition, many of the city’s residents are economically disadvantaged
with 18% of the population living below the poverty line. These demographic
characteristics are a significant barrier to energy efficiency. To address this barrier,
the City is developing a strategy for the Partnership Program that utilizes an
expansive multi-lingual approach to implement a variety of public education
programs in both English and Spanish languages (and Vietnamese in targeted events).
This strategy will increase energy savings from customers who traditionally may not
participate in energy efficiency programs to help combat the effects of climate
change. Public education will be delivered at community events, through local
schools and municipal services bills, via direct mail, and through the partnership’s
webpage. Training will be provided through business organizations such as the
Greater Santa Ana Business Alliance, the Orange County Hispanic Chamber and/or
the South Santa Ana Merchants Association.
e) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program Element
kWh
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
# of ME&O Events conducted that
target customers

Program
Target by 2009
TBD
2
0

Program Target
by 2010
TBD
6
0

Program
Target by 2011
TBD
10
0

2

4

6
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6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
See the ELPP Master PIP.
b) Innovation
See the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Interagency coordination
See the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
See the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Santa Ana’s integration activities include the rehabilitation of all of the City’s
groundwater wells and pump stations that were built before 1970 to bring their
overall plant efficiencies to the industry standard of 65% or better. The partnership
continues to look for further energy and water efficiencies in the delivery
infrastructure of the city.
Opportunities for enhanced integration and including climate protection across
resource types will be identified in the development of the city’s Strategic Energy and
Resource Protection Plan. The partnership will provide technical assistance and other
support, especially as it relates to utility energy elements.
f) Pilots
Street Lighting & Full Implementation on Citywide Inventory: The partnership will
implement a pilot program to evaluate the replacement of city-owned LS2 and LS3
street lights with LED street lights, if funding is available. The pilot will be targeted
in distinct circuits in order to accurately evaluate energy efficiency and cost savings.
Based on the energy savings achieved in this pilot, the partnership intends to expand
the program to replace 1,000 city-owned LS2 and 270 LS3 street lights.
AB 811 Funding Mechanism and Energy Efficiency Enhancement: The purpose of
this program is to encourage 200 residents and 50 businesses to invest in solar
retrofits. The program will enable residents and businesses to repay loans via property
tax bills. The partnership will provide technical assistance and facilitate peer-to-peer
support.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

This will be considered in the City’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan. It will consider adopting codes at a
level that will allow the city to remain
business friendly and competitive.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Explore the applicability of an AB 811
Funding Mechanism and Energy
Efficiency Enhancement pilot program,

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan.

1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach” This will be considered in the city’s
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
program
Plan.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with This item will be considered in the city’s
and enforcement of Title 24 building code, Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
Plan.
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan. The city currently has no
requirements but will provide assistance
through the partnership.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan. The item will be considered but, due
to the limitations of revenue and the budget
crisis that the City is facing, this is a low
priority.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

See ELPP Master Program Implementation
Plan (PIP)

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Development and implementation of a
citywide Strategic Energy and Resource
Protection Plan will reinforce the city’s
long standing position as an energy leader.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

This will be considered in the city’s
Strategic Energy and Resource Protection
Plan.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

The city currently offers a program for
Solar that waives a plan check, permit and
inspection fees for systems that either
produce energy or save natural resources.
The Strategic Energy and Resource
Protection Plan will identify additional
opportunities or “carrots” using local
zoning and development authority.
“Carrots” outside of local zoning and
development authority:
Enhanced rebates to multi-family property
owners to install efficient products such as
lighting, refrigeration, and water heaters in
common areas and dwelling units.
Energy efficiency enhancement in
conjunction with AB 811 solar project
financing that will allow residents and
businesses to repay loans through property
tax liens.
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1. Program Name: City of Simi Valley Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
The City of Valley Simi Valley Energy Leader Partnership is a partnership between
Southern California Edison and the City of Simi Valley. Simi Valley is the third largest
city in Ventura County, occupying 42 square miles. Its 2005 population was 118,687.
As a new city by California’s standards (Simi Valley was incorporated in 1969), its
infrastructure is not as mature as many other cities in SCE’s service area. Simi Valley’s
primary employers are service industries and retail companies: banks, insurance
companies, and grocery stores. Large institutional employers include the school district,
a hospital and health care center, and the City of Simi Valley itself.
Simi Valley has demonstrated its commitment to energy conservation by designating the
City Manager as the partnership program’s Energy Champion. The city has also
established a Sustainability Committee dedicated to developing energy efficiency
strategies and conserving all natural and economic resources.
The partnership will support the City’s intention to lead by example in furtherance of
AB 32 and the Strategic Plan.
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program Master Program Implementation Plan (ELPP Master PIP):
Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities, and
Element C - Core Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The Simi Valley Partnership is one of 18 participants in SCE’s Energy Leader
Partnership Program. The ELPP provides a fully- integrated portfolio of
comprehensive technical and financial assistance to local governments specifically
structured to overcome the primary barriers to energy efficiency adoption by local
governments. This helps them implement the goals and strategies identified in the
Strategic Plan. For further information on the ELPP, see the ELPP Master PIP.
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The purpose of this sub-PIP is to describe elements of the individual Local
Government Partnership program (LGP) that are unique to this LGP. Therefore,
many of the items may be marked “n/a” or “See Master ELPP Master PIP.”
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of County and Municipal Facilities
The city recently embarked on a mission to achieve sustainability for the community,
with a commitment from the City Council to move forward to meet the needs of
current residents without compromising future residents. The City Council
acknowledges that the city must lead by example, by demonstrating its commitment
to sustainability in its own operations. The city will also provide information and
incentives to all members of the community to promote sustainable growth, change,
and development.
The city owns and operates eight buildings (approximately 190,000 square feet in
total). The partnership will provide comprehensive EE/DR audits for eligible
municipal buildings in Simi Valley. After each audit, the program will implement
energy efficiency measures identified by the audit and/or demand response
implementation. To date, the program has identified 11 candidate projects, and
scheduling them for retrofit. Several others candidate buildings have been identified.
Expected energy savings over the 2009 – 2011 cycle are: 60% lighting, 20% HVAC
and 20% other measures. These facilities will also be re-evaluated to determine the
applicability for Retro-Commissioning. Further audits and review are required to
forecast the actual impact. For information on incentives, see the ELPP Master PIP.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The partnership will assess the larger buildings it owns and operates to identify
candidates for Retro-Commissioning (RCx). The city has not identified specific
candidate RCx projects, but does own and operate several buildings that meet the
general criteria for RCx. The program will investigate several candidate buildings,
and expects to start two facility projects each year in 2009 - 2011.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the Audits
The partnership will link comprehensive energy audits to demand response (DR)
measures. It will perform applicable EE/DR audits and consider candidate projects
for program participation. As an Energy Leader Partner, the City will participate in
demand response at least at the Valued Partner level.
A.4) Technical Assistance for Project Management, Training, Audits, Etc.
The partnership will assist building officials in understanding, managing, and
reducing their energy use and costs. It will position the City as a regional leader in
energy management practices. The partnership will offer assistance to city
inspectors, plan checkers, and other building officials.
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Further, the partnership will provide educational materials and tools to the City for
encouraging staff in all departments to observe and suggest energy efficiency and
conservation actions. The Partnership will offer additional workshops about plan
review, the audit process, and building awareness.
A.5) On-Bill Financing
Simi Valley will participate in both the SCE and Southern California Gas (SCG) onbill financing for municipal facilities that install energy-efficient equipment or
implement energy-efficient strategies. In addition, Simi Valley will explore
participating in the California Energy Commission (CEC) low interest municipal
energy loan program.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The City of Simi Valley is nearing build-out and is focusing its attention on existing
building stock to maximize the community potential for its residents. The city has
recently embarked on a mission to achieve sustainability for the community. The
City Council has committed to move forward to meet the needs of current residents
without compromising the needs of future residents of the city. The partnership will
provide training best practices, templates, and peer-to-peer support as well as other
technical assistance to support the city’s intent to increase code compliance for in-fills
and retrofits.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
In addition, the partnership will provide support for Simi Valley to establish and
enforce Reach codes that require meeting Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) guidelines for City facilities. As an example, one of the city’s transit
buildings will undergo a major retrofit and will meet LEED minimum thresholds.
The city will also investigate promoting a Green Purchasing Policy promoting sales
and installation of ENERGY STAR®- rated equipment. The partnership will provide
training, best practices and peer-to-peer support as detailed in the ELPP Master PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The partnership will support integration of comprehensive energy efficiency into their
policies, plans, and goals. Sample supporting documents are: State and local building
codes and standards documentation, sample building ordinances, energy efficiency
resolutions, training and technical manuals, energy use calculation methodology, and
other sustainability materials.
Simi Valley City leaders consider sustainability as a key objective as they update
their general plan. The partnership will provide support for goals and policies that
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address energy and resource conservation, the mitigation of traffic concerns,
affordable housing, and development issues. The partnership will identify additional
support for activities that do not qualify for partnership funding.
B.4) Financing for the Community
The partnership will consider AB 811 financing for the community, and provide peerto-peer and other support. See the ELPP Master PIP for more information on
financing for the community.
B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
As an Energy Leader Partner, Simi Valley will participate with other local partners to
share best practices and experiences that further the goals of energy reduction and the
Strategic Plan. City representatives will seek to attend meetings, forums, and
seminars sponsored by other communities, organizations, and SCE in an effort to
learn from other local governments and to share best practices.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach and Education
The city can leverage existing contacts (for example, the need for builders and
contractors to come to the Planning Division, the Business Tax Certificate list and the
list of multi-family units and mobile home parks property owners). The partnership
will directly market to these segments to educate and encourage residents and owners
to take advantage of the energy programs that are available through SCE. Sample
marketing strategies are: press releases, newsletters, marketing collateral, and
television and radio ads targeting policymakers, business managers, and community
leaders.
Training will be provided to city personnel, the trades, and various market segments
to increase awareness of energy efficiency practices and programs in support of
AB 32, and the Strategic Plan. The program targets Simi Valley community
members (for example, low-income residents, multi-family residential units, small
businesses, non-English speaking residents, and builders) with a menu of activities
and training opportunities. This will raise awareness and increase participation in
energy efficiency programs. Potential events to target these groups include:
• focusing on city housing and multi-family dwellings to include Compact
Fluorescent Lamps (CFL) change-outs and torchiere turn-ins
• providing builder outreach through the city’s Building and Safety Division
• identifying areas of need and focusing on neighborhoods and small businesses
to install lighting, HVAC and other measures through the IOU’s direct
installation offering; and
• finding opportunities to promote the residential energy surveys (for example,
coordinating with local realtors and others to distribute welcome packages to
new home owners and conduct in-home energy surveys).
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
No Direct Install initiatives are planned at this time.
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C.3) Third-Party Program Coordination
The partnership will coordinate with third party programs to provide services and
incentives needed by the city or its community but not provided for in the partnership
budget. See Master PIP for more information.
C.4) Retrofits for Just-Above LIEE-Qualified Customers
The partnership will provide support for marginally-qualified LIEE customers by
coordinating with the Multi-Family Energy Efficiency Program (MFEEP) in
accordance with the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical Assistance for Program Management, Training, Audits, Etc.
The city will assist residents and city businesses in understanding, managing, and
reducing their energy use and costs. It will provide comprehensive technical,
planning, and implementation assistance. The city will offer training to building
inspectors, plan checkers, and builders in Title 24 code compliance. It will make
available self-audit tools and assistance for residential customers.
Simi Valley will leverage its local infrastructure to promote energy efficiency and
extend the reach of statewide and local energy codes. Sample applications include:
outreach and education to develop mass marketing, special events, training, and
education. This will disseminate a single integrated energy efficiency message
targeted to all residents and businesses.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will assist building officials in understanding, managing, and
reducing their energy use and costs. It will position the city as a regional leader in
energy management practices. The partnership will offer assistance to city
inspectors, plan checkers, and other building officials.
Further, the partnership will provide educational materials and tools to the city for
encouraging staff in all departments to observe and suggest energy efficiency and
conservation actions. The partnership will offer additional workshops about plan
review, the audit process, and building awareness.
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
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d) Target audience
The businesses and residents of the City of Simi Valley.
e) Implementation
See Section 4.b. above.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The principal barrier to adopting energy efficiency is the state of the economy
generally in California and specifically in Simi Valley. With commercial and
residential building at an all time low and with major cutbacks in municipal spending,
it is difficult to convince decision makers that investing in energy efficiency is
prudent. See the ELPP Master PIP for additional barriers.
The city intends to lead by example and to inform businesses and residents of the
increased need for energy efficiency and utilize incentives from ongoing savings and
retrofits. Training and education will identify the benefits of sustainability and will
support the Strategic Plan goals. The program will distribute information on on-bill
financing, CEC funding, and other sources of funding to help overcome financial
barriers.
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d) Quantitative Program Objectives:
Table 5
Program Element
kWh
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
# of ME&O Events conducted that
target customers

Program
Target by 2009
TBD
2
0

Program Target
by 2010
TBD
4
0

Program
Target by 2011
TBD
6
1

3

6

9

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
See the ELPP Master PIP.
b) Innovation
None identified
c) Interagency coordination
See the ELPP Master PIP for coordination activities with supporting organizations
and agencies. This partnership will benefit from those coordination activities.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices. See Section 4.c.iv. above, and the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership will work with the Simi Valley Water Board to coordinate an energyefficient retrofit of its facility. It is also promoting programs coordination with the
California Air Resources Board (CARB), schools, and other stakeholder
organizations.
f) Pilots
The city is now conducting pilot projects using LED lighting technology for City Hall
light bollards, and illuminated street signs at intersections near City Hall. The city is
currently remodeling one of its Transit buildings, and this project is expected to
qualify for LEED-certification, following the suggestions of staff and
recommendations of the project consultants. The program does not anticipate any
new pilots at this time. The partnership will work with SCE’s Codes and Standards
and other programs to participate in available pilots.
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g) EM&V
No special EM&V process evaluation is planned for Simi Valley at this stage.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

Simi Valley will address strategies for
affecting codes and with support from the
partnership and the Codes and Standards
Program.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

This will be evaluated to determine
potential impacts and benefits as well as
the cost associated with modifying fees.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Simi Valley participants have expressed
interest in participating in SCE’s on-bill
financing program and in applying for low
interest CEC loans for energy efficiency
projects.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local govt’s to
adopt and implement model reach codes.
1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to CARB’s
AB 32 program.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance
with and enforcement of Title 24 building
code, and of HVAC permitting and
inspection requirements (including focus
on peak load reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

Simi Valley will promote LEED
certification for municipal facilities.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.
3-4: Explore creation of line item in Local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.
3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Simi Valley will “Lead by example”.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.
4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

Simi Valley is working with its Water
Resource Board to integrate energy
efficiency in its planned retrofit projects.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.
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1. Program Name: City of South Gate Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table – By Calendar Year
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan 1
The South Gate Partnership consists of one city in the central Los Angeles County area.
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership (Master) Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A – Government
Facilities, Element B – Strategic Plan Activities, and Element C – Core Program
Coordination.
b) Overview
The South Gate Energy Leader Partnership (SGELP) Program is a new local
government partnership in SCE’s Energy Leader Partnership portfolio. This program
will further SCE’s goals for local governments in keeping with the city’s plan to
demonstrate leadership in its community by retrofitting municipal buildings and
supporting policies that will support the CPUC's sustainability goals. The partnership
will assist and facilitate residents, businesses, and city government officials in
understanding, managing, and reducing their energy use and costs. We will also
position the city as leaders in the region in energy management practices.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
In 2009, the City of South Gate will complete comprehensive energy efficiency
retrofit in all municipal facilities. Potential opportunities for energy savings include
but are not limited to: lighting, air conditioning, vending machines, and computer
networks.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings and clusters of buildings)
The partnership intends to conduct retro-commissioning of municipal buildings,
focusing on the identification of HVAC retrofit opportunities. Retro-commissioning
1

Complete for each direct savings and non-resource program element. General text stating big picture principals is
discouraged as is text that repeats from PIP to PIP. If the same approach is used in multiple partnerships, refer to the
original text in a master PIP. Include in each subsequent PIP only information on how that element might vary due to
climate zone, local dynamics, etc.
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provides a whole-system approach to energy efficiency, resolving many chronic
building problems and their associated energy wastes through low-cost or no-cost
adjustments in existing systems.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The Energy Leader model for all SCE partnerships includes a requirement for
participation in demand response programs. South Gate will be doing so, and to
progress from the "Valued Partner" to the "Silver" level in the Energy Leader model,
they will include a plan to increase its participation in demand response accordingly.
A.4) Technical Assistance for project management, training, audits
South Gate has a specific budget item for each of these elements.
A.5) On-bill financing (OBF)
On-bill financing will not be available at the beginning of the program cycle.
However, it may be added in the future, as each city and county in the partnership has
indicated an interest in using on-bill financing. In alignment with the Strategic Plan’s
emphasis on leveraging financial tools to encourage action on efficiency, as well as
guidance from the Commission on financing, SCE will continue on-bill financing
pilots and will assess expanding these services to both residential and non-residential
markets in the future.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership is examining ways to increase compliance with existing codes. South
Gate is aware that this is an area where increased enforcement can result in
substantial energy savings.
B.2) Reach Code
The partnership will explore establishing meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as
part of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies
stated in the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described
in the Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The City of South Gate will, through the partnership, develop a Strategic Energy Plan
that includes long- and short-term energy and sustainability objectives in line with the
adopted Strategic Plan. For sharing with other cities, South Gate will make available
to SCE any documents it develops that support the execution of its partnership
activities. Likewise, SCE intends to make documents and best practices available to
help South Gate and other cities develop and improve their energy efficiency
practices.
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B.4) Financing for the community
The city will not be in a position to offer such financing. However, it is aware of the
opportunities for financing provided by AB 811 and will explore the possibilities it
represents to the partnership.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
South Gate will participate in SCE sponsored Peer-to-Peer events.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach and Education
The partnership has specifically allocated a portion of its budget to outreach and
education. The city already has a monthly newsletter which goes out to every
resident, so the city will integrate energy efficiency messaging into this well-received
communications piece to influence residents to become more energy-wise and to
participate in energy efficiency programs. The city also has a website, and will
integrate energy efficiency messaging into this outreach tool as well. Each year the
city sponsors or participates in a number of community events. Plans are in
development to include energy efficiency messaging into each one.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
Not a part of this partnership activity.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will make every effort to schedule SCE’s existing third party
programs, such as Direct Install and Lamp Exchange, into the community through the
website and general communications. Such programs are recognized as adding a
great deal of value to the community, and they serve as rallying points for energy
efficiency.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE qualified customers
Not a part of this partnership activity.
C.5) Technical Assistance for program management, training, audit
A portion of the partnership budget is allocated specifically for this activity, and
South Gate is examining how best to apply these funds.
c) Non-incentive services
The City of South Gate intends to conduct public, business and residential energy
efficiency training workshops within its community. Other non-incentive services
will include:
• Focusing SCE’s portfolio of partnership activities to increase community
enrollment in energy programs and other SCE services
• Providing training at SCE's Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC)
• Establishing a speakers bureau, and
• Conducting limited giveaways such as opportunity drawings and free
informational brochures.
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d) Target audience
• City facilities, city and county staff and management, and policymakers (elected
officials);
• Other regional governmental agencies that are not direct participants in the
partnership; and
• Residential and business customers.
e) Implementation
The partnership has developed a comprehensive portfolio of activities and is
proceeding to schedule such activities and events. These include advertising in
regional and local newspapers, newspaper interviews about energy efficiency
opportunities, and energy-efficient community exhibits, expected to have an
attendance of from 200 to 1,000 people.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
See the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Target
1
2
3

Program Element
kWh
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
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Target
4

Program Element

Program
Target by
2009

Program
Target by
2010

Program
Target by
2011

2

4

6

# of ME&O Events conducted that target
customers

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
See the ELPP Master PIP.
b) Innovation
The partnership will collaborate with its municipal participants, including school
districts and special districts, to develop renewable energy strategies for reducing
energy costs and improving energy efficiency. The partnership plan calls for a heavy
emphasis on community events in order to:
• Exhibit energy efficiency programs and practices;
• Conduct energy code training;
• Promote whole-building performance to get better space conditioning;
• Coordinate emerging “green” or sustainability standards; and
• Encourage the community to take full advantage of SCE’s core programs.
c) Interagency coordination
An objective for 2009-2011 is to leverage the strength of SCE’s relationships with the
other partnership cities. South Gate will also coordinate extensively with its Central
Basin Municipal Water District and Waste Management to provide integrated
education programs.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
See the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The Partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water conservation
and solid waste management.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6 2
California Long Term Energy Efficiency Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy Strategic Plan Goal
1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

Not applicable.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Through the partnership, the City of South
Gate will evaluate establishing expedited
permitting and entitlement approval
processes, fee structure, and other
incentives for green buildings and other
above-code developments.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

Not applicable.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
The City of South Gate will contemplate
mechanisms so property owners can fund pursuing the adoption of an AB811
EE through city bonds and pay off on
financing mechanism for its jurisdiction.
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.
1-5: Develop broad education program and With the assistance of the partnership, the
peer-to-peer support to local govt’s to
City of South Gate would offer a
adopt and implement model reach codes
comprehensive educational and outreach
program that emphasizes specific actions
their constituents can take to help achieve
the City's Reach goals.
1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to ARB’s AB
32 program

The energy DSM programs and the larger
AB 32 / SB 375 compliance requirements
will be integrated.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance
with and enforcement of Title 24 building
code, and of HVAC permitting and
inspection requirements (including focus
on peak load reductions in inland areas).

Training and Education of plan checkers.

2

This table includes a subset of Strategic Plan local government chapter strategies that pertain especially to local
government decision makers. Statewide coordination-related strategies should be discussed in the Strategic Plan portion
of the Testimony. This table should be addressed in the master PIP by IOU territory but need not be repeated in local
partner PIPs.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy Strategic Plan Goal
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired The City of South Gate has already preby local governments shall meet the
qualified two energy service companies.
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

The City of South Gate, with the assistance
of the partnership, will adopt and
implement a list of mandatory energy
efficiency and conservation measures for
all City facilities.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
The City of South Gate, with the assistance
buildings, and re-commissioning and retro- of the partnership, would evaluate the
commissioning of existing buildings.
adoption of commissioning, performance
measurement, and verification as a core
part of an energy action plan.
3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

South Gate will evaluate the creation of a
line item in its budget (or other options)
that allows energy efficiency cost savings
to be returned to the department and/or
projects that provided the savings

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in LG pilot projects.

Not applicable.

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Not applicable.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

The City of South Gate would take these
steps through the partnership, developing
and adopting aggressive sustainability
goals into its General Plan Update that
include:
Emphasizing sustainability through green
building design and technologies
Reduction of GHG emissions
Increased use of renewable energy, and
Conservation of existing sources of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

By including the Central Basin Water
District and the Los Angeles County
Sanitation District in the partnership, water
efficiency projects, including low flow
aerators, shower heads, and toilets, will be
added.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy Strategic Plan Goal
4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

Not applicable.
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1. Program Name: Community Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are consistent with the Master Program
Implementation Plan: Government Facilities, Strategic Plan Activities, and Core
Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The Community Energy Leader Partnership’s 2009-2011 program implements SCE’s
new Energy Leader Model by enhancing the leadership role of cities in energy
management. The partnership has evolved from the Irvine Energy Efficiency
Initiative to a ten-cities program that defines a true partnership between local
governments and utilities focused on achieving energy savings and behavioral change
in residential, non-residential and the municipal sectors. Through this framework, the
partnership program supports local governments that are willing to commit and
sustain the appropriate level of participation and resources to effectively initiate
programs that address the main issue areas for local government action that are
identified in the California Long-Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan).
The partnership consists of nine cities lead by The Energy Coalition based in Irvine,
including: Brea, Corona, Hermosa Beach, Irvine, Moreno Valley, San Bernardino,
Santa Clara and Santa Monica.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
This area likely has the greatest potential to deliver energy savings during the next
three-year program cycle. Every local government that participates in the partnership
program will achieve specified energy savings and greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions
from the facilities and infrastructure that it manages through technology retrofits,
operational improvements, and policy changes. Participating local governments will
take advantage of partnership incentives for municipal facilities and, wherever
possible, of eligible rebate, incentive and technical assistance programs offered by
their serving utilities.
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A.1) Retrofit of County and Municipal Facilities
The partnership will provide opportunities for our Partner Cities to “lead by doing”
by identifying opportunities for local governments to participate in comprehensive
retrofits of municipal facilities.
These governments can leverage incentives offered through Southern California
Edison (SCE) and Southern California Gas Company’s (SCG) core programs.
The partnership will support city planning efforts throughout this process by:
• Identifying energy efficiency in municipal facility retrofit projects. A
preliminary list of municipal retrofits has already been identified. The
partnership estimates it will complete up to 30 buildings (approximately
600,000 square feet);
• Retrofits to municipal facilities will consist primarily of lighting (60%),
HVAC (20%) change outs, and the 20% balance spread among various
measures identified through SCE and SCG audits;
• Targeting special districts (for example, water districts, school districts,
county facilities, libraries, community centers and senior centers) for
additional energy efficiency facility retrofit projects;
• Providing workforce education and training to city personnel to provide for
long-term energy efficiency maintenance and upgrades;
• Enrolling municipal facilities into existing utility programs;
• Coordinating advanced engineering audits to identify further opportunities for
savings; and
• Enrolling qualifying municipal facilities in our Partner Cities in ENERGY
STAR’s Benchmarking Portfolio Manager Program.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of Buildings or Clusters of Buildings)
The partnership will identify the potential for energy-savings opportunities through
the Retro-Commissioning (RCx) of municipal facilities within the partnership’s
Partner Cities. While further study is needed, the partnership anticipates completing
RCx in up to 15 buildings. The partnership will encourage any facility receiving
enhanced technical assistance to also pursue RCx and apply for utility incentives in
order to optimize building performance and reduce energy costs.
The partnership will also assist in providing training and education to city employees
on the benefits of RCx during any major retrofits of existing governmental buildings.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the Audits
The partnership will provide integrated audits that are a combination of energy
efficiency and demand response (DR) where applicable. SCE’s tiered incentive
program requires cities to implement DR in order to move up to a higher incentive
level. The partnership will encourage Partner Cities who are receiving energy
efficiency audits for municipal facilities and implementing energy efficiency
recommendations to participate in at least the basic level of demand response. This
integration of DR and EE will encourage Partner Cities to exploit synergies and
maximize potential energy savings.
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A.4) Technical Assistance for Project Management, Training, Audits, Etc.
The partnership will assist city government officials and staff in understanding,
managing, and reducing their energy use and costs, and position Partner Cities as
regional leaders in energy management practice. Assistance will be offered to
designers, building inspectors, building engineers, employees and building occupants,
and will include design assistance, plan review, Title 24 training, the audit process,
technology review and building awareness. This assistance will be delivered by
government or industry representatives, IOU Technical Staff, consultants, or another
qualified source.
The partnership understands the need to build local energy efficiency expertise. A
key role of the partnership in the 2009 – 2011 cycle will be the development of local
government energy efficiency expertise. Faced with resource constraints, local
governments lack adequate resources to proactively act or respond to energy
efficiency opportunities in their buildings or in community buildings. To that end,
the partnership program will work with local governments to identify any resource
constraints, and work with utilities to find viable and cost effective solutions to ensure
that the required level of expertise is achieved in the following ways:
• Develop in-house capabilities (energy manager position) devoted to achieving
all cost-effective energy efficiency for local government facilities and
stimulating similar actions in the community
• Continue to build the capacity/expertise of a designated Team Leader to be
able to address and respond to energy efficiency opportunities within the city
• Educate employees through city staff workshops/information sessions.
A.5) On-Bill Financing
Through the SCE’s on-bill financing, the partnership will encourage Partner Cities to
take advantage of this opportunity for municipal facilities that install energy-efficient
equipment or strategies. Financing and installation of equipment will be considered
for partial or fully-extended repayment in the amount up to that offered through the
applicable core program and will be included as a component line item of the monthly
utility bill for repayment to the IOU.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
The partnership will employ the following strategies in support of the Strategic Plan:
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The Strategic Plan concludes that significant attention must be focused on enforcing
and strengthening local on-the-ground compliance with energy codes and standards.
The partnership will support local government code compliance efforts as a key
element to obtaining full savings from California’s building and appliance energy
code standards. Consistent and effective compliance, enforcement, and verification
by local governments are essential parts of the overall effort. An emphasis will be
placed on multi-jurisdictional efforts which can be promoted through the partnership
partner cities in order to take advantage of economies of scale that can be realized,
particularly for outreach and training efforts. The partnership will work with SCE,
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SCG, and other organizations to assist city building officials to gain a better
understanding of new and existing energy codes.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
The relevant codes and standards that will be addressed by the partnership program
are primarily those related to residential and commercial buildings, both new and
existing. The Strategic Plan calls for the coordination of local government building
codes and development policies, requirements to be mandated by local governments
when a significant renovation occurs or when a property is sold, and the development
of model local government programs that exceed minimum State code requirements.
Through the partnership local governments will commit to begin engaging in a good
faith effort to develop “reach” codes and standards. They will also commit to
coordinating with neighboring jurisdictions, professional and industry associations
and others in the development and implementation of the Reach codes.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The Strategic Plan calls for local governments to lead their communities with
innovative programs for energy efficiency, sustainability, and climate change. The
partnership will serve as a catalyst to help facilitate local government energy
leadership and adoption of an Action Plan that will move their community forward.
Participating local governments will leverage their existing programs, interactions,
and relationships in support of community-focused energy efficiency, demand
response, and GHG reduction programs with particular focus on socio-economically
diverse populations. These activities will entail close collaboration with the serving
utilities in educating and informing citizens about opportunities for participation in
utility sponsored programs.
B.4) Financing for the Community
A key barrier for local governments as well as private property owners in undertaking
energy efficiency and GHG reduction projects is the difficulty in obtaining up-front
financing to cover the project costs. The Strategic Plan recognizes the need for new
and innovative financing solutions to accelerate investments in energy efficiency and
cleaner energy technologies for both residential and commercial properties. The
partnership will work closely with its participants to foster a larger local government
role in the development and implementation of innovative financing tools by
embracing approaches such as:
• AB 811;
• Assessment district loans; and
• Third party financing (PPAs).
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The partnership will also coordinate with Southern California Edison (SCE) and
Southern California Gas (SCG) to initiate and offer on-bill financing for both
municipal and community facilities choosing to install high efficiency equipment or
strategies. Financing and installation of equipment will be considered for partial or
full-extended repayment in the amount up to that offered through the applicable core
program and included as a component line item of the monthly utility bill.
In addition, the partnership will support partner cities in the exploration of tax-exempt
equipment lease financing, clean renewable energy bonds (“CREBs”), and other
innovative financing approaches. The partnership will also serve as a clearinghouse
to disseminate information to our Partner Cities on federal energy efficiency
community block development grants which will likely be allocated to municipalities
on a per capita basis. Many of these financing options require lead time for the local
government decision making and public input processes to occur. Best efforts will be
made to measure and track resulting energy savings and greenhouse gas reductions
over the next three years but it is likely that the bulk of the positive impact will occur
over a longer period of time.
B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
Through its peer-to-peer strategy, the partnership supports the goals of the Strategic
Plan by providing a support network through which Team Leaders from Partner
Cities can have access to information, exchange information, and attend training
workshops, all in an effort to increase in-house EE knowledge base levels to enable
them to better serve their residents and businesses. Peer-to-peer support has been the
cornerstone of the partnership program’s ability to effectively stimulate the sharing of
ideas and best practices among partner cities. Through the partnership the following
will be facilitated:
• Partner-to-Partner Dialogue
The partnership Team Leaders have the unique advantage of providing one
another with peer-to-peer leadership that would not normally exist without the
partnership. Through the partnership, partner cities are able to leverage the
experience and expertise of fellow peer cities to increase awareness and
participation levels and positively influence their own local government.
Through regular Team Leaders Meetings, Team Leaders are able to engage in
peer-to-peer dialogue, support each other with local policy and code
advancement, and share best practices and technical knowledge.
• Partnership-to-Partnership Dialogue
The partnership will also connect to new partnerships, and local governments
participating in other cutting-edge IOU partnership programs across the state.
The partnership will leverage opportunities for sharing and advancing city
leadership through mentorship and sharing of best practices and models with
Hermosa Beach who has joined the regional South Bay Partnership, Palm
Desert of the new Palm Desert Partnership, and Cathedral City of the new
Desert Cities Partnership.
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Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
The partnership has been developed in response to the need to integrate statewide
energy and greenhouse goals into effective local action. The partnership’s objective
in this area is to develop effective partnerships between local governments and
utilities that support the development of long-term, sustainable energy and GHG
reduction programs in support of the California Energy Action Plan and California
Global Warming Solutions Act (AB 32). The Partnership supports the key areas of
the Strategic Plan that helps local governments define individualized energy reduction
goals and Action Plans through very practical, flexible, and straightforward steps.
C.1) Outreach and Education
The partnership will utilize existing resources offered by the city or utility for an
efficient and effective campaign. Energy efficiency will be framed within the context
of climate change and the city’s goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions as outlined
in AB 32.
The partnership will provide marketing and outreach, education and training and
community sweeps to connect the community with opportunities to take action to
save energy, money and the environment and increase the viability of small
businesses. In addition, the program will act as a clearinghouse for all energy
offerings, delivering information on demand response, self-generation, and low
income programs, California Alternative Rate for Energy (CARE) and the California
Solar Initiative (CSI).
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
No activity planned in 2009 – 2011 program cycle besides the promotion of existing
utility core programs.
C.3) Third-Party Program Coordination
The partnership will coordinate with third party programs and associations in order to
realize the benefits of being part of a broad professional network, such as resource
sharing and establishment of best practices. The partnership intends to involve
interested special districts (for example, water, fire, and school districts) and to
coordinate with local building and trade professionals and organizations and other
green business and sustainability organizations to develop an integrated,
comprehensive message. See the ELPP Master PIP regarding activities that provide
access to energy offerings.
C.4) Retrofits for Just-Above LIEE-Qualified Customers
The partnership will promote retrofits as an integrated approach to energy
consumption and reduction, increasing awareness of energy efficiency and demand
response for qualified Low-Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE) customers.
Coordinating with the Multi-family Energy Efficiency Program will provide energy
efficiency retrofits for just-above low income customers. This implementation of
demand side management (DSM) strategies will also be coordinated with the LIEE
Program and will support progress towards local and statewide sustainability goals.
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C.5) Technical assistance/Workforce Education & Training for program
management, training, audits, etc.
The partnership will assist our partner city staff, residents, and businesses in
understanding, managing, and reducing their energy use and costs, and position
partner cities as regional leaders in energy management practice by providing
comprehensive technical, planning, marketing and implementation assistance.
The partnership will use utility resources to support partner cities’ capacity for smart
energy management. This includes encouraging and enlisting city staff to leverage
utility resources.
c) Non-incentive services:
The partnership will provide numerous non-incentive services, including:
• Municipal Energy Action support;
• Peer-to-Peer Leadership;
• Energy Efficiency Trainings;
• Marketing, Education and Outreach;
• Information, Education and Funneling or core and third-party programs; and
• Energy Champion Recognition.
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
See the ELPP Master PIP. The Partnership will also target special districts in
partnering cities, for example water districts, and school districts.
e) Implementation
Program cost efficiency will be captured throughout our partner cities by maximizing
replicable program elements, leveraging resources and staff support from each partner
as defined in our participation model, and implementing initiatives that create
demonstrated permanent and persistent energy savings.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
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program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Economy. The principal barrier faced is the condition of the economy at the State and
local levels. Commercial and residential development is at an all time low, and major
companies and builders are facing massive layoffs. It will be increasingly difficult to
convince decision makers that investing in energy efficiency is the prudent thing for
them to do.
The partnership will utilize strategies to include cost/benefit analysis for all suggested
or identified projects to demonstrate long-term benefits and pay-backs. The
partnership will encourage partner cities to find viable and cost effective solutions
such as taking advantage of on-bill financing, and identifying other sources of
funding such as CEC funding and federal funding.
Lack of Access to Financing/Resources. The partnership will work with local
governments to access on-bill financing, explain the benefits of AB 811, and
encourage other community financing options to ease the adoption of energy
efficiency in communities.
End User Attitudes Toward Energy Efficiency. Over the course of the past funding
cycle, the partnership observed a gradual acceptance of new energy efficient
technology and utility programs. However, complete market transformation has not
yet been achieved in our partner cities. As a trusted entity, the partnership will
continue to build upon our history of effective marketing and outreach strategies and
established relationships with local governments and key community stakeholders.
Cost of Obtaining and Processing Information. Local governments are often
overwhelmed on a day-to-day basis with obtaining and processing disparate
information from different channels on an individual basis. The partnership has
identified and continues to address this barrier through our existing peer-to-peer
support network of Team Leaders from each partner city. Through this vehicle, the
CEP is able to provide a forum for partnership Team Leaders to facilitate the sharing
of best practices and information processing strategies.
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d) Quantitative Program Objectives
Table 5

Target
Program Element
1
Kw, kWh
2
Number of Workshops
3
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
# of ME&O Events conducted that
4
target Residential customers

Program
Target
by 2009
TBD
4
0

Program
Target
by 2010
TBD
9
1

Program
Target
by 2011
TBD
17
2

8

16

26

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
Primary Barriers/Program Challenges

Program Best Practices

Insufficient technical and financial
resources

One- stop Shopping - Provides
comprehensive bundle of technical,
economic, marketing and implementation
assistance

First cost of EE investments

Financing - On-bill financing, other low
interest energy loans, possible establishment
of self-replenishing energy efficiency/savings
funds, AB 811

Incomplete implementation (due to
adoption of aggressive policies & goals
without a sound implementation &
financing plan)

Course Corrections - Mechanism for
constant tracking, monitoring and review of
program results vs. challenges, allowing
sufficient time for course corrections

Insufficient motivation

Comprehensive Benefits – Combines
measure incentives with funding support for
ME&O activities that are very important to
local governments. Also, ascending to the
leadership role is a natural and appropriate
role for governmental entities.

Lost opportunities

Comprehensive Strategies – Comprehensive
whole portfolio, building and facility
approaches minimize lost EE and DR
opportunities by municipal facilities, while
the companion ME&O strategy leverages the
participating local governments’ efforts to
encourage residents and business to also
become energy efficient.
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b) Innovation
The partnership’s unique combination of partner cities strengthens the ability to test
strategies and share best practices across every corner of SCE and SCG’s service
territory. They were selected for their leadership potential, and geographic
distinction. This range of diversity allows for program versatility and the opportunity
to explore implementation across multiple factors.
c) Interagency coordination
The partnership plans on collaborating and coordinating with both local agencies such
as the Santa Clarita Water District and Metropolitan Water District, as well as
statewide agencies, such as CARB and CEC. The partnership also plans to continue
enhancing our marketing efforts by leveraging the materials produced by Flex Your
Power, Department of Energy, and ENERGY STAR.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The integration of demand side resources is critical to realizing the State’s long-term
energy goals and objectives. The partnership strives to minimize lost opportunities
that accrue from the disparate delivery of energy services. As a core implementation
strategy, the partnership adopts an integrated approach that leverages the synergies
and economies of scale that exist from the complementary implementation of both
energy efficiency and demand response resources, along with promoting awareness
and increasing knowledge of LIEE, renewables, and self-generation.
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
A key focus of the partnership will be assisting our local government partners in
identifying and exploiting cost-effective opportunities for integration with other
resource areas including water, solid waste, and air quality around climate action and
AB 32. The partnership will develop joint marketing and promotion initiatives with
water and sewer districts, solid waste management agencies, regional air quality
districts, and other relevant resource management entities.
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f) Pilots
Two pilot program opportunities will be pursued in conjunction with the Partnership
implementation plan.
Green Schools Initiative
The first pilot project will be a Green Schools Initiative in collaboration with the
Irvine Unified School District. The Green Schools Initiative will consist of three
components:
• Reduction in the carbon footprint of the District through a combination of energy
efficiency retrofits, comprehensive greenhouse gas reduction policies and
installation of solar electric and solar thermal rooftop systems.
• Development of an enhanced environmental curriculum to strengthen classroom
instruction in the areas of environmental sustainability with a particular emphasis
on energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reductions.
• Expansion of the role of the School District and its students as catalysts for
change in the community through outreach and creation of robust partnerships
with the City of Irvine, community organizations and other stakeholders.
Irvine GHG Emissions Tracking Tool
The second pilot project will be a comprehensive greenhouse gas emissions tracking
and measurement tool being developed by the City of Irvine.
This tool will allow cities within the Partnership as well as cities throughout the State
to assess current and future energy consumption patterns, as well as assist with future
utility system planning for energy service demands from new developments and
opportunities for energy use reduction programs and policies.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

The Partnership’s Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will investigate
development of a Municipal Forum
(Forum) consisting of partner
representatives for the purpose of
establishing common goals for the region.
The Forum will address strategies for
affecting codes, standards and incentives;
review best practices for exceeding current
Title 24 standards; and provide expert
consultation to assist cities with their own
planning and implementation.
The partnership will leverage the beyond
Title 24 Reach codes that have already
been developed and adopted in Santa
Monica by actively promoting and
achieving adoption of similar Reach codes
by at least half of the other Partnership
cities.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Some of the partnership partner cities have
already implemented expedited permitting
and other incentives for green building
projects. The partnership will expand these
approaches for joint adoption by other
partnership partners. See discussion under
1-1 above.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The partnership will provide technical
support and coordinate the joint
development and adoption of model multijurisdiction point of sale and point of
permit requirements related to increased
energy efficiency in the partnership partner
cities.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Using the lessons learned from
participation in the implementation of Palm
Desert’s AB 811 program, the partnership
will assist in the adoption of AB 811
programs in at least half of the Partnership
partner cities along with adoption of other
appropriate innovative EE financing
approaches.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

The Partnership’s Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and The Partnership will enlist the leadership
peer-to-peer support to local govt’s to
cities within the partnership as mentors for
adopt and implement model reach codes.
development and adoption of Reach codes
in the other Partnership cities. See
discussion under 1-1 above.
1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to CARB’s
AB 32 program.

The Partnership will conduct training of
City managers, policymakers, business
owners, community leaders and others to
explain their respective roles in
implementing AB 32 and the important
role of energy efficiency in achieving these
aggressive greenhouse gas reduction
targets.
Each partnership partner city that has not
already done so will develop and adopt an
Energy and Climate Action Plan that will
link policy and program actions being
taken within their community to specific
AB 32 goals and targets.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance
with and enforcement of Title 24 building
code, and of HVAC permitting and
inspection requirements (including focus
on peak load reductions in inland areas).

Through leveraging of expertise and
resources within the Partnership (outreach,
training, technical assistance, etc.) multijurisdictional efforts will be implemented
to increase the rate of Title 24 compliance.
See discussion under 1-1 above.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

See discussion under 1-1 above.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

The partnership partner cities will commit
up to a 10% reduction in energy use within
qualifying municipal buildings as well as
work to adopt a LEED requirement for new
government buildings.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

The partnership will assist in a joint
analysis and development of joint
recommendations by the partner cities into
the feasibility of commissioning
requirements for new buildings and retrocommissioning requirements for existing
buildings, as applicable.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

The Partnership’s Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

The Partnership will assist in a joint
analysis and development of joint
recommendations by the partner cities into
the feasibility of modified budgeting
approaches to allow EE cost savings to be
returned to the department and/or projects
that generate the savings.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

The Partnership has emphasized creativity
by our Partners to develop innovative local
governments pilots, such as the Palm
Desert Demonstration Project, Green
Schools Initiative, benchmarking, etc.

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Each partnership partner that has not
already done so will develop and adopt and
Energy and Climate Change Action Plan.
Each Partnership partner city will commit
to supporting a community-focused effort
related to energy efficiency, demand
response and greenhouse gas reduction
programs with particular emphasis on
socio-economically diverse populations.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability, and
climate change.

The partnership envisions facilitating a
peer-to-peer effort that allows each
governmental entity to leverage the
knowledge and experience of the others
and take a more integrated approach to
overall energy savings and greenhouse gas
reduction through its Municipal Forum (see
discussion under 1-1 above).
The partnership will draw upon the
experiences from the partner cities to
identify generic modifications to General
Plan elements that promote community
sustainability. Recent General Plan redrafting experiences in Santa Monica and
Irvine will be very useful in this effort.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

The Partnership will assist in the
identification and preliminary concept
development of integrated resource projects
within the partner cities.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

The Partnership’s Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

The partnership will help compile and
disseminate examples of energy efficiency
related requirements and incentives within
local zoning and land-use planning
codes/policies for joint consideration by the
partner cities. An example is a local solar
access ordinance developed by the City of
Santa Monica. Another example is a
model sustainable land-use policies being
developed in other partner cities. The
model creates sustainable development
incentives with potential broader
applicability.
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1. Program Name: Desert Cities Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A
- Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities and Element C - Core
Program Coordination.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The Desert Cities Energy Leader Partnership (DCELP or Partnership) will focus on
encouraging participating jurisdictions to lead by example and become models of
energy efficiency through action in their municipal facilities. The Coachella Valley
Association of Governments (CVAG) and Southern California Edison (SCE) as
partners in DCELP, will meet with each participating Jurisdiction to identify their
municipal facilities and to establish when upgrades may have been made to those
facilities. This will include an initial evaluation or audit of all municipal facilities.
The CVAG member jurisdictions within SCE territory that have expressed retrofit
interest include Desert Hot Springs, Cathedral City, Indian Wells, Palm Springs,
Rancho Mirage and the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
Each jurisdiction will have the opportunity to evaluate potential retro-commissioning
and financing options.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The Energy Leader model for all SCE partnerships includes a requirement for
participation in demand response programs.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Through the partnership, each participating jurisdiction will receive technical
assistance in identifying and prioritizing the portfolio of municipal energy efficiency
projects that will meet its energy efficiency goals and commitments to sustainability
practices.
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A.5) On-bill financing
Each jurisdiction in the partnership has indicated an interest in using On-bill
financing. The extent of participation in OBF will be limited only by the funding
level provided to the partnerships.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership is examining ways to increase compliance with existing codes. Each
jurisdiction is aware that this is an area where increased compliance can result in
substantial energy savings.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The CVAG Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee will be developing
information about best practices for energy efficiency, sustainability and related
topics during 2009. This information will be available to participating jurisdictions,
hopefully through a website related to the partnership. SCE intends to make available
documents and best practices to help cities develop their energy efficiency practices.
B.4) Financing for the community
The partnership will provide information about financing options, including on-bill
financing, revolving energy efficiency funds, low interest loans, energy service
company (ESCO) contracts, and other potential programs and financing instruments
that can assist with the upfront costs of energy efficiency retrofits. CVAG is also
working through its Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee on potential
opportunities for an AB 811 funding program that would provide a source of funds
for energy efficiency upgrades for municipal, business, and residential customers.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
The partnership intends to develop an effective means by which each jurisdiction
participating in partnerships, past and present, can readily share information with
others. Conference calls including all Partnerships as well as conferences will be
conducted on a routine basis.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The partnership has a portion of its budget specifically allocated to outreach and
education. See the ELPP Master PIP.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
Not a part of this partnership activity.
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C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will develop community events appropriate for a third party
contractor to execute, such as light exchange events.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers
See the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
See the ELPP Master PIP and Table 6.
b) Overview
DCELP is a local government partnership in SCE’s energy leader partnership
portfolio. The partnership is between CVAG and SCE with cooperation from the
Imperial Irrigation District, a local public utility. CVAG is a local government
agency, representing 10 cities, Riverside County and three tribal governments (each a
Jurisdiction, and collectively referred to as Jurisdictions)CVAG will coordinate
education and outreach efforts, a valley-wide marketing program, as well as related
administrative and reporting activities. Through its existing communication network,
CVAG will provide outreach to the member Jurisdictions and the larger Coachella
Valley community about energy efficiency. SCE will provide energy information,
technical assistance, and assist the Jurisdictions with implementation of municipal
facilities retrofits and energy efficiency upgrades. SCE will provide resources and
support, as available, for training, events, and marketing programs.
The partnership will provide comprehensive evaluation and retrofit of municipal
facilities, marketing and outreach, education and training, and community activities to
connect the community with opportunities to take action to save energy, money and
the environment. CVAG will coordinate partnership activities with its member
jurisdictions through the Energy and Environmental Resources Committee, and its
Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee. The Subcommittee meets monthly
and will provide a forum for coordination of partnership activities. The Subcommittee
can assist with potential projects, outreach opportunities, and possible events and
training. The Subcommittee is coordinating a CVAG Energy Symposium and Energy
Fair in April 2009.
A unique element of the DCELP is the opportunity to bring together other community
partners in a successful regional partnership that will maximize opportunities to meet
common goals. One of our utility partners, the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) serves
three of our member cities -- Coachella, Indio and La Quinta -- as well as parts of
Riverside County. The IID has indicated their interest in cooperating with CVAG,
SCE and The Gas Company to promote this regional partnership. The IID has already
offered to provide an IID energy professional as a resource to the three cities to work
on joint program promotion, evaluation of municipal facilities for energy efficiency,
and coordination of project implementation. The IID has indicated the potential for
cooperative efforts to accomplish economies of scale and efficient utilization of
resources. The IID has expressed a willingness to participate with SCE and SCG to
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maximize the resources necessary to meet our energy use reduction goal. The
Imperial Irrigation District is an active partner in the CVAG Energy and Water
Conservation Subcommittee.
CVAG’s Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee also includes representatives
from local water districts, including Desert Water Agency, the Coachella Valley
Water District, and Mission Springs Water District. Recognizing the critical link
between water conservation and energy efficiency, CVAG is working with the water
districts to integrate these efforts. Given that the management and delivery of water
resources to our communities accounts for 20% of electrical demand, our energy
efficiency efforts will necessarily involve coordination with water conservation
programs already underway and to be developed by the water districts. Including the
local water districts in this effort will further enhance the partnership.
A number of Coachella Valley cities have also adopted the U.S, Mayor’s Climate
Protection Agreement, including Palm Springs, Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert, and La
Quinta. Portions of this agreement call for making energy conservation a priority
through the retrofitting of a Jurisdiction’s facilities with energy efficient lighting, the
purchase of ENERGY STAR® equipment and appliances for that Jurisdiction use,
and increase pump efficiency in water and wastewater systems.
c) Non-incentive services
CVAG will coordinate education and outreach efforts, a valley-wide marketing
program, as well as related administrative and reporting activities. Through its
existing communication network, CVAG will provide outreach to the member
jurisdictions and the larger Coachella Valley community about energy efficiency.
SCE will provide energy information, technical assistance, and assist the jurisdictions
with implementation of municipal facilities retrofits and energy efficiency upgrades.
SCE will provide resources and support, as available, for training, events, and
marketing programs.
d) Target audience
A number of Coachella Valley cities have also adopted the U.S, Mayor’s Climate
Protection Agreement, including Palm Springs, Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert, and La
Quinta. Portions of this agreement call for making energy conservation a priority
through the retrofitting of City facilities with energy efficient lighting, the purchase of
ENERGY STAR® equipment and appliances for City use, and increase pump
efficiency in water and wastewater systems.
e) Implementation
The partnership will provide comprehensive evaluation and retrofit of municipal
facilities, marketing and outreach, education and training, and community activities to
connect the community with opportunities to take action to save energy, money and
the environment. CVAG will coordinate partnership activities with its member
jurisdictions through the Energy and Environmental Resources Committee, and its
Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee. The Subcommittee meets monthly
and will provide a forum for coordination of partnership activities. The Subcommittee
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can assist with potential projects, outreach opportunities, and possible events and
training. The Subcommittee is coordinating a CVAG Energy Symposium and Energy
Fair in April 2009.
A unique element of the DCELP is the opportunity to bring together other community
partners in a successful regional partnership that will maximize opportunities to meet
common goals. One of our utility partners, the Imperial Irrigation District (IID) serves
three of our member cities -- Coachella, Indio and La Quinta -- as well as parts of
Riverside County. The IID has indicated their interest in cooperating with CVAG,
SCE and The Gas Company to promote this regional partnership. The IID has already
offered to provide an IID energy professional as a resource to the three cities to work
on joint program promotion, evaluation of city facilities for energy efficiency, and
coordination of project implementation. The IID has indicated the potential for
cooperative efforts to accomplish economies of scale and efficient utilization of
resources. The IID has expressed a willingness to participate with SCE and SCG to
maximize the resources necessary to meet our energy use reduction goal. The
Imperial Irrigation District is an active partner in the CVAG Energy and Water
Conservation Subcommittee.
CVAG’s Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee also includes representatives
from local water districts, including Desert Water Agency, the Coachella Valley
Water District, and Mission Springs Water District. Recognizing the critical link
between water conservation and energy efficiency, CVAG is working with the water
districts to integrate these efforts. Given that the management and delivery of water
resources to our communities accounts for 20% of electrical demand, our energy
efficiency efforts will necessarily involve coordination with water conservation
programs already underway and to be developed by the water districts. Including the
local water districts in this effort will further enhance the partnership.
A number of Coachella Valley cities have also adopted the U.S, Mayor’s Climate
Protection Agreement, including Palm Springs, Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert, and La
Quinta. Portions of this agreement call for making energy conservation a priority
through the retrofitting of City facilities with energy efficient lighting, the purchase of
ENERGY STAR® equipment and appliances for City use, and increase pump
efficiency in water and wastewater systems.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
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b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
See the ELPP Master PIP for discussion of barriers.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5

Target
Program Element
1
Government Buildings kWh
2
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances,
3
Codes, etc.
4
# of ME&O Events

Program
Target by
2009
TBD
0

Program
Target by
2010
TBD
4

Program
Target by
2011
TBD
8

0

TBD

TBD

3

7

11

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
Offer best practices information via website and other outreach, including 2009
Energy Summit.
b) Innovation
Develop municipal sustainability dashboard to simplify sustainability reporting
including energy efficiency and renewable energy.
c) Interagency coordination
Through our Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee, the partnership will
coordinate partnership programs with other stakeholders, including water districts,
building industry, other utilities, environmental community, and members of the
public.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOUs have identified Integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
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e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Air quality and water are key elements of our environmental sustainability programs.
Please see discussion under “4b.Overview” section above.
f) Pilots
Establish localized pool pump program pilot for climate zone 15.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving CLT
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two additional
tiers of increasing stringency.

A number of the Jurisdictions have
adopted the California Green Builder
program on a voluntary basis. The
partnership plans to provide training and
information to cities about Title 24 and
ways to encourage more stringent energy
codes on a voluntary basis, including
incentives.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

The partnership will offer training and
educational workshops for Jurisdictions
planning and building department staff
regarding opportunities for expedited
permitting and other incentives, green
building codes and energy efficient
design.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of transactions
relying on building ratings.

The partnership will evaluate the potential
for this program.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The partnership is exploring potential
funding sources for jurisdictions to
implement AB 811 programs for energy
efficiency.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments to
adopt and implement model reach codes

The partnership will work to enhance
education and peer-to-peer support for
local governments.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving CLT
Strategic Plan Goal

1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program.

The partnership is coordinating energy
efficiency programs with GHG reduction
and climate action initiatives. The
Partnership plans to present an AB 32
workshop for local governments in the
Coachella Valley. CVAG is working with
the local air quality management district to
evaluate AB 32 implementation options.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will support the
development of training & education
programs and evaluate potential for
stipends for incremental staff time to assist
with achieving additional T-24
compliance.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings.

Various opportunities for improved
efficiency, including environmentally
preferred purchasing policies, and
incentives will be shared with the cities.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Energy efficiency upgrades and retrocommissioning of municipal facilities is a
major goal of the 2009-2011 partnership.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided the
savings to fund additional efficiency.

Explore this opportunity with cities to
determine whether it could be effective.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot projects.

The Coachella Valley has significant
potential for renewable energy
development as well as energy efficiency
incubators including local colleges that
have sustainability goals.

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

A goal of the partnership will be to
integrate energy efficiency efforts with
climate action leadership. Other CVAG
partners in the Coachella Valley are
exploring economic development
opportunities for cleaner energy.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving CLT
Strategic Plan Goal

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
and other elements to promote energy
efficiency, sustainability and climate
change.

Local Jurisdictions are interested in
education and training opportunities to
explore ways to promote energy
efficiency, sustainability and greenhouse
gas reduction through general plans and
community planning.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

CVAG’s Energy and Water Conservation
Subcommittee is coordinating efforts to
reduce water use, enhance water-related
energy efficiency, and other water and
energy saving programs. Local water
districts are participants in the
Subcommittee and will be included in
partnership outreach.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

The partnership will focus on incentives,
education, model programs, and
leadership by example.
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1. Program Name: Eastern Sierra Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A
- Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities, and Element C - Core
Program coordination.
b) Overview
The Eastern Sierra Energy Leader Partnership (Partnership) continues the partnership
between the Town of Mammoth Lakes and Southern California Edison (SCE). The
Partnership will be expanded to include the City of Bishop, Inyo County, Mono
County, Eastern Sierra Council of Governments, and the implementing partner, the
High Sierra Energy Foundation (HSEF).
The Eastern Sierra Partnership builds upon the successful existing Mammoth Lakes
Partnership to bring additional governmental entities into SCE’s 2009-2011 local
government partnership program. The partnership’s comprehensive portfolio of
activities is designed to seek innovative approaches to energy efficiency in the alpine
environment; to increase adoption of energy efficiency measures and best practices
within their municipalities and communities by establishing a “culture” of energy
efficiency through focused educational and outreach events; and to increase the
effective delivery of technical and financial energy services to residents and
businesses.
Core Program Element - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The town of Mammoth Lakes has conducted a recent audit of their facilities. The
County of Inyo, the City of Bishop and the County of Mono plan to complete audits
of targeted facilities in 2009. Potential opportunities include but are not limited to:
lighting, air conditioning, refrigeration, food service equipment, agricultural
equipment, pumps, premium efficiency motors.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The partnership focuses on identifying HVAC retrofit opportunities through the retrocommissioning of county and city facilities. This provides a systematic whole-system
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approach to energy efficiency, and many chronic building problems and energy waste
can be resolved by making low-cost or no-cost adjustments identified by the retrocommissioning process.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The partnership’s plans include identifying and performing successful comprehensive
energy efficiency projects with the member cities and counties and to enroll service
accounts from each in demand response programs in alignment with the ELPP Master
Program Implementation Plan and the Energy Leader Partnership model.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Standard programs available include energy efficiency training, energy audits, and
technical assistance in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing
On-bill financing will not be available at the beginning of the program cycle.
However, it may be added in the future, as each city and county in the partnership has
indicated an interest in using on-bill financing.
Core Program Element - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The Eastern Sierra Leader Partnership will explore the creation of an energy code
compliance improvement program and various strategies across the partnering cities
and counties to improve compliance with building energy standards and appliance
regulations. The partnership will conduct focused energy code training targeted to
the Eastern Sierra region, including workshops for local agency planning and building
staff, building professionals, and contractors.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The partnership objectives will include development of Energy Action Plans and
Climate Action Plans to document baseline energy use and emissions. These
baselines will be used to set and achieve emission reductions and energy savings.
Individual city and county plans will be used to develop a regional energy savings
plan. Additionally the partnership will establish documentation in alignment with the
strategies stated in the ELPP Master PIP.
B.4) Financing for the community
The Partnership will develop an education and outreach program for the Partnership
communities in alignment with the strategies stated in the ELPP Master PIP.
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B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
The Eastern Sierra Partnership will actively participate in and support the peer-topeer program in forums for the partnering cities and counties through the strategies
stated in the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element - Core Program Coordination
C.1 Outreach & Education
The partnership will build upon the established comprehensive Marketing Education
& Outreach (ME&O) Plan to incorporate: educational workshops to assist the partner
cities and counties in moving forward with energy savings projects, policies, codes,
and ordinances; general awareness events and exhibits to publicize the Partnership
and its goals throughout the communities (including environmental fairs and expos);
marketing energy efficiency programs through a variety of media channels including
mailers, press releases, and quarterly e-newsletters; and a minimum of 12 special
workshops.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will continue its support of core program coordination by driving
participation through leveraging its various chambers of commerce, bill mailing
inserts and public television access. The Partnership will also fund and execute
focused small business and residential direct install activities.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will actively support third party programs through the strategies
stated in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers
The Eastern Sierra Partnership will support this program in alignment with the
strategies stated in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
The Eastern Sierra Partnership will support this element in alignment with the
strategies stated in the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Non-incentive services
The Eastern Sierra Partnership will build upon a portfolio of partnership ME&O
activities to increase community enrollment in energy core programs, and other SCE
services, resources and available including the mobile energy unit, account manager
support, training at the Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC), marketing,
design & printing of brochures, media/press/publicity support and others.
d)
•
•
•

Target audience
City and county staff, management and policymakers (elected officials)
Residential and business customers
Residents and business customers of unincorporated communities
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e) Implementation
In addition to the strategies and coordination stated in the ELPP Master PIP:
• The program will be implemented with tiered incentives for the retrofitting of
county and city facilities based on SCE’s tiered incentive structure;
• The ME&O portions will be implemented in consultation and cooperation with
SCE.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The barriers and strategies are described in the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program/Element
Target #1 Municipal
Retrofits (kWh)
Target #2 Number of
workshops

Program Target
by 2009

Program Target
by 2010

Program Target
by 2011

TBD

TBD

TBD

2

6

10

0

TBD

TBD

Target # 3 Number
of Ordinances,
Codes, etc.

Target #6 ME&O
Events ConductedSouthern California Edison
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Number of events
(including sweeps)
4

8

12

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
In addition to the strategies described in the ELPP Master PIP, the Eastern Sierra
Partnership will carry out the following best practices:
• Leverage the strong member relationships developed when the Eastern Sierra
participated in a non-resource partnership to develop and capture energy
efficiency opportunities within the municipal facilities;
• Expand the existing partnership education programs to identify, develop and
capture energy efficiency opportunities within the region communities;
b) Innovation
The partnership and its municipal participants will expand its:
• Collaboration in developing energy efficiency and renewable energy strategies for
reducing energy costs in its alpine and valley climates; and
• Comprehensive approaches to deliver energy education to local residents and
businesses.
The partnership will also hold 12 training workshops and 12 exhibits at community
events over the course of the 2009-2011 cycle. The workshops will:
• Demonstrate energy efficiency activities and practices;
• Provide energy code training to target the needs of the Eastern Sierra region;
• Promote whole-building performance to achieve better space conditioning;
• Coordinate emerging “green” or sustainability standards; and
• Promote programs that promote sustainability, including the California New
Homes Program, Home Energy Efficiency Rebate Program, Appliance Recycling
Program, Benchmarking and Performance Tracking, On-Line Buyer’s Guide and
Business and Consumer Electronics Program.
c) Interagency coordination
The Partnership is in discussions with the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power (LADWP) about becoming an active partner.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
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The Eastern Sierra Energy Leader Partnership plans include identifying and enrolling
municipal service accounts from each city and county in demand response programs
in alignment with the Energy Leader Partnership model and the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned through this Partnership.
g) EM&V
Described in the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will evaluate adopting
codes on a voluntary but rewarded basis,
including excess Title 24 performance in
the fee-waiver program or adopting the
new California “Green Building Code” on
a voluntary basis through 2010, making it
mandatory in 2011.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Each local agency, through the Partnership,
will evaluate and adopt expedited
permitting and entitlement approval
processes, fee structures and other
incentives for green buildings and other
above-code developments as appropriate.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The partnership will evaluate and adopt as
appropriate, a point of sale energy
disclosure; dependant upon availability of
standardized energy star benchmarked data
(per recent legislation) on each meter at the
point of sale.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The local agencies of the partnership will
contemplate pursuing the adoption of an
AB 811 financing mechanism for its
jurisdiction in alignment with the strategies
stated in the ELPP Master Program
Implementation Plan.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

Within the partnership and through other
partnerships, the local agencies of the
partnership and the SBESC will participate
in six comprehensive bi-annual peer-topeer educational & outreach forums that
emphasize specific actions to take to help
achieve the local agencies’ reach code
goals.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

The partnership will evaluate and integrate
DSM programs and AB 32 / SB 375
compliance requirements, as appropriate.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will support each agency in
developing and implementing Training &
Education programs to achieve additional
T-24 compliance.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Each local agency of the partnership will
evaluate and adopt, as appropriate, policies
regarding energy components of the
professional licensing of local inspectors
and contractors hired.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings

The partnership goal is to achieve the
ELPP model silver target level in the
aggregated local government municipal
facilities, resulting in at least a 5% savings
over the 2003 energy use baseline during
the 2009-2011 Partnership.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt as appropriate,
commissioning, performance measurement,
and verification as a core part of their
energy action plan.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt, as appropriate,
creation of a line item in their budgets or
other options that allow EE cost savings to
be returned to the department and/or
projects that provided the savings to fund
additional efficiency.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

Not applicable
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Eastern Sierra Energy Leader Partnership
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt, as appropriate, a
Strategic Energy Plan that includes long
and short term energy & sustainability
objectives in line with the adopted
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt, as appropriate,
development of aggressive sustainability
goals into their general plan updates that
include emphasizing sustainability through
green building design & technologies,
reduction of GHG emissions, increased use
of renewable energy, and conservation of
existing sources of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

The partnership will influence wastewater,
storm water and potable water capital
projects, with SCE, to ensure that they are
as energy efficient as possible.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate, develop, and adopt, as
required, zoning and development authority
changes to comply with AB 32 / SB 375.
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1. Program Name: Energy Leadership Partnership Strategic Support
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – N/A (this is a non-resource program).
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A
– Government Facilities, Element B – Strategic Plan Support, and Element C – Core
Program Coordination. Because this Energy Leader Partnership Program Strategic
Support PIP is a supporting resource and not a Local Government Partnership.
Core Program
Elements

Sub-Programs
Government Facilities
Retrofits
Government Facilities RetroA2
commissioning
A3 Integrated Demand Response
Technical Assistance
A1

A - Government
Facilities

A4
A5 On-Bill Financing
B1 Code Compliance
B2 Reach Code Support
B – Strategic Plan
Guiding Document(s)
B3
Support
Support
Financing for the
B4
Community
B5 Peer-to-Peer Support
Community Outreach &
C – Core Program
C1
Education
Coordination
Residential & Small
C2
Business Direct Install
Third Party Program
C3
Coordination
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Type of Program
Resource
Resource
Demand Response
Non-Resource (technical
assistance for project
management, training, audits,
etc.)
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Resource
Non-Resource
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Core Program
Elements

Sub-Programs
Retrofits for just-above
LIEE-qualified customers
Technical assistance for
C5 program management,
training, audits, etc.
C4

Type of Program
Resource
Non-Resource

Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
The Energy Leader Partnership sub-program (ELP) Strategic Support element (ELP
Strategic Support) supports Element A – Government Facilities, in the following
ways:
• ELP Strategic Support supplements the ELPP, providing another channel for
disseminating information about the key characteristics of successful
Government Facilities energy programs, including information about high
potential EE/DR/RE technologies, measures and approaches. In addition,
ELP Strategic Support will provide information about on-bill financing,
CEC’s California Energy Efficiency Financing Program (CEEFP) low interest
loans, strategies for establishing self-replenishing revolving funds for energy
projects, and other types of relevant information about financing municipal
facilities retrofits.
• ELP Strategic Support also helps local governments quantify the GHG
reductions that will be achieved through their Government Facilities energy
retrofit plans so that this information can be effectively communicated to
department heads, elected officials, lenders and community leaders whose
support is needed to approve these plans.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
SCE’s Energy Leader Partnership Program (ELPP – see separate ELPP Master PIP) is
the primary program through which the Strategic Plan will be implemented. The ELP
Strategic Support program element is designed to support the ELPP by helping local
governments overcome the primary barriers to local government leadership in energy
and climate action, that being; a lack of resources of sufficient funds and
knowledgeable staff with sufficient time to devote to these activities.
Through the ELP Strategic Support element, SCE is offering assistance to help local
governments reduce their carbon footprint through increased energy efficiency. This
offering will primarily be delivered through a variety of implementing organizations.
Through ELP Strategic Support, local government participants in SCE’s ELP will
understand the linkages between energy efficiency and greenhouse gas (GHG)
reduction/AB 32 compliance. The program will deliver in-person and on-line
trainings to facilitate local government understanding of requirements under AB 32,
learn about principles and methodologies for conducting GHG inventories and setting
GHG reduction targets and developing and implementing climate action plans
(CAPs). The program will also provide access to templates and tools that detail the
Southern California Edison
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components of GHG inventories and CAPs and provide training on mitigation
strategies for reducing GHG emissions in both local government and communityscale activities and facilities.
The program will offer conferences, workshops and Webinars, building upon past
experience with offerings, and linking energy actions with GHG reduction to provide
information about energy efficiency, demand response and renewable energy
(EE/DR/RE), AB 32 implementation, Strategic Plan and other timely and important
energy and climate policies, rules, regulations and legislation. These venues will
increase opportunities for local governments to network and share information and
experiences about best practices and lessons learned.
To encourage local governments to implement best practices established, the program
will conduct a statewide local government recognition program for local governments
that achieve their energy and greenhouse gas emission reduction goals. Within SCE’s
service area, Silver, Gold and Platinum awards levels will be linked to the incentive
and achievement levels established in SCE’s ELPP (see separate ELPP PIP).
Program implementers will collaborate and coordinate their efforts in order to
leverage each other’s efforts, resources and funding.
The ELP Strategic Support element thus provides an integrated portfolio of services
that will complement SCE’s ELPP and help local governments achieve the Strategic
Plan’s strategies and goals while accelerating their jurisdiction’s path to a cleaner
energy and low carbon future.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
ELP Strategic Support also supports ELPP Element C – Core Program Coordination,
providing another channel for disseminating information about community energy
programs and opportunities, and for coordinating those outreach and education
activities.
Through the Core Program Coordination element, Local Government Partnerships
(LGPs) coordinate with SCE to support EE programs across the SCE portfolio with
respect to outreach, education, direct installs for residential and small business
customers, third party programs, and technical assistance. Through the ELPP, LGPs
will also have the opportunity to help bring EE to moderate income customers
slightly above the LIEE guideline or to customers who are unable to produce the
necessary LIEE documentation.
The ELP Strategic Support program element will support Element C by helping Local
Governments integrate climate action/GHG reduction messages into the Local
Government partners’ community education and outreach efforts. The ELPP
leverages the unique access, communications channels and relationships that Local
Governments have with their constituents – residents, businesses and other
stakeholders (e.g., developers) – to increase enrollment in SCE Core Programs.
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b) Overview
In the California Long-Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan), the
CPUC identified the following primary strategies for local governments:
• Tap Local Government Authority to assure Title 24 code compliance and to
implement “reach” policies, plans, codes and standards;
• Lead by Example by making municipal facilities and operations as energy
efficient as possible; and
• Lead Communities by encouraging stakeholders and constituents to help achieve
their local government’s vision for a long-term clean energy and low carbon
future.
Through the Energy Leader Partnership (ELP) Strategic Support program element,
SCE is offering assistance to help local governments reduce their carbon footprint
through increased energy efficiency. This offering will primarily be delivered
through various implementing organizations.
This collaborative effort is structured to leverage the unique resources, assets,
relationships, communications channels, programs, training, models and tools brought
by each organization to support the Strategic Plan.
This is a statewide local government strategic element support effort among the four
investor-owned utilities. Program support elements will be coordinated between the
IOUs and the three implementing organizations taking a statewide planning and
coordination approach. The IOUs will meet individually and collectively with the
organizations to plan and implement Local Government support efforts.
c) Non-incentive services
All services provided through this partnership are non-resource/non-incentive
services. The focus is to provide education, outreach and general strategic planning
assistance to ELPP participants ultimately driving local governments to greater
utilization of utility energy efficiency programs as an integral component toward
meeting their GHG implementation goals. Services include but are not limited to:
• Providing information through Webinars, training, and peer support network
groups about GHG inventories, the recently adopted Local Government
Operations Protocol (LGOP), GHG reduction targets, climate action plans and
potential GHG mitigation and adaptation strategies;
• Providing local governments access to tools and templates to compute their GHG
emissions and that of their communities, and evaluate the GHG reduction impacts
of various proposed policies, plans, codes and ordinances;
• Conducting conferences, workshops, Webinars, peer support network groups, and
other types of venues for knowledge sharing, peer support, training and education
about best policies, practices; and
• Develop and manage an awards and recognition program that recognizes local
governments that achieve targeted levels of energy efficiency and greenhouse gas
emissions reductions.
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d) Target audience
The target audience consists of the following:
• California cities and counties - especially ELPP participants and participants in
statewide IOUs’ local government partnership programs, but also all California
local governmental entities in general;
• Local government staff and elected officials including mayors, council members,
county supervisors, city managers, county administrative offices, facilities
managers, budget and finance staff, department heads, community leaders whose
support and involvement is needed to approve local government facilities retrofits
and the local government Controller, Treasurer, financial advisors and others who
assist the City in developing its financial plans; and
• State agencies and policymakers that are depending on local governments to help
achieve California’s aggressive energy and climate action goals.
A wide variety of stakeholders are needed to support local government efforts to
“lead by example” in energy efficiency, demand response, renewable energy, climate
action, etc. (e.g., federal energy and environmental agencies, urban planners,
developers, energy service providers, etc.).
e) Implementation
The stakeholder organizations will coordinate their respective membership bases and
infrastructure to bring broad peer networks together for sharing information, models
and tools. They will also coordinate their respective resource libraries and databases
and compile comprehensive resources related to best practices, tools and techniques
that will be accessible by all SCE ELPP participants and all local governments
statewide.
The program will focus on providing local governments the tools and resources
needed to develop their GHG inventories and climate action plans. The Program will
provide training for ELPP LGPs to explain the methodology for computing the GHG
impacts of their Government Facilities energy projects. The program implementer
will also provide information about its GHG Inventory and Climate Action Planning
Tools, and how these could be used to more effectively communicate the energy and
GHG benefits of their Government Facilities energy portfolio to decision-makers that
need to approve the capital expenditures. In addition, the program will train ELPP
participants on how to develop Climate Action Plans (CAPs) that include GHG
reduction strategies that reflect best environmental responsibility policies, plans,
programs and practices.
The program will supplement the GHG-specific information with additional
information about California’s energy and climate policies and programs, and will
conduct conferences, webinars and other types of education and outreach venues for
peer-networking, and sharing of best practices among local governments that are
implementing similar types of Government Facilities projects. Information about
financing strategies and options will be included.
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This program involves a certain amount of travel for various reasons including peerto-peer conferences. These support services are being implemented through
comprehensive means resulting in many touch-points to local government
representatives some of which also will require no travel (for example webinars) and
others that may require regional or intra-state travel. Local government
representatives will seek reimbursement through their normal government
organization channels. Table 5 indicates the targeted number of outreach,
informational and training efforts targeted during the program cycle as well as a list
of strategies and topics.
The program will, through a recognition program, recognize the achievements of
local government participants as they progress along the ELPP incentive and
achievement scale. The program will leverage an extensive network with California
city and county officials to reach all city and county officials with California’s
Climate Action Network (CCAN) program. Through CCAN, an awards and
recognition program will be developed for cities and counties that achieve specified
levels of energy efficiency and GHG reductions. The recognition program integrates
SCE’s ELPP program performance criteria as the energy best practice in the SCE
service territory. Local government participants in SCE’s ELPP program that achieve
their targeted EE, DR and RE commitments will be recognized through this program.
SCE will help identify complementary resources and support from other
organizations, including but not limited to SCE programs, Third Party programs,
other private, public and stakeholders in energy efficiency, demand response,
renewable energy, climate action, water efficiency, etc. to facilitate compilation of a
comprehensive repository of information that can be built upon by the stakeholder
organizations to support strategic energy, climate action and sustainability planning
by California’s local governments. These supplemental services will be provided by
SCE’s ELPP, Core Program Element 2 – Strategic Planning Support (see separate PIP
for more information).
Program support of GHG reduction is targeted to SCE ELPP participants though
training will be made available to statewide local governments. The broader network
of local governments that will be included in a peer network are statewide. In
addition, an awards and recognition program will be open to all cities and counties
statewide.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
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b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Lack of resources - both funds and knowledgeable staff with sufficient time - remain
the two most significant barriers to achieving government energy efficiency and GHG
reduction. This program brings in qualified resources that have information, tools
and peer networks that can help local governments collaborate on how to overcome
these barriers.
Local governments are committed to help California achieve its aggressive energy
and climate goals. Presently, however, many California’s local governments are not
clear about the immediate direction they can take in addressing the multitude of
policy priorities options – what they are, how they fit together, which needs to be
done first, what is voluntary vs. mandatory, etc.
To overcome the staffing and knowledge gap that prevents many local governments
from supporting the goals of the Strategic Plan, the ELP Strategic Support program
element will provide targeted information that helps clarify regulatory and legislative
issues relative to the local government’s role toward meeting Strategic Plan
objectives.
•

Primary Barriers
Many local governments do not have
sufficient staff resources to stay
abreast of all the current issues (e.g.,
new policies, rules and regulations;
AB 32 and Title 24 compliance; most
current and “best” policies, practices,
programs, etc. for EE/DR/RE, climate
action/GHG reductions, water
efficiency, etc.).

•

Many local governments also do not
have staff that are knowledgeable in
energy, climate and other
sustainability issues and options.

•

Many local governments are confused
about the different types of carbon
policies, programs, goals (especially
mandatory vs. voluntary), and

•

•
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Strategies to Overcome Barriers
Establish Baseline Understanding.
Stakeholder organizations will
collaborate in compiling a
comprehensive repository of information
for local governments about best-in-class
energy, climate and other sustainability
policies, programs, codes, ordinances,
standards, practices, etc. These
resources will help shortcut the amount
of time needed by local governments to
get their arms quickly around these types
of issues and events, and also to
understand what is deemed the body of
“best practices”, so that they can
understand what needs to be done.
Provide Regular Updates. California
leads the nation in energy, climate and
other environmental sustainability goals
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protocols.

and initiatives. It can be difficult for any
one person or organization to stay
abreast of all of these issues. The need
to understand this information is
burdensome to local governments. The
ELP Strategic Support will deliver a
comprehensive portfolio of education
and training through conferences,
workshops, Webinars, etc. that help local
governments stay current on evolving
regulation and legislation issues so that
they can free up staff time to address
other essential priorities.
•

Provide Access to Continuous Peer
Support. As California’s local
governments struggle to keep up with all
of these activities, they find it very
helpful to network, learn, grow and share
data, information and experiences with
other local governments that are facing
the same challenges. The ELP Strategic
Support will facilitate access to a wide
variety of peer-to-peer networks so that
local governments can participate in the
topics that are of greatest interest, need
and priority to them and identify other
local governments that can share in the
development and implementation of
policies, programs, strategies, etc.. The
ELP Strategic Support will create venues
for peer-to-peer support at multiple
levels

d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5

Program
Workshop/Conferences
• Statewide Conference
• Regional Local Government
Networking Meeting
• Energy/GHG Topics Regional
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Program
Target by
2009

Program
Target by
2010

Program
Target by
2011

N/A
N/A
N/A

1
3
3

2
6
6
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Workshops
Recognition Program
• Launch
• Recognition Events
Tools
• CAP Guidebook
• Energy Programs database
• Best Practices database
• GHG Reduction Decision support tool
Direct Local Government Training
• Small group topical meetings/Webinars
(e.g., GHG emissions inventories,
LGOP, target setting, CAP development
and implementation, Staffing,
Financing, Recognition program, EE,
Strategic Plan)
• Coordination with regional entities
(COGs, local government orgs, related
agencies)
Outreach
• Email communications, Newsletters,
Web sites, presentations, leveraging
opportunities, etc

N/A

2/yr

4/yr

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

X
X
X
N/A

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
X

N/A

6

12

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
Type of
Best
Practice
Planning

Best Practice

Build feedback loops into
program design and logic.
Maintain the flexibility to
rebalance portfolio
initiatives, as needed, to
achieve the portfolio’s goals
and objectives.
Staffing
Clearly define portfolio
implementation
responsibilities and clarify
roles to minimize confusion.
Integration Leverage relationships from
complementary organizations
such as utilities, trade allies,
and industry specialists.

ELPP Application(s)
The portfolio of activities to be developed
and managed by several nonprofit
organizations will be reviewed a minimum
of quarterly throughout the program period
and compared with ELPP program needs for
support to make adjustments as needed.
The roles of the 3 nonprofit organizations in
support the ELPP have been clearly defined.
The ELP Strategic Support is structured to
leverage all resources, assets and
relationships of the stakeholders, as well as
SCE, local governments participating in the
ELPP, and other organizations that also
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Type of
Best
Practice

Best Practice

ELPP Application(s)
have information about local government
best policies, practices, tools, techniques,
etc. for reducing energy and GHGs.

Reporting
&
Tracking

Clearly articulate the data
requirements for measuring
portfolio and program
success.
Design tracking systems to
support the requirements of
all major users: program
administrators, managers,
contractors and evaluators.

Monthly coordination meetings coupled
with quarterly portfolio reviews and
adjustments will assure that the portfolio of
activities meets the needs of the ELPP.

b) Innovation
These three nonprofit organizations all work now with local governments. Through
ELP Strategic Support, they will coordinate and leverage their joint resources, assets,
relationships, communications channels, etc. to increase the robustness of the
information, tools and services that they can bring to California’s local governments.
It makes sense that they should bring their respective members into a common forum
for sharing information, tools and techniques with ELPP participants as well as all
California local governments. While these three organizations collaborate regularly,
this is the first time they are bring forth a strategically integrated portfolio of
technical, education and outreach services for local governments. This close
collaboration is expected to improve both effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of their
education and outreach activities.
c) Interagency coordination
In conjunction with SCE’s Codes and Standards program (see separate PIP), ELP
Strategic Support helps California’s local governments assure compliance with Titles
20, 24 and other existing codes, while concurrently developing and implementing
aggressive Reach goals. It will also help cities and counties achieve the voluntary
15% GHG reduction goals included in the AB 32 Scoping Plan adopted by the
California Air Resources Board. The full scope of this program is the broader
umbrella of “sustainability” initiatives, and thus includes a wide variety of
environmental sustainability strategies and initiatives by other state and local
agencies. Coordination will be required with all of these agencies to assure that
California local governments understand their roles in implementing these goals. The
types of agencies with which coordination will be needed include: the California Air
Resources Board (CARB); California Climate Action Registry (CCAR); California
Department of Conservation’s “Emerald Cities” and “Innovative Recycling”
Programs; California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB); California
Strategic Growth Council; California Department of Housing & Community
Development (HCD); California Energy Commission (CEC); California Department
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of Water Resources (DWR); Governor’s Office of Planning & Research (OPR); State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB); U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE); U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s ENERGY STAR & WaterSense Programs.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOUs have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Consistent with the Strategic Plan, this program will include energy (EE, DR and RE)
in combination with GHG reduction. Although not a direct goal of the ELP Strategic
Support, the process of computing GHG inventories as well as developing and
implementing CAPs will also benefit other sustainability initiatives such as water
efficiency, waste management, green building, transportation management, smart
planning and growth.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned through this program, although it is possible that explorations
of reach policies, goals, codes, ordinances, etc. could be developed into pilot
programs.
g) EM&V
N/A (this is a non-resource program)
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model building
energy codes (and/or other green codes) more
stringent than Title 24’s requirements, on both a
mandatory and voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.
1-2: Establish expedited permitting and entitlement
approval processes, fee structures and other incentives
for green buildings and other above-code
developments.

Provide venues for delivering
training by SCE
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy
1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model point-ofsale and other point-of transactions relying on
building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other mechanisms
so property owners can fund EE through city bonds
and pay off on property taxes; develop other EE
financing tools.
1-5: Develop broad education program and peer-topeer support to local governments to adopt and
implement model Reach codes
1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach” codes and
programs to CARB’s AB 32 program
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with and
enforcement of Title 24 building code, and of HVAC
permitting and inspection requirements (including
focus on peak load reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired by local
governments shall meet the requirements of the
energy component of their professional licensing (as
such energy components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of local
government buildings:

Program Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal
Encourage including in Energy
and Climate Action Plans
Provide training, tools and
templates for estimating and
reducing emissions from various
policies, codes, standards and
ordinances

Provide venues for delivering
training by SCE

Recommend that local
governments adopt and
implement
Help establish goals for
municipal EE and compute the
GHG benefits of EE projects
and plans
Help elected officials draft
resolutions and adopt EE goals
Link energy efficiency progress
to Recognition program
consistent with SCE’s ELPP
Partner levels

3-2: Require commissioning for new buildings, and
re-commissioning and retro-commissioning of
existing buildings.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to
Achieving Strategic Plan Goal

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local government
budgets or other options that allow EE cost savings to
be returned to the department and/or projects that
provided the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Provide information about
successful “revolving fund”
strategies deployed by other
local governments and how they
overcame implementation
barriers
Provide information about
participation opportunities

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that competitively
selects initiatives for inclusion in local government
pilot projects.
4-1: local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.
4-2: Use local governments’ general plan energy and
other elements to promote energy efficiency,
sustainability and climate change.
4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use
4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and “sticks’’ using
local zoning and development authority

Compile information from
multiple organizations and
disseminate through workshops,
Webinars and on-line resources
Encourage including in Climate
Action Plans
Provide coordination with water
and wastewater agencies, CEC,
others
Develop curriculum and
educational materials
Conduct training
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1. Program Name: Kern County Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the ELPP Master
PIP: Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities, and
Element C - Core Program coordination.
Core Program Element - Government Facilities
Kern County Energy Leader Partnership (Partnership) will deliver energy savings
during the 2009-2011 ELPP program cycle. Every local government that participates
in the Partnership will achieve specified energy savings and greenhouse gas
reductions from the facilities and infrastructure that it manages through technology
retrofits, operational improvements and policy changes. Participating local
governments will take advantage of Partnership incentives for municipal facilities
and, wherever possible, of eligible rebate, incentive and technical assistance programs
offered by their serving utilities.
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The County of Kern has the opportunity to expand on the existing Kern County
Energy Watch Municipal Program by trying to maximize the feasibility and energy
efficiency upgrade of the county’s municipal facilities. The plan is to retrofit county
facilities through the Partnership program’s technical assistance, capital improvement
projects, and where appropriate direct delivery installation components. Potential
opportunities include but are not limited to: lighting, air conditioning, and gas
measures. Direct delivery includes but is not limited to: CFLs, hardwire fixtures,
lighting controls, T8s, occupancy sensors, LED exit signs, vending machine
controllers, and aerators.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The partnership will focus on identifying HVAC retrofit opportunities through the
retro-commissioning of municipal buildings. This will provide a systematic wholesystem approach to energy efficiency. Many chronic building problems and energy
waste can be resolved by making low-cost or no-cost adjustments identified by the
Retro-commissioning process.
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A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The partnership’s plans include identifying and performing successful comprehensive
energy efficiency projects with member cities and enrolling service accounts from
each city in demand response programs in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP and
the ELPP model.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Each partnership has a specific budget for each of these elements. Standard programs
available include energy efficiency training, energy audits, and technical assistance in
alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing
The County and each city in the partnership have indicated an interest in using on-bill
financing.
Core Program Element - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership will explore the creation of an energy code compliance improvement
program and various strategies across the partnering cities to improve compliance
with building energy standards and appliance regulations. The Partnership will
conduct focused energy code training targeted to the Kern County region including
workshops for municipal planning and building staff, building professionals, and
contractors.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
In addition to establishing documentation in alignment with the strategies described
in the ELPP Master PIP, the Kern County Partnership objectives will include
development of Energy Action Plans and Climate Action Plans to document baseline
energy use and emissions. These baselines will be used to set and achieve emission
reductions and energy savings. Individual county and city plans will be used to
develop a regional energy savings plan.
B.4) Financing for the community
The Kern County Partnership will develop an education and outreach program for the
participating communities in alignment with the strategies described in the ELPP
Master PIP.
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B.5) Peer to Peer Support
The Kern County Partnership will actively participate and support in the peer to peer
program in forums for the partnering county and cities and through the strategies
described in the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The existing partnership has an established comprehensive Marketing Education &
Outreach (ME&O) Plan that will be expanded to incorporate: educational workshops
to assist cities in moving forward with energy savings projects, policies, codes, and
ordinances; general awareness events and exhibits to publicize the ELPP Partnership
and its goals throughout the partnering communities (including environmental fairs
and expos); marketing energy efficiency program through a variety of media channels
including mailers, press releases, and quarterly e-newsletters; and providing a
minimum of 16 special workshops throughout Kern county and five participating
cities.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will continue its support of the core program by driving participation
through its county economic development agency, chambers of commerce, bill
mailing inserts, and public television access. The partnership will also fund and
execute focused small business, multi-family, and single family residential direct
install activities.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will actively support third part programs through the strategies
described in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers:
The Kern County Partnership will support this retrofit program in alignment with the
strategies described in the ELPP Master PIP.
• Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.: The
partnership will allocate a portion of its direct implementation budget for this
activity. In addition, the Partnership anticipates bringing technical and
financial assistance from the following programs to its communities: SCE &
PG&E Energy Center offerings, Energy Star® Qualified Refrigerator Rebates,
Appliance Recycling, Electric Water Heater Rebates, and Energy Star®
Qualified Lighting; Express Efficiency; Multi-family Energy Efficiency
Rebate Program; Non-Residential Audits; Retro-Commissioning; Savings by
Design; Standard Performance Contractsm.
b) Overview
The Kern County Energy Leader Partnership is a continuation of the existing
partnership between the City of Bakersfield, Kern County, Southern California
Edison (SCE), Southern California Gas, and Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) which
will be expanded to include the cities of Delano, McFarland, Tehachapi, and
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California City, and the implementing partner: The Kern County Council of
Governments (KCOG).
The partnership will build upon the success of the Kern County Energy Watch
Partnership. The 2009-2011 Energy Leader Partnership Program improves SCE’s
existing local government partnering strategy by establishing a disciplined,
concentrated approach to create consistency in program offerings and improve clarity
and ease of participation in community partnerships. The Kern County Partnership
will add new partners, extending the partnership’s reach into the unincorporated
communities of Kern County. The partnership’s comprehensive portfolio of activities
is designed to seek innovative approaches to energy efficiency by implementing best
practices for municipalities and by establishing a wave of energy efficiency activities
through focused educational and outreach events. This will also increase effective
delivery of technical and financial energy services to residents and businesses.
c) Non-incentive services
In addition to the strategies described in the ELPP Master PIP and the ELPP model,
the partnership will include a portfolio of ME&O activities to increase community
enrollment in energy programs, and other SCE services, resources and assets
available to support the ME&O plan (e.g., mobile energy unit; account manager
support; training at the Agricultural Technology Application Center (AgTAC);
Speakers Bureau; marketing, design & printing of brochures and other collateral
materials; media/press/publicity support, etc.).
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile E Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
The target audience includes:
• City and county staff, management and policymakers (elected officials);
• Residential and business customers;
• Students of Kern County Community Colleges; and
• Leaders, residents and business customers of the unincorporated communities.
e) Implementation
In addition to the strategies and coordination described in the Master Partnership
Implementation Plan:
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•

•

The partnership has developed a portfolio of ME&O activities and is proceeding
to schedule near-term activities and events. These include advertising in regional
and local newspapers, cable TV and newspaper interviews about energy
efficiency opportunities, and workshops as well as community exhibits (with an
historical attendance averaging 1,500-3,000 people); and
Partnership strategies include an integrated approach to energy consumption and
reduction, increasing awareness of energy efficiency, demand response, LowIncome Energy Efficiency, California Alternative Rates for Energy Program,
Self-Generation Incentive Program, and California Solar Initiative Program.

5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The partnership and communities that participate in the Kern County Energy Leader
Partnership will have barriers consistent with, and will employ strategies to overcome
such barriers as described in the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program/Element
Target #1 Municipal
Retrofits (kWh)
Target #2 Community
Direct Install
(kWh reduction)
Target #3
Number of workshops

Program Target
by 2009
TBD

Program Target
by 2010
TBD

Program Target
by 2011
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

1

4

8
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Target #4
Number of
Ordinances, Codes,
etc. *
Target #5 Community
Outreach- Number of
ME&O events

0

TBD

TBD

8

12

16

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
As well as those strategies described in the ELPP Master PIP, the Kern County
Partnership will embody the following best practices:
• Leverage the strong member municipal relationships developed by the 2006-2008
cycle partnership to further develop and capture energy efficiency opportunities in
its municipal facilities; and
• Expand the existing partnership education programs to identify, develop and
capture energy efficiency opportunities within the region’s communities,
including communities of new participants.
b) Innovation
The partnership will collaborate with its county and city participants, including school
districts and special districts, to develop strategies to implement integrated and
comprehensive projects that will encompass energy efficiency, demand response, and
renewable elements.
The partnership will also hold training work shops and exhibits over the course of the
2009-2011 cycle at community events to demonstrate: energy efficiency activities and
practices, energy code training to target the needs of Kern County, promote wholebuilding performance to get better space conditioning, coordinate emerging “green”
or sustainability standards, and promote programs that promote sustainability
including the California New Homes Program, Home Energy Efficiency Program,
Appliance Recycling Program, Benchmarking and Performance Tracking, On-Line
Buyer’s Guide and Business and Consumer Electronics Program.
c) Interagency coordination
The Kern County Partnership, through its local government and consulting network,
will encourage coordination with agencies and initiatives as noted within the Master
Partnership Implementation Plan as well as with the participating IOUs: SCE, SCG,
and PG&E.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
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Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The Partnership plans to identify and enroll service accounts from each local
government partner in demand response programs in alignment with the ELPP model
and the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned through this Partnership.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will evaluate adopting
them on a voluntary but rewarded basis,
including excess Title 24 performance in
the fee-waiver program or adopting the
new California “Green Building Code” on
a voluntary basis through 2010, making it
mandatory in 2011.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Each local government, through the
Partnership will evaluate and adopt
expedited permitting and entitlement
approval processes, fee structures and other
incentives for green buildings and other
above-code developments as appropriate.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The partnership will evaluate a point of
sale energy disclosure.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Within the partnership and through other
partnerships, the local governments of the
Partnership, and the KCOG, will
participate in peer to peer educational &
outreach forums on a quarterly basis that
emphasize specific actions to take to help
achieve the local governments reach code
goals.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model Reach
codes.

Each local government in the partnership
will evaluate AB 32 / SB 375 compliance
plans.

1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach” The partnership will support developing
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
and implementing Training & Education
program.
programs to achieve additional T-24
compliance.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt as appropriate,
policies regarding energy components of
the professional licensing of local
inspectors and contractors hired.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Each local agency of the partnership will
evaluate and adopt as appropriate, policies
regarding energy components of the
professional licensing of local inspectors
and contractors hired.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings.

The partnership goal is to achieve the ELP
model Silver Level target in the
aggregated local government municipal
facilities resulting in at least a 5% savings
over the 2003 energy use baseline during
the 2009-2011 program cycle.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt as appropriate,
commissioning, performance measurement,
and verification as a core part of their
energy action plan.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt as appropriate,
creation of a line item in their budgets or
other options that allow EE cost savings to
be returned to the department and/or
projects that provided the savings to fund
additional efficiency.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

n/a
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt as appropriate, a
Strategic Energy Plan that includes long
and short term energy & sustainability
objectives in line with the adopted
Strategic Plan.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate and adopt as appropriate,
development of aggressive sustainability
goals into their General Plan updates that
include emphasizing sustainability through
green building design & technologies,
reduction of GHG emissions, increased use
of renewable energy, and conservation of
existing sources of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

The partnership will influence wastewater,
storm water and potable water capital
projects, with SCE, SCG, and PG&E to
ensure that they are as energy efficient as
possible.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

Each local government of the partnership
will evaluate, develop, and adopt as
required, zoning and development authority
changes to comply with AB 32 / SB 375.
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1. Program Name: Orange County Cities Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of program elements:
The three core program elements are those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program Master PIP: Element A – Government Facilities, Element B –
Strategic Plan Activities, and Element C – Core Program Coordination.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The four cities participating in the Orange County Cities Energy Leader Partnership
(Partnership) with Southern California Edison (SCE) are developing detailed lists of
facilities that will be retrofitted during the 2009-2011 program cycle of the
partnership. Many of these facilities and their respective energy savings have been
identified and quantified. Other buildings have been audited by the California Energy
Commission (CEC) and the partnership is awaiting the CEC’s reports.
Municipal facilities’ energy efficiency is a key component of Huntington Beach’s
local government participation plans. It will consist of numerous projects in two
phases: Phase 1 consists of monitoring-based commissioning of the two largest
municipal facilities in Huntington Beach and IT energy saving retrofits such as server
virtualization, network energy management software and HVAC retrofits of server
rooms; Phase 2 will consist of lighting system redesign & retrofits, HVAC retrofits,
pumping retrofits and building envelope improvements.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings and clusters of buildings)
The partnering cities are including this means of achieving significant energy savings
in their plans. See A.1 above.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The ELPP model for all SCE partnerships includes a requirement for participation in
demand response programs. Each partner city plans to increase its participation in
demand response accordingly. Integrated EE/DR audits will be conducted in eligible
facilities.
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A.4) Technical Assistance for project management, training, audits, etc. Each partner city has a specific budget for each of these activities.
A.5) On-Bill Financing
On-bill financing will not be available at the beginning of the 2009-2011 program
cycle; however, it may be added in the future, as each partner city has indicated an
interest in using on-bill financing.
Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The Partnership will support the individual partner cities as they examine ways of
increasing compliance with existing codes. Increased enforcement can result in
substantial energy savings and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Partnership
will provide training, technical assistance, and additional support from SCE’s Codes
and Standards Program to build local government capacity to address code
compliance issues.
B.2) Reach Code
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
At least one of the partner cities offers information at its building permit office on
best practices and energy efficiency opportunities through SCE’s programs. SCE
plans significant enhancements to this practice for the 2009 - 2011 program cycle.
The partnership intends to make training, documents, and templates available to help
cities develop their own climate and energy action plans, especially relating to utility
energy elements.
B.4) Financing for the community
The partners are aware of the opportunities for financing provided by AB 811 and
will be examining its possibilities. The partnership will arrange for an AB 811
presentation for the cities, and technical assistance through the Peer-to-Peer support
network.
B.5) Peer-to-Peer Support
The partnership plans to develop an effective approach for sharing information
among SCE and partner cities. The program will conduct conference calls among all
partners on a routine basis.
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Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach and Education
The partnership has budgeted outreach and education efforts to demonstrate local
government leadership and to provide the community with opportunities to provide
energy actions and reduce the community’s environmental footprint.

Marketing, education, and outreach (ME&O) activities will consist of:
• Staff training;
• Huntington Beach Green Corp Citizen and Environmental Board training;
• SCE’s Mobile Energy Unit at the Annual Green Expo;
• Stipends for HB Green Corp home and business energy, green audits, and
onsite retrofits;
• Support for Huntington Beach’s annual environmental awards;
• Publishing of Huntington Beach’s case studies, strategic sustainability, and
energy plans; and
• Exploring an AB 811 financing mechanism for the Partnership cities’ citizens.
See the ELPP Master PIP for a further description of these activities.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
Currently, there are no plans for promoting direct installations in homes and business;
however, market outreach will create awareness of energy services and programs.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The Partnership will conduct community events appropriate for execution by a thirdparty contractor (for example, light exchange events).
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE qualified customers
The Partnership will conduct coordination activities as identified in the ELPP Master
PIP.
C.5) Technical Assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
The Partnership has budgeted for technical assistance. See Table 6 for more details.
b) Overview
The Orange County Cities Energy Leader Partnership consists of four central Orange
County cities: Huntington Beach, Costa Mesa, Fountain Valley, and Westminster.
They began working together in early 2008 to form this partnership.
c) Non-incentive services
• Train the Huntington Beach Green Corps of citizen volunteers to provide energy
efficiency audits for residential, small commercial, and low-income citizens. The
program will pay stipends to offset background checks and expenses;
• Study and consider voluntary “reach” green codes, similar to the pilot project HB
Goes Green Residential Scorecard;
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•
•
•
•

SCE’s Mobile Energy Unit attendance at the annual HB Green Expo conference;
Support for the annual Environmental Award;
Publishing case studies, sustainability, and energy/climate plans with support
from available programs and funding sources; and
Strategic plan support to the city of Costa Mesa for extending its existing green
building permit waiver program.

d) Target audience
• All Municipal Facilities: City Halls, Civic Center, Police Departments, Libraries,
Social Services, Community Centers, Sports Fields, Parks, and water
infrastructure; and
• Citizens, businesses, and city staff are the target audience for partner cities. See
ELPP Master PIP for more information.
e) Implementation
The partnership’s cost-effective implementation will include customized incentives to
retrofit and retro-commission municipal facilities. The partnership bases its
incentives on SCE’s tiered incentive structure. See the ELPP Master PIP for each
core element of the program for further information on the program implementation
process.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Program barriers, and the strategies to overcome them, are the traditional resource
barriers of expertise and funding, as outlined in the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Quantitative Program Targets:
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Table 5
Targ
et
1
2
3
4

Program Element
kWh
Number of Workshops
Number of Ordinances, Codes, Etc.
# of MEO Events conducted that
target Residential customers

Program
Target
by 2009
TBD
2
0

Program
Target
by 2010
TBD
6
0

Program
Target
by 2011
TBD
10
0

2

4

6

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
See the ELPP Master PIP for the Energy Leader Model.
b) Innovation
The partnership demonstrates environmental stewardship and community leadership
supporting the California Long-Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan). It will develop a municipal sustainability template to simplify sustainability
reporting for energy efficiency and renewable energy. This template, alternately
called a dashboard, will be displayed.
c) Interagency coordination
Huntington Beach, a PIER program partner, plans to install Bi-level area lights and
Enforma diagnostic software. The city has a materials recovery facility in its
jurisdiction, and plans to write a Renewable-based Energy Secure Community
(RESCO) grant proposal for the CEC. The proposal envisions utilizing indigenous
renewable energy resources in Huntington Beach. The partnership will provide
technical assistance and other support though the Codes and Standards Program, its
relationship with PIER, and support from other programs and organizations through
its network of consultants.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOUs have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The Orange County partner cities will pursue necessary and cost-effective DSM as
identified in the ELPP Master PIP. The Partnership has identified accounts eligible
for participation in Demand Response programs. It will facilitate technical support
for planned renewable energy-related activities by the City of Huntington Beach and
other partner cities wishing to pursue similar opportunities.
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Huntington Beach will apply for a RESCO grant from the CEC and federal
government to utilize indigenous renewable energies.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
Phase Two energy projects identified above include smart irrigation controllers for
use by irrigation accounts that use significant amounts of water.
f) Pilots
• PIER program Bi-level LED area lighting and Enforma diagnostic software in the
City of Huntington Beach, as described above.
• New city buildings in Costa Mesa will be Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certified, including the Chamber of Commerce
and police buildings.
g) EM&V
Not applicable.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two additional
tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will evaluate adopting
more stringent model codes on a voluntary
but rewarded basis, including excess Title
24 performance in the fee-waiver
program, or adopting the new California
“Green Building Code” on a voluntary
basis through 2010, making it mandatory
in 2011, if a sustained funding level is
provided by the CPUC to support these
activities. Costa Mesa is in the process of
adopting new codes.

-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Through the partnership, Costa Mesa will
consider expedited permitting based upon
reduced valuation in 2009.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of transactions
relying on building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Through the partnership, Huntington
Beach will investigate the adoption of an
AB 811 financing mechanism for its
jurisdiction.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments to
adopt and implement model reach codes.
1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Through the partnership, Huntington
Beach already has two energy service
companies pre-qualified and they are
energy literate and conscious firms. Costa
Mesa has a service agreement with a
certified energy company that is also
energy literate.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

Due to the efforts of the partnership,
Huntington Beach will be publishing an
environmentally preferred purchasing
policy and publishing energy/climate
plans as part of the 2009-2011 Partnership
with SCE. Costa Mesa is also interested
in publishing an energy action plan in
partnership.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

The partnership’s Phase One energy
projects include retro-commissioning the
two largest municipal facilities with
significant near term energy savings. The
City of Costa Mesa has a high interest in
retro-commissioning its municipal
facilities to maximize both energy savings
and performance.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided the
savings to fund additional efficiency.

Due to the partnership, Huntington Beach
has devoted a portion of its annual capital
improvement plan to energy efficiency
and the savings accrue to the general fund.
However, part of the energy/climate action
plan will track the fiscal impacts (savings)
created by the plan.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Both the City of Costa Mesa and
Huntington Beach have located
appropriate sites for large-scale solar
installations and both cities are exploring
current funding mechanisms. Huntington
Beach is also applying for grants to study
ocean and urban wind power to meet 2020
AB 32 goals before 2015. HB has signed
the US Mayors Climate Protection
Agreement. For further information, see
http://www.usmayors.org/climateprotectio
n/
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and climate
change.

Huntington Beach has deferred investment
in general plan updates to include
energy/climate concerns.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

The partnership’s Phase-Two energy
projects will include water efficiency
projects, including aerators and ET
irrigation controllers. Wastewater, storm
water runoff, and potable water capital
projects are also being pursued. SCE will
ensure that they are as energy efficient as
possible.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

Huntington Beach is studying zoning and
development authority changes to comply
with AB 32 and SB 375. Specifically, the
Beach/Edinger Corridor plans and the
Downtown Specific plan will be updated
to create accessible and walkable
neighborhoods that enhance Huntington
Beach.
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1. Program Name: Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
The three core program elements are those identified in the Energy Leader Partnership
Program (ELPP) Master Program Implementation Plan (PIP): Element A – Government
Facilities, Element B – Strategic Plan Activities, and Element C – Core Program
Coordination.
Core Program Element A – Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
Almost all Palm Desert facilities have been retrofitted to code and above. The
Partnership is in the process of reviewing and updating previous audits for additional
opportunities, such as computer network savings and additional facility upgrades.
The city also has a large stock of low income housing. Audits and upgrades are
currently underway.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
See the ELPP Master PIP.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
See the ELPP Master PIP.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
See the ELPP Master PIP.
On-bill financing
See the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element B – Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The city currently has building codes exceeding Title 24 for new construction. See
the ELPP Master PIP for additional code support.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
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the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The partnership has created a comprehensive strategic plan for energy efficiency and
greenhouse gas reduction plan. The partnership intends to create an Energy Action
Plan.
B.4) Financing for the community
On-bill financing will be provided for city facilities and technical assistance will be
provided to nonresidential and multi-family customers in the form of investment
grade audit site-specific technical analysis. In addition, the partnership will
implement the AB 811 financing program. The first phase of the loan program was
highly successful and distributed over $5 million in loans for energy efficiency and
PV solar systems. The Partnership will seek private financing for continuous
replenishment of the loan funding. Palm Desert intends to continue its robust AB 811
financing plan and lead other communities in this effort.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
Core Program Element C –Core Program Coordination
In addition to the items found in the ELPP Master PIP, the partnership will coordinate
to a greater degree with the California Solar Initiative. The partnership has
encouraged a large number of solar arrays in the city.
C.1) Outreach & Education
As described below, the partnership provides unique, in-person customer education
through the in-home and business surveys.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
As part of its survey program, the partnership will host a more comprehensive direct
install program. For this program, the customers will receive an air conditioning
tune-up, in addition to other measures, and an education consultation.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
See the ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers
See the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
See the ELPP Master PIP.
a) List of Program Elements
The city’s residents and businesses will continue to enjoy complete access to all of
the programs currently offered under SCE’s portfolios. However, under the project,
the city and the utilities will continue to deliver these additional unique offerings:
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Commercial/Residential HVAC Incentives – Due to the success that the
partnership had with the residential HVAC program in 2007, in which several
hundred energy efficient central air-conditioning systems were installed, the
project will offer a commercial equivalent of this program through the 2009 –
11 program cycle. The Partnership will be considering ways to incent
business owners, whose electric bills are paid by property owners, to purchase
equipment with greater efficiency.
Through early replacement of air conditioners delivered through the SCE’s
Comprehensive HVAC Program, energy savings can be realized by replacing
older equipment, properly installing new equipment, and properly servicing
and maintaining existing systems. Information and financial incentives
available through SCE’s Residential/Light Commercial HVAC Program, as
well as information regarding financing options provided by the city, will
ensure quick, widespread customer action. This project offering will:
• address all customer segments, and be delivered in conjunction with the
other programs, services, and promotions that form the partnership plan;
• communicate to residential and commercial customers the financial
benefits of replacing older, inefficient systems with state of the art high
efficiency systems, and create a call to act immediately; and.
• offer a financial incentive to customers to retire their existing systems
early.

•

•

•

•

Effective Behavioral Messaging - Behavioral scientists have indicated that
savings from 6% to 20% are possible through the application of effective
messaging. The partnership intends to implement tailored messaging tied to
the specific customer’s usage history. This project will not only influence
attitudes and behaviors toward energy efficiency, it will measure the results of
this influence, and lay the groundwork for the establishment of disciplines for
making behavioral savings claims and verifying them.
Attractive Financing - The city of Palm Desert sponsored AB 811. The
availability of this financing mechanism is expected to significantly increase
participation in energy efficiency projects throughout the city. It will also be
replicable statewide, a mechanism any community can elect to implement for
its residents and businesses.
The City’s New Energy Code – The new code went into effect in January
2007, and is responsible for achieving 364,000 kWh in energy savings
through December 2007. This code will remain in effect through the 2009 2011 program cycle.
A “One-Stop Shop” Pilot for Variable Speed Pool Pumps – The partnership
intends to continue an approach where the customer calls a toll-free number
for installation and a contractor is assigned to replace the customer’s existing
working model with a new variable speed unit. Once demonstrated, the
partnership will seek other technologies that can be implemented in this
manner. Special incentives will be offered to install new variable-speed pool
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•
•

•

•
•

•

technology that minimizes energy use and achieves savings of up to 90%.
These pumps can be programmed to operate during off-peak hours only.
Window Treatment: Incentives to treat windows with window tinting that
reduces heat gain are included in the project plan as an option.
Comprehensive Mobile Home: Direct install for mobile home occupants and
property managers, including HVAC refrigerant charge and air flow tune-up,
duct test and seal, occupancy sensors, interior and exterior CFLs, night lights,
interior and exterior hardwire fixtures.
Multi-family Energy Efficiency Rebates: Cash rebates for property owners or
managers of multifamily complexes with two or more units that purchase and
install HVAC equipment or services, ENERGY STAR labeled room air
conditioners, pool pumps and motors, exit signs, occupancy sensors, and
photocells.
New Construction: The Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership offers a
unique new construction component which provides incentives by measure.
Comprehensive HVAC Replacement and Maintenance: Energy savings can be
realized by replacing older equipment, properly installing new equipment, and
properly servicing and maintaining existing systems. Information and
financial incentives available through SCE’s Residential/Light Commercial
HVAC Program, as well as information regarding financing options provided
by the city, will ensure quick, widespread customer action. This project
offering will:
• Address all customer segments, and be delivered in conjunction with the
other programs, services, and promotions that form the partnership plan.
• Communicate to residential and commercial customers the financial
benefits of replacing older, inefficient systems with state of the art high
efficiency systems, and create a call to act immediately.
• Offer a financial incentive to customers to retire their existing systems
early.
Comprehensive commercial retrofits: This offering will provide free
comprehensive replacement of inefficient lighting systems and maintenance
and repair of refrigeration systems to small businesses in the City of Palm
Desert. TA condition assessment will determine what additional programs
and services could be applicable, and the necessary referrals will be made to
ensure follow-up services are provided.

b) Overview
The Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership presents a model for community energy
partnerships. It joins the city of Palm Desert and its energy utilities, SCE and SCG, in
a partnership in which each of the partners brings its experience, expertise and
resources to bear on saving energy.
The 2009-2011 Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership is designed to (1) encourage
residential and business customers to purchase energy efficient equipment and (2)
focus on activities based on a segmented market in conjunction with SCE’s EE
portfolio of programs. The program will expand the opportunity to obtain energy
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savings through a variety of sources and maximize existing savings potential for both
residential and commercial customers. The program embraces initiatives established
by the CPUC, known as the “Big Bold Energy Efficiency Strategies.”
As new energy efficient measures are available, measure costs change or marketing
opportunities/failures are identified, the Program will make adjustments to the
measures list or rebate amounts. To stay abreast of new, yet proven technologies,
and to better meet the needs of all nonresidential customers, the program will
continue to solicit information from industry experts, vendors and customers to
provide input as to new innovative measures that might be added, or how the program
could be improved.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will develop an “Energy Champion Recognition” program which will
publically recognize individuals, residents, and businesses for their contribution to the
program. Additionally, the partnership will continue to participate in community
events, energy rallies for Homeowners Associations, and in a school curriculum
promoting efficiency and demand reduction.
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
The overarching principle of the partnership is to provide comprehensive approaches
to all customer groups through targeted strategies with a focus on early replacement
of inefficient equipment. Due to the number of Home Owners Associations in Palm
Desert, restaurants, and customers with pools, the partnership will continue to place
emphasis on targeting programs to them through various delivery channels.
The partnership intends to enhance the resources of SCE Account Representatives
with concentrated outreach to commercial customers in Palm Desert. This target
audience has been identified as “hard to reach” and the partnership endeavors to
create replicable methodologies to successfully reach this market.
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e) Implementation
The partnership expects to launch other innovative approaches to achieving
significant increases in participation in energy efficiency which can both be replicated
by other communities and carried over to the 2009-2011 program cycle.
This program cycle (2009-2011) is envisioned as the final three years of a five-year,
sustained campaign. Over the course of the five years, SCE and its project partners
will have set an objective to reduce overall energy usage and peak load in the city by
30% of year 2005 usage. Results can be classified as energy savings, demand
reduction, and the piloting of practices that can be replicated in other communities.
For replicable approaches, the partnership will have available through 2011 its
experiences and recommendations regarding each of the following and their impact
on results:
• Enhancing city energy efficiency codes;
• Targeting incentives to the community’s usage profile;
• Integrating IOU coordination of energy efficiency with the resources available at
the community level;
• Teaming relationships in energy efficiency partnerships;
• Implementing a one-stop shop of energy efficiency offerings; and
• Increasing the effectiveness of a new approach to achieving results through a
behavioral messaging campaign.
Critical to this project, and a key driver to encouraging customers to take actions to
reduce energy use and peak demand, is an outreach and information campaign that
continually promotes the efficiency ethic and contains a follow-up mechanism with
residents who have expressed interest in efficiency. The survey service will continue
to be promoted through a joint SCE/SCG/Palm Desert communication strategy that
may include announcements in local media, newsletter articles, direct mail
campaigns, etc.
First, energy use specialists will be available to complete comprehensive in-home
energy surveys. These specialists will identify appropriate measures for the home,
and discuss incentive and financing options. They may also install compact
fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) and water/gas-savings measures. Online and mail-in
surveys will also be available. The collected in-home energy survey information will
be entered into a database that can be mined for additional communication
opportunities, including special sale offerings, retailer promotions, and reminders to
take advantage of energy efficiency opportunities.
Installation contractors will serve as another primary marketing tool. Using program
materials provided by the project (including a package that outlines the energy
savings of various devices, environmental impacts, bill reductions, testimonials,
available financing, and utility incentives), these contractors will have the ability to
apply incentives in many cases at time of sale, making the transaction as streamlined
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as possible for consumers. They will also participate in energy events and will make
presentations to condominium association meetings, at clubhouse events, etc.
Also included in outreach activities is assistance to city staff, residences, builders and
developers in promoting standards that ensure that all new construction and retrofit
projects incorporate the most energy efficient designs and measures possible.
Program Strategy: Promotion and Outreach
• A multi-faceted approach impacting all residents and businesses
• Energy surveys for all customers (Commercial and Residential), covering both
gas and electric measures, with an emphasis on in-home surveys;
• Continuous, targeted communication and education;
• Neighborhood sweeps to sell, finance and install measures;
• Demonstration projects showcasing efficiency opportunities within the program;
and
• School curriculum promoting efficiency and demand reduction
Program Strategy: Comprehensive HVAC
• Robust program to encourage early replacement in all markets;
• Incentives and financing to replace energy “hogs”;
• Trained, certified contractor/dealer network;.
• Includes proper cooling system installation and air duct repair; and
• Early replacement A/C incentives delivered through a Comprehensive HVAC
Program. Higher incentive levels that institute a comprehensive suite of
measures considered for homeowners and property owners.
Program Strategy: Residential Consumers
• In-home surveys and sweeps provide detailed customer information and
encouragement for implementation of energy efficiency measures;
• Home Energy Reports educating customers on their energy consumption
compared to neighbors, while providing energy savings recommendations. Sales
events, community events, and point-of-sale incentives increase participation
and make things easy ;
• Low-cost/no-cost equipment installations. Addresses all areas: behavior change,
appliances, water heating, space heating & cooling, lighting, and pool heating;
• Rebates considered for property owners or managers that institute a
comprehensive suite of measures;
• Promotion of “Emerging Technologies”; and
• Addresses all segments: single family, multifamily, condominiums, and mobile
home
Program Strategy: Nonresidential Consumers
• Incented equipment replacements for small/medium businesses;
• Low-cost/no-cost equipment replacements for businesses;
• Detailed energy audits, technical assistance and incentives;
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•
•
•

Segment-focused (for example., golf courses, restaurants, motels/hotels) and
technology-focused (for example, efficient pool pumping, high efficiency
domestic hot water heaters);
An Enhanced Direct Install element where leads for participation in other
energy efficiency programs are generated real time; and
Where applicable, customers will be informed of on-bill financing opportunities

Program Strategy: Residential and Nonresidential New Construction
• New ordinance mandating high efficiency construction;
• Technical and design assistance for developers to meet higher requirements; and
• A residential New Construction program unique to Palm Desert where
builders are eligible for incentives on a prescriptive basis.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The City of Palm Desert has an unprecedented conservation goal and would not be
able to achieve it without the partnership. The partnership is designed to empower the
community to save money and energy by reducing energy consumption and peak
demand by 30% by 2011. The previous two years of this highly successful
partnership have demonstrated that creative financing options for large equipment
purchases is necessary for overcoming customer participation barriers. Additionally,
creating a simpler enrollment and participation process is imperative to achieve the
aggressive conservation goals. The creation and emphasis in 2009-2011 of the “OneStop-Shopping” concept will be a crucial program in aiding to achievement of the
goals. The partnership has recognized the importance of behavior change and the
need to quantify the outcome of conservation. It is the intent of the partnership
through the launch of this ground-breaking behavior change campaign to be able to
successfully quantify the savings. The partnership provides the vehicle to achieve
savings that would otherwise be limited or lost.
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d) Quantitative Program Objectives
Table 5
Program/Element
Target #1 kWh
Reduction
Target #2 Number
of Workshops
Target #3 Number
of Ordinances,
Codes, etc
Target #4 ME&O
Events

Program Target
by 2009
TBD

Program Target
by 2010
TBD

Program Target
by 2011
TBD

0

2

3

0

TBD

TBD

2

14

24

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The partnership continually approves upon lessons its learned and shares them with
other cities who may value or act on the information. The Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership reaches out to cities within the Coachella Valley and across the state to
explain its unique programs, standards, and financing options to other cities and
counties. city leadership, partnership management, and the participating utilities are
all engaged in continual interaction with other cities and counties to educate them on
the successes of the PDD Partnership.
b) Innovation
The partnership continually evaluates and implements energy savings opportunities,
new technology and delivery channels, ensuring they are replicable to other cities and
communities. An example of innovation includes the passing of AB 811 and the
implementation of AB 811.
c) Interagency coordination
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The partnership continually focuses on integration of the utilities’ demand side
management programs where applicable. In 2008 the Partnership created its first
combined commercial food service rebate application and will be expanding this
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concept to the residential programs in 2009. Energy surveys and the Direct Install
programs have also been integrated; therefore, the customer is presented with a
coordinated energy solution and education rather than an isolated case from each
utility. The 2009 – 2011 programs will expand integration of other programs,
including expansion of the “One-Stop-Shop.”
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility.
f) Pilots
Although the partnership itself is a demonstration (pilot) program, it continually
evaluates piloting new technologies, and delivery channels. The launch of a
behavioral campaign and the “One-Stop-Shopping” strategies are examples of two
piloted efforts of this partnership.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
This partnership supports the Strategic Plan in the following manner:
• By actively using utility financing options in promoting energy efficiency
activities, the Partnership is improving the ability to meet commercial sector
goals;
• The partnership actively promotes quality installation of HVAC measures and
proper maintenance in efforts to reduce peak demands (Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning, Strategy 2);
• The partnership will offer training on energy efficiency to homeowners, building
managers, contractors and others (Workforce Education and Training, Strategy 4);
and
• Through the use of effective behavioral messaging, the Partnership will launch a
pilot program designed to influence customer attitudes and behaviors toward
energy efficiency (Marketing, Education and Outreach, Strategy 3).
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Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

Palm Desert has been a leader
implementing more stringent energy
efficiency codes. Additionally, the
partnership is evaluating new and more
stringent codes for possible
implementation. These include a possible
“time of sale” requirement that exceeds
Title 24. Palm Desert is investigating
adoption of the model Green Building
Code as published by the California
Building Standards Commission.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Palm Desert building permit fees have been
waived for HVAC, PV solar and fuel cell
permits.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

Palm Desert is investigating a time of sale
ordinance requiring energy efficiency
retrofits.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

As a result of the City of Palm Desert’s
leadership in promoting AB 811 in 2008,
and the subsequent implementation of its
loan program for customers, the
partnership is a national leader in helping
customers finance large energy efficiency
and renewable investments. The
partnership is now taking a leadership role
in Congress with an effort to update the
Internal Revenue Code to allow for tax-free
bonds to be used by cities and counties to
fund loan programs.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

The Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership is reaching out to cities within
the Coachella Valley and across the State
to explain its unique programs, standards,
and financing options to other cities and
counties. City leadership, Partnership
management, and the participating utilities
are all engaged in continual interaction
with other cities and counties to educate
them on the successes of the PD
Partnership.
Palm Desert is active in the Coachella
Valley chapter of International Code
Conference, including all educational
aspects available for inspection and plan
check staff.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

The Palm Desert Partnership is converting
its energy savings into carbon reductions
continually. Palm Desert has adopted and
is currently implementing a program to
seek AB 32 goals and objectives..

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

Palm Desert maintains a high level of
compliance within its boundaries with
codes and permitting and inspection
requirements. Its experience with
overseeing its more stringent energy
requirements has made it a leader within
the State on enforcement.
All Palm Desert Building Inspectors, Plan
Examiners and consultants are ICC trained
and certified.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

The Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership is actively engaged in meeting
with its key contractors on an ongoing
basis to ensure knowledge of its new and
innovative programs. The key contractors
include building, pool, HVAC and solar
contractors

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

All new Palm Desert government buildings
shall be Leadership in Energy and
Environment Design- (LEED) certified.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

The Palm Desert Office of Energy
Management (OEM) is currently
developing a specific proposal with its
utility partners to create a new funding
source for the OEM, using ”renewable
energy credits” that are being created
through the programs of the Partnership.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

The Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership has committed to leadership
promoting energy efficiency, renewable
energy through its aggressive marketing of
Set to Save and Energy Independence. The
City has also taken an aggressive position
in developing a full sustainability strategy
which is now being compiled

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Palm Desert is developing a sustainability
plan/energy action plan and has worked
smart energy management into their
general plan. A Strategic Plan for this
project focused on energy efficiency was
also developed.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

The Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership actively explores and attempts
to leverage the existing synergies between
EE, DR, and renewable energy generation
to achieve its aggressive goals. Whether
through integrated commercial audits or the
City’s Energy Loan Program, the PDP
provides makes participation in energy
management assessable to its constituents
through a variety of offerings

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority
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1. Program Name: San Gabriel Valley Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program Master Program Implementation Plan ELPP Master PIP):
Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities and
Element C - Core Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The San Gabriel Valley Energy Leader Partnership is made up of the San Gabriel
Valley Council of Governments (SGVCOG) and Southern California Edison (SCE).
The SGVCOG will primarily be responsible for facilitating access to energy
efficiency services for its member agencies, as well as providing planning and
implementation support. In addition, the SGVCOG will serve as the lead in
marketing, education, and outreach efforts and be responsible for related
administrative and reporting activities. SCE will provide technical assistance for
identifying and implementing municipal facilities retrofit projects. SCE will also
contribute resources, as available, for training sessions and marketing programs.
These agencies will work closely together through monthly partnership meetings and
on-going communications. In addition, the SGVCOG will ensure consistent and
timely communication to its member agencies through the formation of an Energy
Working Group. This group will comprise Energy Champions and other interested
stakeholders who will meet on a regular basis to discuss potential projects, identify
outreach opportunities, and address any challenges that may arise.
The partnership has identified Energy Champions in all 29 of the participating
SGVCOG member agencies. Founded in 1994, the SGVCOG is a Joint Powers
Authority (JPA) of 31 incorporated cities in the San Gabriel Valley, the three
Supervisorial Districts representing the unincorporated areas in the San Gabriel
Valley, and San Gabriel Valley’s three water agencies. Collectively, these agencies
represent San Gabriel Valley's 2 million residents living in 31 incorporated cities and
numerous unincorporated communities.
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The SGVCOG will provide information about participation in the partnership through
its Energy, Environment, and Natural Resources Committee. This committee
addresses a number of issues related to the environment including open space, water,
solid waste, energy, and air quality. In the past, it has been involved in a number of
important environmental initiatives in the San Gabriel Valley, including promoting
low-emission vehicles in fleets, the creation of a compendium of model
environmental ordinances, and the formation of the San Gabriel and Lower Los
Angeles Rivers and Mountains Conservancy, which promotes watershed and open
space protection and enhancement.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
Twenty-nine (29) member cities (Alhambra, Azusa, Arcadia, Baldwin Park,
Bradbury, Claremont, Covina, Diamond Bar, Duarte, El Monte, Glendora, Industry,
La Canada-Flintridge, La Puente, La Verne, Monrovia, Montebello, Monterey Park,
Pomona, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Gabriel, San Marino, Sierra Madre, South El
Monte, South Pasadena, Temple City, Walnut, and West Covina), are targeted for
participation in this partnership 19 . The SGVCOG will ask these cities to adopt
resolutions committing to support the partnership goals. Each city that commits to the
partnership will need to provide a detailed Municipal Facilities Plan that identifies its
primary municipal facilities. Each participating city will then receive technical
assistance in identifying and prioritizing the portfolio of municipal energy efficiency
projects that will meet its commitments to "Lead by Example."
In return for this assistance, each participating city will also be required to provide a
financing plan that schedules the necessary budget requests and approvals required to
implement the projects over the course of the 2009-2011 energy efficiency program
cycle.
A.1) Retrofit of County and Municipal Facilities
In order to build on the momentum and efforts established under the 2006-2008
partnership, the SGVCOG has identified 15 member cities which are already very
active in energy efficiency, or have expressed interest in participation. These are:
Alhambra, Baldwin Park, Claremont, El Monte, Glendora, Irwindale, Monrovia,
Montebello, Monterey Park, Pomona, Rosemead, San Dimas, San Gabriel, South
Pasadena and West Covina.
These cities will be the focus of municipal retrofit and installation programs at the
onset of the 2009-2011 program. A project pipeline has been developed for these
cities. The SGVCOG will simultaneously work with the fifteen (15) cities to develop
their interest and capacity to participate in the program.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning
While retro-commissioning has previously been addressed by the partnership, it will
focus effort in the 2009-2011 will be to identify suitable facilities for these projects.
19

The cities of Azusa and Pasadena operate their own municipal utilities and do not receive ELPP benefits.
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A.3) Integrating Demand Response into Audits
See the ELPP Master PIP.
A.4) Technical Assistance for Project Management, Training, Audits, etc.
The SGVCOG will serve as a liaison between the partnership and its member
agencies to clarify and streamline financing and decision-making policies and
procedures which are fundamental to the completion of projects. The SGVCOG will
help each participating city identify and assess financing options, including on-bill
financing, revolving energy efficiency funds, Energy Service Company (ESCO)
contracts, and other potential programs and financing instruments that mitigate first
costs of energy efficiency retrofits. This is a particularly important issue that will
need to be addressed very early in the process given the current outlook of our
economy and the repercussions on local government revenues. The SGVCOG
provides a very important function as Lead Implementer on behalf of its members,
and will bring that type of information to its participating cities to streamline and
expedite their local decision-making processes. The SGVCOG will also help
participating cities secure contractors to do the energy efficiency work, and may enter
into one or more technical assistance contracts on behalf of its participating members.
A.5) On-bill Financing
See ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element B – Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership is examining ways to increase compliance with existing codes. Each
city is aware that this is an area where increased enforcement can result in substantial
energy savings. However, increased enforcement has real costs associated with it and
the partners will consider how to implement improvements without increasing costs.
There is no provision in the partnership to fund this, and it is an area where costs
could rapidly grow out of control. Significant consideration will be required before a
meaningful, cost responsible approach can be fully developed and implemented. See
Table 6 below for more details.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
Two of the cities have completed their Energy Action Plans. These plans are used as
examples and templates for other cities. The partnership explores best practices and
energy efficiency opportunities found through the utility’s programs to incorporate
into guiding documents. SCE intends to make available documents and best practices
to help cities develop their energy efficiency practices and plans.
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B.4) Financing for the Community
On-bill financing will not be available at the beginning of the program cycle.
However, it may be added in the future, as each city and county in the partnership has
indicated an interest in using on-bill financing. In alignment with the Strategic Plan’s
emphasis on leveraging financial tools to encourage action on efficiency, as well as
guidance from the CPUC on financing, SCE will continue on-bill financing pilots and
will assess expanding these services to both residential and non-residential markets in
the future.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
SCE intends to develop an effective means by which each city participating in
partnerships, past and present, can readily share information with others. Conference
calls including all partnerships will be conducted on a routine basis.
Core Program Element C – Core Program Coordination
The SGVCOG intends to leverage the collective assets, resources and relationships of
its members to deliver targeted energy efficiency and sustainability messages
throughout the region. The following section contains brief descriptions of the types
of activities and messaging strategies that are planned.
C.1) Outreach and Education
Outreach and Education efforts focus on providing information about the
partnership's goals, activities and achievements. A broad portfolio of marketing
activities is planned, including:
• Kick-off: An initial high profile event will be conducted early in 2009 at attended
by the region's policy leaders. They will discuss the importance of energy
efficiency, sustainability and climate action, and request their various constituents
to support the partnership. It will be followed by two annual events (one in 2010
and one in 2011) that publicize achievements of the past year and request
constituents for their continued support;
• Website Re-Launch: The partnership plans to re-design and re-launch the San
Gabriel Valley Partnership website. The re-launch will include information about
all of SCE’s relevant programs for cities, business, and residents. Additionally, it
will provide access to all workshop and event materials. Finally, it would feature
information about the latest energy efficiency news, including technology,
initiatives, legislation and interest stories;
• Ribbon-cutting Ceremonies: In order to encourage participation from local
elected officials and increase community awareness, the partnership is planning
on holding ribbon-cutting ceremonies to recognize completed municipal projects.
There will be at least one of these events annually;
• Newsletter: The partnership will develop bi-monthly electronic newsletters which
will be distributed to elected officials and staff within member agencies. These
newsletters will highlight the partnership’s accomplishments, feature articles on
related news topics of interest, and inform them about upcoming events and
programs; and
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•

Brochures: Brochures about the partnership and energy efficiency programs will
be distributed by our members at locations where they provide services to their
constituents (e.g., permits, licenses, water bills, and other city services).
Brochures will also be distributed at city-sponsored events, at community centers,
and at other public events.

The SGVCOG will co-sponsor training events with SCE that explain how to identify
opportunities for high potential energy savings and the types of SCE programs that
are available to achieve them. The training will be specifically targeted and tailored to
the needs of high energy efficiency potential customer groups, such as small retail
businesses, grocery stores, hospitality services, etc. The partnership plans on
conducting one training workshop per quarter, each targeted to a different high
potential customer group, identified in conjunction with SCE. In addition to these
targeted trainings, the partnership plans to hold two larger workshops annually.
These workshops will focus on energy-efficiency in a broader context.
The final category of coordination activities involves broad "sweeps" of various types
of energy customers. The purpose of these outreach events is to increase awareness
about energy efficiency and how it can save money while helping to save the
environment. For these types of events, the focus will be on creating an environment
of excitement and fun. The partnership plans on conducting at least four of these
events each year, with the goal of rotating the opportunity of event-hosting among the
SGVCOG members that have committed to supporting and advancing the goals of the
partnership.
The specific types of outreach will depend on the event in which the partnership will
participate. The first priority will be to bring information about energy efficiency to
events that have complementary purposes and messages, such as water conservation,
environmental protection, climate action and greenhouse gas reduction. The
partnership may also choose a few that do not specifically focus on environmental
issues, but at which it is believed there will be many participants who would be
interested in learning about energy efficiency.
For these broader-based events, the partnership plans to spice things up with the
participation of influential community leaders, raffles and drawings for energy
efficient appliances, and some low cost giveaways, such as CFLs. Media publicizing
these events will include press releases, newsletters, radio and TV announcements,
and newspaper articles.
In addition to community events, the partnership will target outreach to the business
sector by leveraging its existing relationships with local chambers of commerce,
public affairs groups, and the San Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership.
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C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will coordinate with SCE’s core Small Business Direct Installation
Program and provide outreach to these sectors to increase participation in these
activities. The partnership will not implement its own direct installation program.
C.3) Third-party Program Coordination
See ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for Just-Above LIFE-qualified Customers
See ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical Assistance for Program Management, Training, Audits, Etc.
The partnership will allocate a portion of the direct implementation budget for this
activity. All cities will be able to take advantage of the technical services of a third
party technical assistance firm. The partnership will also conduct training activities
as described in the ELPP Master PIP.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
See ELPP Master PIP
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program
Target by
2009
TBD
0
0

Target
Program Element
1
Government Buildings kWh
2
Number of Workshops
3
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc
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4

# of ME&O Events

3

8

13

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
Offer best practices information via improved website and other outreach.
b) Innovation
Develop municipal sustainability dashboard to simplify sustainability reporting
including energy efficiency and renewable energy.
c) Interagency coordination
Through the Energy and Water Conservation Subcommittee, the partnership will
coordinate partnership programs with other stakeholders, including water districts, the
building industry, other utilities, environmental community, and members of the
public.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
See the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Air quality and water are key elements of our environmental sustainability programs.
The partnership will facilitate integration of these efforts.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned for this program.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving Strategic
Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

Since 2007, the SGVCOG has begun
developing model environmental ordinances on
a number of topics including: energy
efficiency, solar energy, green buildings, water
recycling and/or conservation, building
materials, trees, recycling, solid waste, open
space, and walkability/bikeability. Model
ordinances, general plans, and green city action
plans are being collected from cities within the
San Gabriel Valley, as well as other
jurisdictions in Southern California and beyond.
Model ordinances related to Title 24 and other
energy efficiency strategies will be made
available on the partnership website. The
SGVCOG staff will work with both elected
officials and city staff to encourage adoption of
these ordinances.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

The SGVCOG staff is planning to coordinate a
Green Buildings workshop to encourage
member agencies to adopt a Green Buildings
program which may include expedited
permitting and entitlement approval processes,
or fee structures and other incentives. Through
the Energy Working Group, the SGVCOG staff
will work with member agency staff to
encourage the adoption of similar programs.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving Strategic
Plan Goal

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

Since 2007, the SGVCOG staff has been
involved in the planning and outreach for a
number of EE workshops targeted at city,
County and school district staff, business
owners, and other community leaders. For the
2009-2011 cycle, the SGVCOG hopes to
expand the number of workshops to be hosted
on a quarterly basis as well as develop a
workshop “series” format that would encourage
participants to attend multi-session workshops
where issues will be discussed in greater detail.
The SGVCOG’s EENR Committee has
established five working groups (air, water,
open space, solid waste and energy) in order to
address issues in significantly greater detail and
develop comprehensive recommendations and
programs to be submitted to the EENR
Committee and the Governing Board for
review. Since that time, SGVCOG has been
contacting staff at all member agencies, staff
from IOUs, and experts in the field of energy
efficiency to participate in this Energy Working
Group. Staff anticipates that this committee
will begin meeting in Spring 2009. The
purpose of this working group will be to
identify funding opportunities for EE projects,
develop model ordinances related to EE,
collaborate on community awareness strategies,
and plan future energy efficiency workshops
and conferences for the San Gabriel Valley’s
elected officials, community leaders and other
stakeholders. Through this working group, city
staff, IOUs and experts will be able to develop a
dialogue about challenges and barriers to
implementation for energy efficiency projects
and develop coordinated solutions. This will
also facilitate peer to peer training as city
facility managers and energy managers will
have a forum to share best practices and lessons
learned.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving Strategic
Plan Goal

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:
3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.
3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.
3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

The SGVCOG member agencies have
committed to energy/climate change leadership
in a number of ways. In 2008, the SGVCOG
hosted an AB 32 workshop, which addressed a
variety of areas related to climate change and
greenhouse gas reduction. The SGVCOG staff
plans to continue working with its member
agencies as AB 32 is implemented.
The SGVCOG has also identified a need to
further recognize local agencies that adopt
progressive environmental programs. By
creating an awards/recognition program, the
EENR Committee hopes to encourage other
member agencies to take a similar leadership
role. Currently, the SGVCOG staff and
members of the EENR Committee are planning
to work to develop an environmental award
program in partnership with the local chambers
of commerce.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving Strategic
Plan Goal

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.
4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

In addition to an Energy Working Group, the
EENR Committee has established an active
Water Working Group.
This group has begun reviewing a number of
issues related to recycled water/waste water as
well as other water projects that can be
integrated with EE projects.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority
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1. Program Name: San Joaquin Valley Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table – By Calendar Year
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are those identified in the Energy Leader
Partnership Program Master Program Implementation Plan (ELPP Master PIP):
Element A – Government Facilities, Element B – Strategic Plan Activities, and
Element C – Core Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The San Joaquin Valley Energy Leader Partnership is a Local Government
Partnership proposed to be composed of the County of Tulare; the cities of Exeter,
Farmerville, Lindsey, Portersville, Tulare, Visalia, Woodlake; the utilities Southern
California Edison (SCE), Southern California Gas, and potentially Pacific Gas &
Electric (PG&E); and the implementing partner, the San Joaquin Valley Clean Energy
Organization (SJVCEO).
The partnership’s comprehensive portfolio of activities is designed to:
• Seek innovative approaches to energy efficiency in California’s central valley
environment;
• Increase adoption of energy efficiency measures and best practices within
municipalities and communities by continuing a “culture” of energy efficiency
through focused educational and outreach events; and
• Increase the effective delivery of technical and financial energy services to
residents and businesses.
ME&O activities will consist of:
• Staff training;
• Appearances of SCE’s Mobile Energy Unit at home shows, fairs and farmers'
market nights;
• Technical training at local colleges;
• Marketing and co-branding with SCE core programs; and
• Evaluation of implementing an AB 811 financing mechanism for citizens of
Tulare County.
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Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
This area will deliver energy savings over the next three-year program cycle. Every
local government that participates in the partnership will achieve specified energy
savings and greenhouse gas reductions from the facilities and infrastructure that it
manages through technology retrofits, operational improvements, and policy changes.
Participating local governments will take advantage of partnership incentives for
municipal facilities and, wherever possible, of eligible rebate, incentive, and technical
assistance programs offered by their serving utilities.
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
Through partnership support, the County and participating cities will conduct audits
of their facilities. Potential opportunities identified from current assessments include
but are not limited to lighting, air conditioning, controls, thermal energy storage, and
solar generation.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The partnership focuses on identifying HVAC retrofit opportunities through the retrocommissioning of municipal buildings. This provides a systematic whole-system
approach to energy efficiency, since many chronic building problems can be resolved
and energy waste reduced by making low-cost or no-cost adjustments identified by
the retro-commissioning process.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The partnership’s plans include identifying and performing successful comprehensive
energy efficiency projects with member cities, and enrolling service accounts from
the county and each city in demand response programs. This is in alignment with
those described in detail in the ELPP Master PIP and the Energy Leader Partnership
model.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Each partnership has a specific budget for each of these elements. Standard programs
available include energy efficiency training, energy audits, and technical assistance in
alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing (OBF)
OBF will not be available at the beginning of the program cycle. However, it may be
added in the future, as each city and county in the partnership has indicated an interest
in using OBF. In alignment with the Strategic Plan’s emphasis on leveraging
financial tools to encourage action on efficiency, guidance from the CPUC on
financing, SCE will offer on-bill financing through its Financial Solutions program
(see Financial Solutions PIP) and will assess expanding these services to both
residential and non-residential markets in the future.
Core Program Element B: Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The partnership will explore the creation of an energy code compliance improvement
program, which will use various strategies in the partner cities to improve compliance
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with building energy standards and appliance regulations. The partnership will
conduct focused energy code training targeted to the Tulare County region, including
workshops for municipal planning and building staff, building professionals, and
contractors.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
As well as establishing documentation in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP, the
San Joaquin Valley Partnership's objectives will include development of Energy
Action Plans and Climate Action Plans, in line with the goals and objectives of the
Strategic, to document baseline energy use and emissions. These baselines will be
used to set and achieve emission reductions and energy savings. Individual county
and city plans will be used to develop a regional energy savings plan.
B.4) Financing for the community
The partnership will develop an education and outreach program for the partnership
communities in alignment with the strategies as described in the ELPP Master PIP.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
The partnership will actively participate and support in the peer-to-peer program in
forums for the partnering cities and through the strategies in the ELPP Master PIP.
Core Program Element C: Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The partnership will establish a comprehensive Marketing Education & Outreach
(ME&O) Plan that will incorporate:
• Educational workshops to assist the county and cities in moving forward with
energy savings projects, policies, codes, and ordinances
• General awareness events and exhibits to publicize the partnership and its
goals throughout the communities (including environmental fairs and expos)
• Marketing of energy efficiency programs through a variety of media channels
including mailers, press releases, and quarterly e-newsletters, and
• Presentation of a minimum of 12 special workshops strategically located
throughout Tulare County and in the SCE Agricultural Technology
Application Center (AgTAC) energy center.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will continue its support of the core program (which launched sweeps
in Tulare County in the 2006-08 program cycle) and will encourage participation
through leveraging county and City Chambers of Commerce, bill mailing inserts, and
public television access. The partnership will also fund and execute focused multifamily and single-family residential direct install activities.
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C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will actively support third party programs through the strategies in
the ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers
The partnership will support this program in alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
The partnership will allocate a portion of its direct implementation budget for this
activity. In addition, the partnership anticipates bringing technical and financial
assistance from the following additional programs to its communities:
• SCE, SCG, & PG&E Energy Center offerings;
• EnergyStar®-Qualified Refrigerator Rebates;
• Refrigerator and Freezer Recycling;
• Electric Water Heater Rebates;
• EnergyStar®-Qualified Lighting;
• Express Efficiency Program;
• Multi-family Energy Efficiency Rebate Program;
• Non-Residential Audits Program;
• Retro-commissioning Program;
• Savings By Design Program;
• Standard Performance Contracts Program; and
• Variable Speed Pool Pump Rebate Program.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will include a portfolio of partnership ME&O activities to increase
community enrollment in energy programs and other SCE, SCG, and PG&E services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, such as:
• Serving communities with the Mobile Energy Unit;
• Continuing to provide SCE Account Manager/Executive support;
• Providing training at SCE’s Agricultural Technical Applications Center or
AGTAC;
• Establishing a speakers bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways such as opportunity drawings, free brochures and
free CFLs;
• Assisting with designing and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials; and
• Supporting through media, press, publicity, etc.
d) Target audience
The target audience for the San Joaquin Valley Energy Leader Partnership includes:
• City and county staff, and management and policymakers (elected officials);
• Residential and business customers, in cities, counties and those in unincorporated
areas; and
• Students of the Tulare County Community Colleges.
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e) Implementation
In addition to the strategies and coordination in the ELPP Master PIP, the partnership:
• Will develop a comprehensive portfolio of ME&O activities; and ,
•

Is proceeding to schedule near-term activities and events, including advertising in
regional and local newspapers, providing cable TV and newspaper interviews
about energy efficiency opportunities, holding workshops, and providing
community exhibits, most of which are expected to have an attendance of from
1,500-3,000 people.

The program's strategies include an integrated approach to energy consumption and
reduction, in order to increase awareness of energy efficiency, demand response,
Low-Income Energy Efficiency, California Alternative Rates for Energy, SelfGeneration Incentive, and the California Solar Initiative (CSI) programs.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
See the ELPP Master PIP.
c) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program/Element
Target #1: Government
Facilities (kWh reduction)
Target #2: Community
Direct Install (kWh
reduction)

Program Target
by 2009

Program Target
by 2010

Program Target
by 2011

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
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Program/Element
Target #3: Number of
workshops
Target #4: Number of
Ordinances, Codes, etc.
Target #5: Number of
ME&O events

Program Target
by 2009

Program Target
by 2010

Program Target
by 2011

0

2

4

0

TBD

TBD

2

12

24

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
In addition to the strategies in the ELPP Master PIP, the partnership will develop
specific education programs to identify, develop, and capture energy efficiency
opportunities within the region's communities.
b) Innovation
The partnership will collaborate with its municipal participants, including school
districts and special districts, to develop strategies to implement integrated and
comprehensive projects that will encompass energy efficiency, demand response, and
renewable energy generation elements.
The partnership will hold 12 training workshops and 36 exhibits over the 2009-2011
program cycle at community events to:
• Demonstrate energy efficiency activities and practices;
• Provide energy code training targeting the needs of the county and city partners;
• Promote whole-building performance to get better space conditioning;
• Coordinate emerging “green” or sustainability standards;
• Promote sustainability programs, including the California New Homes Program,
the Home Energy Efficiency Program, the Appliance Recycling Program, and the
Business and Consumer Electronics Program; and
• Promote benchmarking and performance tracking and the On-Line Buyer’s
Guide.
c) Interagency coordination
Through its local government and consulting network, the partnership will encourage
coordination with agencies and initiatives noted in the ELPP Master PIP, as well as
with the participating IOUs, SCE, SCG, and PG&E.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
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The program plans to identify and enroll service accounts from the county and each
city in demand response programs. Also, see the ELPP Master PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility.
f) Pilots
No pilots are planned through this partnership.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy Strategic Plan Goal
1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two additional
tiers of increasing stringency.

The partnership will evaluate adopting more
stringent model codes on a voluntary but
rewarded basis, including excess Title 24
performance in the fee-waiver program, or
adopting the new California “Green
Building Code” on a voluntary basis through
2010, making it mandatory in 2011, if a
sustained funding level is provided by the
CPUC to support these activities.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Each partner in the partnership will evaluate
and adopt expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments as feasible.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model The partnership will evaluate, and adopt as
point-of-sale and other point-of transactions appropriate, a point-of-sale energy
relying on building ratings.
disclosure, if a sustained funding level is
provided by the CPUC to support these
activities and if standardized ENERGY
STAR®--benchmarked data (per recent
legislation) is available on each meter at the
point of sale.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Each partner in the partnership will explore
pursuing the adoption of an AB 811
financing mechanism for its jurisdiction, in
alignment with the strategies in the ELPP

Master PIP.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy Strategic Plan Goal
1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

Within the partnership and through other
partnerships, the partners and the SJVCEO
will participate on a quarterly basis in eight
(8) comprehensive peer-to-peer educational
& outreach forums that emphasize specific
actions to take to help achieve local reach
code goals.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

Each partner will evaluate and adopt,
through the partnership, all appropriate
energy DSM programs, and will integrate
the larger AB 32 / SB 375 compliance
requirements as appropriate, if a sustained
funding level is provided by the CPUC to
support these activities.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will support each partner in
developing and implementing Training &
Education programs to achieve additional
Title 24 compliance, if a sustained funding
level is provided by the CPUC to support
these activities.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Each local agency of the partnership will
evaluate and adopt, as appropriate, policies
on energy components required for the
professional licensing of local inspectors
and contractors that they hire.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings

The partnership plans to achieve the ELP
model's "Silver" target level in the
aggregated municipal facilities of the
partners, resulting in at least a 5% savings
over the 2003 energy use baseline, during
the 2009-2011 partnership.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Each partner in the partnership will evaluate
and adopt, as appropriate, commissioning,
performance measurement, and verification
as a core part of its energy action plan.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Each partner in the partnership will evaluate
the creation of a line item in its budget (or
other options) that allow energy efficiency
cost savings to be returned to the department
and/or projects that provided the savings, to
thus fund additional efficiency.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
Not applicable.
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot projects.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy Strategic Plan Goal
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Each partner in the partnership will evaluate
and adopt, as appropriate, a Strategic Energy
Plan that includes long- and short-term
energy and sustainability objectives in line
with the California Long Term Energy
Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan).

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and climate
change.

Each partner in the partnership will evaluate
and adopt, as appropriate, the development
of aggressive sustainability goals into their
general plan updates. These will include
emphasizing sustainability through green
building design & technologies, reduction of
GHG emissions, increased use of renewable
energy, and conservation of existing sources
of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

The partnership will coordinate wastewater,
storm water and potable water capital
projects, with SCE, SCG, and PG&E to
ensure that they are as energy-efficient as
possible.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

Each partner in the partnership will evaluate,
develop, and adopt, as required, zoning and
development authority changes to comply
with AB 32 / SB 375.
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1. Program Name: South Bay Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Expected Outcome
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the ELPP Master
PIP: Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities, and
Element C - Core Program coordination.
Core Program Element A: Government Facilities
This area will deliver energy savings during the next three-year program cycle. Every
local government that participates in the partnership will achieve specified energy
savings and greenhouse gas reductions from the facilities and infrastructure that it
manages through technology retrofits, operational improvements and policy changes.
Participating local governments will take advantage of partnership incentives for
municipal facilities and, wherever possible, of eligible rebate, incentive and technical
assistance programs offered by their serving utilities.
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The 15 cities (see list below) within the South Bay Cities Council of Governments
maintain over 500 municipal buildings. The partnership has begun the process of
updating previous reviews performed on city facilities, and conducting additional
assessments for school facilities and special districts. The assessments are intended
to be completed within the first quarter of 2009 and will be used to complete
comprehensive energy efficiency retrofits in municipal facilities. Potential
opportunities include but are not limited to: lighting, air conditioning and computer
network savings.
A.2) Retro-Commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The partnership focuses on identifying HVAC retrofit opportunities through the retrocommissioning of municipal buildings. This provides a whole-system approach to
energy efficiency. Many chronic building problems and energy waste can be
resolved by making the low-cost or no-cost adjustments identified by the Retrocommissioning process.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The partnership plans include identifying and performing successful comprehensive
energy efficiency projects with member cities, and enrolling service accounts from
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each city in demand response programs in alignment with those in the ELPP Master
PIP and the Energy Leader Partnership model.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
Each partnership has a specific budget for each of these elements. Standard programs
available include energy efficiency training, energy audits, and technical assistance in
alignment with the ELPP Master PIP.
A.5) On-bill financing
Cities in the partnership will be encouraged to explore the use of on bill financing if
provided by their utility. Cities will be encouraged to explore the use of On-Property
Tax Bill financing for residential energy efficiency projects allowed by the State of
California through AB 811.
Core Program Element B: Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code Compliance Support
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership will explore the creation of an energy code
compliance improvement program and various strategies across the partnering cities
to improve compliance with building energy standards and appliance regulations.
The partnership will conduct focused energy code training targeted to the South Bay
region including workshops for municipal planning and building staff, building
professionals, and contractors.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the ELPP Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the
Codes & Standards PIP.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership objectives will include development of
Energy Action Plans and Climate Action Plans to document baseline energy use and
emissions, as well as establishing documentation in alignment with the strategies as
described in the ELPP Master PIP. These baselines will be used to set and achieve
emission reductions and energy savings. Individual city plans will be used to develop
a regional energy savings plan.
B.4) Financing for the community
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership will develop an education and outreach
program for the partnership communities in alignment with the strategies as described
in the ELPP Master PIP.
B.5) Peer to Peer Support
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership will actively participate and support in the
peer-to-peer program in forums for the partnering cities and through the strategies as
described in the ELPP Master PIP.
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Core Program Element C: Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach & Education
The partnership has an established comprehensive Marketing Education & Outreach
(ME&O) Plan that will be expanded to incorporate: educational workshops to assist
cities in moving forward with energy savings projects, policies, codes, and
ordinances; general awareness events and exhibits to publicize the partnership and its
goals throughout the communities (including environmental fairs and expos);
marketing energy efficiency programs through a variety of media channels including
mailers, press releases, and quarterly e-newsletters; and provide a minimum of 16
special workshops throughout the 15 cities.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will establish training and outreach efforts to support and coordinate
with the SCE core programs for South Bay commercial and small businesses
customers as well as leverage existing member cities chambers of commerce, bill
mailing inserts, and municipal channel 3 television access to distribute information
and drive greater participation.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will actively support third part programs through the strategies as
described in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for just-above LIEE-qualified customers
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership will support this program in alignment
with the strategies as described in the ELPP Master PIP.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits, etc.
The partnership anticipates bringing technical and financial assistance from the
following additional programs to its communities: SCE & SCG Energy Center
offerings, Energy Star® Qualified Refrigerator Rebates, Refrigerator and Freezer
Recycling, Electric Water Heater Rebates, and Energy Star® Qualified Lighting;
Express Efficiency; Multi-family Energy Efficiency Rebate Program; NonResidential Audits; Retro-Commissioning; Savings by Design; Standard Performance
Contracts; Variable Speed Pool Pump Rebate Program.
b) Overview
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership consists of the cities of Carson, El
Segundo, Gardena, Hawthorne, Hermosa Beach, Inglewood, Lawndale, Lomita,
Manhattan Beach, Palo Verdes Estates, Rancho Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach,
Rolling Hills, Rolling Hills Estates, Torrance through their membership in the South
Bay Cities Council of Governments, Southern California Edison, and the Southern
California Gas Company. The partnership is implemented by the South Bay Cities
Council of Governments through the South Bay Environmental Services Center.
Through the participation of Southern California Gas, the West Basin Water District,
and the LA County Sanitation Districts in the partnership, a comprehensive and
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integrated approach to energy efficiency, natural gas efficiency, water efficiency as
well as wastewater, storm water and potable water capital projects will be identified
and developed ensuring that the municipalities are as energy efficient as possible.
This 2009-2011 South Bay Energy Leader Partnership builds upon the already
successful South Bay Environmental Services Center partnership. The South Bay
Energy Leader Partnership’s comprehensive portfolio of activities is designed to
promote energy efficiency activities while focusing on a larger conservation program
which includes water conservation, solid waste and alternative mobility strategies.
Through focused outreach and educational activities, the programs convey the
message that “saving energy is good for the environment and saves money too” and
this message is emphasized through the importance of energy efficiency measures
and best practices. The program will also provide the tools necessary to take
advantage of rebates and financial incentives for all public agencies, their residents
and businesses.
c) Non-incentive services
The South Bay Partnership will leverage its portfolio of ME&O activities to deliver
non-incentive services such as those listed below. These non-incentive services are
designed to increase community enrollment in energy core programs and participation
in SCE services and resources:
• Mobile energy unit;
• Account manager support ;
• Training at the Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC);
• Speakers bureau;
• Limited giveaways such as opportunity drawings and free CFLs;
• Scheduling special events such as Operation Lamp Exchange;
• Marketing;
• Design and printing of brochures and other collateral materials; and
• Media/Press/Publicity support.
d) Target audience
The target audience consists of:
• City and county staff, management and policymakers (elected officials); and
• Residential and business customers in the South Bay region.
e) Implementation
In addition to the strategies and coordination as described in the ELPP Master PIP:
• The partnership has developed a comprehensive portfolio of ME&O activities and
is proceeding to schedule near-term activities and events. These include
advertising in regional and local newspapers, cable TV and newspaper interviews
about energy efficiency opportunities, and work shops as well as community
exhibits most with an attendance of 1,500-3,000 people.
• The partnership’s strategies include an integrated approach to energy
consumption and reduction, increasing awareness of energy efficiency, demand
response, Low-Income Energy Efficiency, California Alternative Rates for
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Energy Program, Self-Generation Incentive Program, and California’s Solar
Initiative.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The Cities that form the South Bay Energy Leader Partnership will have barriers
consistent with, and will employ those strategies to overcome them, as described in
the ELPP Master PIP.
d) Quantitative Program Objectives
Table 5
Program/Element
Target #1 Municipal
Retrofits (kWh)
Target #2 Number of
workshops
Target #3 Number of
Ordinances, Codes,
etc.

Program Target
by 2009
TBD

Program Target
by 2010
TBD

Program Target
by 2011
TBD

2

6

10

0

TBD

TBD

12

24

36

Target #4 Number of
ME&O events
6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
In addition to those strategies described in the ELPP Master PIP, the South Bay
Energy Leader Partnership will embody the following best practices:
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•
•

Leverage the strong member municipal relationships developed by the partnership
in the 2006-08 cycle to further develop and capture energy efficiency
opportunities within public agencies and cities facilities; And,
Expand the existing South Bay Energy Leader Partnership education programs to
identify, develop and capture energy efficiency opportunities within the region’s
communities.

b) Innovation
The partnership will collaborate with its municipal participants, including school
districts and special districts, to develop strategies to implement integrated and
comprehensive projects that will encompass energy efficiency, demand response, and
renewable elements.
The partnership will also hold 16 training work shops and 36 exhibits over the course
of the 36 months of the 2009-2011 cycle at community events to demonstrate: energy
efficiency activities and practices, energy code training to target the needs of the
South Bay region, promote whole-building performance to get better space
conditioning, coordinate emerging “green” or sustainability standards, and promote
programs that promote sustainability including California New Homes Program;
Home Energy Efficiency Program, Appliance Recycling Program, Benchmarking and
Performance Tracking, and On-Line Buyer’s Guide and Business and Consumer
Electronics Program.
c) Interagency coordination
Through the participation of Southern California Gas, the West Basin Water District,
and the LA County Sanitation District in the partnership, a comprehensive and
integrated approach to energy efficiency, natural gas efficiency, water efficiency as
well as wastewater, storm water and potable water capital projects will be identified
and developed ensuring that the municipalities are as energy efficient as possible. The
South Bay Energy Leader Partnership through its local government and consulting
network will encourage coordination with agencies and initiatives as noted within the
ELPP Master PIP as well as with the participating IOUs, SCE and SCG, and the
South Bay region water agencies and sanitation district.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The South Bay Energy Leader Partnership program plans include identifying and
enrolling municipal service accounts from each city in demand response programs in
alignment with the Energy Leader Partnership model and the ELPP Master PIP.
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e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility.
f) Pilots
The partnership promotes comprehensive sustainability, including water
conservation, solid waste management, and alternative mobility.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The SBCCOG local public agencies of the
partnership will evaluate adopting them on
a voluntary but rewarded basis, including
excess Title 24 performance in the feewaiver program or adopting the new
California “Green Building Code” on a
voluntary basis through 2010, making it
mandatory in 2011.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Each local agency of the SBCCOG,
through the partnership will evaluate
adopting expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments as appropriate.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The SBCCOG local public agencies of the
partnership will evaluate adopting as
appropriate, a point of sale energy
disclosure dependant upon availability of
standardized energy star benchmarked data
(per recent legislation) on each meter at the
point of sale.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The local agencies of the partnership will
contemplate pursuing the adoption of an
AB 811 financing mechanism for its
jurisdiction in alignment with the strategies
as described in the ELPP Master PIP.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes.

Within the South Bay ELP and through
other partnerships, the local agencies of the
partnership, and the SBESC, will
participate in 12 comprehensive peer to
peer educational & outreach forums on a
quarterly basis that emphasize specific
actions to take to help achieve the local
agencies’ reach code goals.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate adopting, through the partnership,
how DSM programs can help achieve AB
32/SB 375 compliance requirements and
how the might be integrated as appropriate.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will support each agency in
developing and implementing Training &
Education programs to achieve additional
T-24 compliance.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate adopting as appropriate, policies
regarding energy components of the
professional licensing of local inspectors
and contractors hired.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings

The partnership goal is to achieve the ELP
model silver target level in the aggregated
local agency municipal facilities resulting
in at least a 5% savings over the 2003
energy use baseline during the 2009-2011
Partnership.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate adopting as appropriate,
commissioning, performance measurement,
and verification as a core part of their
energy action plan.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate and adopt as appropriate, creation
of a line item in their budgets or other
options that allow EE cost savings to be
returned to the department and/or projects
that provided the savings to fund additional
efficiency.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.

SBESC will seek opportunities for
innovative initiatives to include in the local
government program.

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate and adopt as appropriate, a
strategic Energy Plan that includes long
and short term energy & sustainability
objectives in line with the adopted
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate adopting as appropriate,
development of aggressive sustainability
goals into their General Plan updates that
include emphasizing sustainability through
green building design & technologies,
reduction of GHG emissions, increased use
of renewable energy, and conservation of
existing sources of energy.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

Through the addition of SCG, the West
Basin Water District, and the Los Angeles
County Sanitation Districts to the
partnership, water efficiency projects,
including low flow aerators and shower
heads will be added. Additionally, as
funding allows wastewater, storm water
and potable water capital projects will be
combined with energy savings projects to
ensure that they are as energy efficient as
possible.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

Each local agency of the SBCCOG will
evaluate developing and adopting as
required, zoning and development authority
changes to comply with AB 32 / SB 375.
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1. Program Name: South Santa Barbara County Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the ELPP Master
PIP: Element A - Government Facilities, Element B - Strategic Plan Activities and
Element C - Core Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The partnership is a joint project of Southern California Edison (SCE), the County of
Santa Barbara and the cities of Santa Barbara, Goleta and Carpentaria. The
Partnership leverages partner resources to reduce energy use, increase energy
efficiency awareness and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, in Santa Barbara County
and partnering cities.
Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
Participating local governments will take advantage of partnership incentives for
municipal facilities and wherever possible, of eligible rebate, incentive and technical
assistance programs offered by their serving utilities.
A.1) Retrofit of County and Municipal Facilities
The partnership will provide an opportunity for a comprehensive retrofit of municipal
facilities. Incentives will be administered through Southern California Edison (SCE)
and Southern California Gas (SCG) Local Government Partnership Portfolio.
Upgrades will include mechanical systems, lighting and other measures. Training
will be conducted for County and City personnel to instruct them on the use and
benefit from new systems installed for long-term energy efficiency.
The county of Santa Barbara has about 700 facilities; the city of Santa Barbara has
500 facilities. The cities of Carpentaria and Goleta have significantly less city-owned
facilities; but their leaders in are equally enthusiastic about participation in the
partnership. A preliminary list of municipal retrofits has been identified and Santa
Barbara alone has identified approximately 100 facilities for retrofitting that include
monitoring based commissioning of building mechanical systems, replacement of
large water pumps with efficient systems, conversion to variable speed pumping
systems, lighting efficiency retrofits of building and sports lighting systems, and
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many others. Retrofits to municipal facilities will consist primarily of lighting (34%)
and HVAC change outs and controls (34%). The balance (32%) of energy saving
retrofits will be spread among various measures including pumps, motors and
controls. Opportunities will be identified through comprehensive Energy Efficiency
Demand Response (EE/DR) audits which will be conducted as part of the program.
Enhanced incentives offered to encourage higher levels of commitment to energy
savings are an integral part of this program. Whole facility approaches will be
accorded top priority. A minimum threshold of “Partner Level” of participation is
expected for participants. Santa Barbara City currently require all new construction
projects to be LEED certified and exceed Title 24 Standards by at least 10%.
While many projects have been identified as having the potential to participate
however, further review is required to forecast the energy savings impact. Two of the
four partners with prospective projects meet or exceed their minimum participation
threshold. The partners still in the investigative stage do have minimum thresholds
that need to be met.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
The partnership will offer Retro-commissioning (RCx) as part of their portfolio.
Ideal projects will be at least 100,000 sq. ft. and will not have had a major retrofit
within the past five years. Smaller projects will be considered and opportunity
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. One project, Santa Barbara City Hall, has been
identified as a potential candidate. In addition, the partners will implement
monitoring based commissioning (MBCx) projects on select buildings. The MBCx
projects will utilize newly installed and existing electronic control systems to aid in
the Retro-commissioning of mechanical and lighting systems in the selected
buildings. Data acquired by the control system will be used to diagnose building
system problems, and will aid in the process of repairing system deficiencies and
tuning the systems to maximize occupant comfort and energy efficiency.
All projects will be cost effective with a total Resource Cost (TRC) greater than 1.5
and have a maximum payback of 10 years on the use and benefit from new systems
installed for long-term energy efficiency.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the Audits
Essential program service element includes combining comprehensive energy audits,
and energy efficiency with demand response. Projects receiving integrated EEDR
audits and who incorporate energy efficiency recommendations will participate at
least at a Valued Partner level of demand response. Participants will be encouraged
to apply for additional incentives that are available. The city of Santa Barbara is
planning to integrate Load Rolling and Demand Limiting features into every digital
control system installed in city buildings for the control of mechanical systems.
These systems will be able to implement Demand Response either manually or
automatically, based on a signal from the utility (SCE).
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A.4) Technical assistance for project management, training, audits, etc.
The partnership will assist county and city government officials in understanding,
managing, and reducing their energy use and costs, and position the partners as
leaders in the region in energy management practice. Assistance will be offered to
planners, designers, inspectors, plan checkers, employees and building occupants.
This plan will include design assistance, plan review, Title 24 training, the audit
process, technology review and building awareness. This assistance will be delivered
by government or industry representatives, IOU Technical Staff and consultants.
A.5) On-bill financing
The partnership will participate in both the SCE and SCG on-bill financing for
municipal facilities that install energy-efficient equipment or implement energyefficient strategies. Financing and installation of equipment will be considered for
partial or full extended repayment in the amount up to that offered through the
applicable core program and will be included as a component line item of the monthly
utility bill for repayment to the IOU. In addition, local governments will consider
participating in the CEC’s low interest municipal energy loan program.
Core Program Element B – Strategic Plan Support
The partnership will use the following strategies in support of the Strategic Plan.
B.1) Code compliance support
The partnership will work with SCE, SCG and other organizations, to assist county
and city building and planning officials gain a better understanding of new and
existing energy codes. This will be facilitated primarily through training and
development of local plan checkers and building inspectors.
The partnership will also conduct energy code compliance training and offer Title 24
training to design professionals, building professionals planners and inspectors,
tailored to exceed the minimum Standards.
B.2) Reach Code Support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
The partners will consider establishing and enforcing Reach codes that require
exceeding Title 24 standards by at least 20%. Alternatively, new facilities may be
required to be LEED certified.
The city of Santa Barbara currently supports exceeding Title 24 Standards, through
their adopted energy ordinance, by at least 20% and will continue working with
community contractors and architects to evaluate further revisions to the building
code to exceed the newly revised Title 24 by up to 20%. Technical assistance will be
needed to complete the evaluation. Santa Barbara will share model documents and
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technical expertise with partnership agencies to assist them to exceed Title 24 by
20%. Requiring a Built Green certification or another accepted green building
standard will be considered as part of the building code review. Designers and
builders will be offered local outreach and training to assist them in reaching these
requirements.
Requiring a Built Green certification or another accepted green building standard will
be considered as part of the building code review. The partnership will also
encourage implementation of a Green Purchasing Policy promoting sales of Energy
Star rated equipment.
B.3) Guiding Document(s) Support
The partnership will support local government integrating energy efficiency
comprehensively into their policies, plans and goals. Supporting documents include:
local building codes and standards, sample documentation, building energy
ordinances and resolutions, training and technical manuals. These and other materials
that support sustainability initiatives will be made available to the community.
B.4) Financing for the Community
The partnership will explore methods of increasing participation in energy efficiency
efforts through various types of creative financing for the community that have not
yet been identified.
B.5) Peer-to-peer Support
The partnership will establish an Energy Forum to facilitate peer-to-peer support
consisting of an effective means whereby the partners can share experiences and
success stories with one another. This will facilitate the replication of successful
County and City-sponsored programs and the establishment of Partnership Best
Practices.
Core Program Element C – Core Program Coordination
C.1) Marketing Outreach & Education
The partnership will provide marketing and community outreach, education and
training and community sweeps and other initiatives designed to connect the
community with opportunities to take action to save energy, money and the
environment. In addition, the program will act as a portal for all energy offerings,
delivering information on demand response, self-generation and low income
programs, California Alternative Rate for Energy (CARE) and the California Solar
Initiative (CSI) via its website at: www.sceeps.org.
C.2) Residential and Small Business Direct Install
The partnership will continue to offer and encourage participation in the Direct Install
retrofit and other SCE core programs as needed targeting small businesses, multifamily residential and mobile homes. Lighting retrofits for outdoor lighting, indoor
lighting retrofits, cold cathode retrofits, refrigeration and HVAC efficiency measures
for businesses will be promoted.
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C.3) Third-Party Program Coordination
Third party vendors are being solicited to assist with delivering specific elements of
the program. Third party vendors will play a significant role in the implementation of
the Direct Install program.
C.4) Retrofits for Just-Above LIEE-Qualified Customers
Not expected to be part of this partnership’s offering.
C.5) Technical Assistance for Program Management, Training, Audits, etc.
The partnership will provide comprehensive technical training, planning assistance
and marketing materials. Strategies will include: press releases, targeted mailings,
newsletters, marketing collateral, television and radio ads targeting business
managers and community leaders. Title-24 compliance seminars will be offered to
plan checkers, building officials, inspectors, designers and builders. Self-audit tools
and other web-based information will be offered to the community.
Santa Barbara County will leverage its local infrastructure to “spread the word” about
energy efficiency and extend the reach of Statewide and local energy codes. Specific
applications include countywide outreach and education seminars and special local
events to disseminate a single integrated energy efficiency message to all residents
and businesses in the county.
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the partnership is its intent to develop and
maintain a coordinated “Municipal Forum” to provide on-going integration of
communications and idea sharing. The Forum is intended to leverage the county- and
city-run television channels, a central web site, email programs, and webinars to
facilitate communications.
c) Non-incentive services
In addition to offering incentives the partnership will provide numerous non-incentive
services including Peer-to-Peer Leadership, Energy Efficiency Trainings, Marketing,
Education and Outreach, Information, Education and Funneling or core and thirdparty programs and Energy Champion Recognition.
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
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d) Target audience
See the ELPP Master PIP. The partnership will also target special districts in
partnering cities, for example water districts, and school districts.
e) Implementation
Program cost efficiency will be captured throughout our partner cities by maximizing
replicable program elements, leveraging resources and staff support from each partner
as defined in our participation model, and implementing initiatives that create
demonstrated permanent and persistent energy savings.
As an evolving partnership, the partnership has built a solid infrastructure, established
partner trust, and gained invaluable knowledge and experience, all of which will
result in a seamless and cost-efficient 2009-2011 implementation. This includes tried
and tested implementation strategies, extensive resource databases and tracking
mechanisms, approved marketing and outreach materials, planning templates,
contractor and engineering relationships as well as other resources that can be carried
over.
Implementation processes are discussed in the ELPP Master PIP in the respective
core program elements.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
A major barrier to energy efficiency is the state of the state and local economy.
Overcoming the increased first-cost barrier will be a major hurdle. In difficult
economic times, when companies are looking at their bottom line and local
governments are making cuts to popular programs, it is a challenge to convince
decision makers that investing in energy efficiency is the best course of action. They
do realize that energy inefficiency costs money that directly impacts their bottom line
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but swallowing the additional costs incurred to be energy wise involves making very
difficult choices that could be avoided.
Seminars identifying ways to fund energy efficiency, on-bill financing, CEC funding,
utility incentives, State and Federal tax breaks and the Green Procurement Policy will
all help reduce first-cost and support overcoming this barrier.
d) Quantitative Program Targets:
Table 5
Program
Target by
2009
TBD

Target
Program Element
1
Kw, kWh
2
Number of Workshops
3
Number of Ordinances, Codes, etc.
# of ME&O Events conducted that
4
target Residential customers

Program
Target by
2010
TBD

4
1

8
1

Program
Target by
2011
TBD
16
2

4

8

16

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
Local governments are a rich area of untapped energy efficiency potential. While the
governmental entities themselves are often supportive of energy efficiency, there are
many barriers that thwart their efforts to “lead by example”. The partnership is
specifically structured to help local governments be successful, and then to leverage
their energy and demand savings success to encourage their residents and businesses
to do the same.
b) Innovation
The city of Santa Barbara plans to certify all existing municipal buildings under
LEED for Existing Buildings Operation and Maintenance as they are retrofitted. All
new mechanical systems will be retrofitted with direct digital control (DDC) systems
with load rolling and demand limiting capability that can be used to monitor
performance and transmit a signal implement DR.
In Marketing and Outreach and Education (ME&O) , the partnership is utilizing funds
to target sectors of the community sometimes “forgotten” in promoting energy
efficiency measures, Through selective targeting of non-profits, such as the Boys and
Girls Clubs and faith-based organizations for retrofit opportunities, the partnership is
reaching non-traditional audiences with an energy efficiency message. In addition,
materials are produced in English and Spanish, which also promote a more inclusive
energy efficiency message.
The partnership is cross-partnered with other entities in Santa Barbara County to
spread the word about energy efficiency and sustainability by partnering with local
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environmental organizations, architects and contractor groups such as Architecture
2030, Building Green Business and other “green” groups. The focus is to integrate
energy efficiency and green sustainability issues into one overall message and to
cross-reference these in our marketing, outreach and education initiatives.
c) Interagency coordination
The partnership plans to coordinate its program with the CARB, local water agencies,
schools, non-profit organizations, and local special districts and joint powers
authorities operating within the County or broader south coast region.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
This partnership will focus attention on the utility core programs and encourage the
community to participate in more than one utility program and other non-utility
programs. The partnership will identify energy efficiency improvements and demand
response opportunities through a customer solutions approach to comprehensive
audits.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
One of the partnership’s strategies is to coordinate energy and water efficiency
messages to leverage both.
f) Pilots
The city of Santa Barbara will pilot with SCE’s Codes and Standards program to
track energy savings from building permits issued. This data will help evaluate the
effectiveness of building code updates. Consistent with AB32 goals, the energy
savings will be translated to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in the
community.
g) EM&V
SCE is working with the partnership to create a “virtual” program implementation
binder. This will be a living document that will be updated at least quarterly to help
SCE, the partnership and the individual participating cities and county to identify
where they are as opposed to where they need to be to honor their commitment to the
partnership. It will also facilitate an open dialogue between SCE and the partnership
about the types and timing of incentives and other resources needed to support the
partnership.
The partnership binder will track achievements at two levels; the individual
participating cities and county, and the partnership’s progress overall towards
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meeting its committed energy and demand savings, with respect to each program
elements.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency The partnership’s Approach to
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy
Achieving the Strategic Plan’s Goal
1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The City of Santa Barbara will
evaluate options to exceed Title 24 by
an additional 20% with the goal of
adopting revisions to the building
code. Technical assistance will be
needed to complete the evaluation.

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

The partnership’s members either are,
or will consider offering expedited
processing for facilities that exceed
Title 24 or propose certification
through LEED or Built Green
initiatives. Benefits may include
expedited permitting, and/or reduced
fee structures.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-oftransactions relying on building ratings.
1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through bonds and pay off on property
taxes; develop other EE financing tools.

The partnership’s participants have
expressed interest in participating in
SCE’s on-bill financing program and
in applying for low interest CEC loans
for energy efficiency projects.

1-5: Develop broad education program and Technical training will be provided to
peer-to-peer support to local governments
the local government professionals,
to adopt and implement model reach codes. contractors, and facility maintenance
professionals to improve knowledge
and awareness of energy efficiency in
building renovation and new
construction. The partnership
agencies will share strategies that
affect building codes, standards and
incentives, review best practices for
exceeding current Title 24 standards,
and provide advice to assist cities with
their own planning and
implementation.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency The partnership’s Approach to
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy
Achieving the Strategic Plan’s Goal
1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach” The partnership’s members will collect
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
data on energy-efficient projects to
program.
evaluate the effect of potential Reach
codes and the link to CARB’s AB 32
program. Consistent with AB 32
goals, the energy savings will be
translated to a reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions in the community.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance
with and enforcement of Title 24 building
code, and of HVAC permitting and
inspection requirements (including focus
on peak load reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will also conduct
energy code compliance training and
offer Title 24 training to design
professionals, building professionals
planners and inspectors, tailored to
exceed the minimum Standards.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local new and existing government
buildings

The city of Santa Barbara will
continue with their policy that requires
new construction and renovations of
municipal facilities to exceed Title 24
by 20%. Other members will consider
requiring municipal retrofit projects to
participate at least at the Valued
Partner level.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

The partnership will explore requiring
commissioning for new buildings, and
re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings in
an effort to promote exceeding current
energy standards.

3-3: Improve access to financing to support
Local Government EE/DSM, such as
lowering interest rate of Energy
Commission’s loan fund, and utility on-bill
financing.

The partners are very interested in
participating in, and promoting utility
on-bill financing and low interest
energy efficiency loans.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in Local
Government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency The partnership’s Approach to
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy
Achieving the Strategic Plan’s Goal
3-5: Develop innovation incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Partner agencies will consider
incorporating energy efficiency and
renewable energy as a priority in the
update of building codes and General
Plans. The agencies will showcase
energy and climate change initiatives
and results as projects are completed.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

The partnership envisions facilitating a
peer-to-peer effort that allows each
governmental entity to leverage the
knowledge and experience of the
others and take a more integrated
approach to overall energy savings and
greenhouse gas reduction through its
Municipal Forum. The city of Santa
Barbara will complete its General Plan
update with land use and zoning
policies that encourage or provide
incentives for energy efficient
buildings. Examples include
development priority for “green”
economic development, incentives for
voluntary energy efficiency retrofits,
and a housing density bonus for
reduced footprint projects.

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

Santa Barbara County is served by 17
water purveyors. The partnership will
work with the Santa Barbara County
Water Agency to coordinate with these
purveyors for more energy efficient
groundwater pumping, water
treatment, waste water treatment and
local conveyance. The partnership will
enlist assistance from the county’s
Department of General Services to
work with the Water Agency.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency The partnership’s Approach to
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy
Achieving the Strategic Plan’s Goal
4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots” and
“sticks” using local zoning and
development authority.

The city of Santa Barbara will
complete its General Plan update with
land use and zoning policies that
encourage or provide incentives for
energy efficient buildings. Examples
include development priority for
“green” economic development,
incentives for voluntary energy
efficiency retrofits, and a housing
density bonus for reduced footprint
projects
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1. Program Name: Ventura County Energy Leader Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the ELPP Master PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the ELPP Master PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of Program Elements
The three core program elements are similar to those identified in the ELPP Master
PIP: Element A - Government facilities, Element B- Strategic Plan Activities and
Element C - Core Program Coordination.
b) Overview
The alliance consists of nine cities and one county. The cities of Camarillo, Fillmore,
Moorpark, Ojai, Port Hueneme, Santa Paula, Thousand Oaks, and Ventura, along
with Ventura County, are members of the partnership.
The partnership’s Board of Directors is composed of elected officials from various
public agencies and provides the policy and leadership for the program. The Board
has been instrumental in building an ethic of energy efficiency in the region that has
led to friendly competition among public agencies and greater desire among
community activists to have their own local “green councils” to take action. The
partnership is not a mandated public agency, but rather an outcome of collaboration
among regional leaders concerned specifically with energy issues.
The partnership provides a consistent local government entity that promotes greater
coordination and integration of efforts. It leverages energy efficiency to self
generation, demand reduction, green building, recycling, cogeneration, conversion
energy and other new approaches to building a network of reliable resources and
sustainable implementation practices.
The Board has placed emphasis on project retrofit implementation, leveraging
ratepayer and taxpayer funds to maximize return on investment. As the local partner,
and based on past experiences, the partnership developed an innovative regional
process and program methodology which generated significant energy savings and
demand reduction, in prior cycles and will continue in the 2009-2011 IOU funding
cycle.
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Core Program Element A - Government Facilities
A.1) Retrofit of county and municipal facilities
The Alliance members will assist municipal facilities in each community in finding
and implementing measures that save energy. Comprehensive Energy Efficiency (EE)
and, where applicable, Demand Response (DR) audits will be conducted to identify
the potential for installing energy-efficient measures. These measures include
lighting, and sensors, HVAC systems, variable frequency drives (VFD) and motors,
boiler and small measures such as vending misers, exit signs, and hot water system
technology that reduce demand on 24/7 energy consumption. Energy savings are
expected to be 75% lighting, 15% VFD and 10% HVAC measures.
A.2) Retro-commissioning (RCx) (of buildings or clusters of buildings)
Each member of the partnership is currently evaluating its existing building stock to
determine which facilities could be targets for retro-commissioning. To date, no
projects have been selected; however, a number of facilities are expected to be
candidates. More detailed analysis is needed to determine the potential impact from
this measure.
A.3) Integrating Demand Response into the audits
The partnership members will evaluate each project and determine if a detailed EE
audit could yield energy savings and further determine if DR could potentially benefit
the customer. The partners will support energy planning, and policy integration
among building officials, contractors, architects, managers and public officials to
advance energy efficiency and support demand reduction., and advance sustainable
energy improvements where most cost effective.
A.4) Technical assistance for project management training, audits, etc.
The partners will offer training, technical seminars and briefings to building
inspectors, plan checkers and building officials for Title 24 code compliance.
Sessions will be conducted in a manner similar to that provided at IOU energy centers
(for example, SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center and SCG’s Energy
Resource Center) but located in the region. Additional workshops will be offered to
elected officials with guidelines on how to meet and exceed minimum building
standards. Technical support is readily available for project identification, bid
document development, contractor recruitment, project management, enhanced
incentives, financing options and savings verification.
A.5) On-bill financing
On-bill financing will not be available at the beginning of the program cycle.
However, it may be added in the future, as each city and county in the partnership has
indicated an interest in using on-bill financing. In alignment with the Strategic Plan’s
emphasis on leveraging financial tools to encourage action on efficiency, as well as
guidance from the Commission on financing, SCE will continue on-bill financing
pilots and will assess expanding these services to both residential and non-residential
markets in the future. See the Financial Solutions PIP’s OBF option.
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Core Program Element B - Strategic Plan Support
B.1) Code compliance support
More individual project support will be provided to organizations that promote the
understanding of energy efficiency as an essential “first step” in building design, and
facility operations. By further example, practical briefings and seminars will be
presented to facilitate code compliance and understanding energy efficiency as having
the ability to provide reasonable “return on investments.”
B.2) Reach code support
The partnership will seek to establish meaningful CEC-approved Reach codes as part
of its effort to add value to energy efficiency in alignment with the strategies stated in
the Master PIP. This activity will follow the proposed path described in the Codes &
Standards PIP.
Emphasis will be placed on supporting higher code compliance and building the local
green workforce through the expansion of locally available high quality trainings.
More individual project support will be provided to organizations that promote the
understanding of energy efficiency as an essential “first step” in building design, and
facility operations.
Further, practical briefings and seminars will be presented to facilitate understanding
of energy efficiency Reach Codes as the ability of energy efficiency to yield lower
operating costs increases.
B.3) Guiding document(s) support
Sample documents will be available. Supporting documents will include State and
local building codes, Standards documentation, Title 24 Compliance Forms, sample
building ordinances, resolutions that address energy efficiency, training and technical
manuals, energy use calculations and other sustainability materials. All of the above
will be available to building professionals and municipal personnel, along with
guidance toward use of Best Practices. Partners will coordinate with consultants
secured by SCE to provide support in the preparation of guiding documents and
templates, especially as it relates to utility energy elements.
B.4) Financing the community
In addition to conducting facility audits, the partnership will support the planning
necessary for agencies to fund and implement the energy measures identified. The
support includes delivering energy efficiency options in a particularly challenging
economic period. Through enhanced public sector incentives, rebates, loans, and tax
credits, the partners will work to develop innovative approaches with stakeholders to
leverage all available resources in the delivery of EE and DR projects. Donor-funded
projects will be given the recognition and credit in alignment with their contributions.
B.5) Peer-to-peer support
The Ventura County Energy Leader Partnership seeks to keep member partners “in
the loop” and to share knowledge and Best Practices among themselves and with
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other partnerships, through expanded marketing efforts, greater use of email and webbased information. Much of this information is already available from the IOUs and
other support groups. The partnership website (www.vcenergy.org) is regularly
updated and managed to connect local training efforts to those of the partner utilities.
By facilitating peer discussions, professional networks, broadening local and regional
communication the message of energy efficiency and sustainability will be supported.
Core Program Element C - Core Program Coordination
C.1) Outreach and education
The partnership will provide energy efficiency information by maintaining a
clearinghouse for relevant policy, commission proceedings and practices that support
energy efficiency. They will provide technical support to identify candidate buildings
and facilities eligible for retrofits, support product application, enhanced incentives
levels and energy measurement and savings verification services.
The members will support community educational efforts in such activities as Earth
Day events, career days, home tours and demonstrations with the intent to show
energy efficiency as the cornerstone and “first step” to improving the built
community and showing the way to higher standards for new construction and new
purchases. They will operate the Ventura County Energy Resource Center providing
technical support, trainings and information services in support of the Strategic Plan
and IOU energy savings goals. See the ELPP Master PIP for other outreach efforts
described in the Energy Leader Program Model.
C.2) Residential and small business Direct Install
The partnership does not have any plans to conduct Direct Install initiatives for this
partnership.
C.3) Third-party program coordination
The partnership will work with local third party contractors who provide services that
are not directed to the public sector; but, rather are focused on individual customers
or groups of customers, including low income customers. See the ELPP Master PIP.
C.4) Retrofits for just above LIFE-qualified customers
The partnership will work with low-income and non-profit housing developers to
integrate energy efficiency for just above LIFE-qualified customers. SCE’s MultiFamily Energy Efficiency Program will be leveraged as appropriate.
C.5) Technical assistance for program management, training, audits etc.
The partnership will facilitate training, technical seminars and briefings to building
inspectors, plan checkers and elected officials for Title 24 code compliance and other
energy and sustainability offerings. The partnership will provide practical support and
consultants throughout the region. They will also provide self-audit tools, assistance
for residential customers, technical, planning, and implementation assistance.
Marketing materials supporting energy efficiency will be made available in strategic
locations such as city halls and libraries.
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c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will build a ME&O portfolio of activities to increase community
enrollment in energy core programs. The portfolio will include other SCE services,
resources, and assets brought to support the ME&O Plan, including:
• Mobile Energy Unit;
• SCE’s Account Manager/Executive support;
• SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) training;
• SCE’s Speakers Bureau;
• Providing limited giveaways (for example, opportunity drawings and free CFLs);
and
• Providing marketing, design, and printing of brochures and other collateral
materials.
d) Target audience
See discussion in the ELPP Master PIP. The partnership will also target special
districts and non profit organizations.
e) Implementation
The Ventura Partnership will support the implementation of the Energy Leader Model
as identified in the ELPP Master PIP for each of the core program elements.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Public agencies are the implementers of numerous public sector mandates. While
energy efficiency is important, it is not a mandate; therefore, the ability of this
partnership to advance energy efficiency by reducing barriers to participation is both
cost effective to the public and a wise investment of ratepayers funds precisely
directed to retrofits of public buildings, processing plants, health facilities and clinics
all in support of public good, safety and welfare. The ratepayers are also taxpayers
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who benefit from installations of new efficiencies that are in part funded by
ratepayers for technical support and incentives which result in verifiable energy
savings. Public sector partners are capable partners with the IOUs to implement
demand reduction in times of emergency and peak demands. Local governments
need longer lead time for planning and implementation of any project, need
designated incentives and must abide by contract and labor rules that are not typical
to the balance of the commercial sector customers. The partnership provides the
vehicle to achieve savings that would otherwise be limited or lost.
Recognizing that retrofitting the huge inventory of existing public buildings is key to
achieving energy independence and building a local green economy that can generate
jobs and support the Strategic Plan. Public sector buildings and facilities are essential
to health and safety, security, education, and civil society. Retrofit projects include
specific replicable measures that spread among hundreds of installations/applications
in facilities that operate every day, around-the-clock and provide a backbone to
private sector, commercial and business applications that may further power the
shared political and physical environment.
e) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program Element
Kw, kWh
Number of
Workshops
Number of
Ordinances, Codes,
etc.
# of ME&O Events
conducted that target
Residential customers

Program Target
by 2009
TBD

Program Target
by 2010
TBD

Program Target
by 2011
TBD

6

9

1

2

4

5

9

14

3

6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The partnership will promote the following Best Practices:
• Building economies of scale through the Regional Energy Office
• Bundling retrofits to public sector and non-profits
• Offering enhanced incentives and reduced paperwork managed through the
partnership, and
• Jump-starting the “green economy” by coupling ratepayer and taxpayer funds to
achieve measurable savings.
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b) Innovation
• LED Exit Sign Initiative: This initiative was created as an innovative marketing
and outreach approach to result in real savings. LED exit signs are directed to
facility operators for installation at their own expense. The partnership proposes
to expand this program to both public and non-profit commercial customers
within Ventura County, by marketing this program through organizations such as
the local Chambers of Commerce, as well as other professional and service
groups that request energy efficiency briefings. The LED exit sign is a “calling
card” measure that will yield direct savings when tied to the partnership’s
marketing/information activities.
•

Public Swimming Pool Initiative: This initiative is proposed with the goal of
improving the efficiency of the many large public swimming pools within
Ventura County and encouraging efficient use of natural gas. These pools are
operated by cities, school districts, park and recreation districts, and non-profit
organizations that all share the same utility partners. The program will emphasize
the installation of pool covers and high-efficiency replacement heating boilers and
controls to optimize the operation of the boiler. Participants will be directed into
the appropriate Express Efficiency rebate, as well as be considered as candidates
for on-bill financing, CEC loan program and other forms of finance.

c) Interagency coordination
The partners will collaborate with local governments, cities, county agencies, school
districts, water districts, housing authorities, etc. to advance energy efficiency, retrofit
projects that lead to energy and demand reduction, carbon reduction and greenhouse
gas reductions, and which support growing trends to couple efficiencies and
economies to maximize sustainability. The partnership will focus interagency
coordination at the local/regional level, working with the Ventura County Air
Pollution Control District (ARB). The partnership has begun regular communication
with the CEC to participate in possible PIER and other opportunities as they arise and
will coordinate with SCE’s Codes and Standards Program.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IOU’s have identified Integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) as an
important priority. As a result they have proposed the establishment of a Statewide
Integration Task Force (Task Force). SCE’s local government partnerships will
monitor the progress of the statewide IDSM efforts and work closely with the Task
Force to identify comprehensive integration approaches and to implement best
practices.
The partnership will work with local third party contractors who provide services that
are not directed to the public sector; but, rather are focused on individual customers
or groups of low income customers. See the ELPP Master PIP.
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e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
The partnership is working with low-income and non-profit housing developers to
integrate energy efficiency in new design. The partnership also works regularly with
the largest industry in the county, which includes the farm/agriculture industry. Work
is jointly undertaken with public sector offices such as planning departments and
water agencies to link mandates with energy efficiency rebates (that is, carrot/stick
approach).
f) Pilots
• Mobile Water/Energy Lab Initiative: The community is very interested in
conserving all types of its resources. The partnership is working together with the
utilities and municipal water agencies to fund and implement a mobile
water/energy lab. The goal of this pilot program is to develop an awareness of the
strategies and technologies which can result in gas, electric and water savings.
This lab will be a showcase for conservation and can be featured at schools, fairs,
conventions, seminars and trade shows to name a few. Funding will be secured
from other sources for activities not eligible for partnership funding.
• Hot Water Efficiency Initiative: This initiative is a new and significant
marketing, outreach and training program that will be directed toward
homeowners, property managers, contractors and design professionals. The goal
of this pilot program is to develop an awareness of the strategies and technologies
which can result in significant reductions in water heating and builds on evolving
efforts to connect energy and water efficiency as part of sustainable practices.
Ongoing training sessions will focus on the benefits and challenges of the various
strategies, and will include product samples and displays. including a variety of
handouts, such as utility brochures and locally developed relevant materials.
Hands-on demonstrations will be coordinated with participating suppliers,
installers and contractors.
g) EM&V
See the ELPP Master PIP.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

The Ventura County government is
exploring AB 811 opportunities and may
extend it to cities. Its; success will be
dependent upon statewide economy and
related public agency budgets and funding
crisis.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Ventura County and various cities in the
region already provide “head of the line”
service to “green projects”; success for
further expedited services will be
dependent upon statewide economy and
related public agency budgets, including
those agencies that rely on full cost
recovery and funding crisis.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

The partnership will coordinate with the
Ventura County Building & Safety
Department to develop new mobile
information program using fines recovered
from POS litigation. The partnership will
cooperate with IOU’s to support the rollout of POS programs in the region.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

The partnership working with the County
of Ventura and several cities in the research
of AB 811 and other appropriate
district/bonds or other mechanisms.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

The partnership tracks IOU training
opportunities, as well as CEC, PIER, and
other agencies. The partnership will host
and/or participate along with Partner cities
in events in the southern California region
to advance Commission adopted State EE
Plan.

1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

The partnership will build on existing links
to and collaboration with the Ventura
County Air Pollution Control District
(VCAPCD) to determine where energy
efficiency can support reduction in
emissions. The partnership will report
emission reductions with each public
agency and non-profit organization’s
retrofit project .

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with
and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).

The partnership will host regular training
events for building inspectors; the
partnership expected to participate with
Ventura County Building Department in
joint presentations to further leverage
opportunities.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

The partnership links with a local
professional network of public agency
inspectors and code enforcement offices to
inform and invite participation in
partnership and IOU organized training
programs.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

The partnership will meet with Ventura
County, nine cities, various school districts
and public water districts in the formation
and staffing of internal committees to set
goals and develop collaborative plans to
achieve 5% or greater energy efficiency.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

The partnership will lend technical support
to individual local cities and the county in
the development of cost effective new
requirements.

3-3: Improve access to financing to support
local government EE/DSM, such as
lowering interest rate of Energy
Commission’s loan fund, and utility on-bill
financing.

The partnership has been successful in
supporting local governments' quest for
CEC loans and OBF; VCREA will
continue in this effort.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
governments’ budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

The partnership will continue its efforts to
encourage actual budget
tracking/identification of energy efficiency
savings as appropriate to various budgeting
processes.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

The partnership is a unique regional leader
as the sole “energy efficiency to renewable
energy” public agency. Additional public
agencies are expected to participate and
lend leadership.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

The partnership’s staff/consultants work
with the county, various cities and
communities, and a number of school and
local government committees to advance
general plans and leverage other public
planning documents that support energy
efficiency.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Program Approach to Achieving
Strategic Plan Goal

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

The partnership’s staff/consultants work
with the county, various cities and
communities, and a number of school and
local government committees to advance
sustainability plans and leverage other
public planning documents that support
energy efficiency and reduce energy
demand.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

The partnership lacks direct authority over
any public agencies, but will provide the
technical support to local governments that
consider using “carrot/stick” approaches.
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1. Program Name:
Program ID:
Program Type:

Institutional and Government Core Energy Efficiency
Partnership Program
SCE-L-005
Core

2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 1

3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table 2 – by calendar year
Table 2

1

Definition of Table 1 Column Headings: Total Budget is the sum of all other columns presented here
Total Administrative Cost includes all Managerial and Clerical Labor, Human Resource Support and Development,
Travel and Conference Fees, and General and Administrative Overhead (labor and materials).
Total Direct Implementation – includes all financial incentives used to promote participation in a program and the cost
of all direct labor, installation and service labor, hardware and materials, and rebate processing and inspection used to
promote participation in a program.
Total Marketing & Outreach includes all media buy costs and labor associated with marketing production.
Integrated Budget Allocated to Other Programs includes budget utilized to coordinate with other EE, DR, or DG
programs.
Total Budget is the sum of all other columns presented here
Definition of Sub-Program: A “sub-program” of a program has a specific title; targets; budget; uses a unique delivery
or marketing approach not used across the entire program; and for resource programs, has specific estimated savings
and demand impacts.
2
For all-electric IOUs, the therm column should include interactive effects.
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4. Program Description
a) Describe program
The Institutional and Government Core Energy Efficiency Partnership Program (IGPP) is an
umbrella program comprising seven sub-programs. The IGPP incorporates two distinct
program types: Statewide institutional programs and county local government programs.
During the 2006-2008 program cycle SCE successfully implemented six institutional and
government partnerships that will continue, with one additional program added to the IGPP
portfolio for 2009 – 2011 implementation.
Statewide institutional partnership programs include partnerships with community colleges,
university systems, the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation and the
California state government. County local government partnership programs include county
governments located within SCE’s service territory. Distinctions between each of these
program types are incorporated here and will be outlined more specifically in the PIPs for the
individual partnerships.
Some county local government partners are included in the Institutional and
Government Partnership portfolio because the program has a strong emphasis on the
implementation of energy efficiency in county municipal facilities. SCE is cognizant
of the CPUC objectives to direct local government partnerships to work with
communities in developing strategies that align with the California Long Term
Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan).
At this juncture, some of our county governments have indicated they are not yet
ready to fully participate in broader strategic initiatives, including community
outreach and training activities. During this program cycle, the teams will strive to
build the capacity for developing a community outreach and development plan for
these local governments, and address the other objectives as articulated in the
Strategic Plan (code compliance, reach codes and other local government strategies).
The Institutional and Government core program includes a funding mechanism that provides
additional budget to support new projects and establish new partnerships during the 2009 –
2011 program cycle. This partnership approval will be coordinated Statewide if applicable
and will follow the 2009 – 2011 process to develop new partnerships. These reserved funds
could also be used for additional projects within the existing partnerships based upon SCE
determination of need and optimal cost-effectiveness.
The seven proposed sub-programs are listed in Figure 1 below:
Figure 1: Statewide Institutional Partnership Programs
Statewide
Programs
California
Community
Colleges (CCC)
Energy

Description
The CCC Energy Efficiency Partnership
has been a successful collaboration
between the California Community
Colleges (CCC) and the four Investor-
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Statewide
Programs
Efficiency
Partnership

California Dept.
of Corrections
and
Rehabilitation
(CDCR) Energy
Efficiency
Partnership

UC/CSU Energy
Efficiency
Partnership

State of
California
Energy
Efficiency
Partnership

Description
Owned Utilities (IOUs). The CCC is a
two-year public institution of higher
education that is composed of 109
colleges Statewide and organized into 72
self-governing Districts.
The CDCR Energy Efficiency
Partnership is a customized Statewide
energy efficiency partnership program
that coordinates Statewide projects with
CDCR in Adult Institutions, Parole
Offices, Community Conservation
Camps, and Juvenile Facilities which
encompass an estimated 48 million
square feet of occupied space. It
accomplishes immediate, long-term peak
energy demand savings and establishes a
permanent framework for sustainable,
long-term comprehensive energy
management programs at CDCR
institutions served by California’s IOU’s.
The University of California, California
State University (UC/CSU), Southern
California Edison (SCE) and the other
Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs) are
collaborating to continue the UC/CSU
Energy Efficiency Partnership to share
energy efficiency best practices and to
implement Statewide energy efficiency
projects in 33 UC and CSU campuses for
immediate and long-term energy savings
and peak demand reduction.
The State of California and IOUs are
collaborating to assist the state’s 36
agencies to reduce the energy they
purchase from the grid by 20 percent by
the year 2015, as required by the
governor’s Executive Order S-20-04
(i.e., Green Building Initiative (GBI)).
Like all Executive Orders, the GBI is an
unfunded mandate that requires State
agencies to support the governor’s
environmental agenda.
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Figure 2: County Local Government Partnership Programs
Local
Government
Programs
County of Los
Angeles Energy
Efficiency
Partnership

Description
The County of Los Angeles Energy
Efficiency Partnership is a continuation
of the existing, successful 2004 - 2005,
and 2006 - 2008 programs with SCE and
SCG. The 2009 - 2011 partnership will
build on the lessons learned and will
continue to focus on identifying energy
efficiency and retro-Commissioning
activities in county facilities in support
of the recently-adopted County of Los
Angeles Energy and Environmental
Policy.

Sources of Funding &
Assistance
Federal grants, state financing,
local bonds, IOU incentives,
comprehensive technical
assistance and on-bill financing
opportunities in accordance with
Strategic Plan objectives.

County partnerships will be looking at a
broader scope with potential influence to
the community. This will prepare them
to transition to the Energy Leader Model.
County of
Riverside Energy
Efficiency
Partnership

The partnership brings additional
resources to expand the county’s efforts
to enhance electric and gas energy
efficiency projects through state-of-theart new construction and retrofits of
existing buildings. This partnership
integrates with the goals, objectives, and
strategies articulated in the Strategic
Plan.

Federal grants, state financing,
local bonds, IOU incentives,
comprehensive technical
assistance and on-bill financing
opportunities in accordance with
Strategic Plan objectives.

County partnerships will be looking at a
broader scope with potential influence to
the community. This will prepare them
to transition to the Energy Leader Model.
County of San
Bernardino
Energy
Efficiency
Partnership

The County of San Bernardino Energy
Efficiency Partnership is designed to
achieve immediate and long term energy
saving and demand reduction. The
program will focus on delivering cost
effective energy efficiency projects
through state-of-the-art new construction
and retrofits of existing buildings which
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Local
Government
Programs

Sources of Funding &
Assistance

Description
will raise the awareness about the
benefits of energy efficiency to the
county.
County partnerships will be looking at a
broader scope with potential influence to
the community. This will prepare them
to transition to the Energy Leader Model.

Program Elements
The following four core program elements are common to all Institutional and Government
Partnership programs:
• Institutional and Government Facilities;
• Strategic Plan Support;
• Core Program Coordination; and
• Funding Mechanism for New Partnerships.
Core program elements and sub-elements common to all partnerships are presented in
the Figure 3 below, and described in more detail in the sections that follow:
Figure 3: List of Program Elements, sub-programs and Types
Core Program
Elements
1 – Institutional and
Government Facilities*

2 – Strategic Plan
Support

3 – Core Program
Coordination

Sub-program Elements

1a Energy Efficiency Retrofits
Retro-Commissioning (RCx) &
1b Monitoring Based Commissioning
(MBCx)
1c New Construction
Technical assistance audits,
1d
engineering, project reviews, etc.
1e On-Bill Financing
2a Code Compliance Support
2b Reach Code Support
2c Guiding Document(s) Support
2d Funding Sources
2e Peer-to-Peer Support
3a Outreach & Education
Demand Response Coordination
3b
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Resource
Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
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4 – Institutional and
Government Resource

3c Third Party Program Coordination
3d Emerging Technologies
Technical support for program
3e
management, training, etc.
Funding Mechanism for additional
4 projects and new partnerships mid
cycle

Response
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Non-Resource
Resource

Note*: Institutional and Government Facilities
A common program objective is to reduce energy usage through facility and equipment
improvements, shared best practices, education and training. The partnership model is
intended to raise awareness, build resources and skills, and deliver energy services. To
reduce peak demand and create energy savings in existing facilities, Institutional and
Government partnerships work with partnering agency staff to develop a pool of retrofit
projects for implementation contingent upon the availability of funds. Program activities
to increase the efficiency of institutional and government facilities are described in Figure
4 below.
Figure 4: Government Facilities sub-program Elements, Descriptions and
Funding Sources
Sub-program
Elements
1a-Energy
Efficiency
Retrofits

Description
Achieve energy & demand savings by identifying
and implementing energy efficiency opportunities
in new & existing facilities.

1b-RCx &
MBCx

Achieve energy & demand savings by retrocommissioning existing facilities.

1c-New
Construction

Achieve energy & demand savings by utilizing
the utilities internal new construction services
group to assist in the design and development of
building construction above Title 24.
1d-Engineering Technical assistance audits, engineering, project
Support
reviews, etc.
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1e-On-Bill
Financing

Zero to low-interest loans for energy efficiency
projects that are repaid through payments
assessed and collected through normal monthly
energy bills (see below note)

SCE’s on-bill
financing will be
supplemented with
information about
other potential
sources of low cost
financing, such as
CEC.

Figure 4.1a Energy Efficiency Retrofit
This energy efficiency element may include: 1) lighting retrofit projects such as
complete internal and external lighting retrofits (T5 technology, LED applications, newer
28 watt T8’s, and in some cases replacing magnetic ballasts and T12 lamps), buildingwide lighting controls, and sensors; 2) replacement of motors, variable frequency drives,
energy management system upgrades; and, 3) HVAC upgrades/replacements including;
chiller replacements and central plant upgrades. The percentages of
lighting/HVAC/other measures are provided in the sub-programs. The partnerships will
investigate opportunities to include energy efficiency and demand response measures in
all major new construction and renovation projects, special repair projects, and standard
scheduled maintenance operations.
To reduce peak demand and create energy savings in the existing facilities of the
institutional partners, the partnerships will work with the facilities staff to identify
facilities and develop a pool of retrofit projects for implementation. The scope of the
projects will be contingent on the availability of funds; however, the partnerships will
work to ensure that projects are lined-up in the event that additional funding is securable.
Each of the partnerships will have methodologies for identifying projects that work
within their respective organizational structures. The identification strategy will involve
the partnership teams preparing lists of potential projects and the institutional customers
matching this list with available budgets and existing comprehensive modernization
plans. The Partnership will also ensure a balanced and comprehensive portfolio, offering
a mix of strategies and measures to be implemented. Identification of potential sites
includes utilities providing lists of service accounts with their annual consumption and
peak demand values and consultants visiting selected sites to evaluate the efficiency
upgrade potential of those sites.
In some cases, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Portfolio Manager web site will be used
to evaluate ENERGYSTAR scores for buildings. (This evaluation system is only
applicable to some of the building types in these partnerships.) High-scoring buildings
(above 75) basically meet the requirements of Executive Order S-20-04. Lower-scoring
buildings will be higher potential candidates for either retrofit projects or retro
commissioning.
Many partnerships will also pursue opportunities to facilitate the installation of
distributed generation and renewable energy. Some have installed solar power and/or
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cogeneration, and at least one is actively looking for a possible site to install a fuel cell.
When applicable, the partnerships may assist in these ongoing operations by providing
incentives and technical aid to support of energy efficiency elements of those activities.
Some partners are also participating in demand response and peak load management
programs. As with renewable energy, the partnerships will enable greater visibility of the
available programs in these areas that could benefit both the utilities and the customers.
Figure 4.1b Retro-Commissioning and (RCx) Monitoring-Based Commissioning
(MBCx)
The RCx and MBCx projects will serve as opportunities to demonstrate a cost-effective
approach to optimizing facility operations, saving both electric and gas energy, reducing
operating costs while improving occupancy comfort, and improving environmental
quality and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Where applicable and cost effective,
rooftop units tune up may also be include in the process. The outcome of the projects
will serve as an example to other internal departments within each customer organization,
to other government agencies, and to private sector entities to encourage them to retrocommission their facilities.
Activities for this element may include but are not limited to the following:
• Selecting candidate buildings for RCx/MBCx based on results of benchmarking
efforts or participation in the SCE retro-commissioning program.
• Developing RCx/MBCx plans for each candidate building.
• Investigating opportunities through technical assessments of major building systems
(lighting, HVAC, etc.).
• Conducting pre-functional tests of building systems.
• Identifying and correcting minor no-cost/low-cost deficiencies as well as capital
improvement measures for future planning that may further improve system
operation.
• Utilizing analysis/modeling/simulation software to model building operation and
determine scenarios for optimum performance.
• Conducting functional performance tests to ensure proper operation of the optimized
systems.
• Developing training manuals and monitoring capabilities (if applicable) to ensure
persistence of energy savings.
• Developing plans to comply with the governor’s executive order and/or local
government directives for future benchmarking and RCx activities.
Figure 4.1c New Construction and Design Assistance
New Construction is a significant opportunity to achieve a breakthrough in energy
savings for institutional and government partners. The partnerships will endeavor to
influence implementation of energy efficiency measures that exceeds current Title 24
code in all newly constructed buildings. Although some of these institutional and
government entities have overarching directives that strive for laudable energy efficiency
goals, in practice, these goals are not always implemented. Budget, competing pressures
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and other constraints, as well as a lack of awareness or knowledge may inhibit the
realization of these goals in many new construction projects.
The 2009 – 2011 partnership programs will establish a process to integrate the new
construction design assistance program under the partnership umbrella. This integration
will provide a coordinated project management function with partnership management
team oversight. Existing new construction services resource will be utilized to support
the new construction projects while using the Saving-By-Design program guidelines.
Similar to SBD, the partnership programs will help the partners, their architects,
engineers, specialized consultants, and other key actors throughout their organization to
achieve optimum energy and resource efficiency in their design projects through
offerings such as multi-level design and technical and financial assistance. In addition,
the partnership will consider additional incentive dollars to implement those measures
that demonstrate persistent energy savings but may be value-engineered out of the project
scope due to budget and time constraints.
The collaborated effort will ensure that all applicable new construction projects will have
the opportunity to participate in the programs, allow for early and aggressive intervention
and continued project monitoring will minimize lost opportunities that may result when a
building’s energy performance is not a primary design consideration. Energy efficiency
will be promoted in new construction or major remodel/renovation projects through three
complementary and coordinated components – Whole Building Approach (Integrated
Design), Systems Approach, and the Simplified Approach for Small Projects.
By helping our partners to design and build more energy efficiency, the collaborative
effort will support the Strategic Plan goals of zero net energy for commercial buildings
by 2030.
Figure 4.1d Engineering Technical Support
Technical Support is provided to help customers identify projects for potential
implementation and will coordinate with Demand Response and other demand side
management programs for an integrated approach. This support may include:
•
Training and education;
•
Energy audits;
•
Technical assistance;
•
Design assistance; and
•
Due diligence/project review.
Figure 4.1e On-Bill Financing
The Financial Solutions program offered by SCE is a local, non-resource program that
will be coordinated closely with the other IOUs, financial institutions, and both the
CPUC and CEC. The program is local because the actual offerings will vary by service
area depending on local financial institutions and customer needs. On-bill financing is a
non-resource element within the Financial Solutions program and will offer zero-interest
financing for qualifying energy efficiency installations of lighting, refrigeration, and air
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conditioning measures for core SCE Market Segments, such as the Commercial and
Industrial Market Segments and for government and institutional partnership programs.
Many of the government and institutions are unable to incorporate energy efficiency
designs or retrofits due to the lack of capital funds and complex procurement and funding
procedures after the initial budget has been approved. The OBF element can be an
effective tool that will increase participation and minimize lost opportunities
For more information see Financial Solutions PIP.
2 – Strategic Plan Support
The IGPP supports the Strategic Plan through promotion of code compliance, reach
codes, sustainability policy development, project financing and by providing
opportunities for partners to lead by example. Under State law, local governments,
through their building permit and inspection processes, are responsible for enforcement
of Titles 20 and 24. The partnerships will work together to develop a process for counties
to identify and increase code compliance. Through the IGPP engagement channel, the
Codes and Standards Program and the WE&T Synergies Programs can support local
governments’ Title 24 enforcement activities by providing energy code training for plan
checkers, inspectors, and the trades. Local governments can adopt building standards
more stringent than State and Federal mandates and implement reach codes and systems
of voluntary rewards and incentives. IGPP will provide templates and tools for
development of institution and government energy and sustainability plans, communicate
options for financing projects and create forums for partners to share lessons learned.
IGPP Strategic Plan support activities are summarized in Figure 5:
Figure 5: Strategic Plan Support sub-program Elements, Descriptions and
Funding Sources
Sub-program
Description
Source of Funding
Elements
and Assistance
2a-Code
Support segment customers with project review
Technical support
Compliance
that will lead to energy code compliance. Where
through project due
Support
applicable for county governments, will support
diligence review
code compliance training to build staff
and code
knowledge and code compliance through the
compliance training
construction cycle.
support
2b- Reach
Support segment customers with adoption of
Technical
Code Support
policies that will implement projects above Title
assistance and
24 requirements.
recommendation
efforts.
2c-Guiding
Provide technical support and recommendations
Technical support
Document(s)
for development of templates and tools to support to develop
Support
partnerships through their energy policies and
guidelines for
sustainable efforts that will align with the
Energy Action Plan
Strategic Plan.
template
2d-Project
Federal grants, state financing, local bonds, IOU
Project
Financing, and incentives, comprehensive technical assistance
management
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Other Funding
Sources

and on-bill financing opportunities in accordance
with Strategic Plan objectives.

2e-Peer-to-Peer Partners present energy efficiency experience at
Support
conferences and share best practices to
communicate information on a peer-to-peer basis.

support to identify
potential funding
sources.
Outreach efforts to
collaborate and
share best practices
in appropriate
venues (e.g.
industry
conferences)

Figure 5.2a Code Compliance Support
Due diligence reviews may be conducted that will ensure code compliance and the
potential of meeting or exceeding code requirement by desired levels. Integration of the
New Construction element into partnership process will ensure early notification,
involvement and review of design and support plan check processes to ensure
recommendations continue to be intact through the design, approval and construction
process. Typically, when construction issues arise, such as limited construction funds,
designed energy efficiency elements will be valued engineered out of the project.
However, with an active management approach, the partnership will minimize the value
engineering activities and will achieve more projects that exceed code.
The partnership will work together to develop a process for counties to identify and
increase code compliance work. Codes and Standards and the WE&T Synergies Program
support and leverage local governments’ Title 24 enforcement activities with energy code
training for plan checkers, inspectors, and the trades.
Figure 5.2b Reach Code Support
The partnership model is a good approach for reach code support. Lost opportunities can
be minimized by having an active management team that will work with each partner
organization to identify new construction and modernization projects. With partnership
involvement through technical support and financial incentives, new construction designs
will be encouraged to exceed code and retrofit projects will meet and/or exceed code.
To the extent possible, the partnership will provide technical support and training
opportunities to partners’ organizations or local government jurisdictions in their efforts
to develop policies and/or green ordinances that exceed current codes.
Figure 5.2c Guiding Document Support
Guiding document support will be provided by IOUs to create templates and tools for
development of energy and sustainability plans. The templates will help the government
and institutional partners navigate through the vast body of information and the complex
issues related to energy and environmental policies. The guiding document will enable
partners to use this tool for guiding future decision making process and will bring about
the desired adoption of higher standards for energy efficiency and other sustainable
activities that will align with the Strategic Plan.
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Figure 5.2d Funding Sources
Partnership programs will communicate options for accessing available funds for
implementing energy saving projects, such as: federal grants, state financing, local
bonds, IOU incentives and on-bill financing opportunities in accordance with Strategic
Plan objectives. The partnership team and participating partner organization may explore
financing alternatives such as rebates and incentives, on-bill financing, CEC funding, AB
811 funding mechanism, application of existing budget, and Energy $Mart financing to
maximize the state or county’s investment in energy efficiency.
Often the strengths of the customer organizations are leveraged in order to provide
various in-kind contributions that benefit the entire program. These contributions
include, but are not limited to, project management, facility personnel, marketing, site
location venues and administrative time.
Figure 5.2e Peer-to-Peer Support
Peer-to-peer support is considered a key part of SCE’s partnership strategy. Forums will
be created for partners to share best practices and to support each other. Institutional and
Government partners utilize the conference venue and partnership workshops to present
lessons learned and share success stories to expand outreach and encourage other
segment customers to implement these various strategies.
Figure 6 - Core Program Coordination sub-program Elements and Program Types
Core
Sub-program
Type of Program Element
Program
Elements
Elements
3 – Core
Outreach &
Non-Resource
3a
Program
Education
Coordination
Integrated
Reduce peak electric demands by enrolling
Demand-Side
non-critical municipal facilities (i.e., those not
Management
needed for emergency services &/or that will
(IDSM)
not incur incremental risks to public health &
3b
safety or damage to systems & operations) in
integrated demand-side management programs
(Distributed Generation, California Solar
Initiative and Demand Response)
Third Party
Non-Resource
3c Program
Coordination
Emerging
Non-Resource
3d
Technologies
Non-Resource
Technical
assistance for
program
3e
management,
training,
audits, etc.
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Figure 6.3a Outreach, Education and Training Element
Workshops will be coordinated and delivered in conjunction with other partnership
efforts. In addition, the partnership team will coordinate with existing training centers
such as SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center (CTAC) and Agricultural
Technology Application Center (AgTAC), Southern California Gas’s Energy Resource
Center, and PG&E’s Pacific Energy Center to deliver various technical training courses
to improve the skills and knowledge of facility staff.
The education and training activities will include workshops for facility managers. They
will receive training on best practices for implementation of energy efficiency retrofit
projects, building operations, and new technologies that may be applicable to the
effective completion of their daily tasks. Participants will have an opportunity to explore
the utility programs currently available. In addition, the partnerships will provide
opportunities for participants to share best practices with other facility managers.
The training of multiple groups and types of personnel within the institutional partners
will help ensure partnership coordination of the project implementation process and
coordination and cooperation of all key actors from all departments within the
organization.
This will:
• Increase the transfer of DSM knowledge and implementation experience;
• Increase awareness and knowledge of the benefits of energy efficiency initiatives;
• Integrate efforts between partnership activities and utility programs offerings;
• Reduce the number of projects that are implemented without attention to energy
efficiency;
• Increase the number of institutional departments and/or local government agencies that
use energy efficiency as a key decision-making parameter; and
• Increase communication and build peer-to-peer relationships among various key
personnel in the facilities management groups of many departments, agencies, and
organizations.
Figure 6.3b Integrated Demand Side Management
IOU energy efficiency and demand response program staff will collaborate with partners
to conduct comprehensive audits and identify energy efficiency measures and demand
response opportunities. The approach will reduce technical resources by combining
EE/DR audits to avoid duplication and to collaborate on incentive offerings which will all
minimize customer interruptions.
The partners will identify facilities or an aggregation of facilities under a service account
in order to establish opportunities for demand response participation that will meet the
program eligibility of a 30 kW minimum DR opportunity per service account.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility management staff that are
interested in solar technology and will provide recommendations applicable to facility
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operations through energy audits to improve its facilities with less costly EE/DR
measures before implementing more costly solar technologies.
Figure 6.3c Third Party Program Coordination
Management team will discuss all offerings and ensure communication of third party
programs. If there are third party programs that have unique features currently not
offered by the partnerships, the management team will review the program to determine
whether the partnerships can benefit. After the offering has been approved by the
partnership and deemed beneficial, the team will coordinate the tasks to be completed by
the partners to achieve energy savings and demand reduction. The third party program
will then be utilized to augment the services and these activities will be communicated
through the partnership team.
Figure 6.3d Emerging Technologies Element
Institutional and government customers provide venues for the piloting of new
technologies and may test technologies that potentially could be scaled up across the
state. The Codes and Standards Program considers partnerships a high priority in the
selection of test sites and also links with CEC’s PIER program. Codes and Standards and
the WE&T Synergies Program will support local governments’ Title 24 enforcement
activities with energy code training for plan checkers, inspectors, and the trades.
Furthermore, some of the customers have expressed interested in serving as beta test sites
for new technologies. Through the partnerships, the utilities will be able to work handin-hand with the Energy Commission researchers and the institutional and government
partners to develop pilot projects to demonstrate the technologies. These partnerships
may well become key avenues by which new products or technologies can be installed,
tested, and evaluated.
Figure 6.3e Technical Support
Subcontractor Activities
Subcontractors may be used to assist in program administration and management, and
will provide professional and technical support for implementing each of the program
elements. Where applicable, a program consultant will assist in day-to-day coordination
and communication among the statewide partners as follows:
•
Provide staffing to the management team and program specific subcommittees
and implementation teams;
•
Coordinate, schedule, and document results and action items from program
team meetings;
•
Prepare and conduct formal presentations and participate in conferences as
required by the management team;
•
Develop and maintain a project tracking and reporting database system;
•
Assist the IOUs and partners in partnership reporting;
•
Assist in the development of workshop agendas and materials, identification
of experts, facilitation of workshops and training sessions, and preparation of
minutes for the Training and Education component; and
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•

Miscellaneous professional and technical assistance as requested by the IOUs.

Figure 7 – Funding Mechanism for New Partnerships Programs, Sub-program
Elements and Types
Core Program
Elements
4 – Institutional and
Government Resource

Sub-program Elements

Funding Mechanism for additional
4 projects and new partnerships mid
cycle

Type of
Program
Element
Resource

This funding mechanism is designed to establish new partnerships. In order to create
a new partnership, the I&G customer would develop an abstract similar to those used
in the initial program planning for the 2009 - 2011 program cycle. If the partnership
is with SCE only, the abstract would be submitted to the SCE program manager,
either directly or through the customer’s SCE customer representative. The program
managers would then review the abstract and ascertain its viability and costeffectiveness, as well as the availability of remaining funds. If the proposed
partnership appears viable and there are sufficient funds remaining, the program
manager will work with the potential partner to develop a program implementation
plan and obtain appropriate levels of approvals before implementation.
If the partnership is Statewide, it will include California's other IOUs (Pacific Gas
and Electric, Southern California Gas, and/or San Diego Gas and Electric). The
development will be coordinated with the participating IOUs to ensure consistency in
program development, program implementation plan, incentive rates, and
management and reporting. Partnership approval will be coordinated statewide and
will follow the steps as noted above.
The reserve funds could also be used for additional projects within the existing
partnerships based upon SCE's determination of need and optimal cost-effectiveness.
b) List measures
The Institutional and Government Partnership program described herein is an umbrella
program comprises multiple statewide institutional and county local government
programs. Measure technologies and corresponding incentive levels may vary depending
upon partnership specific requirements. The following table provides a general
description of program measures and incentive levels:
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Figure 8: List of I&G Measures
Measure Name

Rebate to end use
customer
or its assignee ($/unit)

Customized - Indoor Lighting

$0.15-.24

Customized - Indoor Lighting Controls & EMS

$0.15-.24

Customized - Outdoor Lighting

$0.15-.24

Customized - Outdoor Lighting Controls

$0.15-.24

Customized – Motors

$0.18-.24

Customized – Variable Frequency Drives
(VFD)

$0.18-.24

Customized - HVAC EMS

$0.18-.24

Customized – Chillers

$0.24

Customized – HVAC

$0.24

RCx/MBCx

$0.24

Overall Building Performance

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach - Light Power Density

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach – Chillers

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach – Daylighting

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach – HVAC Energy Reduction

$0.10 above SBD core

Unless stated otherwise in the Individual Partnership sub-program PIPs, the measure mix
will be Lighting (60%), HVAC (20%) and other measures (20%).
c) Non-incentive customer services
The Institutional and Government partnerships engage in activities that may not be
directly or immediately linked to reduction of energy, but are critical to the advancement
and success of partnerships. These activities may include non-energy tasks such as:
1. Technical assistance including due diligence/project review for retrofit and
retro-commissioning (RCx)/monitoring-based commissioning (MBCx) project
development;
2. Design assistance for new construction;
3. Energy audits; and
4. Training, Education and Outreach – conduct technology workshops,
presentations at industry and association conferences, attendance at
conferences, meetings, community fairs and outreach events, and distribution
of educational materials.
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Other non-incentive customer services may include:
• Strategic Plan support (meetings, policy, and coordination with state
agencies);
• Quality Assurance and Evaluation support (codes & standards, project
evaluation and engineering support);
• Funding Sources (investigating feasibility of, and preparing documents for
applications for state or government energy grants); and
• Program Administration and Management support (preparing tracking
spreadsheets, database inputs, and project agreement packages).
5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
SCE and the other IOUs face the challenge of implementing cost effective energy
efficiency programs that will result in both immediate, long-term peak energy and
demand savings in their service territories. The institutional and government customers
consume vast quantities of energy and make up a large portion of the both the electric and
natural gas load in the State of California. These entities are large, complex organizations
with a broad set of goals, stakeholders, processes and constituencies. They serve and/or
support various segments of the market. They are diverse from a geographic, climate,
and operational needs standpoint.
But with size and diversity comes a considerable opportunity to save energy use and cost
on a scale that is meaningful to the IOUs and to California. The Institutional Energy
Efficiency Partnership Program is designed to meet these challenges.
SCE’s objectives for the Institutional partnership are to:
• Influence energy decisions by demonstrating the successful implementation of a
comprehensive approach to achieving energy management goals. This approach
includes support in assessing and setting performance goals, developing an action
plan, implementing projects to achieve energy savings and verifiable results.
• Deliver immediate and long term energy saving and demand reduction results
through integrated partnership activities. These activities will utilize Energy
Efficiency (EE), Demand Response (DR), California Solar Initiative (CSI), Self
Generation Incentive Programs (SGIP) as applicable to the partner.
• Facilitate enhanced compliance with codes and standards (AB 32, LEED,
Exceeding Title 24 standards, etc.).
• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions in California through a reduction in electricity
and gas consumption of the partnership programs. SCE will calculate the
reduction of CO2 reduction in metric tons by determining the annual life-cycle
energy savings in accordance with California Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32).
• Leverage partners’ internal communication structure to bring IDSM information
to internal departments more effectively.
• Direct a stronger focus on helping partners lead by example through addressing
energy efficiency opportunities in their own facilities. Specifically, the
partnerships will provide (1) technical assistance in identifying energy efficiency
retrofit and retro-commissioning (RCx) projects, (2) financial assistance to help
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overcome barriers to implementation of these projects, and (3) combined EE/DR
audits.
Expected Outcomes
The partnerships will deliver energy savings and peak demand reduction in the facilities
of the partner customers and other government agencies. These energy savings will be
accomplished by evaluating the energy efficiency potential of existing buildings and then
implementing retrofits and/or retro commissioning of those buildings. Additional savings
will be achieved by working in the early stages of new construction projects to assure the
most energy-efficient design acceptable to the customer (and to increase the desire to
make highly energy-efficient designs “acceptable”). Customers that are eligible for
demand response programs will be directed to those resources established within SCE.
Other program results will:
• Encourage executive management support for energy efficiency. Create
opportunities to save energy, reduce operating costs, and improve occupancy
comfort.
• Demonstrate cost-effective implementation of energy projects by supplementing
the customers’ project funding with the incentives offered by the utilities.
• Evaluate the value of energy efficiency activities and the benefits associated with
retro-commissioning.
• Exhibit the potential for future public/private partnership efforts.
• Construct long-term plan for retrofit and retro-commissioning projects to be
implemented throughout the program cycle. Plan will include; a comprehensive
audit of customer facilities, identification of eligible projects and implementation.
• Share best practices and achievements from partnership activities in public forums
such as CPUC Workshops, Industry Events, and peer to peer interactions.
• Increase awareness of energy efficiency among elected leaders, agency managers,
operating staff, and the general public.
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
Market Transformation (MT) metrics proposed in Tables 3 and 4 are preliminary. The
proposed metrics are meant to initiate a collaborative effort to elaborate meaningful
metrics that will provide overall indicators of how markets as a whole are evolving.
MT metrics should neither be used for short-term analyses nor for specific program
analyses; rather, should focus on broad market segments.
Market transformation is embraced as an ideal end state resulting from the collective
efforts of the energy efficiency field, but differing understandings of both the MT
process and the successful end state have not yet converged. The CPUC defines the
end state of MT as “Long-lasting sustainable changes in the structure or functioning
of a market achieved by reducing barriers to the adoption of energy efficiency
measures to the point where further publicly-funded intervention is no longer
appropriate in that specific market.” 3 The Strategic Plan recognizes that process of
3

California Public Utilities Commission Decision, D.98-04-063, Appendix A.
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transformation is harder to define than its end state, and that new programs are
needed to support the continuous transformation of markets around successive
generations of new technologies 4 .
Market transformation programs differ from resource acquisition programs on 1)
objectives, 2) geographical and 3) temporal dimensions, 4) baselines, 5) performance
metrics, 6) program delivery mechanisms, 7) target populations, 8) attribution of
causal relationships, and 9) market structures 5 . Markets are social institutions 6 , and
transformation requires the coordinated effort of many stakeholders at the national
level, directed to not immediate energy savings but rather to intermediary steps such
as changing behavior, attitudes, and market supply chains 7 as well as changes to
codes and standards. Resource acquisition programs rely upon the use of financial
incentives, but concerns have been raised that these incentives distort true market
price signals and may directly counter market transformation progress 8 . According to
York 9 , “Market transformation is not likely to be achieved without significant,
permanent increases in energy prices. From an economic perspective, there are 3
ways to achieve market transformation: (1) fundamental changes in behavior, (2)
provide proper price signals, and (3) permanent subsidy.”
The question of what constitutes successful transformation is controversial because of
a Catch-22: Market transformation is deemed successful when the changed market is
self-sustaining, but that determination cannot be made until after program
interventions are ended. Often, however, the need for immediate energy and demand
savings or immediate carbon-emissions reductions will mean that program
interventions may need to continue, which would interfere with the evaluation of
whether MT is self-sustaining. Market transformation success has also been defined
in terms of higher sales of efficient measures than would have otherwise occurred
against a baseline absent of program interventions. The real world, however, provides
no such control condition. Evaluators must estimate these baselines from quantitative
factors such as past market sales that may be sparse and/or inaccurate - particularly
for new products. Evaluations must also defer to expert judgments on what these
baselines may have been as well as on the degree of successful market

4

California Public Utilities Commission (2008) California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, p. 5. Available
at http://www.californiaenergyefficiency.com/docs/EEStrategicPlan.pdf
5
Peloza, J., and York, D. (1999). “Market Transformation: A Guide for Program Developers.” Energy Center of
Wisconsin. Available at: http://www.ecw.org/ecwresults/189-1.pdf
6
Blumstein, C., Goldstone, S., & Lutzenhiser, L. (2001) “From technology transfer to market transformation”.
Proceedings of the European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy Summer Study. Available at
http://www.eceee.org/conference_proceedings/eceee/2001/Panel_2/p2_7/Paper/
7
Sebold, F. D., Fields, A., Skumatz, L., Feldman, S., Goldberg, M., Keating, K., Peters, J. (2001) A Framework for
Planning and Assessing Publicly Funded Energy Efficiency. p. 6-4. Available at www.calmac.org.
8
Gibbs, M., and Townsend, J. (2000). The Role of Rebates in Market Transformation:
Friend or Foe. In Proceedings from 2000 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in
Buildings.
9
York, D., (1999). “A Discussion and Critique of Market Transformation”, Energy Center of Wisconsin. Available at
http://www.ecw.org/ecwresults/186-1.pdf.
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transformation 10 . Due to the subjective nature of these judgments, it is imperative that
baselines as well as milestone MT targets be determined and agreed upon through
collaborative discussion by all stakeholders, and these targets may need periodic
revision as deemed necessary by changing context.
Market transformation draws heavily upon diffusion of innovation theory 11 , with the
state of a market usually characterized by adoption rate plotted against time on the
well-known S-shaped diffusion curve. In practice, however, the diffusion curve of
products may span decades 12 . Market share tracking studies conducted 3, 5 or even
10 years after the start of an MT program may reveal only small market
transformation effects 13 . The ability to make causal connections between these
market transformation effects and any particular program’s activities fades with time,
as markets continually change and other influences come into play.
These challenges mentioned above are in reference to programs that were specifically
designed to achieve market transformation; and these challenges are only
compounded for programs that were primarily designed to achieve energy and
demand savings. However, since the inception of market transformation programs
almost two decades ago, many lessons have been learned about what the
characteristics of successful MT programs are. First and foremost, they need to be
designed specifically to address market transformation. “The main reason that (most)
programs do not accomplish lasting market effects is because they are not designed
specifically to address this goal (often because of regulatory policy directions given to
program designers.) 14 ” The Strategic Plan recognizes that regulatory policies are not
yet in place to support the success of market transformation efforts 15 , but also reflects
the CPUC’s directive to design energy efficiency programs that can lay the
groundwork for either market transformation success or for codes and standards
changes.
Above all else, the hallmark of a successful market transformation program is in the
coordination of efforts across many stakeholders. The most successful MT programs
have involved multiple organizations, providing overlapping market interventions 16 .
The Strategic Plan calls for coordination and collaboration throughout, and in that
spirit the utilities look forward to working with the CPUC and all stakeholders to help
achieve market transformation while meeting all the immediate energy, demand, and
environmental needs. Drawing upon lessons learned from past MT efforts, the Energy

10

Nadel, S., Thorne, J., Sachs, H., Prindle, B., and Elliot, R.N. (2003). “Market Transformation: Substantial Progress
from a Decade of Work.” American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, Report Number A036. Available at:
http://www.aceee.org/pubs/a036full.pdf
11
Rogers (1995) Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Ed.
12
Example in bottom chart of this graphic from NYTimes:
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2008/02/10/opinion/10op.graphic.ready.html
13
Sebold et al (2001) p. 6-5,
14
Peters, J.S., Mast,B., Ignelzi, P., Megdal, L.M. (1998). Market Effects Summary Study Final Report: Volume 1.”
Available at http://calmac.org/publications/19981215CAD0001ME.PDF.
15
CPUC (2008) Strategic Plan, p. 5.
16
Nadel, Thorne, Saches, Prindle & Elliot (2003).
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Center of Wisconsin’s guide for MT program developers17 suggests that the first step
is not to set end-point definitions, progress metrics or goals. Rather, the first steps
include forming a collaborative of key participants. As the Strategic Plan suggests,
these may include municipal utilities, local governments, industry and business
leaders, and consumers. Then, with the collective expertise of the collaborative, we
can define markets, characterize markets, measure baselines with better access to
historical data, and define objectives, design strategies and tactics, implement and
then evaluate programs. The collaborative will also provide insights that will set our
collective expectations for the size of market effects we can expect, relative to the
amount of resources we can devote to MT. No one organization in the collaborative
will have all the requisite information and expertise for this huge effort. This truly
needs to be a collaborative approach from the start.
The metrics and baselines described below in Tables 3 and 4 are presented for the
purposes of starting the much-needed discussion between all key participants. These
are suggestions, intended to allow key participants to pilot-test processes for
establishing baseline metrics, tracking market transformation progress, and for
refining evaluation tools. Early trial of these evaluation metrics will reveal any gaps
in data tracking so that we may refine our processes before full-scale market
transformation evaluations take place.
The set of metrics we selected is intentionally a small set, for several reasons. First, as
mentioned, the full set of metrics and baselines need to be selected by key
participants. Second, we anticipate that market share data for many mid- and lowimpact measures will be too sparse to show MT effects and not cost-effective to
analyze. Third, we selected core measures and metrics that would both be indicative
of overall portfolio efforts. These measures are also likely to be offered on a broad
level by other utilities, providing a greater base of sales and customer data that could
be analyzed for far-reaching MT effects.
Therefore, for the Institutional and Government Partnerships, the utilities recommend
development of a baseline, and tracking the number of cities, counties and
government institutions that have plans for written energy efficiency provisions.
Such a metric relates directly to the Strategic Plan (Goal 12.3.4) in terms of
measuring progress towards 50% plans for sustainability.
With this discussion in mind, IOUs propose the following metrics for this sector:
Table 3
Baseline Metric
Metric A
Baseline inventory of cities, counties and
government institutions within the IOU
territory with that have adopted Energy

Energy Efficiency Action Plans

17

Peloza & York, (1999).
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Efficiency Action Plans
b) Market Transformation Information
As stated above, market transformation draws heavily upon diffusion of innovation
theory, with the state of a market characterized by adoption rate plotted against time
on the well-known S-shaped diffusion curve. In practice, however, the diffusion
curve of products may span decades. Market share tracking studies conducted 3, 5 or
even 10 years after the start of an MT program may reveal only small market
transformation effects. Therefore it is problematic, if not impractical, to offer internal
annual milestones towards market transformation sectors and specific program
activities.
As a consequence, it is not appropriate to offer more than broad and general
projections. Any targets provided in the following table are nothing more than best
guesstimates, and are subject to the effects of many factors and market forces outside
the control of program implementers.
Table 4
Internal Market Transformation Planning Estimates
Market Sector and
Segment
Baseline inventory of
cities, counties and
government
institutions within the
IOU territory with that
have adopted Energy
Efficiency Action
Plans

2009

2010

2011

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

Improvement over
baseline, over time

c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The institutional and government partnerships are large and complex organizations.
As such, they represent millions of square feet of building space and millions of
potential kilowatt-hours of energy savings.
The complexity of these institutions creates barriers to effective efficiency
improvements, due to internal processes, regulations, funding and bureaucracy.
The partnerships have worked diligently to overcome these barriers, though many still
exist. Partnership teams have been established and include: customer staff, utility
staff, and consulting professionals. These teams enable the partnerships to overcome
these barriers through a number of important mechanisms described below:
Figure 9: Primary Barriers and Strategies
Primary Barriers
Project Funding Constraints. Energy
efficiency is costly and budgets are
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Primary Barriers
limited. The decision-makers who can
approve project details often choose
not to implement the higher-cost,
more-efficient systems, equipment, or
technologies. Incentive dollars are
most often allocated to the general
fund which makes for an inability to
ensure incentives are allocated toward
the participating department budget.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
making energy efficiency more cost-effective. In
addition to their purely economic role, the
incentives play an important part in promoting the
importance and visibility of energy efficiency.
The Energy $Mart Loan program has been created
to finance energy projects through the Department
of General Services.
The IOUs will communicate the process of utilizing
on-bill financing as an integral part of all energy
efficiency projects. These sources of funds will be
developed as a way of financing smaller retrofit and
modernization upgrades. Work with partners to
ensure they are able to use this financing option.

Although IOUs have developed on-bill
financing, many institutional and local
government entities are not yet able to take
advantage of this funding source.

Internal Policy for Incentives
Assist customer with identifying ways of
authorizing funding departments to recapture
dollars received from incentives to reinvest in
future energy projects.
Knowledge Barrier. Economic decisions are Education and training This component will
often short-sighted, with capital limitations
enhance the awareness of energy efficiency, which
taking precedence over long-term savings,
in turn will remove some of the caused by lack of
even when accurate economic analysis would information or erroneous economic analysis.
select the higher initial cost of higherUtilize SCE’s Customer Technology Application
efficiency choices.
Center (CTAC) for educating customers about the
benefits of demand side management.
Technology Advancement: The importance
of energy efficiency within the state and the
world is encouraging rapid development of
newer technologies. However, it is virtually
impossible for either key decision-makers
(such as county supervisors or university
boards) or their technical staff (such as
facilities directors and their staffs) to stay
current with the rapidly evolving market.
Even when they learn about the new
technologies, it is very difficult to ascertain
the true energy efficiency value of the new
technologies and to distinguish scientific
research from sales hyperbole.

Emerging Technologies: The utilities, their research
organizations, and their connection with the various
state research organizations are vital links to the
partners.

Dissemination of Utility Programs: may be

Integration: allows the partnership management
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Primary Barriers
confusing and perceived as cumbersome to
facilities personnel, and energy management
staff. Utilities offer many resources and
energy programs, but they may seem too
difficult to navigate.

Staffing: Many institutional and government
customers do not have the time or resources
to methodically evaluate their buildings and
identify the most salient energy efficiency
projects. These customers desire additional
technical assistance.

Establishing New Partnerships - Three year
funding, once approved, would not allow for
innovation and the establishment new
partnerships.

Coordination of Utility Programs:
Customers have traditionally had to
communicate with multiple utility
departments with competing IOU offerings
in order to take advantage of demand side
management products and services. This is
time consuming and challenging for the
customer.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
team to be the single source of contact that enables
institutional customers to take advantage of all
energy programs offered by the IOUs. This
integration will break down many customer barriers
to participation in multiple programs. Future
strategic plans are being developed to include new
construction, emerging technologies, education and
training, demand response, California Solar
Initiative (CSI), self-generation, on-bill financing,
and other utility programs within the scope of
partnership activities.
Professional assistance: The partnership team is
able to prepare comprehensive lists of projects,
evaluate their energy savings potential, and bring
them to the team for review. The customer can
then use this information to accelerate the timing of
some projects, modify the scope of others, and rely
on strategic energy planning, rather than simple
maintenance schedules, for energy efficiency
enhancements.
New Partnership Program Startups: As the
awareness and success of the institutional
partnerships grow, more government agencies may
wish to form partnerships. We propose reserving
an extra budget to accommodate these partnerships
as they develop during the course of the three-year
program cycle.
Single Point of Contact: The partner customer
would like a single point contact for energy
programs that can help them make the most logical,
effective energy decisions, and not have to sort out
competing IOU offerings.
The partnerships have taken a proactive approach to
coordinating program communication. One
strategy is to assemble a collective package of
energy offerings that incorporates partnership and
external resources. The partnership teams are
committed to using the most appropriate programs
and will make sure that the right people for each
IOU program are brought in at the right time for
their implementation and assist in avoiding lost
opportunities.
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Primary Barriers

Strategies to Overcome Barriers

d) Quantitative Program Objectives
Each partnership sub-program will provide individual unique targets and estimated
quantitative information on number of projects, companies, non-incentive customer
services and/or incentives that program aims to deliver and/or complete in 2009-11
timeframe. References will be provided where available. This table represents some
examples of these targets.
Table 5: Program Targets
Program Target by
Program Target by
Program Name
2009
2010
Institutional and Government Facilities
kWh/kW
kWh/kW
Energy Savings
TBD
TBD
Ensure 100% of all
Ensure 100% of all
audits are coordinated audits are coordinated
EE/DR Audits
EE/DR efforts, if
EE/DR efforts, if
applicable.
applicable.
Lighting and
Identify potential for Identify potential for
HVAC Retrofits
Retrofits.
Retrofits.
RCx and MBCx
Benchmark facilities Benchmark facilities to
to determine
determine potential.
potential.
New Construction Communicate
Develop project
Integration Strategy
agreement plan to
between internal
ensure penetration of
departments and
all existing and future
offerings and
potential projects.
incentive structure.
Strategic Plan Support
See Tables in Section 5e
Core Program Integration
Education and
Number of Partner
Number of Partner
Outreach
Presentations TBD
Presentations TBD
Development
Determine which
documentation
partners will use OnFinancial
package and project
Bill Financing,
Solutions: Onagreement for
establish a model for
Bill Financing
partners.
how On-Bill Financing
can be used with
Institutional and
Government customers.
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kWh/kW
TBD
Ensure 100% of all
audits are coordinated
EE/DR efforts, if
applicable.
Identify potential for
Retrofits.
Benchmark facilities to
determine potential.
Complete projects
establish future
pipeline.

Number of Partner
Presentations TBD
Complete
documentation of
participation rates for
partnerships and
determine any lessons
learned or roadblocks.
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California Solar
Initiative

Establish
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated
regarding solar
potential

Develop project
agreement plan and
determine necessary
stakeholders.

Complete
documentation of
participation potential
and what is necessary
for partners to
participate

e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives
Institutional and Government partnerships are a natural fit with the goals, objectives,
and strategies articulated in the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan). The partnerships have demonstrated that three objectives —
Innovation, Integration, and Collaboration—are indeed the key to achieving the next
generation of cost-effective, energy efficiency programs and the resulting reduction in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by applying both Commercial and Local
Government sector strategies to the Statewide IOU partnerships as follows:
Figure 10: Institutional and Government Partnership Program Advancement of
Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Commercial Sector – Section 2
2-1: Lead by Example: State/local
Where the budget allows, customer owned
governments and major corporations
buildings are benchmarked and retrocommit to achieve energy efficiency, EE,
commissioned.
(or green) targets in existing buildings.
2-5: Develop tools and strategies to use
Implement monitor based commissioning and
information and behavioral strategies,
provide training for energy managers to
commissioning, and training to reduce
continuously monitor and optimize building
energy consumption in commercial
operational performance.
buildings
2-6: Develop effective financial tools for
Develop financial solutions that are compatible
EE improvement to existing buildings.
with the state legal requirements. Exploring
avenues that may work around lease terms to
address perceived tenant/owner “split
incentives” issue.
2-8: Improve utilization of plug load
Leverage PC network software and vending
technologies within the commercial sector. machine controls to reduce commercial
building plug loads.
Commercial Sector – Section 3
3-1: Drive continual advances in lighting
Work with PIER to pilot lighting products on
technology through research programs and state-owned facilities where available.
design competitions.
3-2: Create demand for improved lighting
Piloting emerging technologies in lighting
products through demonstration projects,
collaboration with building owners.
marketing efforts, and utility programs.
DSM Integration and Coordination - Section 8
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1-1: Carry out integrated marketing of
DSM opportunities across all customer
classes.

Integrate demand-side management programs
(Distributed Generation, California Solar
Initiative and Demand Response) in order to
limit lost opportunities.

Figure 11: Local Government Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan
Goals and Objectives
Local Government Sector – Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4
1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

To the extent possible, the partnership will
work with policy makers to implement building
or new construction goals that exceed Title 24
requirements by a percentage determined by the
customer (for example, all new construction
will be more than X% above T24).

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Partnership will support training activities to
facilitate the adoption and persistence of
enhanced code compliance practices.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

Partnership is supportive of the partners’ role in
any permitting or expedited approval policy for
green building.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Partnership team can assist with technical
support and training to facilitate the process.

1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

Develop information campaign and training
opportunities on mechanics and benefits of
model programs targeting decision-makers and
Boards of Supervisors.

1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to CARB’s
AB 32 program

N/A

1-7: Develop energy efficiency related
“carrots” and “sticks” using local zoning
and development authority.

To the extent possible, the partnership will
provide training to increase adoption of policy
once it is developed.

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with N/A
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and enforcement of Title 24 building code,
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

N/A

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

Align with local policies for LEED new
construction and existing buildings and
implement energy efficiency technologies to
exceed these goals.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Support benchmark existing buildings against
ratings such as Energy Star and its Portfolio
Manager and continue commissioning programs
on selected high-use buildings.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.

Work with county partners to explore and
document model policies and mechanisms by
June 2010.

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in LG pilot projects.

Coordinate this approach with
Research & Technology
activities:
• Develop and begin first projects by
12/2010.
Assist initial set of local governments in
commitments; develop and communicate
appropriate messages.
Develop model General Plan templates
Leaders among local governments adopt
policies in General Plan elements.

4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.
4-2: Use local governments' general energy
plan and other elements to promote energy
efficiency, sustainability, and climate
change.
4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

Publicize to other local governments
Identify opportunities and challenges for more
energy/environmentally integrated development
and infrastructure
Develop and implement pilot projects, such as
the California Sustainable Communities
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initiative.
4-5: Develop EE-related "carrots" and
To the extent possible, the partnership will
"sticks" using local zoning and
provide training to increase adoption of policy
development authority*
once it is developed.
* In the September 2008 version (final) of the Strategic Plan, this strategy has
been classified as a “Reach” Code goal: Number 1-7.
6. Program Implementation
The partnership model is intended to build the capacities (resources) and capabilities
(skills) unique to the institution. Partners would then have the resources and skills for
delivering energy services within their facilities and raising awareness among the various
departments (facility management, planning & design, maintenance and staff
departments, etc) about these various facilities.
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program Name
Institutional and Government partnerships coordinate locally and Statewide with
other California IOUs (PG&E, SCG, SDG&E).
ii. Program delivery mechanisms
Program delivery mechanisms will build upon the implementation strategies from
the previous successful delivery of immediate and long-term energy savings
results. The implementation plan for this cycle will be refined to account for
progress already made and will include:
• Coordination with other energy efficiency programs and ongoing
Statewide and local government partnerships;
• Energy efficiency retrofits program element implementation (including
project selection and implementation);
• Monitoring-based commissioning (MBCx) and MBCx Express
implementation;
• Energy efficiency education and best practices development and training
implementation; and
• Integration with portfolio of products & services (e.g. California Solar
Initiative, Savings By Design, new construction and Demand Response
activities) into a partnership that enables easier customer access and
streamlined IOU management of programs.
iii. Incentive Levels
A more detailed description can be found above in Section 4.b. List Measures Technologies and corresponding incentive levels.
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Project Type

Incentive Amount

Lighting projects

$0.15 to $0.24/kWh

Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others

$0.18 to $0.24/kWh

HVAC projects with kWh savings

$0.24/kWh

New construction projects

$0.10 above core SBD rates.

iv. Marketing and outreach plans, e.g. research, target audience, collateral,
delivery mechanisms.
The Institutional and Government partnership structure builds on previously
successful outreach and communication networks between the partner and its
various agencies. This “buy-in” from the top opens up communications channels
to the whole system. Combined with the existing management structure from the
2006-2008 programs, this will facilitate outreach activities through preestablished channels for 2009 – 2011. Due to support from the top of the
organization, partnership programs will be very visible and provide opportunities
to leverage existing conferences and meetings to raise awareness for the program
among internal departments.
v. IOU program interaction with CEC, ARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs and other government programs, as
applicable
The IOUs are continuously monitoring their respective government partners to
leverage best practices and new/innovative programs.
vi. Similar IOU and POU Programs
The four IOUs strive to have consistency in their respective program offerings,
and where practical, to make the transactional experience for the state agencies
seamless and transparent. Where applicable, a program consultant will assist in
day-to-day coordination and communication among the Statewide partners as
follows:
• Provide staffing to the management team and program specific
subcommittees and implementation teams;
• Coordinate, schedule, and document results and action items from
program team meetings;
• Prepare and conduct formal presentations and participate in conferences as
required by the management team;
• Develop and maintain a project tracking and reporting database system;
• Assist the IOUs and partners in partnership reporting;
• Assist in the development of workshop agendas and materials,
identification of experts, facilitation of workshops and training sessions,
and preparation of minutes for the Training and Education component;
• Miscellaneous professional and technical assistance as requested by the
IOUs.
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b) Program delivery and coordination
i. Emerging Technologies program
IGPP partners have expressed significant interest in serving as beta test sites for
new technologies. Through the partnerships, the utilities will be able to work
hand-in-hand with the Energy Commission researchers and the institutional and
government partners to develop pilot projects to demonstrate the technologies.
These partnerships may well become key avenues by which new products or
technologies can be installed, tested, and evaluated. During the 2006-08 program
cycle IGPP partners have engaged IOU Emerging Technologies programs about
deployment of technologies such as Light Emitting Diode (LED) street lights and
have developed plans to install pilot projects.
ii. Codes and Standards program
The Codes and Standards Program recognizes IGPP as a high priority in the
selection of test sites and also links with CEC’s PIER program. Codes and
Standards and the WE&T Synergies Program will support local governments’
Title 24 enforcement activities with energy code training for plan checkers,
inspectors, and the trades.
iii. WE&T efforts
Workforce Education & Training Strategies, SCE’s 2009 – 2011 WE&T program
includes three important core delivery components: WE&T Strategic Planning &
Implementation, WE&T Synergies, and WE&T EARTH Education and Training.
Each component is designed to target specific market segments, and accomplish
the larger education and training Strategic Plan goals and objectives.
In aggregate they will target key workforce (and potential workforce) areas
including: community colleges and adult education, K-12 students, technicians
and contractors, Green Campuses, and minority, low-income, and disadvantaged
communities.
iv. Program-specific marketing and outreach efforts (provide budget)
Will be provided in each Institutional and Government sub-program PIP.
v. Non-energy activities of program
Training and Education Program Element, if applicable, will be detailed in each
sub-program PIP.
vi. Non-IOU Programs coordination
To address third-party coordination, the management team will discuss all
offerings and ensure communication of third- party programs. If there are thirdparty programs that have unique features currently not offered by the partnerships,
the third party program may be utilized to augment the services and these
activities will be communicated through the partnership team.
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vii. CEC work on PIER
Some of the partnerships have worked with the PIER program, which has resulted
in the installation of several pilot projects in 2007. These innovative projects
included an integrated classroom lighting system (ICLS), bi-level stairway
lighting, and demand-controlled ventilation systems for kitchen exhaust hoods.
Applicable PIER program coordination will be stated in sub-programs.
viii. CEC work on codes and standards
Will be detailed, if applicable, in each Institutional and Government sub-program
PIP.
ix. Non-utility market initiatives
Will be provided in each Institutional and Government sub-program PIP.
c) Best Practices
Institutional and Government partnerships have provided documentation that is
valuable and provides lessons learned for a variety of institutional and government
customers. Some of these best practices are noted in Figure 12 below:
Figure 12: Institutional and Government Best Practices
Type of
Best
Best Practice
Institutional Application(s)
Practice
Develop and use clearly
Share clearly defined and obtainable goals
articulated objectives that
that are developed with partner input. Track
are internally consistent,
goals through bi-weekly management team
Goals &
actionable and measurable. meetings to ensure they are achieved.
Objectives Develop tools to track the
The detailed program plan is a living
portfolio's performance on document that will facilitate continuous
a continuous basis and
tracking and reporting.
report progress.
Design programs within
The plan & program structure are based on
the portfolio based on
sound program plans & theories.
sound program plans;
where appropriate, utilize
clearly but concisely
articulated program
theories.
Planning
Conduct baseline research Baseline research was conducted of each
partnership and the individual participating
cities & counties.
Build feedback loops into
The detailed program plan provides a
program design and logic
mechanism for closely monitoring progress
Maintain the flexibility to
and making adjustments as may be needed to
rebalance portfolio
meet the partnership goals and objectives.
initiatives, as needed, to
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Type of
Best
Practice

Staffing

Integration

Reporting
& Tracking

Best Practice

Institutional Application(s)

achieve the portfolio’s
goals and objectives.
Select highly qualified inhouse staff &/or outside
contractors to manage,
design, implement and
evaluate programs.
Clearly define portfolio
implementation
responsibilities and clarify
roles to minimize
confusion.

Leverage relationships
from complementary
organizations such as
utilities, trade allies, and
industry specialists.
Clearly articulate the data
requirements for measuring
portfolio and program
success.
Design tracking systems to
support the requirements of
all major users: program
administrators, managers,
contractors and evaluators.

SCE Project Managers have been assigned to
each partnership to assure continuous open
communications and implementation
success. The roles and responsibilities of
SCE and the various partners and
participants are clearly defined in the
detailed program plan. SCE’s resources will
be supplemented with pre-qualified technical
support contractors selected by SCE though
competitive solicitations to cost-effectively
provide the portfolio of technical assistance
needed to support its partners.
Structured to leverage all resources, assets
and relationships of SCE, its partners, and
their participants, constituents, stakeholders,
and other related individuals &
organizations.

The detailed program plan, coupled with
frequent meetings between/among SCE, its
partners and their members/ constituents is
designed to track and report partnership
progress and successes.

d) Innovation
Many partnerships have recognized that a well thought out sustainability policy and
energy plan are keys to making good energy decisions.
The partnership teams have identified opportunities in their customers’ buildings for
energy efficiency innovation. While rare in large governments before the program
began, partnerships embraced and instituted Monitoring Based Commissioning
(MBCx) and Retro-Commissioning (RCx) as the result of the 2006-2008 programs.
Still in the pilot project stages and with a built environment consisting of millions of
square feet, the opportunities for energy savings through MBCx/RCx are enormous
and are a major focus of the 2009 – 2011 partnership program.
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e) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
To address Integrated Demand Side Management, IOU energy efficiency and demand
response program staff will collaborate with partners to conduct comprehensive
audits and identify energy efficiency measures and demand response opportunities.
The approach will reduce technical resources by combining EE/DR audits to avoid
duplication and to collaborate on incentive offerings which will all minimize
customer interruptions.
The partners will identify facilities or an aggregation of facilities under a service
account in order to establish opportunities for demand response participation that will
meet the program eligibility of a 30kW minimum DR opportunity per service
account.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility management staff that are
interested in solar technology and will provide recommendations in facility operations
through energy audits to improve its facilities with less costly EE/DR measures
before implementing more costly solar technologies. In addition, partnerships will
coordinate with the new proposed Statewide IDSM Task Force (see IDSM PIP).
f) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Provided in each Institutional and Government sub-program PIP.
g) Pilots
Is provided (if applicable) in each Institutional and Government sub-program PIP.
e) EM&V
The utilities are proposing to work with the Energy Division to develop and submit a
comprehensive EM&V Plan for 2009 – 2011 after the program implementation plans
are filed. This will include process evaluations and other program-specific studies
within the context of broader utility and Energy Division studies. More detailed plans
for process evaluation and other program-specific evaluation efforts cannot be
developed until after the final program design is approved by the CPUC and in many
cases after program implementation has begun, since plans need to be based on
identified program design and implementation issues.
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7. Diagram of Program
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8. Program Logic Model(s)
Institutional and Government
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UC/CSU
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California Community College
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California Depart of Corrections and Rehabilitation
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State of CA
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County of Los Angeles
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County of Riverside
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County of San Bernardino
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1. Program Name: California Community Colleges Energy Efficiency Partnership
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table – by calendar year
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP.
4. Program Description
a) Describe program
The California Community College (CCC) system is a two-year public institution of
higher education that is composed of 109 colleges Statewide and organized into 72
self-governing Districts. It serves more than 2.6 million students from a wide range
of cultural and economic backgrounds, and represents the largest system of higher
education in the world. Southern California Edison (SCE), along with the three other
Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) will continue this collaboration, which started with
the 2006-2008 CCC/IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership to continue sharing the
energy efficiency best practices as well as implement energy efficiency projects for
immediate and long-term energy savings and peak demand reduction.
This partnership provides a unique opportunity to deliver cost effective energy
savings while leveraging the CCC’s local and Statewide new construction bond
funding. The 2009-11 CCC Energy Efficiency Partnership will expand its efforts for
the implementation of energy-efficient Retrofits, New Construction Design
Assistance facilitated by the Savings By Design program, Demand Response, RetroCommissioning, and Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBCx) projects. The
program will also focus its efforts on training and education, which will expand
existing education programs by training faculty and staff in best practices on energy
efficient technology implementation and energy management.
Projects will adopt a comprehensive approach by including retrofits and their DSM
alternatives to include: demand-response, DG (renewable self-generation), solar hot
water and water efficiency.
The 2009-11 CCC Energy Efficiency Partnership will expand its efforts in the
delivery of energy efficiency and provide the following program elements:
• Energy-efficient retrofits of equipment and systems.
• New construction design assistance. This will be a focus of the partnership due to
the significant bond-funded construction of new and renovated facilities that are
occurring at the CCCs at an unprecedented rate.
• Retro-commissioning/monitoring-based commissioning (RCx/MBCx) projects.
• Provide a “portal” to other IOU energy programs for a coordinated, integrated
DSM program.
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The training and education program will train facility maintenance and operations
staff in best practices on energy efficient technology implementation and energy
management. In addition, the partnership will explore opportunities to partner with
existing curriculum development efforts to train the next generation of the “green
workforce,” which has been identified as a critical component for California’s future
economy
b) List measures
Measure Categories

Technologies
Includes indoor and outdoor
fluorescent, HID, Light Emitting Diode
(LED) replacements, lighting controls,
and other lighting projects.
Includes fans, motors, Variable
Frequency Drives (VFD), air
compressors, EMS systems and other
equipment not covered under the
lighting or HVAC categories.
Includes system and major subsystem
replacements
Includes New Construction, RCX,
MBCX and others

Lighting

Controls and other Equipment

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Other

Incentives
Incentives will be paid on projects based on a cents per kWh saved. These rates are an
average of $ 0.24/kwh saved. Incentives are paid by the utility to the agency upon
completion of the project. They are based upon the agreed-upon energy savings
determined as part of the project evaluation, subject to changes made during the
project’s implementation. Incentive rates for the new partnership will be as follows:
• Lighting projects will be at $0.24/kWh;
• Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others - $0.24/kWh, and
• HVAC projects with electrical savings will be $0.24/kWh
c) List non-incentive customer services
The CCC EE Partnership will include non-energy activities such as creating
presentations for industry and association conferences, attending various conferences,
meetings, and outreach events, and distributing marketing materials through
education programs.
The partnership will also continue the progress made with establishing a Statewide
approach to training and building operations to facilitate long-term energy efficiency
savings. The training and education component of the partnership involves training
of campus design staff, project managers, energy managers and others in using best
energy practices in the construction, retrofit, and monitoring based commissioning of
campus buildings and central plant infrastructures.
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Non Incentive Services
Education and Training

Emerging Technologies

Funding Sources
Subcontractor Activities

Program Administration
and Management

Quality Assurance and
Evaluation

Delivery Mechanism
Delivered through creating presentations for industry
and association conferences, attending various
conferences, meetings and outreach events, and
distributing marketing materials through education
programs. Includes training energy managers, facility
maintenance staff and design staff, project manager
and others in using best practices in the construction,
retrofit, retro-commissioning and monitoring based
commissioning of buildings and central plant
infrastructure.
Delivered through Emerging Technologies.
Partnerships will work with ET to develop potential
pilots for emerging technology development.
Partnership funds and Partner funds.
Subcontractors may be used to assist in program
administration and state wide coordination among
partners.
Utility program managers will:
Identify project tasks, establish schedule of
deliverables and responsibilities, ensuring the
deliverance of successful program implementation.
Obtain inputs from the partners and facilitate the
decision-making on key program elements.
Facilitate and coordinate partnership team
communications.
Provide analytical assistance as needed.
Provide accurate program information for reporting to
the CPUC.
The team will establish and oversee quality assurance
measures for the partnership program, including
oversight and verification of subcontractor activities.
These procedures and the associated reporting will be
developed in more detail as a part of program
implementation. In general, however, the partnership
will continue the level of due diligence and quality
assurance of the present IOU energy efficiency
offerings, including a representative percentage of
pre/post installation confirmation inspections for small
hardware projects, and pre/post inspections on all
large or specialized hardware projects (such as
installation of energy efficient equipment, facility
retrofits, and building commissioning and new
construction projects).
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Non Incentive Services
Codes and Standards

Delivery Mechanism
The team will refine and promote voluntary policies
and requirements adopted by the customers for energy
efficiency and sustainability to create incrementally
more efficient buildings in parallel with the adoption
of more stringent, mandatory codes and standards by
local and state jurisdictions. For those customers such
as county governments, the partnerships will be able
to work with county officials as they consider local
building codes and standards for implementation
within their counties.

5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
The 2009 – 2011 CCC Energy Efficiency Partnership will build upon, enhance, and
streamline the implementation strategies employed in the 2006-08 partnership, and adopt
new strategies over the life of the program as they emerge or are proven as ready for the
market. The implementation plan will be refined to adopt best practices and “lessons
learned” from our experience in 2006-08, as well as other partnership and Statewide
programs.
Program Implementation Strategies and Elements
The 2009 – 2011 CCC EE Partnership will employ the following strategies and program
elements:
• Establishment of a cost-effective program portfolio of energy and demand savings
goals and associated incentive budgets using a comprehensive, systematic
“bottoms-up” approach based on CCC District 5-year fully funded plans for
maintenance and capital improvement projects. Estimates for other program
elements not in the 5-year plans, such as for MBCx, central plants, food service,
and emerging technologies will be developed based on historical savings averages
from 2006-08 and assumptions for project and technology deployment. In certain
cases, projects will be verified directly with the campuses to confirm accuracy of
the model and provide more accurate estimates. The results will be summarized in
an integrated demand-side management Portfolio for use by the IOUs to support
CPUC filings.
• Implementation of an improved program management and structure that adopts
lessons learned regarding communications and definition of roles and
responsibilities from the past cycle resulting in a more streamlined, effective
approach for 2009 – 2011. The program will continued to be administered by a
management team consisting of representatives from the CCC Chancellor’s
office, key CCC Districts, all four IOUs, and a program administration and
management consultant who will track project progress and keep the lines of
communication and information flowing. Working subcommittees made up of
management team members and other resources will act as “working groups” to
provide a nimble approach to program tasks and activities;
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Another major change for 2009 – 2011 is the refinement of the Outreach Team, which
tested several models in 2006 – 2008, and has evolved into a effective team consisting of
customer-focused IOU account managers, team leadership from the Chancellor’s office
and key district staff that can reach key campus and district decision makers with the
appropriate information about program benefits to influence adoption of programs. The
backup to this outreach strategy is an IOU and consultant technical and engineering staff
that can quickly and accurately assess project opportunities, complete energy savings
calculations, and process project applications with campuses.
The following program elements will operate on a Statewide, integrated basis, providing
immediate energy savings and setting the foundation for a long-term program that
focuses on the sustainability and best practices:
• An energy efficiency retrofit program element, based on the portfolio of projects
identified above;
• An existing building and central-plant retro-commissioning (RCx) and
monitoring-based commissioning (MBCx) program element. The RCx/MBCx
element began as a pilot program for the CCC/IOU Partnership in the 2006-08
cycle with significant success. Based on these results it will become a major
focus of the 2009 – 2011 partnership; and
• An innovation program element will be developed, consisting of high technology
(IT systems) efficiency improvements, energy-efficient food service technology
installations, and emerging technology/PIER pilot programs. The CCC have
made significant progress in adopting innovative projects during the 2006-08
program cycle and anticipate greater participation in the next cycle.
The goal of the 2009 – 2011 partnership is to fully integrate the New Construction
Design Assistance program under the partnership umbrella to capture those opportunities.
CCC would like to integrate the design assistance into their new construction and major
renovation project process to review designs and receive recommendations for
incremental energy efficiency improvements beyond minimum code requirements and
help make the CCCs a leader in achieving the Big and Bold initiatives to achieve zero net
energy. This will be accomplished through technical and programmatic assistance to the
districts and campuses for the development of strategic energy plans to guide their
energy-efficiency programs.
The partnership will further refine the training and education program focusing on energy
efficiency courses for CCC facilities, operations and maintenance staff, and a partnership
with other CCC and community stakeholders working on curriculum development for
students and industry to develop the “green workforce”.
The partnership will establish a “portal” to other IOU energy programs such as demand
response, the California solar initiative, self-generation incentive program, and related
agricultural, water efficiency, and green building programs to offer a coordinated,
integrated approach to demand-side management.
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The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and other DSM
services into the program implementation plan by identifying qualified facilities or
aggregation of facilities under a service account for DR participation that will meet the
program eligibility of a 30 kW minimum demand response opportunity per service
account. Resources will be leveraged to improve implementation efficiency and reduce
transactional impacts on partnership staff. IOU energy efficiency and demand response
program staff will collaborate with partners to conduct comprehensive audits and identify
energy efficiency measures as well as demand response opportunities. The approach will
reduce technical resources by combining EE/DR audits to avoid duplication, collaborate
on incentive offerings and minimize customer interruptions.
When applicable, the partnership will also assist facility managers who are interested in
solar technology and provide recommendations through energy audits to improve their
facility operations with less costly EE/DR measures before implementing the more
expensive solar technology.
SCE’s objectives for the CCC Partnership include:
• Positioning the partnership as a unique, strategic relationship to help impact
energy decisions by demonstrating the successful implementation of a
comprehensive approach to achieving energy management goals;
• Coordinating with SCE’s Workforce Development program to train the next
generation of the efficiency-related workforce and improve the knowledge and
skills of the current generation—from local code officials, campus energy
managers and HVAC technicians to campus staff —to develop the human
resources needed to achieve market transformation;
• Leveraging existing organizational infrastructures to effectively implement other
programs and projects at the Statewide level;
• Engaging the partnership to deliver energy savings and demand reduction both
through partnership activities and serving as channels for SCE’s energy efficiency
and other demand-side management programs; and
• Impacting the release of greenhouse gases in California through a reduction in
electricity and gas consumption. SCE will calculate the reduction of CO2
reduction in tons by determining the annual life-cycle energy savings in
accordance with California Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32).
Strategies for Success
The CCC Partnership Program is a unique, Statewide energy efficiency program that
accomplishes immediate, long-term peak energy and demand savings and establishes a
permanent framework for a sustainable, comprehensive energy management program at
the CCC campuses served by SCE and the other IOUs. This program capitalizes on the
vast resources and expertise of CCC and the IOUs working together to ensure a
successful and cost-effective program that:
• Meets the objectives of the CPUC as articulated in Decision 03-08-067 18 ;
18

CPUC Decision 03-08-067 (August 23, 2003) solicits energy efficiency program proposals from utilities and nonutility parties, adopts evaluation criteria, establishes a funding cycle and addresses how funds may be allocated and
how program proposals may be reviewed. [http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/Published/Final_decision/29216.htm]
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•
•

Achieves the goals of the state Energy Action Plan to optimize energy
conservation and resource efficiency; and
Addresses the goal of the Governor’s Green Building Action Plan by assisting
campuses with the retrofit and retro-commissioning of existing buildings.

The program is an extension of the CCC Partnership first established in the 2006 – 2008
energy efficiency program cycle, and will capitalize on lessons learned in the areas of
improved program delivery efficiency and communication between the stakeholders.
The new program will also address a backlog of cost effective projects that were
identified in the previous cycle, but could not be completed because of budget
limitations.
Expected Outcomes
The following are the desired outcomes of the CCC EE Partnership:
• Achieving immediate, cost-effective energy and demand savings;
• Continuing the success of the 2006-08 program and utilizing the momentum of the
program to implement the backlog of projects and identifying new projects for 2009 –
2011;
• Improving energy efficient operations and maintenance practices at the campuses;
• Training CCC energy managers to identify and implement energy efficient
opportunities;
• Creating opportunities to partner with existing curriculum development efforts to
train the next generation of the “green workforce” which has been identified as a
critical component for California’s future economy;
• Initiating an energy efficiency partnership program that is designed to accomplish
immediate and long-term energy and peak demand savings goals;
• Disseminating information to increase awareness and acceptance of energy efficiency
practices;
• Improving communication and collaboration amongst the CCC and four IOUs to
delivery energy efficiency programs;
• Creating an infrastructure for the permanent adoption of processes at the facility
system level; and
• Improving efficiencies in program delivery, sharing of best practices and educational
tools, and leveraging of local knowledge.
We will help to develop the Green Task force of tomorrow by providing an energy
efficiency based curriculum for students and staff. Partnerships will continue to:
Lead and coordinate all energy efficiency, demand response, and solar initiatives by
being the main point of contact for DSM offerings coordinating all projects, including
Energy Efficiency (EE), Demand Response (DR), California Solar Initiative (CSI), Self
Generation Incentive (SGIP) Programs as applicable to the partner,
Leverage partners’ communications and outreach infrastructure to reach customers and/or
internal departments more effectively, and
Align energy efficiency program opportunities closely with Green Rating opportunities,
and increase program participation by ensuring that green rating systems reflect or
parallel program offerings.
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a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information:
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
SCE and the other IOUs face the challenge of implementing cost effective energy
efficiency programs that will result in immediate, long-term peak energy and demand
savings in their service territories. The CCC system consumes vast quantities of
energy and make up a significant portion of the both the electric and natural gas load
in the State of California. This educational system represents the largest system of
higher education in the world, with a broad set of goals, stakeholders, processes and
constituencies. The CCC system is diverse from a geographic, climate, and
operational needs standpoint.
However, with this size and diversity also comes considerable opportunity to save
energy use and cost on a scale that is meaningful to the IOUs and to California. The
California Community College Board of Governors released its Energy and
Sustainability Policy in January 2008, providing a blueprint for all Districts to follow.
Using this guiding principle, many Districts and Campuses have developed and
implemented their own policies to reduce energy, and some Districts have even
emerged as leaders in the effort to reduce the impacts of global warming. Through the
achievements of the 2006-2008 partnership programs, the CCC’s have come to
understand that reducing energy use over the life-cycle of a building or system is a
smart investment both financially and environmentally. The biggest opportunity is
that Statewide, the CCC’s have embarked on a massive new construction and
renovation process fueled by local and state bond measures. This construction effort
provides a unique opportunity for the partnership to provide technical and financial
assistance to ensure that the energy efficiency potential of these projects is
maximized. Finally, with the Draft California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) comes a framework to address some of the challenges
from a Statewide policy level.
d) Quantitative Program Targets:
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Table 5
CCC/IOU
Partnership

Program Target by
Program Target by
2009
2010
Institutional and Government Facilities

Program Target by
2011
TBD kWh/kW

Total kWh and
kW

TBD kWh/kW

TBD kWh/kW

EE/DR Audits

Complete audits at
Complete audits at 40%
20% of campuses.
of campuses. Ensure
Ensure 100% of all
100% of all audits are
audits are coordinated coordinated EE/DR
EE/DR efforts if
efforts if applicable
applicable
Lighting and
Complete Lighting
Complete Lighting and
HVAC Retrofits
and HVAC retrofits
HVAC retrofits energy
energy savings are
savings are TBD.
TBD.
MBCx
Complete MBCx
Complete MBCx
projects savings are
projects savings are
TBD.
TBD.
New Construction Complete New
Complete New
Construction projects Construction projects
energy savings are
energy savings are
TBD. Communicate
TBD. Communicate
Integration Strategy
Integration Strategy
between internal
between internal
departments and
departments and
offerings and
offerings and incentive
incentive structure.
structure
Strategic Plan Support
See Section 5e
Core Program Integration
Education and
TBD Number of
TBD Number of
Outreach
Partner Presentations Partner Presentations
Financial
Development
Determine which
Solutions:
documentation
agencies will use OBF;
On-Bill Financing package and project
establish a model for
agreement for
how on-bill financing
partners.
can be used with
Institutional and
Government customers.

Complete audits at 40%
campuses. Ensure
100% of all audits are
coordinated EE/DR
efforts if applicable

California Solar
Initiative

Complete
documentation of

Establish
communication plan

Develop project
agreement plan and
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CCC/IOU
Partnership

Program Target by
2009
for ensuring partners
have been educated
regarding solar
potential

Program Target by
2010
determine necessary
stakeholders.

Program Target by
2011
participation potential
and what is necessary
for partners to
participate

Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in allocating
resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives
Institutional and Government partnerships are a natural fit with the goals, objectives,
and strategies articulated in the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan). The partnerships have demonstrated that innovation,
integration, and collaboration are the key to achieving the next generation of costeffective, energy efficiency programs and the resulting reduction in greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by applying both Commercial and Local Government sector
strategies to the CCC partnership as follows:
Commercial Sector – Sections 2 and 3
2-1: Lead by Example: State/local Where the budget allows, customer owned
governments and major
buildings are benchmarked and retrocorporations commit to achieve
commissioned.
energy efficiency, EE, (or green)
targets in existing buildings.
2-5: Develop tools and strategies
Implementing monitor based
to use information and behavioral
commissioning and training energy
strategies, commissioning, and
managers to continuously monitor and
training to reduce energy
optimize building operational performance.
consumption in commercial
buildings
2-6: Develop effective financial
Developing the on-bill financing offerings
tools for EE improvement to
to be compatible with the institutional
existing buildings.
requirements. Exploring avenues that may
work around lease terms to address
perceived tenant/owner “split incentives”
issue.
2-8: Improve utilization of plug
Leveraging the PC network software and
load technologies within the
vending machine controls to reduce
commercial sector.
commercial building plug loads.
3-1: Drive continual advances in
Work with PIER to pilot lighting products
lighting technology through
on state-owned facilities where available.
research programs and design
competitions.
3-2: Create demand for improved
Piloting emerging technologies in lighting
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lighting products through
demonstration projects, marketing
efforts, and utility programs.

with collaboration with the building
owners.

In addition, the partnership management teams have and will continue to:
• Be very successful in developing a collaborative approach;
• Overcome many of the barriers that diverse stakeholder groups encounter;
• Successfully navigated these challenges, improve communications, firmly
identify roles and responsibilities, and develop a continuity of both people and a
management approach that works very well for the partnership;
• Firmly aligned goals: saving energy, improving the environment, and saving
money for the CCC customers;.
• Embrace Monitoring Based Commissioning (MBCx) and Retro-commissioning
(RCx) at their facilities;
• Some of the campuses have also worked with the PIER SPEED program, which
has resulted in the installation of several pilot projects in 2007 and 2008;
• Work with the PIER and IOU ET teams to leverage the pilot projects into larger
scale emerging technology programs and projects in 2009 – 2011;
• Work with the IOU Food Service Technology groups in an outreach effort to
educate food service, maintenance, and facilities decision makers in the newer
energy efficiency technologies emerging in this area. Innovation in the food
service technology sector will be an important focus for the partnerships in 2009 –
2011;
• Lead the deployment of many information technology energy efficiency
measures. Retrofit measures have included server virtualization, PC power
management, CRT to LCD monitor replacements, and high-efficiency UPS
systems;
• Be innovative in setting policy for energy efficiency and sustainability; and
• Promote the voluntary policies and requirements that fit with the Strategic Plan
initiative in the Codes and Standards area to adopt voluntary energy efficiency
standards as a precursor to progressively more stringent mandatory building codes
and standards.
6. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination:
i. Program name:
California Community Colleges (CCC) Energy Efficiency Partnership.
ii. Program delivery mechanisms:
Partnership management teams have worked very hard and have been very
successful in developing a collaborative approach to managing the programs.
These teams evolved over the past few years to overcome many of the barriers
that the program's diverse stakeholder groups encounter when working together
for the first time. As with any project of this nature, many hard lessons were
learned over the years. The management teams have successfully navigated these
challenges, improved communications, firmly identified roles and responsibilities,
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and developed a continuity of both people and a management approach that works
very well for their own partnerships. The key for these teams has been that their
goals are firmly aligned: saving energy, improving the environment, and saving
money. This collaborative style of program management places the partnerships
in excellent position for success in 2009 – 2011.
The teams have also worked actively to identify opportunities in their customers’
buildings for innovation in energy efficiency. As a result of the 2006-2008
programs, partnerships have embraced Monitoring Based Commissioning
(MBCx) and Retro-Commissioning (RCx), even though this program element is
still in the pilot project stage and was virtually unheard of before the partnerships
were formed. The opportunities for energy savings through MBCx/RCx are
enormous, as the built environment consists of millions of square feet This
program element is a major focus of the 2009 – 2011 partnerships. The CCC
Partnership implements the strategies listed in the California Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan under Workforce Development Program, to develop the human
capital needed to achieve its goal by 2020. These strategies are listed under the
training and education section.
Finally, the partnerships have been innovative in setting policy for energy
efficiency and sustainability. The Energy and Sustainability Plan, which the CCC
Board of Governors adopted in January 2007, is intended as a template for CCC
Districts to adopt similar policies and goals that can be implemented going into
2009 and beyond. Many other partnerships have recognized that a well thought
out sustainability policy and energy plan is one of the keys to making good energy
decisions, and are following this lead.
The partnerships efforts to ramp up voluntary policies and requirements fits with
the Strategic Plan initiative in the Codes and Standards area to adopt voluntary
energy efficiency standards as a precursor to progressively more stringent
mandatory building codes and standards. Because of the proactive approach of the
partnerships in this area, and with the assistance of the IOUs through the
partnership teams, the transition to mandatory requirements will be much
smoother. These efforts that are going on simultaneously across the state with the
assistance of the partnership teams, are some of the innovative catalysts for
success in the 2009 – 2011 program cycle.
Integration of energy efficiency programs with the institutional partnerships has
been and will continue to be an important factor for success. Integration is
demanded by the customers. Many of the partnerships do not have dedicated
energy management staff, and this responsibility is usually shared by business
officers and facility director staff. Energy efficiency may not even be in their job
description, and in-depth knowledge of the differing and usually disjointed IOU
energy programs may not be one of their strengths. The IOUs have consistently
heard over the years from their partners that an integrated approach to energy
program offerings is vitally important for the management teams to make
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informed decisions on energy projects. This applies not only to energy efficiency,
but also new construction design assistance, demand response, permanent load
shifting, and self-generation incentive programs.
The partner customer would like a single point contact for energy programs that
can help them make the most logical, effective energy decisions, and not have to
sort out competing IOU offerings. The partnerships have taken a proactive
approach to the integration of program communication. One strategy is to
assemble a package of offerings that covers all the energy bases and is not just
confined to the direct offerings from the partnership. These offering packages are
presented one-on-one by the partnership team to various other personnel within
the institution. The partnership teams are committed to using the most
appropriate programs and will make sure that the right people for each IOU
program are brought in at the right time for their implementation.
An area that needs improvement in terms of integration for the 2009 – 2011
program cycle is new construction design assistance. Traditionally, this has been
handled through the IOU Savings by Design programs. While this program has
helped many customers and has resulted in significant energy savings over the
years, the experience from the 2006-2008 partnerships is that there have also been
significant lost opportunities. These lost opportunities have primarily been a
result of the disjointed approach that the utilities have taken in communicating
programs Statewide, the lack of knowledge of the IOUs regarding upcoming and
planned projects of the customers, and the lack of understanding that many
institutions and their architects have in effectively incorporating energy-efficient
design into their new construction projects.
The goal of the 2009 – 2011 partnership is to fully integrate the New Construction
Design Assistance Program under the partnership umbrella and to provide a
common platform and single point contact to communicate this. Because the
partnership teams are closely aligned with the customers and better understand
their needs and requirements, as well as their capital and construction plans, the
partnerships will further minimize lost opportunities in new construction.
Major Activities:
Key Activity
Identify key stakeholders to participate

Description
The partnership management team
identifies key stakeholders in each
agency. They may be selected to
participate in the project team.
Conduct solicitation for potential
The retrofit project team coordinates
projects from participating agencies
with the customer to generate a pool of
projects to be evaluated.
Compile and evaluate projects based on The retrofit project team performs due
project criteria and cost effectiveness
diligence on proposed projects to
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requirements.

Approve projects for funding

Identify funding sources

Coordinate project implementation
with partners and contractors.

Verify project installation and provide
incentive payments.

Compile project results and complete
final report.

Coordinate with EM&V contractor
where applicable.

determine if each project meets the
criteria and cost-effectiveness
requirements. The project team
provides a list of recommended
projects.
The partnership management team
reviews project team recommendations
for potential projects.
The partnership team will explore
financing alternatives such as rebates
and incentives, on-bill financing,
application of existing budget, and local
and state bonds financing to maximize
the state’s investment in energy
efficiency.
The project team provides oversight of
project implementation and coordinates
with customer and contractors to ensure
successful and timely implementation.
The project team conducts 100%
inspection. Upon verification, project
team approves the completed projects
for incentive payments.
The project team compiles all relevant
project information including measure
information; energy savings; program
incentives paid; etc.
If required, management team
coordinates with the project teams and
key stakeholders to support any
requests from the CPUC approved
EM&V contractors.

iii. Incentive levels
Incentive levels are as follows:
• Lighting projects- $0.24/kWh;
• Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others - $0.24/kWh;
• HVAC projects with electrical savings - $0.24/kWh, and
• New construction projects - $0.10 above core SBD rates.
iv. Marketing and outreach plans, e.g. research, target audience, collateral,
delivery mechanisms.
A change for the upcoming 2009 – 2011 program cycle is the refinement of the
Outreach Team, which tried several models in 2006-2008, and has evolved into an
effective team consisting of customer-focused IOU Account Executives, team
leadership from the Community College Chancellor’s Office, and key District
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staff. Because of the positive relationships that have been formed, the Outreach
team has been able to reach the campus and District decision makers more
effectively. The IOUs and consultant technical and engineering staff have also
been able to quickly and accurately assess project opportunities, complete energy
savings calculations, and process project applications with campuses.
The CCC Partnership will also continue its activities with creating presentations
for industry and association conferences, attending various conferences, meetings,
and outreach events, and distributing marketing materials to contractors,
architects, and Community College staff members Statewide.
Key Activity
Outreach

Description
The partnership management team begins outreach efforts by
contacting each campuses head of facilities management
informing them of the availability of funds for approved
measures and activities in the partnership. The team schedules
meetings to discuss options, implementation criteria, benefits
of program participation, and program offerings.

Customer Follow-Up The partnership management team, in coordination with staff
from the state and the IOUs, visit each targeted site to talk with
facilities managers about the various options and proposed
energy efficiency measures. After confirming an appropriate
site for implementing measures and/or retro-commissioning,
the management team meets the appropriate facilities managers
to present the anticipated energy savings, other benefits, and
considerations associated with the implementation.
Implementation and
Training

The partnership management team share energy efficiency
knowledge and implementation experience with other public
agency entities through a series of meetings and workshops.
These meetings and workshops are coordinated with other
partnership programs.

v. IOU program interactions with CEC, CARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs, other government programs as
applicable
Program interactions are referenced for partnerships in the I&G Core PIP, Section
6v.
vi. Similar IOU and POU programs
Not applicable
b) Program delivery and coordination
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6b.
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c) Best Practices
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP Section 6c.
d) Innovation
Some of the partnerships have also worked with the PIER SPEED program, which
has resulted in the installation of several pilot projects in 2007 and 2008. These
innovative projects included the integrated classroom lighting system (ICLS), bi-level
stairway lighting, and demand-controlled ventilation systems for kitchen exhaust
hoods. Some partnerships have also had discussions with the IOU Emerging
Technologies programs about deployment of technologies such as LED street lights,
and have developed plans to install pilot projects. The partnerships will continue to
work with the PIER and IOU ET teams to leverage the pilot projects into larger scale
emerging technology programs and projects in 2009 – 2011.
Some partnerships are also working with the IOU Food Service Technology groups in
an outreach effort to educate food service, maintenance, and facilities decision
makers in the newer energy efficiency technologies emerging in this area. Innovation
in the food service technology sector will be an important focus for the partnerships
in 2009 – 2011.
Institutional partnerships have also led the deployment of many information
technology energy efficiency measures. Retrofit measures have included server
virtualization, PC power management, CRT to LCD monitor replacements, and highefficiency UPS systems.
The plan for the 2009 – 2011 partnership is to leverage these innovative pilot projects
to a fully focused and large scale offering for the California Community Colleges.
e) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6e.
f) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Referenced for partnerships in the I&G Core PIP Section 6f.
g) Pilots
No pilots planned.
h) EM&V
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6h.
7. Diagram of Program
See Section 7 in the I&G Core PIP.
8. Program Logic Model
See Section 8 in the I&G Core PIP for Program Logic Model.
See Attachment 1 below for Project work flow.
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Attachment 1: CCC Project Flow
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1. Program Name: California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
Energy Efficiency Partnership
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table – by calendar year
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP.
4. Program Description
a) Describe program
Southern California Edison (SCE) and the California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) are collaborating to continue the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation Energy Efficiency Partnership for the 2009 – 2011
cycle. The CDCR Partnership is a customized Statewide energy efficiency
partnership program that accomplishes immediate, long-term peak energy demand
savings and establishes a permanent framework for sustainable, long-term
comprehensive energy management programs at CDCR institutions served by
California’s four large IOUs.
This program capitalizes on the vast opportunities for efficiency improvements, and
uses the resources and expertise of CDCR and IOU staff to ensure a successful and
cost-effective program that meets all objectives of the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC or Commission). The program also leverages the existing
contractual relationship between CDCR and Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) to
develop and implement energy projects at CDCR facilities Statewide. CDCR
comprises adult institutions, parole offices, community conservation camps, and
juvenile facilities, which encompass an estimated 48 million square feet of occupied
space.
In the 2006-2008 program cycle, SCE and the other IOUs collaborated with CDCR
facility staff to identify opportunities for energy-efficiency projects by conducting
audits at each location, and compiled equipment information to create a pool of
projects for implementation. CDCR worked diligently to remove barriers that had
previously prevented energy-efficiency projects from being implemented with state
agencies. The IOU management team executed an agency-specific agreement with
CDCR to capitalize on the agency’s authority to complete on-site facility construction
and renovation. Unlike other state agencies, CDCR has an Office of Facilities
Management that handles all construction and operates independently from the
Department of General Services (DGS). Based on past success, the IOU management
team will facilitate another agency-specific agreement with CDCR for the 2009 –
2011 program cycle.
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CDCR initiated a Request for Proposal (RFP) to procure contractors, engineering subcontractors, and Energy Services Companies to assist with project implementation at
all Statewide prison facilities. CDCR was also one of the first agencies to take
advantage of the Energy $Mart financing program available through the Department
of Finance (DOF) and administrated by the Department of General Services (DGS) to
finance their energy-efficiency projects. Energy $mart financing has provided over
4.7 million dollars, coupled with IOU incentives, to fund energy-efficiency projects at
CDCR facilities. Energy $Mart loans have provided the main source of financial
funding for CDCR energy-efficiency projects and will continue to act as the primary
source in the next program cycle.
Subsequently, the IOU management team has initiated a Request for Proposal (RFP)
to procure an energy engineering and consulting firm devoted exclusively to the
CDCR partnership program. The IOU management team has developed a costsharing model to help fund the Project Administrator dedicated to CDCR energyefficiency activities.
Future projects will continue to adopt a comprehensive approach by incorporating
retrofits, new construction, and Demand Side Management (DSM) alternatives to
include demand-response, renewable self-generation, solar hot water and water
efficiency. SCE, CDCR, and the other IOUs are confident that this partnership will
be very successful through the next three-year cycle and are committed to expanding
the program in the future.
b) List measures
Measure Name

Customized - Indoor Lighting
Customized - Indoor Lighting Controls & EMS
Customized - Outdoor Lighting
Customized - Outdoor Lighting Controls
Customized - Motors
Customized - VFDs
Customized - HVAC EMS
Customized - Chillers
Customized - HVAC
RCx/MBCx
Overall Building Performance
System Approach - Light Power Density
System Approach - Chillers
System Approach - Daylighting
System Approach - HVAC Energy Reduction
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customer or its
assignee ($/unit)
$0.24
$0.24
$0.24
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$0.24
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$0.24
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c) List non-incentive customer services
The partnership shall provide the following non-incentive services:
• Training and education;
• Energy audits;
• Technical assistance;
• Design assistance;
• Due diligence/Project Review;
• Marketing/Outreach; and
• Support of Assembly Bills 32 and 900, and Senate Bill 20-04.
5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The CDCR/IOU program has the following challenges/barriers:
Barrier: Project Funding Constraints
Solutions:
1. Energy $Mart Loans;
2. On-bill financing;
3. Increase purview of CEC loans to include CDCR; and
4. Additional innovative financing options.
Barrier: Financial market situation: The current financial crisis has
taken its toll on the Energy $Mart financing program. The Energy
$mart program has significantly reduced the amount of preferred
lenders in the portfolio, resulting in a time-intensive competitive
process for loan procurement.
Solution:
Continue to develop and research alternative funding mechanisms
for energy-efficiency projects.
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Barrier: High cost for project overhead: CDCR is unique in that the
department must account for the traditional project cost plus additional
labor (guarding) and facility access.
Solution:
The partnership will continue to offer high incentive rates to adjust for
additional costs and to make projects viable.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program Target by
Program Target by
2009
2010
Institutional and Government Facilities

Program Name

Total Net Savings
Target
EE/DR Audits

Lighting and
HVAC Retrofits

RCx and MBCx

Program Target by
2011

TBD kWh/kW

TBD kW/kWh

TBD kWh/ kW

Perform audits that
encompass EE/DR
that would fill the
pipeline. With this
pipeline, a certain
percentage of
proposed projects
will turn into
committed projects.
In working closely
with the partner, they
have indicated that
there is still plenty of
lighting and HVAC
retrofit opportunities
through the next three
years. The planned
target for 2009 is
conservative due to
the uncertainty of the
state’s ability to have
projects through the
Energy $Mart
program. This
planned target is
TBD.
The majority of the

Perform audits that
encompass EE/DR that
would fill the pipeline.
With this pipeline, a
certain percentage of
proposed projects will
turn into committed
projects.

Perform audits that
encompass EE/DR that
would fill the pipeline.
With this pipeline, a
certain percentage of
proposed projects will
turn into committed
projects.

If the state’s fiscal
problems are resolved
and a project pipeline is
built up with approved
funding, the planned
target for this year is
TBD.

If the state’s fiscal
problems are resolved
and a project pipeline is
built up with approved
funding, the planned
target for this year is
TBD.

The majority of the

The majority of the
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opportunities for
opportunities for
CDCR are retrofits.
CDCR are retrofits.
However, there may
However, there may be
be some retrosome retrocommissioning or
commissioning or
monitor based
monitor based
commissioning
commissioning
opportunities. The
opportunities. The
target for this year is target for this year is
TBD.
TBD.
New Construction In support of AB 900, In support of AB 900,
the program will plan the program will plan
on new construction
on new construction
opportunities with a
opportunities with a
planned target of
planned target of TBD.
TBD.
Strategic Plan Support
See Section 5e
Core Program Integration
Education and
TBD # of Partner
TBD # of Partner
Outreach
Presentations
Presentations
Development
Determine which
documentation
agencies will use OBF;
Financial
package and project
establish a model for
Solutions:
agreement for
how on-bill financing
On-Bill Financing partners.
can be used with
Institutional and
Government customers.

opportunities for
CDCR are retrofits.
However, there may be
some retrocommissioning or
monitor based
commissioning
opportunities. The
target for this year is
TBD.
In support of AB 900,
the program will plan
on new construction
opportunities with a
planned target of TBD.

CSI

Complete
documentation of
participation potential
and what is necessary
for partners to
participate.

Establish
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated
regarding solar
potential.

Develop project
agreement plan and
determine necessary
stakeholders.

TBD # of Partner
Presentations
Complete
documentation of
participation rates for
partnerships and
determine any lessons
learned or roadblocks.

Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in allocating
resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives:
Institutional and government partnerships are a natural fit with the goals, objectives,
and strategies articulated in the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan). The partnerships have demonstrated that the three objectives of
the Strategic Plan — innovation, integration, and collaboration — are keys to
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achieving the next generation of cost-effective, energy-efficiency programs and the
resulting reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by applying both commercial
and local government sector strategies to the state/IOU partnership as follows:
Commercial Sector – Sections 2 and 3
2-1: Lead by Example: State/local Where the budget allows, benchmarking
governments and major
and retro-commissioning customer-owned
corporations commit to achieve
buildings.
energy efficiency, EE, (or green)
targets in existing buildings.
2-5: Develop tools and strategies
Implementing monitor-based
to use information and behavioral
commissioning and training energy
strategies, commissioning, and
managers to continuously monitor and
training to reduce energy
optimize building operational performance.
consumption in commercial
buildings.
2-6: Develop effective financial
Developing the on-bill financing offerings
tools for EE improvement to
to be compatible with the state legal
existing buildings.
requirements. Exploring avenues that may
work around lease terms to address
perceived tenant/owner “split incentives”
issue.
2-8: Improve utilization of plug
Leveraging the PC network software and
load technologies within the
vending machine controls to reduce
commercial sector.
commercial building plug loads.
3-1: Drive continual advances in
Work with PIER to pilot lighting products
lighting technology through
on state-owned facilities where available.
research programs and design
competitions.
3-2: Create demand for improved
Piloting emerging technologies in lighting
lighting products through
in collaboration with the building owners.
demonstration projects, marketing
efforts, and utility programs.
6. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program name: California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
(CDCR) Energy Efficiency Partnership.
ii. Program delivery mechanisms
The 2009 – 2011 CDCR Energy Efficiency Partnership uses and builds upon the
implementation strategies employed during the last program cycle. The
implementation plan for this cycle is refined to account for successes that have
already been achieved and includes:
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•
•
•
•
•

Coordination with other energy-efficiency programs and ongoing
Statewide and local government partnerships;
Implementation of energy efficiency retrofits program elements (including
project selection and implementation);
Retro-commissioning (RCx) implementation;
Energy-efficiency education, best practices development, and training
implementation; and
Integration with IOU’s portfolio of DSM products and services resulting
in easier customer access and IOU program management.

Program Management Structure
A management team consisting of representatives from CDCR, SCE, and the
other IOUs will continue to administer the program. A Program Administrator
and management sub-contractor will track project progress and keep the lines of
communication and information consistent. The management team will set
overall program policy and ensure that the program stays on plan throughout its
life cycle, and will meet roughly every three weeks. Sub-committees or “teams,”
made up of members of the management team and other representatives, will
perform the detailed work associated with the program elements, and make
recommendations to the management team for action. This will potentially
include a retrofit team, MBCx Express Team, and a training and education team.
The team will be providing a more coordinated and integrated approach and will
increase the penetration of energy efficiency and avoid lost opportunities.
Program Elements
This partnership program will achieve immediate energy savings and peak
demand by applying the following program elements:
Retrofit Program
CDCR will implement the retrofit projects in this program through
contracts with ESCOs and other vendors. The partnership has identified
potential projects from facility assessments and has a pool of projects that
served as a basis for CDCR financing requests. This pool provides
valuable planning information to determine incentive levels, incentive
payment structure, budget forecasts, and to establish the implementation
strategies and schedules.
Retro-Commissioning (RCx)/Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBCx)
This element of the program is a unique approach to obtaining savings that
combines the expertise of utility and sub-contractor, and the installation of
energy monitoring and metering equipment at the building system level.
Through these resources, where applicable, a systematic, comprehensive
RCx program will be implemented in existing facilities. It will provide a
cost-effective approach to achieving optimized operating facilities, save
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both electric and gas energy, reduce operating cost and improve occupant
comfort.
Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and
Training
The partnership will facilitate education and training opportunities for
facility personnel. The education and training element will be in
collaboration with other partnerships to target facility and maintenance
staff. It will be a venue for individuals responsible to share information
and experiences related to facility operations, industry best practices, and
successful project implementation. The strategy for the education and
training element is to leverage the resources of IOU technology centers
and develop curriculum that will address the specific needs of the partner.
New Construction and New Construction Design Assistance
The partnership will work closely with design teams of future new
construction projects to implement energy-efficiency, load management,
and renewable energy aspects to projects. Where applicable, the
partnership will use the Savings by Design field services to ensure that all
new construction has the opportunity to take advantage of the technical
services of Savings by Design. This program will help identify and
recommend energy-efficiency measures beyond current codes and also
supplement incentives to help install higher efficiency and more costly
equipment.
Emerging Technologies
The partnerships may assist in ongoing operations by providing applicable
incentives and technical aid for installing emerging technologies. This will
expedite the adoption of the technologies into the market place. In
addition, the partnerships’ pooled resources will allow the partner to
pursue additional possibilities for distributed generation that they would
not otherwise pursue. Efforts to include clean or renewable generation in
their facilities will assist the partners in meeting the state’s 20% demand
reduction goal.
Integration with Demand Response and Other DSM Services
The partnership program will develop a plan to provide a financial
incentive for demand response initiatives involving the purchase and
installation of equipment by SCE business customers.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response
and other DSM services into the program. Resources are leveraged to
improve implementation efficiency and reduce transactional impacts on
partnership staff. IOU energy-efficiency and demand response program
staff members collaborate with partners to conduct comprehensive audits
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to identify energy-efficiency measures and demand response
opportunities. The approach reduces the consumption of technical
resources by assigning EE and DR audits tasks to the same audit team.
This tactic reduces any duplication of effort that could occur between two
separate teams and allows the combined team to collaborate more
efficiently during discussions about customer incentive qualifications,
thereby minimizing the likelihood of delays.
The partners endeavor to identify facilities (or the aggregation of facilities)
under one service account to establish the opportunities for DR
participation. The minimum service account program eligibility
requirement is one 30 kW demand response opportunity.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility and operations
managers who are interested in solar technology. IOU technical support
staff can utilize energy audits to provide recommendations to improve
facility operations through EE/DR measures prior to implementing more
costly solar technologies. This strategy supports the Energy Action Plan’s
loading order.
Funding Sources
The partnership intends to take advantage of incentives available through the
partnership program. If accepted and implemented, these projects receive
incentives for incremental energy savings for each measure that complies with
the program's guidelines. The IOUs work with their internal program staff to
allocate appropriate incentive amounts from all applicable programs and to
ensure that state agencies include complete and correct incentive information
in the Life Cycle Cost Analysis that they submit when they arrange for
financing through the Energy $Mart program.
Major Activities
Key Activity

Description

Identify key stakeholders to
participate

The partnership management team identifies key
stakeholders within CDCR. They may be
selected to participate in the project team or
provide guidance to the management team.

Conduct solicitation for potential
projects from participating agencies

CDCR will utilize the existing relationships with
contractors and ESCOs to help identify viable
projects.

Compile and evaluate projects based The Project Administrator and management team
on project criteria and cost
will develop a list of potential projects based on
effectiveness requirements.
information received from ESCOs and
contractors. A management team decision will
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Key Activity

Description
be made on project viability.

Approve projects for funding

The partnership management team reviews
project team recommendations for potential
projects.

Identify funding sources

The partnership team and CDCR explores
financing alternatives, such as rebates and
incentives, on-bill financing, application of
existing budget, and Energy $Mart financing to
maximize CDCR’s investment in energy
efficiency.

Coordinate project implementation
with partners and contractors.

The Project Administrator and management team
provides oversight of project implementation and
coordinates with customer and contractors to
ensure successful and timely implementation.

Verify project installation and
provide incentive payments.

The Project Administrator conducts 100%
inspection. Upon verification, project team
approves the completed projects for incentive
payments.

Compile project results and complete The Project Administrator and management team
final report.
compile all relevant project information,
including measure information; energy savings;
program incentives paid; etc.
Coordinate with EM&V contractor
where applicable.

If required, the management team coordinates
with the project teams and key stakeholders to
support any requests from the CPUC-approved
EM&V contractors.

Sub-contractor Activities
Sub-contractors will assist in project administration and management in each
of the three program elements: retrofit, retro-commissioning/monitoring-based
commissioning, and new construction. The sub-contractor will assist, as
needed, in the project coordination and communication among the partners
(CDCR and four IOUs). The tasks include but not limited to the following:
• Support project implementation teams;
• Assist in identifying project tasks, establishing a schedule of deliverables
and responsibilities. Helping IOUs to effectively deliver the program and
assist CDCR in ensuring successful program implementation and obtain
inputs from the partners to facilitate decision-making on key program
elements.
• Assist in the three program elements, especially in the coordination and
facilitation of partnership meetings, and provide timely and accurate
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•
•
•

meeting minutes. The sub-contractor will facilitate communications
between the partnership and the CDCR facilities, as well as providing
analytical assistance to the IOUs, and the CDCR Energy Management
office.
Provide assistance to track and ensure successful program implementation
based on specific deliverables required by the partnership.
Assist the IOUs and CDCR in providing timely and accurate program
information for reporting to the CPUC.
Assist in the development of workshop agendas and facilitation of
workshops and training sessions.

CDCR will hire energy-efficiency retrofit sub-contractors to install the
energy-efficiency measures for the retrofit component and commission agents
to assist in the performance of MBCx projects. CDCR may also hire
engineering sub-contractors to assist with project development, as needed.
Quality Assurance and Evaluation Activities
The CDCR/IOU partnership team will establish and oversee quality assurance
measures for the partnership program, including oversight and verification of
sub-contractor activities. In general, however, the partnership will continue
the level of due diligence and quality assurance by inspecting a representative
percentage of pre-/post- installation confirmation inspections for small
hardware projects and pre-/-post inspections on all large or specialized
hardware projects (installation of energy efficient equipment, facility retrofits,
and building commissioning and new construction projects).
An independent sub-contractor managed by the CPUC will complete the
Commission-mandated EM&V effort.. If requested, the partnership will fully
collaborate with the EM&V contractor to support the EM&V activities.
iii. Incentive levels
Measure
Lighting projects
Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others
HVAC projects with electrical
savings
New construction projects
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iv. Marketing and outreach plans, e.g. research, target audience, collateral,
delivery mechanisms.
The CDCR/IOU partnership will rely on existing communication between the
CDCR institutions and Operation and Maintenance (O&M) staff. Combined with
the partnership management team structure, this practice will facilitate marketing
activities through pre-established channels.
Key Activity

Description

Outreach

The partnership management team and program administrator will
use pre-existing communication channels to disseminate information
throughout CDCR. Since the partnership is an agency-specific
agreement all interested parties are represented on the management
team. Other pertinent parties are addressed my management team on
an as needed basis.

Customer Follow-Up

CDCR partnership is an agency specific program. Follow-up is
conducted at management team meetings held every 3 weeks.

Implementation and
Training

The partnership management team and Program Administrator share
energy efficiency knowledge and implementation experience with all
pertinent parties through a series of meetings and workshops. These
meetings and workshops are coordinated with other partnership
programs, as necessary.

v. IOU program interactions with CEC, CARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs, other government programs as
applicable
IOUs are continuously monitoring their respective local government partners to
leverage off best practices and new/innovative programs. IOUs are also
researching opportunities with the CEC to help provide alternative funding
sources, such as CEC loans for CDCR medical facilities. In regards to the ARB,
constant observation on air pollution policies helps CDCR meet the mandate of
AB 32.
vi. Similar IOU and POU programs
The four IOUs strive to have consistency in their respective program offerings,
where practical, to make the transactional experience for the state agencies
seamless and transparent. Where the IOUs differ in their implementation
strategies, the management team educates and guides the state agencies to ensure
complete process follow-through. If POUs have interest in implementing EE
programs, the partnership shall provide technical assistance in designing these
programs, if requested.
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b) Program delivery and coordination
The CDCR Energy Efficiency Partnership is in a unique position in which by
collaboration, has certain delivery and coordination activities made possible by the
agreements that are in place as required when entering into the partnership.
i. Emerging Technologies program
If opportunities allows, the IOUs bring forth emerging technologies to the partner
either through PIER project opportunities or the management team’s introduction
of technology demonstration projects.
ii. Codes and Standards program
N/A.
iii. WE&T efforts
WE&T type of activities is an integral part of the MBCx strategy where facilities
staff are trained to maintain building optimization, adding value to their skill sets
and further securing their need in the workforce.
iv. Program-specific marketing and outreach efforts (provide budget)
The outreach efforts for the partnership involve the Energy Management Section
of the Facilities Management Division working directly with the individual prison
sites.
v. Non-energy activities of program
Non-energy activities include the technical assistance the partner may need but
does not have the resource available in-house. The program provides this kind of
support as an added benefit to the partner, in addition to the monetary incentives
they may receive from the IOUs. CDCR, however, has adequate resources with
ESCOs on board.
vi. Non-IOU Programs
Not applicable
vii. CEC work on PIER
PIER technology projects are introduced into the programs at the project level
when opportunities arise.
viii. CEC work on codes and standards
Not applicable
ix. Non-utility market initiatives
Not applicable
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c) Best Practices
The key to the partnership’s success is the application of best practices developed or
learned from prior successful programs or other partnerships.
Type of
Best
Practice

Goals &
Objectives

Best Practice

Institutional Application(s)

Develop and use clearly
articulated objectives that are
internally consistent,
actionable and measurable.

Share clearly defined and obtainable goals
that are developed with partner input.
Track goals through bi-weekly
management team meetings to ensure they
are achieved.
The detailed program plan is a living
document that will facilitate continuous
tracking and reporting.

Develop tools to track the
portfolio's performance on a
continuous basis and report
progress.
Design programs within the
portfolio based on sound
program plans; where
appropriate, utilize clearly but
concisely articulated program
theories.
Conduct baseline research

Planning

Staffing

Build feedback loops into
program design and logic
Maintain the flexibility to
rebalance portfolio initiatives,
as needed, to achieve the
portfolio’s goals and
objectives.
Select highly qualified inhouse staff &/or outside
contractors to manage, design,
implement and evaluate
programs.
Clearly define portfolio
implementation
responsibilities and clarify
roles to minimize confusion.
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The plan & program structure are based
on sound program plans & theories.

Baseline research was conducted of each
partnership and the individual
participating cities & counties.
The detailed program plan provides a
mechanism for closely monitoring
progress and making adjustments as may
be needed to meet the partnership goals
and objectives.
SCE Project Managers have been assigned
to each partnership to assure continuous
open communications and implementation
success. The roles and responsibilities of
SCE and the various partners and
participants are clearly defined in the
Program Plan. SCE’s resources will be
supplemented with pre-qualified technical
support contractors selected by SCE
though competitive solicitations to costeffectively provide the portfolio of
technical assistance needed to support its
partners.
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Type of
Best
Practice

Integration

Reporting
& Tracking

Best Practice

Institutional Application(s)

Leverage relationships from
complementary organizations
such as utilities, trade allies,
and industry specialists.

Structured to leverage all resources, assets
and relationships of SCE, its partners, and
their participants, constituents,
stakeholders, and other related individuals
& organizations.

Clearly articulate the data
requirements for measuring
portfolio and program
success.
Design tracking systems to
support the requirements of
all major users: program
administrators, managers,
contractors and evaluators.

The detailed program plan, coupled with
frequent meetings between/among SCE,
its Partners and their members/
constituents is designed to track and report
partnership progress and successes.

d) Innovation
Not applicable
e) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
Demand response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers who design
and utilize demand response procedures. For demand response initiatives involving
the purchase and installation of equipment by SCE business customers, a plan to
provide a financial incentive for the energy savings resulting from the equipment
through the partnership shall be developed.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and other
DSM services into the program. Resources are leveraged to improve implementation
efficiency and reduce transactional impacts on partnership staff. IOU energy
efficiency and demand response program staff members collaborate with partners to
conduct comprehensive audits to identify energy efficiency measures and demand
response opportunities. The approach reduces the consumption of technical resources
by assigning EE and DR audits tasks to the same audit team because this tactic
reduces any duplication of effort that could occur between two separate teams and
allows the combined team to collaborate more efficiently during discussions about
customer incentive qualifications, thereby minimizing the likelihood of delays.
The partners endeavor to identify facilities (or the aggregation of facilities) under one
service account to establish the opportunities for DR participation. The minimum
service account program eligibility requirement is one 30 kW demand response
opportunity.
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The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility and operations managers
who are interested in solar technology. IOU technical support staff can utilize energy
audits to provide recommendations to improve facility operations through EE/DR
measures prior to implementing more costly solar technologies. This strategy
supports the Energy Action Plan’s loading order.
f) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Not applicable
g) Pilots
Not applicable
h) EM&V
The utilities are proposing to work with the Energy Division to develop and submit a
comprehensive EM&V Plan for 2009-2011 after the program implementation plans
are filed. This will include process evaluations and other program-specific studies
within the context of broader utility and Energy Division studies. More detailed plans
for process evaluation and other program-specific evaluation efforts cannot be
developed until after the final program design is approved by the CPUC and in many
cases after program implementation has begun, since plans need to be based on
identified program design and implementation issues.
7. Diagram of Program
See the I&G Core PIP, Section 7.
8. Program Logic Model
See the I&G Core PIP, Section 8.
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1. Program Name: County of Los Angeles Energy Efficiency Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
The 2009 - 2011 County of Los Angeles Energy Efficiency Partnership is a continuation
of the existing, successful 2004 - 2005 and 2006 - 2008 programs with SCE and Southern
California Gas (SCG). The 2009 - 2011 Partnership will build on the lessons learned and
will continue to focus on identifying energy efficiency activities in county facilities in
support of the recently adopted county of Los Angeles Energy and Environmental Plan.
The partnership program will support the energy efficiency components of the Energy
and Environmental Plan initiatives by identifying projects and strategies to reach the 38
different county departments that the Internal Services Department (ISD) serves. In
addition, there are departments and public agencies affiliated with the county (Public
Housing, Sanitation Districts, School Districts County Metro Transit Authority, and
Waterworks and Wastewater utilities) that have previously not participated in past
partnership programs. By tailoring outreach and implementing innovative ways to
participate (emerging technologies, integration with state-wide pilots, e.g. water districts,
and flexible funding) the partnership will increase energy efficiency participation in these
LA County departments.
a) List of program elements
1. Retrofit (HVAC, lighting, Emerging Technology, others);
2. Retro-Commissioning and Monitoring-Based Commissioning;
3. Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and Training;
4. New Construction and Design Assistance (SBD);
5. Emerging Technologies;
6. Integration with Demand Response and other DSM Services;
7. Funding Sources (for example, on-bill financing and grants);
8. Coordination with other IOU Program Offerings (for example, core programs,
solar, water renewable-portfolio, and others); and
9. Policy Assistance: Energy Policy.
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b) Overview
Retrofit Program
The Retrofit projects in this program will be implemented by the County of Los
Angeles through contracts with contractors and engineering consultants. The
partnership has identified potential projects from facility assessments and has a data
set of projects that served as a basis for implementation. This data set provides
valuable planning information to determine incentive levels, incentive payment
structure, budget forecasts, and to establish the implementation strategies and
schedules.
Retro-Commissioning (RCx) / Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBCx)
This element of the program is a continuation of a unique approach to obtaining
savings that combines the expertise of county staff, utility and subcontractor
expertise, and the use of the County’s Enterprise Energy Management Information
System (EEMIS). Through these resources, a systematic, comprehensive RCx
program will be implemented in existing facilities. It will provide a cost effective
approach to achieving optimized operating facilities, save both electric and gas
energy, reduce operating cost and improve occupant comfort.
Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and Training
The partnership will facilitate education and training for facility and maintenance
personnel. The education and training element will support the outreach and
education initiatives as articulated in the County’s Energy and Environmental Policy.
There will be a venue for those individuals responsible for managing energy to share
information and experiences related to facility operations, to gain knowledge of
industry best practices in energy efficiency management, and successful project
implementation, among other issues. The strategy for the education and training
element is to leverage the resources of IOU technology centers and develop
curriculum that will address the specific needs of the partner. Lastly, the partnership
will seek opportunities to improve project coordination and communication to
strengthen the relationships among the partnership team, LA County departments and
ISD.
New Construction and New Construction Design Assistance
As with retrofits, the county has a stated desire to implement more efficient and
sustainable measures in new construction projects. In practice, however, budgetary
constraints often prevent this. Financial incentives, together with upper-level
management commitment increase the ability of the county’s energy managers to see
that these goals are actually met. The partnership will work closely with design
teams of future projects, both large and small, to implement energy efficiency, load
management, and renewable energy to the maximum extent feasible.
Emerging Technologies
The partnership may also pursue opportunities to facilitate the installation of
emerging technologies. Where applicable the partnership will provide incentives and
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technical aid for installing emerging technologies in County facilities to influence the
technology being adopted into market.
Integration with Demand Response and other DSM services
Demand response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers implementing
demand response activities. For demand response initiatives involving the purchase
and installation of equipment by SCE business customers, a plan to provide a
financial incentive for the energy savings resulting from the equipment through the
Partnership program will be developed.
The Partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and other
DSM services into the program implementation plan. Resources will be leveraged to
improve implementation efficiency and reduce transactional impacts on partnership
staff. IOU energy efficiency and demand response (EE/DR) program staff will
collaborate with partners to conduct comprehensive audits and identify energy
efficiency measures as well as demand response opportunities. The approach will
reduce technical resources by combining EE/DR audits to avoid duplication,
collaborate on incentive offerings and will minimize customer interruptions.
The partners seek to identify facilities or aggregation of facilities under a service
account to establish opportunities for DR participation that will meet the SCE
program eligibility of a 30 kW minimum demand response opportunity per service
account.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility management staff that are
interested in solar technology and will provide recommendations in facility operations
through energy audits to improve its facilities with less costly EE/DR measures prior
to implementing more costly solar technologies.
Funding Source
The utilities will work with the County of Los Angeles ISD staff to allocate
appropriate partnership incentives for qualified projects and collaborate with all
applicable DSM programs to ensure agencies can include incentive information in the
life cycle cost analysis to support the financing request, where applicable. The
County is currently pursuing on-bill financing efforts, with their County Council, and
if able to participate in this option, will work collaboratively with the Partnership to
identify applicable projects. In addition, any grants or other State funding for which
the County may be eligible will be pursued, and the Partnership will assist with
alternate funding sources.
Coordination with other IOU Programs
The partnership will be utilized as a “portal” to other IOU energy programs such as
the California Solar Initiative, Self-Generation Incentive Program, and Demand
Response, as well as related agricultural, water efficiency, green building programs,
and others as appropriate. These other IOU departments/programs will be engaged
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in and active in the process of identifying opportunities and working with the
partnership team to ensure an integrated and smooth process.
Policy Assistance: Energy Policy
The partnership will support energy reduction and environmental initiatives described
in the Los Angeles County Energy and Environmental Plan, adopted by the County in
2008. Support may include technical assistance, training, applicable incentives and
emerging technology support. The partnership intends to utilize the IOU core
programs, as applicable, as well as coming up with unique and innovative ways to
support the County’s Energy and Environmental Plan through outreach, pro-active
communication and regular Partnership activities.
c) Non-incentive services
Non-incentive services will include integrated audits not only for ISD operated
buildings, but also for the 38 different county departments that Internal Services
Department (ISD) serves, such as: Department of Public Works, Sheriff, Health
Services, Public Housing, Sanitation Districts, School Districts under the Office of
Education, the County Metro Transit Authority, and the county’s Waterworks and
Wastewater utilities. These audits will be identified through the Partnership and will
include RCx, retro-fit, Demand Response opportunities, emerging technologies, solar
or self generation programs as applicable.
In addition to the audits, other non-incentive services will include any training or
education services provided by the IOUs to County staff, utilizing SCE’s CTAC
facility, and on-site training as appropriate.
d) Target audience
The Partnership will primarily target LA County owned and or operated buildings.
The target audience will be wide sweeping internally to the County because of the
joint efforts of the partnership to expand to other County departments under the
leadership of Internal Services Department. Additionally the outreach and education
will focus on building engineers, managers etc, to promote and maintain energy
efficiency installations at all County facilities. County leadership (Department heads,
County Council, Board of Supervisors, etc) will also be targeted through outreach
efforts, to assist with County adoption of energy efficiency measures and promotion
of the Partnership.
e) Implementation
The implementation plan for this program cycle will include the continuation of
activities implemented in the 2006 - 2008 County of LA Partnership. The partnership
will apply lessons learned from the current partnership as well as from other local and
Statewide partnership programs.
SCE will retain the overall administration of the partnership program. The
partnership will work together to establish funding guidelines for various projects,
sharing technical expertise, and implementing projects. The partnership also will
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coordinate the use of ISD’s own resources and total program resources to identify and
develop projects, manage individual projects, and track costs and savings.
A new approach will be employed to contract for construction and engineering work.
In the current program cycle, the County was able to establish a process to procure
contractors to implement projects. This responsibility will shift from the utilities to
the county to facilitate the implementation process. However, project decisions will
continue to be made by the management team on a Partnership level though
discussions at our regularly scheduled Partnership meetings.
The program will continue to be managed by the County of Los Angeles, SCE, and
SCG.. The management team will set overall program policy and ensure that the
program stays on plan throughout its life cycle, and will meet roughly every two
weeks. Subcommittees or “teams” made up of members of the management team and
other representatives will perform the detailed work associated with the program
elements, and make recommendations to the management team for action. This will
potentially include retrofit, retro-commissioning, new construction, and training &
education as well as coordinated activities with other demand-side management
programs such as Demand Response (DR), California Solar Initiative (CSI), and
emerging technologies (ET). The team will be providing a more coordinated and
integrated approach and will increase the penetration of energy efficiency activities or
savings and avoid lost opportunities.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Funding from the County for projects has been, and may continue to be a barrier to
participation. The partnership plans on overcoming these barriers by continuing the
foundation made in the 2006-08 program which includes regular status/Partnership
meetings, meeting with contractors and vendors, and project managers working on
construction and RCx projects in the County. The partnership has been able to
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participate in County projects early in the planning stage, to ensure the most
efficiency energy designs and equipment are implemented, and the construction costs
are able to be offset by partnership incentives. The partnership may also provide
flexibility in incentive structure and may reduce the actual measure incentive to cover
additional engineering services and costs provided to the County through the
partnership (e.g. pay additional engineering costs to ensure project is implemented,
but this may affect the total incentives available for the project due to costeffectiveness considerations). Up-front, or advanced incentive payment structure
may also be employed in this cycle, providing the County with a percentage of the
actual project incentive dollars in advance of the actual installation of equipment, so
that the County can use the incentive dollars to procure equipment, or hire contractors
to do the installation of approved measures. County budget was calculated for the
2009 – 2011 cycle to align with the limited number of buildings identified for RetroCommissioning within the County (many facilities were completed RCx in the 20062008 program), and based upon retro-fit forecasts provided by the County.
c) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
LA County Partnership: Government Facilities
Program Name

EE/DR Audits

Lighting and
HVAC Retrofits

Program Target by
2009

Program Target by
2010

Program Target by
2011

Ensure 100% of all
audits are
coordinated EE/DR
efforts if applicable.
Promote EE
opportunities first, in
order to correctly
assess and implement
DR reduction
potential.

Ensure 100% of all
audits are coordinated
EE/DR efforts if
applicable. Promote
EE opportunities first,
in order to correctly
assess and implement
DR reduction potential.

Ensure 100% of all
audits are coordinated
EE/DR efforts if
applicable. Promote
EE opportunities first,
in order to correctly
assess and implement
DR reduction potential.

Utilize partnership
activities and
completed audits to
identify and
implement retrofit
measures. Lighting
retrofits may account
for 20% of all retrofit
opportunities, and
HVAC may account
for 60% and the
remaining 20%

Utilize partnership
activities and
completed audits to
identify and implement
retrofit measures.
Lighting retrofits may
account for 20% of all
retrofit opportunities,
and HVAC may
account for 60% and
the remaining 20%
would be “other” (e.g.

Utilize partnership
activities and
completed audits to
identify and implement
retrofit measures.
Lighting retrofits may
account for 20% of all
retrofit opportunities,
and HVAC may
account for 60% and
the remaining 20%
would be “other” (e.g.
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RCx and MBCx

would be “other”
(e.g. vending misers,
software controls,
etc). Retrofits
energy savings are
TBD.

vending misers,
software controls, etc).
Retrofits energy
savings are TBD.

vending misers,
software controls, etc).
Retrofits energy
savings are TBD.

Identify County
buildings for possible
RCx/MBCx
opportunities, secure
RCx/MBCx vendors
and being
Investigation process
for implementation.
RCx has typically
accounted for 90% of
all projects
completed by the
partnership in the
2006-08 cycle.

Identify County
buildings for possible
RCx/MBCx
opportunities, secure
RCx/MBCx vendors
and being Investigation
process for
implementation. RCx
has typically accounted
for 90% of all projects
completed by the
partnership in the 200608 cycle. RCx/MBCx
energy savings are
TBD.

Identify County
buildings for possible
RCx/MBCx
opportunities, secure
RCx/MBCx vendors
and being Investigation
process for
implementation. RCx
accounted for 90% of
all projects completed
by the partnership in
the 2006-08 cycle.
RCx/MBCx energy
savings are TBD.

Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments and
offerings and incentive
structure. LA County
has not typically had a
lot of new construction
projects, however the
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new
buildings anticipated
within the cycle
(libraries, data center,
etc). Energy savings
from New Construction

Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments and
offerings and incentive
structure. LA County
has not typically had a
lot of new construction
projects, however the
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new
buildings anticipated
within the cycle
(libraries, data center,
etc). Energy savings
from New Construction

RCx/MBCx energy
savings are TBD.

New Construction

Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments and
offerings and
incentive structure.
LA County has not
typically had a lot of
new construction
projects, however the
partnership has
earmarked budget
and expected
kWh/kW savings for
remodeling projects
and some new
buildings anticipated
within the cycle
(libraries, data
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kWh/kW Total
Savings

center, etc). Energy
savings from New
Construction are
TBD.

are TBD.

are TBD.

TBD kWh

TBD kWh

TBD kWh

TBD kW

TBD kW

TBD kW

Utilize CTAC and
other existing
resources for training
and education of
County staff,
specifically on RCx
sustainability, EE
and DR integration.

Utilize CTAC and
other existing resources
for training and
education of County
staff, specifically on
RCx sustainability, EE
and DR integration.

Utilize CTAC and
other existing resources
for training and
education of County
staff, specifically on
RCx sustainability, EE
and DR integration.

Continue work with
IOU and County
council to broker an
acceptable
Agreement to take
advantage of OBF, if
at all possible. If
County is not able to
participate, this will
not be an element of
the partnership. If
agreement is reached,
then partnership will
identify qualified
projects and
implement energy
efficiency measures
offset by OBF.

Continue work with
IOU and County
council to broker an
acceptable Agreement
to take advantage of
OBF, if at all possible.
If County is not able to
participate, this will not
be an element of the
partnership. If
agreement is reached,
then partnership will
identify qualified
projects and implement
energy efficiency
measures offset by
OBF.

Continue work with
IOU and County
council to broker an
acceptable Agreement
to take advantage of
OBF, if at all possible.
If County is not able to
participate, this will not
be an element of the
partnership. If
agreement is reached,
then partnership will
identify qualified
projects and implement
energy efficiency
measures offset by
OBF.

Implement
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated
on solar potential of
County buildings,
and work with
County on their

Work through the
Partnership team to
continue education, and
look for opportunities
for solar installation
within the County.
Possibly target new
construction projects

Complete
documentation of
participation potential
and what is necessary
for partners to
participate, if any
potential projects were

Core Program Integration
Education and
Outreach

Financial
Solutions:
On-Bill Financing

California Solar
Initiative: CSI
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proposed Solar Web
site which would
allow constituents to
estimate kWh
reductions and
costs/payback.
(Outreach and
Education Effort).

for solar technology.
Continue any progress
on County initiated
Solar Web site.

identified.

Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in allocating
resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The partnership will continue lessons learned from previous partnership cycles, most
significantly in the Retro-Commissioning (RCx) arena. The LA County Energy
Efficiency Partnership has been a strong leader in this area and has successfully
implemented RCx projects in more than 30 buildings over the previous 2 partnership
cycles (2004-2008) saving the County millions of dollars in avoided energy costs,
maintenance, and operations, as well as saving more than 17 Million kWh. Lessons
learned about timeline, implementation, monitoring and reporting will be applied to
the current cycle to capture efficiencies and streamline processes. Additionally, the
communication process and teamwork approach best-practices will continue to be
implemented and improved upon in the next cycle, so that all stakeholders share
responsibilities, risk and reward.
b) Innovation
For 2009 – 2011 the partnership team will continue working collaboratively with
County staff to deliver energy efficiency elements and demand-side management
activities in support of the County’s aggressive Policy goal of reducing energy
consumption in County facilities by 20% by the year 2015. The partnership will seek
to identify and implement energy efficiency projects in “hard to reach” Countyaffiliated public agencies. By working with the County’s water and wastewater
utilities not only will energy saving projects be identified, the partnership will support
a potential CEC Pier energy grant to identify and implement water savings measures
that produce energy savings in water pumping and treatment.
Environmental Stewardship
Under the County’s Energy and Environmental Policy, the County has joined the CA
Climate Action Registry and Cool Counties signifying the County’s intent to establish
its “environmental footprint” by quantifying greenhouse gas (GHG) production
responsibility, commit to reducing its GHG production in support of state and federal
programs, and developing a climate action plan. The County’s Policy identifies
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energy efficiency, renewable resources, and water efficiency as key areas in reducing
GHG production.
Through the reduction of electric and gas consumption this program will greatly
reduce the production of (GHG). SCE will calculate the reduction of CO2 reduction
in tons by calculating the annual life-cycle energy savings, in accordance with
California Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32) which caps global warming emissions to 2000
levels by 2010 (11% below business as usual), to 1990 levels by 2020 (25% below
business as usual), and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.
The County Policy also establishes a number of waste reduction, landfill diversion,
recycling, alternative transportation/green fleet, green purchasing and other
environmental programs for both County employees and constituents that are part of
the Environmental Stewardship category under the Policy.
Public Education and Outreach
The County holds regular County Energy & Environmental Fairs for employees and
constituents as part of its Public Education and Outreach category under the Policy.
The utilities have participated in the past two quarterly fairs.
The County is a founding member and current chair of the Local Government
Sustainable Energy Coalition. The Local Government Sustainable Energy Coalition
is an association of California public entities formed to share information and
resources to strengthen and leverage their communities’ commitments to a sustainable
energy future – a future that provides for essential energy resources, restrains energy
demand, increases energy efficiency and renewable energy production, and improves
energy security and reliability, while enhancing environmental values and community
well-being. The County will work through its utility partnership to grow the
Coalition in an effort to increase energy and sustainability knowledge throughout the
southern California region’s local governments and public agencies.
Sustainable Building Design
Under its Policy, the County requires U.S. Green Building Council’s (USGBC)
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification at the Silver
level for new County buildings greater than 50,000 square feet. LEED certification
is a designation offered by the USGBC to recognize projects that optimize energy and
water use efficiency, enhance the sustainability of the project site, improve indoor
environmental quality, and maximize the use and reuse of sustainable and local
resources.
The partnership team will identify and support the appropriate energy efficiency
elements of the LEED certification process. SCE’s Savings By Design programs will
be leveraged for technical resources and incentives to support the sustainable design
initiative. The team will identify opportunities to support the energy efficiency
element of the County’s effort on the Green Building component of the Sustainable
Design initiative. These energy savings will be accomplished by evaluating the
energy efficiency potential of existing buildings and then implementing retrofits
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and/or retro commissioning in some of those buildings. Additional savings will be
achieved by working in the early stages of new construction projects to assure the
most energy-efficient design acceptable to the County (and to increase the desire to
make highly energy-efficient designs “acceptable”).
The County is also currently investigating the feasibility of adoption of LEED
certification for existing buildings. Similarly, utility incentive programs and the
partnership will be leveraged to enhance the energy efficiency aspects of any LEED
EB program adopted by the County.
Additionally, the County Policy includes a program to investigate the requirement of
LEED certification (or other certification standard) for privately developed buildings
in County unincorporated area. The goal is to develop and implement a County
ordinance requiring certification for new residential and commercial construction.
The partnership may help support this program through public education and outreach
on green building benefits, advertising of existing incentives, technical resources, and
pilot program incentives. A draft ordinance is before the County’s Regional Planning
Commission and additional public hearings and presentations to the Board of
Supervisors are still being scheduled. It will be the partnership’s goal to help this
ordinance pass and provide early (pilot program) incentives to assist in its
implementation.
c) Interagency Coordination
Coordination with the California Air Resource Board (CARB), California Energy
Commission (CEC), and Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) or Codes and
Standards; and others as opportunities arise.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The partnership will continue integration to other IOU energy programs such as the
demand response, solar initiative, and self-generation programs, as well as related
agricultural, water efficiency, and green building programs. Demand response
programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers implementing demand response
activities. For demand response initiatives involving the purchase and installation of
equipment by SCE business customers, a plan will be developed to provide a
financial incentive for energy savings resulting from the equipment supplied through
the partnership program. The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate
demand response and other DSM services into the program implementation plan.
Resources will be leveraged to improve implementation efficiency. IOU energy
efficiency and demand response program staff will collaborate with partners to
conduct comprehensive audits and identify energy efficiency measures and demand
response opportunities. The approach will reduce technical resources by combining
EE/DR audits to avoid duplication and collaborate on incentive offerings which will
all minimize customer interruptions.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
See Section 4 above.
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f) Pilots
There are currently no pilot projects incorporated into the partnership. Any future
pilot opportunities will be considered and agreed upon by all partnership parties.
g) EM&V
See the I&G Core PIP, Section 6h.
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7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives:
Table 6
California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Approach to Achieving Strategic Plan
Goal

1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.

Partnership will work with LA County
policy makers to adopt and implement
building or new construction goals that
exceed Title 24 requirements by a
percentage determined by the County (e.g.
all new construction in the County will be
more than X% above T24)

1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.

Not expected to be influenced by
partnership activities; however, the
Partnership is supportive of the County’s
role in any permitting or expedited
approval policy for green building.

1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

Not expected to be influenced by
partnership activities, however the
partnership is supportive of the County’s
role in any permitting or expedited
approval policy for green building.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.

Not expected to be influenced in the LA
County Energy Efficiency Partnership.

1-5: Develop broad education program and Develop information campaign on
peer-to-peer support to local government’s mechanics and benefits of model programs
to adopt and implement model reach codes. targeting local government decisionmakers and community leaders and Board
of Supervisors.
1-6: Link emission reductions from
“reach” codes and programs to CARB’s
AB 32 program.

CARB adopts regulation providing local
government emission reduction credit for
“reach” standards.
State Attorney General and Office of
Planning & Research provide guidance on
using CEQA authority to target energy and
GHG savings in LG development
authority.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Approach to Achieving Strategic Plan
Goal

2-2: Dramatically improve compliance
with and enforcement of Title 24 building
code, and of HVAC permitting and
inspection requirements (including focus
on peak load reductions in inland areas).

Support partners to improve compliance.
See Codes & Standards PIP.

2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired
by local governments shall meet the
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).

Support partners to improve compliance.
See Codes & Standards PIP.

3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
local government buildings, including:

Support implementation of local policies
for LEED new construction and existing
buildings.

3-2: Require commissioning for new
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrocommissioning of existing buildings.

Support benchmarking of targeted
buildings against ratings such as ENERGY
STAR and its Portfolio Manager.
Continue commissioning programs on
selected high-use buildings.

3-4: Explore creation of line item in LG
budgets or other options that allow EE cost
savings to be returned to the department
and/or projects that provided the savings to
fund additional efficiency.

Explore and document model policies and
mechanisms by June 2010

3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in LG pilot projects.

Coordinate this approach with Research &
Technology activities.

4-1: LGs commit to clean energy/climate
change leadership.

Assist initial set of local governments in
commitments; develop and communicate
appropriate messages.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Develop model General Plan (Energy Plan
already adopted by the County of LA)
amendments.

Implementation plan in place by Dec 2010
for mechanisms to fund.

Develop and begin first projects by
December 2010.

Leaders among local governments adopt
policies in General Plan elements.
Publicize to other local governments.
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California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan) Strategy

Approach to Achieving Strategic Plan
Goal

4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

Help identify targeted opportunities and
challenges for more
energy/environmentally integrated
development and infrastructure. Develop
and implement pilot projects, such as the
California Sustainable Communities
Initiative.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

Not expected to be influenced in the LA
County Energy Efficiency Partnership.
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1. Program Name: County of Riverside Energy Efficiency Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of program elements
The list of program elements include:
• Retrofit (HVAC, lighting, Emerging Technology, others);
• Retro-Commissioning and Monitoring-Based Commissioning ;
• Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and
Training;
• New Construction and Design Assistance (SBD);
• Emerging Technologies;
• Integration with Demand Response and other DSM Services;
• Funding Sources: e.g. on-bill financing, grants, etc.;
• Coordination with other IOU Program Offerings (core programs, solar,
water and others); and
• Policy Assistance: Energy Policy.
Element Details
• Retrofit Program:
The Retrofit projects in this program will be implemented by the County
of Riverside through contracts with contractors and engineering
consultants. The partnership has identified potential projects from facility
assessments and has a data set of projects that served as a basis for
implementation. This data set provides valuable planning information to
determine incentive levels, incentive payment structure, budget forecasts,
and to establish the implementation strategies and schedules.
•

Retro-Commissioning (RCx) / Monitoring-Based Commissioning
(MBCx):
This element of the program is a continuation of a unique approach to
obtaining savings that combines the expertise of county staff, utility and
subcontractor. Through these resources, a systematic, comprehensive RCx
program will be implemented in existing facilities. It will provide a cost
effective approach to achieving optimized operating facilities, save both
electric and gas energy, reduce operating cost and improve occupant
comfort.
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•

Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and
Training:
The partnership will facilitate education and training for facility and
maintenance personnel. The education and training element will support
the outreach and education initiatives as articulated in the County’s
Energy Policy. There will be a venue for those individuals responsible for
managing energy to share information and experiences related to facility
operations, and gain knowledge of industry best practices in energy
efficiency management and successful project implementation, among
other issues. The strategy for the education and training element is to
leverage the resources of IOU technology centers and develop curriculum
that will address the specific needs of the partner. Lastly, this partnership
will seek opportunities to improve project coordination and
communication to strengthen the relationships among the partners.

•

New Construction and New Construction Design Assistance:
As with retrofits, the county has a stated desire to implement more
efficient and sustainable measures in new construction projects. In
practice, however, budgetary constraints often prevent this. The
partnership’s incentives, together with the visibility and upper-level
management commitment the partnership brings, increase the ability of the
county’s energy manager to see these desires are actually met. The
partnership will work closely with design teams of future projects, both
large and small, to implement energy efficiency, load management, and
renewable energy to the maximum extent feasible.

•

Emerging Technologies:
The partnership may also pursue opportunities to facilitate the installation
of emerging technologies. The partnership may assist in these ongoing
operations by providing applicable incentives and technical aid for
installing emerging technologies and facilitate the technology to be
adopted in the market.

•

Integration with Demand Response and other DSM services:
Demand response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers
implementing demand response activities. For demand response
initiatives involving the purchase and installation of equipment by SCE
business customers, a plan to provide financial incentives for the energy
savings will be developed.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response
and other DSM services into the program implementation plan. Resources
will be leveraged to improve implementation efficiency and reduce
transactional impacts on partnership staff. IOU energy efficiency and
demand response (EE/DR) program staff will collaborate with partners to
conduct comprehensive audits and identify energy efficiency measures as
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well as demand response opportunities. The approach will reduce
technical resources by combining EE/DR audits to avoid duplication,
collaborate on incentive offerings and minimize customer interruptions.
The partners will seek to identify facilities or aggregation of facilities
under a service account to establish opportunities for DR participation that
will meet the program eligibility of a 30 kW minimum demand response
opportunity per service account.
Where applicable, the partnership will also assist facility management
staff who are interested in solar technology, and will provide
recommendations in facility operations through energy audits to improve
its facilities with less costly EE/DR measures prior to implementing more
costly solar technologies.
•

Funding Source:
The utilities will work with the County of Riverside’s internal program
staff to allocate appropriate partnership incentives for qualified projects.
The utilities will collaborate with all applicable DSM programs to ensure
that agencies can include incentive information in the life cycle cost
analysis to support the financing request, where applicable. If the County
approves the adoption of On Bill Financing, the partnership will look for
opportunities for funding through this additional source.

•

Coordination with other IOU Programs:
The partnership will be utilized as a “portal” to other IOU energy
programs such as the California Solar Initiative, Self-Generation Incentive
Program, and Demand Response, as well as related agricultural, water
efficiency, green building and other programs, as appropriate. These
other IOU departments/programs will be both engaged and active in the
process of identifying opportunities and working with the partnership team
to ensure an integrated and smooth process..

•

Policy Assistance: Energy Policy:
The partnership will support the County in drafting a formal Energy
Policy/Plan for County facilities. The Plan may include adopted
procedures for implementation, maintenance, purchasing, Codes &
Standards, information about AB 811 and AB 32, and others. The County
has not yet indicated they were moving to formalize this process/plan.
However, the partnership will encourage them to do so and will provide
technical and administrative support to build a sound energy plan.

b) Overview
SCE and the County of Riverside continue to implement the partnership. Southern
California Gas Company (SCG) has committed to participating as well. SCG brings
additional resources to expand the county’s efforts to enhance electric and gas energy
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efficiency projects through state-of-the-art new construction and retrofits of existing
buildings. This partnership interlocks with the goals, objectives, and strategies
articulated in the Strategic Plan.
This is a collaborative effort between utility program managers, county facility
managers and other internal organizations. The partnership's goal is to build an
infrastructure that delivers cost-effective energy efficiency projects and provides a
comprehensive outreach and education element with the goal of raising partner and
customer awareness about the benefits of energy efficiency.
Program Management Structure
The program will continue to be administered by a management team consisting of
representatives from the County of Riverside, SCE, and SCG, and will track project
progress and keep the lines of communication and information flowing. The
management team will set overall program policy and ensure that the program stays
on plan throughout its life cycle, and will meet roughly every two weeks.
Subcommittees or “teams” made up of members of the management team and other
representative will perform the detailed work associated with the program elements,
and make recommendations to the management team for action. This will potentially
include retrofit, retro-commissioning, new construction, and training & education as
well as coordinated activities with other demand-side management programs such as
demand response (DR), California Solar Initiative (CSI), and emerging technologies
(ET). The team will be providing a more coordinated and integrated approach and
will increase the penetration of energy efficiency and avoid lost opportunities.
Projects will adopt a comprehensive approach by including retrofits and their DSM
alternatives to include: demand-response, distributed generation (renewable selfgeneration), solar hot water and water efficiency, as applicable.
c) Non-incentive services
Non-incentive services for the 2009 – 2011 County of Riverside Energy Efficiency
Partnership will include integrated audits for County operated buildings, and also for
the different county departments that Facilities Management serves or influences,
such as: Department of Public Social Services, Fire, Sheriff, Mental Health, Housing
Authority, Planning, Regional Medical Center and Waste Management. These audits
will be identified through the partnership and will include RCx, retrofit, Demand
Response opportunities, emerging technologies, solar or self generation, and others.
In addition to the audits, other non-incentive services will include any training or
education services provided by the IOUs to County staff, utilizing SCE’s CTAC
facility, and on-site training as appropriate.
Riverside County is currently pursuing on-bill financing efforts with their County
Council, and if able to participate in this option, will work collaboratively with the
partnership to identify applicable projects. In addition, any grants or other State
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Funding the County may be eligible for, for energy efficiency projects, will be
pursued and the partnership will assist with these alternate funding sources as much
as possible.
d) Target audience
The partnership will primarily target Riverside County-owned and/or operated
buildings. Additionally the outreach will focus on building engineers, managers etc,
to promote and maintain energy efficiency installations at all County facilities.
County leadership (Department heads, County Council, Board of Supervisors, etc)
will also be targeted through outreach efforts, to assist with County adoption of
energy efficiency measures and promotion of the partnership.
e) Implementation
The implementation plan for this program cycle will include the continuation of
activities implemented in the 2006 - 2008 County of Riverside Partnership. The
partnership will apply lessons learned from the current partnership as well as from
other local and Statewide partnership programs.
SCE will retain the overall administration of the partnership. The partnership will
work together to establish funding guidelines for various projects, sharing technical
expertise, and implementing projects. The partnership also will coordinate the use of
the County’s own resources and total program resources to identify and develop
projects, manage individual projects, and track costs and savings. However, project
decisions will continue to be made by the management team on a partnership level.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information:
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information:
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers:
One of the main barriers to participation is obtaining a proven executable process in
place for identifying and implementing energy efficiency projects within the County.
In addition, funding has been, and may continue to be a barrier to participation. The
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partnership plans on overcoming these barriers by continuing the foundation made in
the 2006-08 program which includes regular status/partnership meetings, meeting
with contractors and vendors, and recently, the buy in and participation from County
project managers working on construction and design projects in the County. The
partnership has been able to participate in County construction projects early in the
planning stage, to ensure the most efficiency energy designs and equipment are
implemented, and that construction costs are able to be offset by partnership
incentives, which will be used to fund additional County projects.
The partnership may also provide flexibility in incentive structure and may reduce the
actual measure incentive to cover additional engineering services and costs provided
to the County through the partnership (e.g. pay additional engineering costs to ensure
project is implemented, but this may affect the total incentives available for the
project due to cost-effectiveness considerations). Up-front, or advanced incentive
payment structure may also be employed in this cycle, providing the County with a
percentage of the incurred project incentive expenses in advance of the equipment
installation, so that the County can use the incentive funding to procure equipment or
hire contractors to perform installation of approved measures.
d) Quantitative Program Objectives:
Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in
allocating resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
Table 5
County of Riverside Energy Efficiency Partnership: County Facilities
Program Target by
Program Target by
Program Target by
Program Name
2009
2010
2011
EE/DR Audits
Ensure 100% of all
Ensure 100% of all
Ensure 100% of all
audits are coordinated
audits are coordinated
audits are coordinated
EE/DR efforts, if
EE/DR efforts, if
EE/DR efforts, if
applicable. Promote
applicable. Promote
applicable. Promote
EE opportunities first,
EE opportunities first,
EE opportunities first,
in order to correctly
in order to correctly
in order to correctly
assess and implement
assess and implement
assess and implement
DR reduction potential. DR reduction potential. DR reduction potential.
Lighting and
HVAC Retrofits Utilize partnership
Utilize partnership
Utilize partnership
activities and
activities and
activities and
completed audits to
completed audits to
completed audits to
identify and implement identify and implement identify and implement
retrofit measures.
retrofit measures.
retrofit measures.
Lighting retrofits may
Lighting retrofits may
Lighting retrofits may
account for 20% of all
account for 20% of all
account for 20% of all
retrofit opportunities,
retrofit opportunities,
retrofit opportunities,
and HVAC may
and HVAC may
and HVAC may
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RCx and MBCx

New
Construction

account for 60% and
the remaining 20%
would be “other” (e.g.
vending misers,
software controls, etc).
Retrofits energy
savings are TBD.
Identify County
buildings for possible
RCx/MBCx
opportunities, secure
RCx/MBCx vendors
and begin Investigation
process for
implementation. RCx
has not yet been
implemented in County
buildings; however, as
opportunities are
identified, the
partnership will pursue
this energy savings
approach.
RCx/MBCx energy
savings are TBD.
Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments, offerings
and incentive structure.
Riverside County has
many New
Construction projects
identified for potential
completion within the
2009 – 2011
partnership cycle. New
Construction will
account for the
majority of projects for
this partnership. The
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new

account for 60% and
the remaining 20%
would be “other” (e.g.
vending misers,
software controls, etc).
Retrofits energy
savings are TBD.
Identify County
buildings for possible
RCx/MBCx
opportunities, secure
RCx/MBCx vendors
and begin Investigation
process for
implementation. RCx
has not yet been
implemented in County
buildings; however, as
opportunities are
identified, the
partnership will pursue
this energy savings
approach.
RCx/MBCx energy
savings are TBD.
Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments, offerings
and incentive structure.
Riverside County has
many New
Construction projects
identified for potential
completion within the
2009 – 2011
partnership cycle. New
Construction will
account for the
majority of projects for
this partnership. The
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new
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kWh/kW Total
Savings

Education and
Outreach

Financial
Solutions:
On-Bill
Financing

California Solar
Initiative: CSI

buildings anticipated
within the cycle
(libraries, Sheriff’s
Stations, etc). Energy
savings from New
Construction are TBD.

buildings anticipated
within the cycle
(libraries, Sheriff’s
Stations, etc). Energy
savings from New
Construction are TBD.

buildings anticipated
within the cycle
(libraries, Sheriff’s
Stations, etc). Energy
savings from New
Construction are TBD.

TBD kWh
TBD kW

TBD kWh
TBD kW

TBD kWh
TBD kW

Core Program Integration
Utilize CTAC and
Utilize CTAC and
other existing resources other existing resources
for training and
for training and
education of County
education of County
staff, specifically on
staff, specifically on
EE and DR integration EE and DR integration
and benefits of RCx.
and benefits of RCx.
Continue work with
Continue work with
IOU and County
IOU and County
council to broker an
council to broker an
acceptable Agreement
acceptable Agreement
to take advantage of
to take advantage of
On-Bill Financing, if at On-Bill Financing, if at
all possible. If County all possible. If County
is not able to
is not able to
participate, this will not participate, this will not
be an element of the
be an element of the
partnership. If
partnership. If
agreement is reached,
agreement is reached,
then the partnership
then the partnership
will identify qualified
will identify qualified
projects and implement projects and implement
energy efficiency
energy efficiency
measures offset by
measures offset by
OBF.
OBF.
Implement
Implement
communication plan
communication plan
for ensuring partners
for ensuring partners
have been educated on have been educated on
solar potential of
solar potential of
County buildings.
County buildings.
Possibly target new
Possibly target new
construction projects
construction projects
for solar technology.
for solar technology.
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Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in allocating
resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices
The partnership will continue lessons learned from previous partnership cycles, most
significantly in the Retro-Commissioning (RCx) arena. The partnership has been a
strong leader in this area and has successfully implemented RCx projects in more
than 30 buildings over the previous 2 Partnership cycles (2004-2008) saving the
County millions of dollars in avoided energy costs, maintenance, and operations, as
well as saving more than 17 Million kWh, more than any other single entity. Lessons
learned about timeline, implementation, monitoring and reporting will be applied to
the current cycle to capture efficiencies and streamline processes. Additionally, the
communication process and teamwork approach best-practices will continue to be
implemented and improved upon in the next cycle, so that all stakeholders share
responsibilities, risk and reward. Other best practices are referenced in the I&G Core
PIP 6c.
b) Innovation
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP 6d.
c) Interagency Coordination
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP 6e.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The partnership will continue integration to other IOU energy programs such as the
demand response, the California Solar Initiative, and self-generation programs, as
well as related agricultural, water efficiency, and green building programs. Demand
response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers implementing demand
response activities. For demand response initiatives involving the purchase and
installation of equipment by SCE business customers, a plan to provide financial
incentives for the energy savings will be developed.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and other
DSM services into the program implementation plan. Resources will be leveraged to
improve implementation efficiency. IOU energy efficiency and demand response
program staff will collaborate with partners to conduct comprehensive audits and
identify energy efficiency measures and demand response opportunities. The
approach will reduce technical resources by combining EE/DR audits to avoid
duplication and collaborate on incentive offerings which will all minimize customer
interruptions.
Please see I&G Core PIP.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
Fully covered under Section 4.
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f) Pilots
Currently, there have not been any pilot projects incorporated into the partnership,
however, any future opportunities for innovative or market-transforming pilots will
be considered, and agreed upon by all parties in the partnership. Pilot initiatives
could include resource and/or non-resource activities as prescribed by the CPUC.
g) EM&V
Referenced in I&G Core PIP 6h.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6. California-Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan Implementation
1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.
1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.
1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.
1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

The partnership will work with Riverside
County policy makers to adopt and
implement building or new construction
goals that exceed Title 24 requirements by
a percentage determined by the County
Not expected to be influenced by
partnership activities; however, the
partnership is supportive of the County’s
role in any permitting or expedited
approval policy for green building.
Not expected to be influenced by
partnership activities; however, the
partnership is supportive of the County’s
role in any permitting or expedited
approval policy for green building.
Not expected to be influenced in the
County of Riverside Partnership.

Develop information campaign on
mechanics and benefits of model programs
targeting local government decisionmakers and community leaders and Board
of Supervisors.
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1-6:Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

CARB adopts regulation
providing local government emission
reduction credit for “reach”
standards
• State Attorney General and
Office of Planning &
Research provide guidance
on using CEQA authority to
target energy and GHG
savings in LG development authority.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with Support improved compliance. See Codes
and enforcement of Title 24 building code, & Standards PIP
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired Support improved compliance. See Codes
by local governments shall meet the
& Standards PIP
requirements of the energy component of
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of
Support implementation of local policies
local government buildings, including:
for LEED new construction and existing
buildings.
3-2: Require commissioning for new
Support benchmarking of targeted
buildings, and re-commissioning and retro- buildings against ratings such as ENERGY
commissioning of existing buildings.
STAR and its Portfolio Manger.
Continue commissioning programs on
selected high-use buildings.
3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.
3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Explore and document model policies and
mechanisms by June 2010
Implementation plan in place by Dec 2010
for mechanisms to fund.
Coordinate this approach with
Research & Technology
Activities, if applicable.
Assist initial set of local
governments in commitments;
develop and communicate
appropriate messages.
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4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.
4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use.

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority.

Help the County develop its Energy Plan,
and implement elements of the plan in
County buildings.
Help identify opportunities and
challenges for more
energy/environmentally
integrated development and
infrastructure
Help develop and implement pilot
projects, such as the California
Sustainable Communities
Initiative.
Not expected to be influenced in the
County of Riverside Energy Efficiency
Partnership.
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1. Program Name: County of San Bernardino Energy Efficiency
Partnership
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP.
4. Program Element Description and Implementation Plan
a) List of program elements
1. Retro-fit (HVAC, lighting, Emerging Technology, others)
2. Retro-Commissioning and Monitoring-Based Commissioning
3. Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and Training
4. New Construction and Design Assistance (SBD: Saving By design)
5. Emerging Technologies
6. Integration with Demand Response and other DSM Services
7. Funding Sources: e.g., on-bill financing, grants, etc.
8. Coordination with other IOU Program Offerings (core programs, solar, water
and others)
9. Policy Assistance: Energy Policy
Element Details:
Retrofit Program
The energy efficiency measures identified in the project list include energy efficiency
retrofits: such as lighting retrofits (T5 technology, LED applications, newer 28 watt
T-8s), building wide lighting controls, HVAC and chiller upgrades/replacements and
central plant projects. The partnership will work with facility staff to identify
appropriate facilities to develop a list of projects for implementation. The retrofit
projects in this program will be implemented by the County of San Bernardino
through contracts with contractors and engineering consultants.
Retro-Commissioning (RCx) / Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBCx)
This element of the program is a unique approach to obtaining savings that combines
the expertise of County staff, utility and subcontractor staff. Through these resources,
a systematic and comprehensive RCx program will be developed to implement within
existing facilities.
The program will provide a cost effective approach through the review of current
methods of building operations and development of plans to optimize the operation
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for maximum savings on both electric and gas energy. This will reduce operating cost
and improve occupant comfort.
Energy Efficiency Education and Best Practices Development and Training
The partnership will facilitate education and training for facility and maintenance
personnel. The education and training element will support the outreach and
education initiatives as articulated in the County’s Energy and Environmental
Policies. By focusing on the establishment of training sessions to benefit the
County’s personnel, the Strategic Plan will be served. There will be a venue for those
individuals responsible for managing energy to share information and experiences
related to facility operations, to gain knowledge of industry best practices in energy
efficiency management, and successfully implement projects, among other issues.
The strategy for the education and training element is to leverage the resources of
IOU technology centers and develop curriculum that will address the specific needs
of the Partner. Lastly, this partnership will seek opportunities to improve project
coordination and communication to strengthen the relationships among the partners.
New Construction and New Construction Design Assistance
As with retrofits, the County has a stated desire to implement energy efficiency. In
practice, however, budgetary constraints often prevent this. The partnership’s
incentives, together with the visibility and upper-level management commitment the
partnership brings, increases the ability of the County’s energy manager to see these
desires realized. The partnership will work closely with design teams of future
projects, both large and small, to implement energy efficiency, load management, and
renewable energy to the maximum extent feasible. The County's population growth
continues and many new projects are planned.
Emerging Technologies
The partnership may also pursue opportunities such as server virtualization and PC
power networking to facilitate the installation of emerging technologies. The
partnership may assist in these ongoing operations by providing applicable incentives
and technical aid for installing emerging technologies to facility the technology to be
adopted in market.
Integration with Demand Response and other DSM services
The DR program can include a plan to provide a financial incentive for the energy
savings resulting from the purchase and installation of equipment that will
successfully shift demand from on-peak hours to non-peak hours. The partnership
can utilize DR as follows:
•

The partnership will seek opportunities to integrate demand response and
other DSM services into the program implementation plan;
Resources will be leveraged to improve implementation efficiency and reduce
transactional impacts on partnership staff. IOU energy efficiency and demand
response (EE/DR) program staff will collaborate with partners to conduct
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•

•

comprehensive audits and identify energy efficiency measures as well as
demand response opportunities. The approach will reduce technical resources
by combining EE/DR audits to avoid duplication, collaborate on incentive
offerings and will minimize customer interruptions;
The partnership will identify facilities or an aggregation of facilities under a
service account to establish the opportunities for DR participation that will
meet the program eligibility of a 30 kW minimum demand response
opportunity per service account; and
The partnership will, when applicable, assist facility management staff that is
interested in solar technology and, through energy audits, provide
recommendations to improve facilities through use of less costly EE/DR
measures before implementing more costly solar technologies.

Funding Source
The utilities will work with the County of San Bernardino internal program staff to
allocate appropriate Partnership incentives for qualified projects and collaborate with
all applicable DSM programs to ensure that agencies can include incentive
information in the life cycle cost analysis to support the financing request, where
applicable.
The partnership can assist the County with a feasibility study and develop a method
for prioritizing projects. The partnership can also provide On Bill Financing that will
offer zero-interest financing to qualified energy efficiency projects.
If the County approves adoption of On Bill Financing, the partnership will use this
additional source to fund more projects that will lead to additional energy saving for
the County.
Coordination with other IOU Programs
The partnership will be used as a “portal” to other IOU energy programs such as the
California Solar Initiative, Self-Generation Incentive Program, and Demand
Response, as well as related agricultural, water efficiency, green building programs,
and others as appropriate. These other IOU departments/programs will actively
engage in the process of identifying opportunities and working with the partnership
team to ensure a smooth and integrated process.
Policy Assistance: Energy Policy
The partnership will support the County in drafting a formal Energy Policy/Plan for
County facilities. This plan may include adopted procedures for implementation,
maintenance, purchasing, Codes & Standards, information about AB 811, and AB 32
and others.
The County has not yet indicated if it is moving to formalize this process/plan,
however, the Partnership will encourage it to do so and will provide technical and
administrative support to build a sound energy plan.
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The partnership will focus on providing technical assistance and helping the County
in identifying projects for potential implementation.
The partnership team will prepare comprehensive lists of projects, evaluate their
energy savings potential, and bring them to the team for review. The departments can
then use this information to accelerate the timing of some projects, modify the scope
of others, and rely on strategic energy planning, rather than simple maintenance
schedules, for energy efficiency enhancements.
b) Overview
SCE, Southern California Gas (SCG), and the County of San Bernardino will form a
2009 - 2011 energy efficiency Partnership that will build upon and expand the
County’s efforts to enhance energy efficiency through state-of-the-art new
construction and retrofits of existing buildings.
Institutional and Government partnerships are a natural fit with the goals, objectives,
and strategies expressed in the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan).
The partnership program will focus on delivering an integrated support model for the
County of San Bernardino to take advantage of the entire portfolio of energy
programs and services and other resources. Included in these efforts will be
coordination with Demand Response (DR), California Solar Initiative (CSI), new
construction, and more.
This partnership will assist the County in achieving its green policy initiatives to
formulate an integrated approach to energy efficiency. This will be a collaborative
effort with the aim of building an infrastructure that would efficiently deliver cost
effective energy efficiency projects thus reducing the “carbon footprint” created by
County facilities. It would also provide a comprehensive outreach and education
element with the goal of raising awareness about the benefits of energy efficiency.
County facilities will be targeted for the retrofit, retro-commissioning (RCx), and new
construction elements.
c) Non-incentive services
The partnership will focus on technical assistance and help the County in identifying
projects for potential implementation. The partnership team will prepare
comprehensive lists of projects, evaluate their energy savings potential, and bring
them to the team for review. The departments can then use this information to
accelerate the timing of some projects, modify the scope of others, and rely on
strategic energy planning, rather than simple maintenance schedules, for energy
efficiency enhancements.
d) Target audience
The partnership will primarily target buildings owned and/or operated by the County.
The target audience will be wide sweeping internally to the County because of the
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joint efforts of the Partnership to expand to other County departments under the
leadership of Facilities Management Department. In addition, the outreach will focus
on building engineers, managers etc., to promote and maintain energy efficiency
installations at all County facilities.
County leadership (Board of Supervisors, department heads, etc.) will also be targeted
through outreach efforts, to assist with County adoption of energy efficiency
measures and promotion of the partnership. The partnership will assist County
leaders in identifying potential energy efficiency projects and providing information
such as estimated energy saving and feasibility study to help the County in making
their decisions.
e) Implementation
The 2009-11 County of San Bernardino EE Partnership will use and build upon the
implementation strategies employed by other Partnerships during the current and
previous program cycle.
The partnership will be administered by a management team, consisting of
representatives from the County of San Bernardino, SCE, and SCG who will track
project progress and keep the lines of communication and information flowing. The
management team will set overall program policy and ensure that the program will
meet regularly and stay on plan throughout its life cycle.
Subcommittees or “action teams” made up of members of the management team and
other representatives will perform the detailed work associated with the program
elements, and make recommendations to the management team for action. This will
potentially include a retrofit team, retro-commissioning team, and a training &
education team. The team will be providing a more coordinated and integrated
approach and will increase the penetration of energy efficiency and avoid lost
opportunities.
f) Program Management Structure
The partnership will continue to be administered by a management team consisting of
representatives from the County of San Bernardino, SCE, and SCG, who will track
project progress and keep the lines of communication and information flowing. The
management team will set overall program policy and ensure that the program stays
on plan throughout its life cycle. Subcommittees or “teams” made up of members of
the management team and other representative will perform the detailed work
associated with the program elements, and make recommendations to the
management team for action.
This will potentially include retrofit, retro-commissioning, new construction, and
training & education as well as coordinated activities with other demand-side
management programs such as demand response (DR), California Solar Initiative
(CSI), and Emerging Technologies (ET). The team will be providing a more
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coordinated and integrated approach and will increase the penetration of energy
efficiency and avoid lost opportunities.
5. Program Element Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Some of the barriers that the County faces are time and technical assistance. Many
local government customers do not have the time to methodically evaluate their
buildings and identify the most salient energy efficiency projects. Facility personnel
may lack time, resources or the technical expertise to evaluate those projects and
determine the best energy efficiency improvements. In addition, the State of
California has enacted legislation to aggressively improve the energy efficiency of
new buildings and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The partnership will address these concerns by considering the framework and
implementation methodology of the existing institutional and local government
partnerships and implementing their inherent strategies. The partnership team will
then tailor its management structure and implementation plans that will best address
the needs and uniqueness of the County of San Bernardino.
This program will draw upon the lessons learned such as the benefits of retrocommissioning, effectiveness of energy efficiency, and implementing energy
efficiency in new buildings. This will improve the program’s design and
implementation processes to ensure a sustainable, long-term, comprehensive energy
management program for the County.
d) Quantitative Program Objectives
Note: The following are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility
in allocating resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
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Table 5
County of San Bernardino Energy Efficiency Partnership: Government Facilities
Program Target by
Program Target by
Program Target by
Program Name
2009
2010
2011
Ensure 100% of all
Ensure 100% of all
Ensure 100% of all
audits are coordinated
audits are coordinated
audits are coordinated
EE/DR
efforts
if
EE/DR
efforts
if
EE/DR efforts if
EE/DR Audits
applicable. Promote
applicable. Promote
applicable. Promote
EE opportunities first,
EE opportunities first,
EE opportunities first,
in order to correctly
in order to correctly
in order to correctly
assess and implement
assess and implement
assess and implement
DR reduction potential. DR reduction potential. DR reduction potential.
Lighting and
Utilize Partnership
Utilize Partnership
Utilize Partnership
HVAC
activities and
activities and
activities and
Retrofits
completed audits to
completed audits to
completed audits to
identify and implement identify and implement identify and implement
retrofit measures.
retrofit measures.
retrofit measures.
Lighting retrofits may
Lighting retrofits may
Lighting retrofits may
account for 50% of all
account for 50% of all
account for 20% of all
retrofit opportunities,
retrofit opportunities,
retrofit opportunities,
and HVAC may
and HVAC may
and HVAC may
account for 40% and
account for 40% and
account for 60% and
the remaining 10%
the remaining 10%
the remaining 20%
would be “other” (e.g.
would be “other” (e.g.
would be “other” (e.g.
vending misers,
vending misers,
vending misers,
software controls, etc). software controls, etc). software controls, etc).
Retrofits energy
Retrofits energy
Retrofits energy
savings are TBD.
savings are TBD.
savings are TBD.
Identify County
Identify County
Identify County
RCx and
buildings for possible
buildings for possible
buildings for possible
MBCx
RCx/MBCx
RCx/MBCx
RCx/MBCx
opportunities, secure
opportunities, secure
opportunities, secure
RCx/MBCx vendors
RCx/MBCx vendors
RCx/MBCx vendors
and being Investigation and being Investigation and being Investigation
process for
process for
process for
implementation. RCx
implementation. RCx
implementation. RCx
has not yet been
has not yet been
has not yet been
implemented in County implemented in County implemented in County
buildings; however, as buildings; however, as buildings; however, as
opportunities are
opportunities are
opportunities are
identified, the
identified, the
identified, the
partnership will pursue partnership will pursue partnership will pursue
this energy savings
this energy savings
this energy savings
approach.
approach.
approach.
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New
Construction

kWh/kW Total
Savings

Education and
Outreach

Financial
Solutions:
On-Bill
Financing

Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments, offerings
and incentive structure.
Identify potential
projects for completion
within the 2009 – 2011
partnership cycle. The
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new
buildings anticipated
within the cycle.
Energy savings from
New Construction are
TBD.

Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments, offerings
and incentive structure.
Identify potential
projects for completion
within the 2009 – 2011
partnership cycle. The
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new
buildings anticipated
within the cycle.
Energy savings from
New Construction are
TBD.

Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments, offerings
and incentive structure.
Identify potential
projects for completion
within the 2009 – 2011
partnership cycle. The
partnership has
earmarked budget and
expected kWh/kW
savings for remodeling
projects and some new
buildings anticipated
within the cycle.
Energy savings from
New Construction are
TBD.

TBD kWh
TBD kW

TBD kWh
TBD kW

TBD kWh
TBD kW

Core Program Integration
Utilize CTAC and
Utilize CTAC and
other existing resources other existing resources
for training and
for training and
education of County
education of County
staff, specifically on
staff, specifically on
EE and DR integration EE and DR integration
and benefits of RCx.
and benefits of RCx.
Continue work with
Continue work with
IOU and County
IOU and County
council to broker an
council to broker an
acceptable Agreement
acceptable Agreement
to take advantage of
to take advantage of
On-Bill Financing, if at On-Bill Financing, if at
all possible. If County all possible. If County
is not able to
is not able to
participate, this will not participate, this will not
be an element of the
be an element of the
partnership. If
partnership. If
agreement is reached,
agreement is reached,
then partnership will
then partnership will
identify qualified
identify qualified
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California
Solar
Initiative: CSI

projects and implement
energy efficiency
measures offset by
OBF.

projects and implement
energy efficiency
measures offset by
OBF.

projects and implement
energy efficiency
measures offset by
OBF.

Implement
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated on
solar potential of
County buildings.
Possibly target new
construction projects
for solar technology

Implement
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated on
solar potential of
County buildings.
Possibly target new
construction projects
for solar technology.

Implement
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated on
solar potential of
County buildings.
Possibly target new
construction projects
for solar technology

Note: The values above are estimates only.
6. Other Program Element Attributes
a) Best Practices:
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP 6a.
b) Innovation
The partnership plans to investigate projects in high technology (IT systems) areas
such as server virtualization and PC power management. These projects will lead to
additional energy savings for the County with minimal efforts. The plan for the 2009
– 2011 partnership is to leverage these innovative pilot projects to a fully focused and
large scale offering for the partnership.
c) Interagency Coordination
See the I&G Core PIP 6c.
d) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The partnership will continue integration to other IOU energy programs such as the
demand response, solar initiative, and self-generation programs, as well as related
agricultural, water efficiency, and green building programs. Demand response
programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers implementing demand response
activities. For demand response initiatives involving the purchase and installation of
equipment by SCE business customers, a plan will be developed to provide a
financial incentive for energy savings that result from the equipment supplied through
the partnership.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and other
DSM services into the program implementation plan. IOU energy efficiency and
demand response program staff will collaborate with partners to conduct audits and
identify energy efficiency measures and demand response opportunities. The
approach will reduce technical resources by combining EE/DR audits to avoid
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duplication and collaborate on incentive offerings which will all minimize customer
interruptions.
e) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
See Section 4 above.
f) Pilots
Currently, no pilot projects have been incorporated into the Partnership. However,
any future opportunities for innovative or market-transforming pilots will be
considered and agreed upon by all parties in the Partnership. Pilot initiatives could
include resource and/or non-resource activities as prescribed by the CPUC.
g) EM&V
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP 6h.
7. Partnership Program Advancement of Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Table 6
1-1: Develop, adopt and implement model
building energy codes (and/or other green
codes) more stringent than Title 24’s
requirements, on both a mandatory and
voluntary basis; adopt one or two
additional tiers of increasing stringency.
1-2: Establish expedited permitting and
entitlement approval processes, fee
structures and other incentives for green
buildings and other above-code
developments.
1-3: Develop, adopt and implement model
point-of-sale and other point-of
transactions relying on building ratings.

1-4: Create assessment districts or other
mechanisms so property owners can fund
EE through city bonds and pay off on
property taxes; develop other EE financing
tools.
1-5: Develop broad education program and
peer-to-peer support to local governments
to adopt and implement model reach codes

Partnership will work with the County
policy makers to adopt and implement
building or new construction goals that
exceed Title 24 requirements.

Not expected to be influenced by
Partnership activities, however the
Partnership is supportive of the County’s
role in any permitting or expedited
approval policy for green building.
Not expected to be influenced by
partnership activities; however the
partnership is supportive of the County’s
role in any permitting or expedited
approval policy for green building.
Not expected to be influenced in the
County of San Bernardino Partnership.

Develop information campaign on
mechanics and benefits of model programs
targeting local government decisionmakers and community leaders and Board
of Supervisors.
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• CARB adopts regulation providing local

1-6: Link emission reductions from “reach”
codes and programs to CARB’s AB 32
program

government emission reduction credit
for “reach” standards.
• State Attorney General and Office of
Planning & Research provide guidance
on using CEQA authority to target
energy and GHG savings in LG
development authority.
2-2: Dramatically improve compliance with Work with County to develop strategies to
and enforcement of Title 24 building code, improve compliance. See Codes &
and of HVAC permitting and inspection
requirements (including focus on peak load Standards PIP.
reductions in inland areas).
2-3: Local inspectors and contractors hired Work with County to develop strategies to
by local governments shall meet the
improve compliance. See Codes &
requirements of the energy component of
Standards PIP.
their professional licensing (as such energy
components are adopted).
3-1: Adopt specific goals for efficiency of Support implementation of local policies
local government buildings, including:
for LEED new construction and existing
buildings.
3-2: Require commissioning for new
• Support benchmarking of targeted
buildings, and re-commissioning and retrobuildings against ratings such as
commissioning of existing buildings.
ENERGY STAR and its Portfolio
Manager.
• Continue commissioning programs on
selected high-use buildings.
3-4: Explore creation of line item in local
government budgets or other options that
allow EE cost savings to be returned to the
department and/or projects that provided
the savings to fund additional efficiency.
3-5: Develop innovation Incubator that
competitively selects initiatives for
inclusion in local government pilot
projects.
4-1: Local governments commit to clean
energy/climate change leadership.

Work with the County to create a method
that permits this task.

4-2: Use local governments’ general plan
energy and other elements to promote
energy efficiency, sustainability and
climate change.

Assist County in developing a model
General Plan.

Coordinate this approach with Research &
Technology Activities.

Assist initial set of local governments in
commitments; develop and communicate
appropriate messages.
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4-4: Develop local projects that integrate
EE/DSM/water/wastewater end use

4-5: Develop EE-related “carrots’’ and
“sticks’’ using local zoning and
development authority

• Help identify opportunities and

challenges for more
energy/environmentally integrated
development and infrastructure.
• Help to develop and implement pilot
projects, such as the California
Sustainable Communities Initiative.
Not expected to be influenced in the
County of San Bernardino Energy
Efficiency Partnership.
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1. Program Name: State of California Statewide Energy Efficiency Partnership
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP.
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table2 (by calendar year)
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP.
4. Program Description
a) Describe Program
Southern California Edison (SCE) and the State of California are collaborating to
continue the State of California Energy Efficiency Partnership for the 2009 – 2011
program cycle. This partnership's goals include sharing Energy Efficiency (EE) best
practices and implementing projects to capture immediate and long-term energy
savings and to produce mechanisms for peak demand reduction.
The partnership will assist the state’s agencies to reduce the energy purchased from
the grid by 20% by 2015, as required by Executive Order S-20-04 (called the Green
Building Initiative, or GBI). Like all Executive Orders, the GBI is an unfunded
mandate that requires State agencies to support the governor’s environmental agenda.
Accompanying the GBI is the Green Building Action Plan (GBAP), which requires
all new construction and large renovations to meet Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) silver certification requirements, and directs the state
to benchmark, retro-commission, and retrofit its existing building stock.
The objective of the partnership is to develop creative strategies to maximize the
implementation of energy efficiency opportunities throughout the state. Through the
partnership, the state can increase the value that agencies receive on their investments
in energy efficiency measures. The overall goal is to uncover opportunities for retrocommissioning and retrofits by leveraging IOU incentive programs, and provide a
mechanism for the State to receive technical assistance from IOUs.
b) List Measures
Measure Name

Rebate to end use
customer
or its assignee ($/unit)

Customized - Indoor Lighting

$0.15

Customized - Indoor Lighting Controls & EMS

$0.15

Customized - Outdoor Lighting

$0.15
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Measure Name

__

Rebate to end use
customer
or its assignee ($/unit)

Customized - Outdoor Lighting Controls

$0.15

Customized - Motors

$0.18

Customized - VFDs

$0.18

Customized - HVAC EMS

$0.18

Customized - Chillers

$0.24

Customized - HVAC

$0.24

RCx/MBCx

$0.24

Overall Building Performance

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach - Light Power Density

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach - Chillers

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach - Daylighting

$0.10 above SBD core

System Approach - HVAC Energy Reduction

$0.10 above SBD core

c) List Non-Incentive Customer Services
The partnership shall provide the following non-incentive services:
1.

Audit services;

2.

Technical assistance;

3.

Training and education;

4.

Design assistance;

5.

Due diligence project review; and

6.

Outreach activities.

5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
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the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
The State of California's departments and systems are complex organizations with
diverse geographic, climatic, and operational needs that serve a broad range of
stakeholders and constituents. The IOUs are working to remove the following:
Barrier: Lack of Agreement of Objectives – In order for the partnership to have a
clear vision that supports the goal, it is clear that a guiding agreement needs to be set
it place to allow the team to initiate the effort.
Solution: A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the State to implement the
partnership program in support of the Green Building Initiative.
Barrier: Project Implementation Mechanism – The State of California's departments
and systems are large, complex organizations with diverse geographic, climatic, and
operational needs that serve a broad range of stakeholders and constituencies. As the
primary state procurement agency, the Department of General Services needed to
have a project delivery mechanism in order to take advantage of the great energy
savings opportunities for the state’s agency facilities.
Solution: The approach taken by the management team is to provide a
comprehensive implementation approach that is to be implemented in stages. The
objective is the implement low to no-cost measures in the near term (0-3 months) to
help realize savings to gain traction. As the state budget is approved later in the year,
the management team will start the more comprehensive smaller projects with each
IOUs unique delivery system. The need for different delivery systems for each IOU
is dictated by their individual capabilities/strengths and also limitations. The
roadmap in Attachment 1 lays out this plan and the measure matrix and timeline in
Attachment 2 identifies the end sample end use technologies and the preliminary
timeline for implementation.
Barrier: Project Funding Constraints
Solution:
• Increased IOU incentives;
• Energy $Mart Loan;
• CEC loans;
• Performance contracting with Energy Service Companies (ESCOs);
• On-bill financing; and
• Additional innovative financing options.
Barrier: Information Dissemination
Solution: The management team is currently developing an information tool for
agencies to communicate the savings potential of implementing projects with likely
energy efficiency measures that may appear in agencies’ typical facilities. This
allows an IOU to perform detailed energy audits for use in a project proposal.
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Barrier: Gap in ESCO Process and Small Projects – 95% of the state’s building
inventory is less than 25,000 sq. ft.
Solution: The management team is exploring alternative project delivery and
financing models, which may include a mechanism that creates seed money for
starting up projects and integrating it with on-bill financing. This would be
augmented by innovative pilot project delivery models such as the project co-funding
approach, low to no cost measure offerings, and third party program bridging to pilot
concepts that may fill gaps in the program.
Barrier: Inability to delegate incentives to internal budgets
Solution: Work with California Department of Finance to authorize agencies to keep
incentives.
Barrier: Lack of consensus between executive buy-in and facility management.
Solution: Management team to push for coordinated meetings with executives and
facility management.
Barrier: Unfunded mandates
Solution: Assign funding for specific energy efficiency projects, and increase
purview of state agencies under CEC loans.
e) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
Program Target by
Program Target by
2009
2010
Institutional and Government Facilities
TBD kWh/ TBD kW
TBD kWh/ TBD kW

Program Name
Total Net Savings
Target
EE/DR Audits

Lighting and
HVAC Retrofits

Perform audits that
encompass EE/DR
that would fill the
pipeline. With this
pipeline, a certain
percentage of
proposed projects
will turn into
committed projects.
A majority of State
facilities are smaller
“regional” offices
that have
predominantly
lighting and HVAC

Program Target by
2011
TBD kWh/ TBD kW

Perform audits that
encompass EE/DR that
would fill the pipeline.
With this pipeline, a
certain percentage of
proposed projects will
turn into committed
projects.

Perform audits that
encompass EE/DR that
would fill the pipeline.
With this pipeline, a
certain percentage of
proposed projects will
turn into committed
projects.

A majority of State
facilities are smaller
“regional” offices that
have predominantly
lighting and HVAC
retrofit opportunities.

A majority of State
facilities are smaller
“regional” offices that
have predominantly
lighting and HVAC
retrofit opportunities.
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Program Target by
Program Target by
Program Name
2009
2010
retrofit opportunities. The energy savings
The energy savings
targets are TBD.
targets are TBD.
RCx and MBCx
County courthouses
If the state is successful
are recently handed
in pushing RCx or
over to the state. This MBCx projects through
will present retrothe ESCO process in
commissioning or
2009, projects in the
monitor based
pipeline created may
commissioning if the contribute to a target of
state is able to obtain TBD.
Energy $mart loan
funding through the
ESCO process. The
energy savings
targets are TBD.
New Construction The partnership shall The partnership shall
continuously pursue
continuously pursue
new construction
new construction
opportunities. The
opportunities. The
energy savings
energy savings targets
targets are TBD.
are TBD.
Strategic Plan Support
See Section 5e
Core Program Integration
Education and
Number of Partner
Number of Partner
Outreach
Presentations - TBD
Presentations - TBD
Development
Determine which
documentation
agencies will use onpackage and project
bill financing, establish
agreement for
a model for how OnFinancial
partners.
Bill Financing can be
Solutions:
used with Institutional
On-Bill Financing
and Government
customers.

Program Target by
2011
The energy savings
targets are TBD.

California Solar
Initiative

Complete
documentation of
participation potential
and what is necessary
for partners to
participate.

Establish
communication plan
for ensuring partners
have been educated
regarding solar
potential.

Develop project
agreement plan and
determine necessary
stakeholders.
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Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in allocating
resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
e) Advancing Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives
Institutional and government partnerships are a natural fit with the goals, objectives,
and strategies articulated in the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan). The partnerships have demonstrated that innovation,
integration, and collaboration are indeed the key to achieving the next generation of
cost-effective, energy efficiency programs and the resulting reduction in greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions by applying both Commercial and Local Government sector
strategies to the State/IOU partnership as follows:
Table 6
Commercial Sector – Sections 2 and 3
2-1: Lead by Example: State/local Where the budget allows, customer owned
governments and major
buildings are benchmarked and retrocorporations commit to achieve
commissioned.
energy efficiency, EE, (or green)
targets in existing buildings.
2-5: Develop tools and strategies
Implementing monitor based
to use information and behavioral
commissioning and training energy
strategies, commissioning, and
managers to continuously monitor and
training to reduce energy
optimize building operational performance.
consumption in commercial
buildings
2-6: Develop effective financial
Developing the on-bill financing offerings
tools for EE improvement to
to be compatible with the state legal
existing buildings.
requirements. Exploring avenues that may
work around lease terms to address
perceived tenant/owner “split incentives”
issue.
2-8: Improve utilization of plug
Leveraging the PC network software and
load technologies within the
vending machine controls to reduce
commercial sector.
commercial building plug loads.
3-1: Drive continual advances in
Work with PIER to pilot lighting products
lighting technology through
on state-owned facilities where available.
research programs and design
competitions.
3-2: Create demand for improved
Piloting emerging technologies in lighting
lighting products through
with collaboration with the building
demonstration projects, marketing owners.
efforts, and utility programs.
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6. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program name: The State of California Energy Efficiency Partnership
Program.
ii. Program delivery mechanisms
The implementation plan for this cycle is refined to account for successes that
have already been achieved and includes:
• A more streamlined program management structure;
• Coordination with other energy efficiency programs and ongoing Statewide
and local government partnerships;
• Implementation of energy efficiency retrofits program elements (including
project selection and implementation);
• Retro-Commissioning (RCx) implementation;
• Energy efficiency education, best practices development, and training
implementation; and
• Integration with IOU’s portfolio of DSM products and services resulting in
easier customer access and IOU program management.
Program Management Structure
The program will be administered by a partnership management team that meets
every month. The team consists of representatives from the State of California
agencies and all four IOUs. This management team sets overall program policy
and ensures that the program adheres to the plan.
Action teams that perform the detailed work may include a retrofit project
development team, an RCx Team, and a training and education team. This team
provides a more coordinated and integrated approach, both across state agencies
and IOUs. This approach increases the effectiveness of overcoming the barriers
in implementing energy efficiency projects; and it reduces the occurrence of lost
opportunities.
Program Elements
Benchmarking
The identification of potential projects begins with a benchmarking effort. The
state uses the United States Department of Energy’s benchmarking tool, Portfolio
Manager, to determine the ENERGY STAR® scores of all state-owned buildings.
Low-scoring facilities may be candidates for retro-commissioning or retrofit
projects such as:
•
•
•

Buildings that receive scores of 75 or higher meet the requirements of
Executive Order S-20-04;
Buildings that receive an ENERGY STAR® score between 45 and 75 receive
consideration for retro-commissioning;
Buildings that receive scores lower than 45 are candidates for retrofits or
renovation. These buildings would not benefit from retro-commissioning
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since the low score indicates the existence of problems that lie outside the
scope of retro-commissioning, such as major equipment replacement.
Once a retro-commissioning or a retrofit project maximizes a building's energy
efficiency, it is benchmarked again during the measurement and verification
(M&V) process. Benchmarking provides the information that the state needs to
compile a yearly report on progress made toward achieving the 20 percent
reduction in energy usage by 2015 (mandated by Executive Order S-20-04), and
allows the IOUs to document the energy savings accrued by the partnership. The
state conducts these activities with assistance from the IOUs. In fact, during the
previous cycle, the partnership was instrumental in providing support to the State,
the IOUs, and administrator for the Portfolio Manager program at the U.S.
Department of Energy to allow the IOU energy usage data to seamlessly transfer
to the DOE database for benchmarking. These modifications benefited not only
the state, but other customers, as well as the federal program operators. This
unanticipated benefit reflects the type of opportunities the partnership makes
available to the state.
Retro-Commissioning
The partnership implements retro-commissioning projects in as many state
facilities as possible. These projects provide an opportunity to demonstrate a cost
effective approach to optimizing facility operations, saving both electric and gas
energy, while reducing operating costs and improving occupancy comfort.
Retro-commissioning activities may include but are not limited to:
• Selection of candidate buildings for RCx based on results of benchmarking
effort and participation in SCE retro-commissioning program;
• Development of an RCx plan for each candidate building;
• Investigation of opportunities through energy audits and technical assessments
of major building systems (lighting, HVAC, etc.);
• Performance of pre-functional tests of building systems;
• Identification and implementation of minor no-cost/low cost deficiencies;
• Recommendations for capital improvement measures for future planning that
may further improve system operation;
• Utilization of eQuest or other modeling/simulation software to model building
operations and determine scenarios for optimum performance;
• Execution of functional performance tests to ensure proper operation of the
optimized systems;
• Development of a training manual and monitoring capabilities (if applicable)
to ensure persistence of energy savings; and
• Creation of a plan to comply with governor’s Executive Order for future
benchmarking and RCx activities.
Retrofit and Modernization
To reduce peak demand and create energy savings in state facilities, the
partnership works with the state to identify facilities and develop a pool of retrofit
projects for implementation. The number and scope of the projects is contingent
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on the availability of funds; however, the partnership works to ensure that projects
are prioritized up in the event that additional funding is secured. During this
process, department staff acquires the experience and knowledge to identify and
implement retrofit projects so that they can undertake energy efficiency projects
independently.
Retrofit projects could include complete lighting retrofits (T5 technology, LED
applications, newer 28 watt T-8’s), building-wide lighting controls, and HVAC
upgrades/replacements.
In conjunction with the state’s efforts to achieve LEED certification for all
buildings larger that 50,000 square feet as the GBI requires, the partnership
investigates opportunities to include energy efficiency measures in all major new
construction and renovation projects, special repair projects, and standard
scheduled maintenance operations.
Integration with Demand Response and Other DSM Services
Demand response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers who design
and utilize demand response procedures. For demand response initiatives
involving the purchase and installation of equipment by SCE business customers,
a plan to provide a financial incentive for the energy savings resulting from the
equipment through the partnership shall be developed.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and
other DSM services into the program. Resources are leveraged to improve
implementation efficiency and reduce transactional impacts on partnership staff.
IOU energy efficiency and demand response program staff members collaborate
with partners to conduct comprehensive audits to identify energy efficiency
measures and demand response opportunities. The approach reduces the
consumption of technical resources by assigning EE and DR audits tasks to the
same audit team because this tactic reduces any duplication of effort that could
occur between two separate teams and allows the combined team to collaborate
more efficiently during discussions about customer incentive qualifications,
thereby minimizing the likelihood of delays.
The partners endeavor to identify facilities (or the aggregation of facilities) under
one service account to establish the opportunities for DR participation. The
minimum service account program eligibility requirement is one 30 kW demand
response opportunity.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility and operations
managers who are interested in solar technology. IOU technical support staff can
utilize energy audits to provide recommendations to improve facility operations
through EE/DR measures prior to implementing more costly solar technologies.
This strategy supports the Energy Action Plan’s loading order.
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Education and Training
The partnership seeks to increase upper management’s awareness and decision
makers’ support for energy efficiency projects. Additionally, it hopes to leverage
IOU and other available training programs. The partnership uses the existing
infrastructure to accomplish outreach activities.
The success of this partnership is contingent on the ability of the partnership
management team to communicate to state agencies the benefits and availability
of energy efficiency projects. The Department of General Services (DGS) and the
IOUs develop outreach efforts that allow them to meet with energy managers and
facility operators of all state agencies to gather information about their
benchmarking scores and the condition of their facilities. The management team
identifies the best potential projects and works with agencies to create a viable
project packages.
Education and training activities include workshops for state facility managers
and other decision makers. They receive training on best practices for the
implementation of energy efficiency retrofit projects, building operations, and
new technologies that may be applicable to the effective completion of their daily
tasks. Participants get opportunities to explore the programs that are currently
available from the IOUs. Additionally, this program provides opportunities for
participants to share best practices with other facility managers.
Workshops shall be coordinated and delivered in conjunction with other
partnership efforts. The partnership management team coordinates with existing
training centers such as SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center
(CTAC), SoCal Gas’ Energy Resource Center, and PG&E’s Pacific Energy
Center. The team also utilizes training programs available from State agencies
such as the California Energy Commission to deliver various technical training
courses to improve the skills and knowledge of State facility staff.
Funding Sources:
The partnership intends to take advantage of incentives available through the
partnership program. If accepted and implemented, these projects receive
incentives for incremental energy savings for each measure that complies with the
program's guidelines. The IOUs work with their internal program staff to allocate
appropriate incentive amounts from all applicable programs and to ensure that
state agencies include complete and correct incentive information in the Life
Cycle Cost Analysis that they submit when they arrange for financing through the
Energy $Mart program.
The partnership team will also assist state agencies in efforts to employ on-bill
financing opportunities. One reason the state has not taken advantage of IOU
programs relates to the state’s budgetary constraints and spending approval
processes. On-bill financing provides the state with a feasible alternative for
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funding small repair projects and equipment upgrades that will increase energy
efficiency.
State agencies include in their yearly budgets funds for the recurring maintenance
and replacement of equipment as well as for special repairs. The partnership will
provide the state with an opportunity to maximize these allocations by utilizing
the program elements to buy down the expense and increase the energy efficiency
component of these projects. The project incentives will be applicable for eligible
measures as defined by the CPUC Energy Efficiency Policy requirements.
Energy retrofit projects that exceed $100,000 may be eligible for Energy $Mart
financing and the use of the pool of qualified ESCOs. The Department of Finance
has approved the use of this financing mechanism for State projects. The
partnership provides a mechanism for informing State agencies about the
availability and function of this type of funding arrangement.
Major Activities:
Key Activity

Description

Identify key stakeholders to
participate

The partnership management team
identifies key stakeholders in each
agency. They may be selected to
participate in the project team.

Conduct solicitation for potential
projects from participating agencies

The retrofit project team coordinates
with the customer to generate a pool
of projects to be evaluated.

Compile and evaluate projects based The retrofit project team performs due
on project criteria and cost
diligence on proposed projects to
effectiveness requirements.
determine if each project meets the
criteria and cost-effectiveness
requirements. The project team
provides a list of recommended
projects.
Approve projects for funding

The partnership management team
reviews project team
recommendations for potential
projects.

Identify funding sources

The partnership team and
participating state agency explore
financing alternatives such as rebates
and incentives, on-bill financing,
application of existing budget, and
Energy $Mart financing to maximize
the state’s investment in energy
efficiency.
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Description

Coordinate project implementation
with partners and contractors.

The project team provides oversight
of project implementation and
coordinates with customer and
contractors to ensure successful and
timely implementation.

Verify project installation and
provide incentive payments.

The project team conducts 100%
inspection. Upon verification, project
team approves the completed projects
for incentive payments.

Compile project results and
complete final report.

The project team compiles all relevant
project information including measure
information; energy savings; program
incentives paid; etc.

Coordinate with EM&V contractor
where applicable.

If required, management team
coordinates with the project teams
and key stakeholders to support any
requests from the CPUC approved
EM&V contractors.

Non-Energy Activities:
Working within the partnership structure, the state agencies and the IOUs utilize
pre-screening energy audits to perform a preliminary identification of candidate
buildings. Preliminary audits should reduce the number of Investment Grade
Audits (IGAs) that fail to qualify for the program. The IOUs and the state use the
results of these pre-screening audits to determine what to do next.
The partnership program provides training to facility staff through the program's
retro-commissioning component to promote the persistence and sustainability of
achieved energy savings. Additionally, the partnership provides opportunities for
design teams at DGS and other agencies to learn about available incentives so that
they may incorporate them into facility planning and construction.
In addition, the partnership will provide support to the state in meeting the
requirements of AB 32. Through the education and training element, the state
will be able to identify measures that will help it achieve the required reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions. Once the measures are implemented, the measurement
and verification requirements of the partnership program will assist the state in
preparing the progress reports as required by AB 32 to the extent allowed by the
CPUC energy efficiency policy.
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Subcontractor Activities:
The partnership relies on contractors to carry out portions of the program.
Subcontractors' activities may include but are not limited to:
• Assisting with Program Planning and Design areas including: program
narrative preparation for filings, preparing project energy savings estimates
and E3 cost-effectiveness calculators, and providing assistance in the
development of marketing and outreach plans;
• Coordinating, scheduling, and documenting results and action items from
program team meetings;
• Preparing and conducting formal presentations and participating in
conferences as required by the Management Team;
• Maintaining a Project Tracking and Reporting database system;
• Assisting the IOUs and the State of California in CPUC reporting and
regulatory communications;
• Assisting in the development of workshop agendas and materials,
identification of experts, facilitation of workshops and training sessions, and
the preparation of minutes for the Training and Education component; and
• Miscellaneous professional and technical assistance as requested by the IOUs
to assist the state in identifying, implementing, and maintaining energy
efficient measures.
Retro-commissioning and Retrofit Contractors
The Department of General Services (DGS) oversees the Request for
Qualifications (RFQ) process to establish a pool of retro-commissioning
contractors that meet criteria regarding their capabilities, company longevity, and
solvency. The RCx and retrofit program elements operate on a Statewide,
integrated basis, providing immediate energy savings and setting the foundation
for a long-term program that focuses on the sustainability and best practices.
Subcontractors are used to assist in program administration and management, and
in the application of the program elements.
Quality Assurance and Evaluation Activities
For reporting purposes, both the State and the IOUs require a stringent
measurement and validation (M&V) process. For ESCO projects, the state
requires measurement of energy savings that are accurate and objective to ensure
that the ESCO is meeting the conditions of their performance contract. An ESCO
includes in its proposal a guarantee to provide an energy analysis compiled by an
M&V agent that the state and the IOU, where applicable, must approve prior to
payment. M&V services are equally important to the IOUs because they must
provide a verification of savings to the California Public Utilities Commission to
substantiate their use of public good charge funds. The state and the IOUs require
assistance from subcontractors to perform M&V tasks.
The partnership management team establishes and oversees quality assurance
measures for the partnership programs including oversight and verification of
subcontractor activities. These procedures and the associated reporting are
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developed in detail during the program implementation process. Project teams
provide the level of due diligence and quality assurance that are consistent with
current partnership and utility programs. Test samples include a representative
percentage of pre- and post-installation confirmation assignments.
iii. Incentive levels
Project Type

Incentive Amount

Lighting projects

$0.15/kWh

Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others

$0.18/kWh

HVAC projects with electrical
savings

$0.24/kWh

New construction projects

$0.10 above core SBD
rates.

iv. Marketing and outreach plans (e.g., research, target audience, collateral,
delivery mechanisms)
The retrofit and retro-commissioning program elements use similar marketing
approaches. The partnership management team, in coordination with DGS
and other state agency staff conduct marketing and outreach efforts. These
efforts are accomplished using contacts with facility administrators and
managers. Team members inform them of the availability of energy
efficiency services available through the partnership and other utility
programs. Key marketing activities include:
Key Activity
Outreach

Description
The partnership management team begins outreach efforts by
contacting the heads of facilities management for each
department, informing them of the availability of funds for
approved measures and activities in state facilities. The team
schedules meetings to discuss options, implementation criteria,
benefits of program participation, and program offerings.

Customer Follow-Up The partnership management team, in coordination with staff
from the state and the IOUs, visit each targeted site to talk with
facilities managers about the various options and proposed
energy efficiency measures. After confirming an appropriate
site for implementing measures and/or retro-commissioning,
the management team meets the appropriate facilities managers
to present the anticipated energy savings, other benefits, and
considerations associated with the implementation.
Implementation and
Training

The partnership management team share energy efficiency
knowledge and implementation experience with other public
agency entities through a series of meetings and workshops.
These meetings and workshops are coordinated with other
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Description
partnership programs.

v. IOU program interactions with CEC, CARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs, other government programs as
Applicable
The partnership shall utilize the available CEC funding mechanism for the state
hospital projects. There are currently two state hospital facilities in the pipeline to
take advantage of this opportunity.
vi. Similar IOU and POU programs
The four IOUs strive to have consistency in their respective program offerings
where practicable. When their implementation strategies differ, the state agencies
are guided by the management team to ensure complete process follow through.
If POUs have interest in implementing EE programs, the partnership shall provide
technical assistance in designing these programs if requested.
b) Program Delivery and Coordination
The State of California/IOU partnership is in a unique position in which by
collaboration, has certain delivery and coordination activities made possible by the
agreements that are in place as required when entering into the partnership. Below
are types of coordination activities already in place within the partnership:
i. Emerging Technologies program
If opportunities allows, the IOUs bring forth emerging technologies to the partner
either through PIER project opportunities or the management team’s introduction
of technology demonstration projects.
ii. Codes and Standards program
Not Applicable.
iii. WE&T efforts
Workforce education and training (WE&T) activities are an integral part of the
MBCx strategy where facilities staff are trained to maintain building optimization
adding value to their skill sets and further securing their need in the workforce.
iv. Program-specific marketing and outreach efforts
The outreach efforts for the partnership involve working with individual state
agencies that may have the resources or determination to implement energy
efficiency projects.
v. Non-energy activities of program
Non-energy activities include the providing of technical assistance the partner
lacks. The program provides this kind of support as an added benefit to the
partner in addition to the monetary incentives they may receive from the IOUs.
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vi. Non-IOU Programs
The partnership understands that some third-party programs serve the purpose of
filling program gaps. The IOUs consider this an added value and augments the
program’s offering with these non-IOU programs.
vii. CEC Work on PIER
CEC work on PIER – PIER technology projects are introduced into the programs
at the project level when opportunities arise.
viii. CEC Work on Codes and Standards
Not Applicable
ix. Non-Utility Market Initiatives
Not Applicable
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c) Best Practices
The key to the partnership’s success is the application of best practices developed or
learned from prior successful programs or other partnerships.
Type of
Best
Practice

Goals &
Objectives

Best Practice

Institutional Application(s)

Develop and use clearly
articulated objectives that are
internally consistent, actionable
and measurable.
Develop tools to track the
portfolio's performance on a
continuous basis and report
progress.
Design programs within the
portfolio based on sound program
plans; where appropriate, utilize
clearly but concisely articulated
program theories.
Conduct baseline research

Share clearly defined and obtainable goals
that are developed with partner input.
Track goals through bi-weekly management
team meetings to ensure they are achieved.
The detailed program plan is a living
document that will facilitate continuous
tracking and reporting.

Planning

Staffing

Integration

Build feedback loops into
program design and logic
Maintain the flexibility to
rebalance portfolio initiatives, as
needed, to achieve the portfolio’s
goals and objectives.
Select highly qualified in-house
staff &/or outside contractors to
manage, design, implement and
evaluate programs.
Clearly define portfolio
implementation responsibilities
and clarify roles to minimize
confusion.

Leverage relationships from
complementary organizations
such as utilities, trade allies, and
industry specialists.
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The plan & program structure are based on
sound program plans & theories.

Baseline research was conducted of each
partnership and the individual participating
cities & counties.
The detailed program plan provides a
mechanism for closely monitoring progress
and making adjustments as may be needed
to meet the Partnership goals and
objectives.
SCE Project Managers have been assigned
to each Partnership to assure continuous
open communications and implementation
success. The roles and responsibilities of
SCE and the various Partners and
participants are clearly defined in the
detailed program plan. SCE’s resources
will be supplemented with pre-qualified
technical support contractors selected by
SCE though competitive solicitations to
cost-effectively provide the portfolio of
technical assistance needed to support its
Partners.
Structured to leverage all resources, assets
and relationships of SCE, its Partners, and
their participants, constituents, stakeholders,
and other related individuals &
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Best Practice
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Institutional Application(s)
organizations.

Reporting
& Tracking

Clearly articulate the data
requirements for measuring
portfolio and program success.
Design tracking systems to
support the requirements of all
major users: program
administrators, managers,
contractors and evaluators.

The detailed program plan, coupled with
frequent meetings between/among SCE, its
partners and their members/ constituents is
designed to track and report partnership
progress and successes.

d) Innovation
A co-funding model allows the project implementation activities to be shared
between the agency and the IOU in order to facilitate implementation where barriers
exist. In the state’s stringent contracting requirements, one approach is to perform
contracting and contract payments through the IOU’s project implementation
infrastructure. This system works around obstacles that agencies would normally
encounter with the state’s infrastructure while still complying with internal
requirements.
An On-Bill Financing pilot is currently in process with the California Department of
Fairs and Exposition. The IOUs will complete this financing program’s development
with a take away from this pilot of the best practices as it affects on-bill financing.
e) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
Demand response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers who design
and utilize demand response procedures. For demand response initiatives involving
the purchase and installation of equipment by SCE business customers, a plan to
provide a financial incentive for the energy savings resulting from the equipment
through the partnership shall be developed.
The partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and other
DSM services into the program. Resources are leveraged to improve implementation
efficiency and reduce transactional impacts on partnership staff. IOU energy
efficiency and demand response program staff members collaborate with partners to
conduct comprehensive audits to identify energy efficiency measures and demand
response opportunities. The approach reduces the consumption of technical resources
by assigning EE and DR audits tasks to the same audit team because this tactic
reduces any duplication of effort that could occur between two separate teams and
allows the combined team to collaborate more efficiently during discussions about
customer incentive qualifications, thereby minimizing the likelihood of delays.
The partners endeavor to identify facilities (or the aggregation of facilities) under one
service account to establish the opportunities for DR participation. The minimum
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service account program eligibility requirement is one 30 kW demand response
opportunity.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility and operations managers
who are interested in solar technology. IOU technical support staff can utilize energy
audits to provide recommendations to improve facility operations through EE/DR
measures prior to implementing more costly solar technologies. This strategy
supports the Energy Action Plan’s loading order.
f) Integration Across Resource Types (energy, water, air quality, etc.)
Not Applicable
g) Pilots
The program is exploring different options for program delivery models that may fill
gaps in program design. A solutions package for the small retrofit and modernization
project is needed for the majority of the projects. The program is currently underway
with pilot projects that address the project development and financial barriers. These
pilot projects are:
• A co-funding model permitting the project implementation activities to be shared
between the agency and the IOU and work around obstacles with the state’s
infrastructure while still complying with internal requirements.
• An on-bill financing pilot is currently in process.
h) EM&V
The utilities are proposing to work with the Energy Division to develop and submit a
comprehensive EM&V Plan for 2009-2011 after the program implementation plans
are filed. This will include process evaluations and other program-specific studies
within the context of broader utility and Energy Division studies. More detailed plans
for process evaluation and other program-specific evaluation efforts cannot be
developed until after the final program design is approved by the CPUC and in many
cases after program implementation has begun, since plans need to be based on
identified program design and implementation issues.
7. Diagram of Program
See Section 7 of the I&G Core PIP.
8. Program Logic Model
See Section 8 of the I&G Core PIP.
See Attachment 1 below for – Measure Matrix and Timeline.
See Attachment 2 below – Roadmap.
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Attachment 1 – Measure Matrix and Timeline
S t a te o f C A M e a s u re M a tr ix a n d T im e lin e
0 ‐3 M o n t h s

3 ‐6 M o n t h s

IO U 's w o u ld c o n tr a c t d ir e c tly
w ith th e M a n u fa c t u re r fo r
In s ta lla tio n ‐ in c e n tive w o u ld
o ffs e t c o s t o f p r o d u c t a n d
in s ta lla tio n
E s t im a te d
L e n g th o f
In s ta lla t io n
T e c h n o lo g y

IO U 's w o u ld c o n tr a c t d ir e c tly w ith th e M a n u fa c tu r e r fo r
In s ta lla tio n ‐ in ce n tiv e w o u ld o ffse t c o s t o f p r o d u c t a n d
in sta lla tio n
E s t im a te d
In s ta lla t io n
T im e
T e c h n o lo g y

V e n d in g M a c h in e
C o n tr o ls
P C N e tw o r k
S o ft w a r e

2 ‐3 M o n th s

O c c u p a n c y S e n so r s

4 M o n th s

1 ‐3 M o n th s

C F L r e p la c e m e n t

4 ‐ 5 M o n th s

S te a m T r a p s

5 ‐ 6 M o n th s

S e r v e r V ir tu a liz a tio n

4 ‐ 5 M o n th s

D o m e stic H o t W a te r B o ile r s

5 ‐ 6 M o n th s

L E D E x it S ig n s
3 M o n th s
S to r a g e W a te r
H e a te rs
1 ‐3 M o n th s
E x a m p le s o f A g e n c ie s to
P a r t ic ip a t e

6 ‐1 2 M o n t h s

1 2 ‐3 6 M o n t h s

T w o P a th s ‐ U tiliz e E s c o M o d e l o r IO U
r e s o u r ce s fo r in st a lla tio n

U tiliz e E S C O M o d e l/ C a p ita l O u tla y P r o c e s s a n d IO U
in c e n tiv e s to o ffse t c o s t

E s t im a te d
In s ta lla t io n
T im in g

T e c h n o lo g y
F lu o r e sc e n t
L ig h tin g
R e p la c e m e n t
O u t d o o r Lig h tin g
R e p la c e m e n t
P a c k a g e U n it
R e p la c e m e n t

F u m e H o o d O c c u p a n c y S e n so r s

3 ‐ 6 M o n th s
3 ‐ 6 M o n th s

DDS

Fu rn ace s
B u ild in g E n v e lo p e (In s u la tio n , W in d o w
T r e a t m e n t s, W e a t h e r s tr ip p in g , e tc )

A d d in g V F D 's
R e p la c e m e n t o f
SAN or U P S
M o to r
R e p la c e m e n t
H V A C M a in te n a n c e
a n d C o il C le a n in g

3 ‐ 6 M o n th s

B o ile r E c o n o m ize r s

DM H

F o o d S e r v ic e E q u ip m e n t R e p la c e m e n t

3 ‐ 6 M o n th s

DHS
DOM

8 M o n th s

E n e r g y M a n a g e m e n t S y s te m

6 ‐8 M o n th s

L ig h tin g P r o je c t s re q u ir in g r e ‐w ir in g

6 ‐9 M o n th s

B o ile r s

8 ‐1 0 M o n th s

C h ille r s

6 ‐8 M o n th s

A ir H a n d le r R e p la c e m e n t

8 ‐1 0 M o n th s

W a s te w a te r T r e a tm e n t P la n ts

6 ‐7 M o n th s

N e w B u ild in g s

E x a m p le s o f A g e n c ie s to P a r t ic ip a t e

F a ir s a n d E x p o s

E x a m p le s o f A g e n c ie s to P a r t ic ip a t e

DHS

C al Tran s

DM V

DM H

BOE

CHP

C o u rts

DGS

DMH

DDS

S ta te C o m p e n s a tio n In s. F u n d

DDS
Cal Trans
DHS
F a ir s a n d E x p o s
DGS
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M a jo r R e n o v a tio n s
C e n tr a liz e d S y st e m s
R e d u c e D is trib u t io n L o ss e s ‐ D is tr ib u te d
S y s te m s (e lim in a tin g ste a m o r h o t w a te r )
A L L A G EN C IE S

E s t im a te d
In s ta lla t io n
T im e
1 2 ‐2 4
M o n th s
1 2 ‐1 8
M o n th s
1 2 ‐1 8
M o n th s
1 8 ‐2 4
M o n th s
1 8 ‐2 0
M o n th s
2 4 ‐3 6
M o n th s
2 4 ‐3 6
M o n th s
2 4 ‐3 6
M o n th s
2 4 ‐3 6
M o n th s
1 2 ‐3 6
M o n th s
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UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership Program
1. Program Name: UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1 – Refer to Table 1 in the I&G Core PIP
3. Projected Program Gross Impacts Table – by calendar year
Table 2 – Refer to Table 2 in the I&G Core PIP
4. Program Description
a) Describe program
The University of California, California State University (UC/CSU), and Southern
California Edison and the three other Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs) are
collaborating to continue the UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership Program to
share energy efficiency best practices and to implement energy efficiency projects for
immediate and long-term energy savings and peak demand reduction and establish a
permanent framework for sustainable, comprehensive energy management programs.
The UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership is a natural fit with the goals, objectives
and strategies articulated in the California Long-Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan). The partnership was designed to achieve immediate energy and
demand savings and establish a permanent framework for sustainable, comprehensive
energy management programs. The partnership program is an existing statewide
nonresidential program that will continue in the 2009-11 program cycle. It will
continue to offer incentives for retrofit projects, monitoring-based commissioning,
and training for campus energy managers.
SCE and the other IOUs have implemented the partnership program with the goal of
extending the reach and effectiveness of traditional utility programs by using the UC
and CSU system communication and outreach channels. This will achieve broad
penetration of energy efficiency services on campuses. SCE will engage the UC and
CSU systems to be strategic partners to help reach campus end-use customers through
partnership activities and serve as channels for the IOUs’ other energy efficiency and
demand reduction programs.
The Statewide partnership concept was pioneered during the 2004-05 program cycle
by the four IOUs and the UC and CSU systems. The program was very successful in
achieving the above goals. The UC/CSU/IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership will
build on this success and emulate these strategies for the 2009-11 program cycle.
Projects will adopt a comprehensive approach by including retrofits and DSM
alternatives to include: demand response, solar and other distributed generation
(renewable self-generation).
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UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership Program
SCE and the other IOUs face the challenge of implementing cost-effective energy
efficiency programs that will result in immediate, long-term peak energy and demand
savings in their service territories. The institutional partnerships consume vast
quantities of energy and make up a significant portion of the both the electric and
natural gas load in the State of California. These entities are large, complex
organizations with a broad set of goals, stakeholders, processes, and constituencies.
They are diverse from a geographic, climate, and operational needs standpoint. But
with this size and diversity also comes a considerable opportunity to save energy use
and cost on a scale that is meaningful to the IOUs and to California. The institutional
and government Energy Efficiency partnerships is designed to meet these challenges.
With the 2004-2008 Partnership Programs, SCE and the other California IOUs
embraced a Statewide partnership concept in energy efficiency programs. This effort
was innovative, very successful, and led to significant energy savings throughout the
SCE service territory. In addition to the savings achieved, this partnership has helped
create a new paradigm for energy management which has established the
infrastructure necessary for long-term, permanent energy savings.
SCE’s objectives for the partnership include:
• Positioning the partnership as a unique, strategic relationship to help impact the
partners' energy decisions by demonstrating the successful implementation of a
comprehensive approach to achieving energy management goals;
• Coordinating with the proposed Workforce Education & Training Program to
train the next generation of the efficiency-related workforce and improve the
knowledge and skills of the current generation — from local code officials,
campus energy managers, and HVAC technicians to campus staff — to develop
the human resources needed to achieve market transformation;
• Leveraging existing organizational infrastructures to effectively implement other
programs and projects at the Statewide level;
• Engaging the partnership to deliver energy savings and demand reduction both
through partnership activities and by serving as channels for SCE’s energy
efficiency and other demand-side management programs; and
• Impacting the release of greenhouse gases in California by reducing electricity
and gas consumption. SCE will calculate CO2 reduction in tons by determining
annual life-cycle energy savings, in accordance with California Assembly Bill 32
(AB 32) 19 .
Strategies for Success
The UC/CSU Partnership is a unique energy efficiency program that accomplishes
immediate, long-term peak energy and demand savings and establishes a permanent
framework for a sustainable, comprehensive energy management program at the UC
and CSU campuses served by SCE and the other IOUs. This program capitalizes on

19

AB 32 caps global warming emissions to 2000 levels by 2010 (11% below business as usual), to 1990
levels by 2020 (25% below business as usual), and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.
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the vast resources and expertise of UC/CSU and the IOUs working together to ensure
a successful and cost-effective program that:
•
•
•

Meets the objectives of the CPUC as articulated in Decision 03-08-067 20 ;
Achieves the goals of the state Energy Action Plan to optimize energy
conservation and resource efficiency; and
Addresses the goal of the Governor’s Green Building Action Plan by assisting
campuses with the retrofit and retro-commissioning of existing buildings.

The program is an extension of the partnership first established in the 2004-2005
energy efficiency program cycle, and will capitalize on lessons learned in the areas of
improved program delivery efficiency and communication between the stakeholders.
The new program will also address a backlog of cost effective projects that were
identified in the previous cycle, but could not be completed because of budget
limitations.
Expected Outcomes
The following are the desired outcomes of the UC/CSU Partnership:
• Achieving immediate, cost-effective energy and demand savings;
• Continuing the success of the 2004-2005 and 2006-2008 program, using
program momentum to implement backlogged projects, and identifying new
projects for 2009 – 2011;
• Improving energy-efficient operations and maintenance practices at UC and
CSU campuses;
• Training UC and CSU energy managers to identify and implement energy
efficiency opportunities;
• Creating opportunities to partner with existing curriculum development efforts
to train the next generation of the “green workforce” which has been
identified as a critical component for California’s future economy;
• Initiating an energy efficiency partnership program that is designed to
accomplish immediate and long-term energy and peak demand savings goals;
• Disseminating information to increase awareness and acceptance of energy
efficiency practices;
• Improving communication and collaboration among the partners and the IOUs
to delivery energy efficiency programs;
• Creating an infrastructure for the permanent adoption of processes at the
facility system level;
• Improving efficiencies in program delivery, sharing best practices and
educational tools, and leveraging local knowledge;
• Leading and coordinating all demand-side management (DSM) by being the
main point of contact for DSM offerings, coordinating all projects, including
Energy Efficiency (EE), Demand Response (DR), California Solar Initiative

20

CPUC Decision 03-08-067 (August 23, 2003) solicits energy efficiency program proposals from utilities and nonutility parties, adopts evaluation criteria, establishes a funding cycle and addresses how funds may be allocated and
how program proposals may be reviewed. [http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/Published/Final_decision/29216.htm]
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•
•

(CSI), and Self Generation Incentive (SGIP) Programs as applicable to the
partner.
Leveraging Partners’ communications and outreach infrastructure to reach
customers and/or internal departments more effectively, and
Aligning energy efficiency program opportunities closely with Green Rating
opportunities, and increasing program participation by ensuring that green
rating systems reflect or parallel program offerings.

b) List measures
Measure Categories
Lighting
Controls and other
Equipment
Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration
Other

Technologies
Includes indoor and outdoor fluorescent, HID, LED
replacements, lighting controls, and other lighting projects.
Includes fans, motors, VFDs, air compressors, EMS
systems and other equipment not covered under the
lighting or HVAC categories.
Includes system and major subsystem replacements
New Construction, RCx, MBCx and others

Incentives will be paid on projects based on a cents per kWh saved. These rates are
an average of $0.24/kWh saved (gas savings at $1.00 per therm). Incentives are paid
by the utility to the agency upon completion of the project. They are based upon the
agreed-upon energy savings determined as part of the project evaluation, subject to
changes made during the project’s implementation.
Incentive rates for the New Partnership will be as follows:
Types

Amounts

Lighting projects
Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others
HVAC projects with electrical savings

$0.24/kWh

New construction projects

$0.10 above core SBD rates

c) List non-incentive customer services
The partnership will provide the following non-incentive services:
• Audit services;
• Technical assistance;
• Training and education;
• Design assistance;
• Due diligence project review; and
• Outreach activities.
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The partnership will include non-energy activities such as creating presentations for
industry and association conferences, attending various conferences, meetings, and
outreach events, and distributing marketing materials through education programs.
The partnership will also continue the progress made with the establishment of a
Statewide approach to training and building operations to facilitate long-term energy
efficiency savings. This component of the partnership involves training of campus
design staff, project managers, energy managers, and others in using best energy
practices in the construction, retrofit, and monitoring-based commissioning of
campus buildings and central plant infrastructures.
Non-Incentive Services
Education and Training

Emerging Technologies

Funding Sources
Subcontractor Activities
Program Administration
and Management

Delivery Mechanism
Delivered by creating presentations for industry and
association conferences, attending various conferences,
meetings and outreach events, distributing marketing
materials through education programs, and training energy
managers, facility maintenance staff and design staff,
project managers, and others in using best practices in the
construction, retrofit, retro-commissioning, and monitoringbased commissioning of buildings and central plant
infrastructure.
Delivered through Emerging Technologies (ET).
Partnerships will work with ET to develop potential pilots
for showcasing emerging technology development.
Partnership T&E funds, Partner T&E funds, Energy
Resource Center funds
Subcontractors may be used to assist in program
administration and state wide coordination among partners.
Utility program managers will ensure successful program
implementation by:
• Identifying project tasks
• Establishing schedule of deliverables and responsibilities
• Obtaining inputs from the partners and facilitating the
decision-making on key program elements
• Facilitating and coordinating partnership team
communications
• Providing analytical assistance as needed, and
• Providing accurate program information for reporting to
the CPUC.
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Non-Incentive Services
Quality Assurance and
Evaluation

Policy Assistance: Energy
Policy Development
Codes and Standards

Delivery Mechanism
The team will establish and oversee quality assurance
measures for the partnership program, including oversight
and verification of subcontractor activities. These
procedures and associated reporting will be developed in
more detail as part of program implementation. In general,
however, the partnership will continue the level of due
diligence and quality assurance of the present IOU energy
efficiency offerings, including a representative percentage
of pre- and post-installation inspections to verify small
hardware projects, and pre- and post-installation inspections
on all large or specialized projects and hardware projects
(installation of energy-efficient equipment, facility retrofits,
and building commissioning and new construction projects).
Influence UC/CSU partners to adopt energy efficiency best
practices and policy changes in accordance with the
Strategic Plan.
The other key element will be the refinement and further
adoption of voluntary policies and requirements adopted by
customers for energy efficiency and sustainability to create
incrementally more efficient buildings in parallel with the
adoption of more stringent, mandatory Codes and Standards
by local and state jurisdictions. For customers such as
county governments, the partnership will work with county
officials as they consider local building codes and standards
for implementation.

5. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
a) Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics are proposed at the highest
program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market transformation
discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 3 – Refer to the overarching program for quantitative baseline metrics
b) Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors and
programs, not single sub-programs. Therefore, all metrics and goals are proposed at
the highest program level. Please refer to the quantitative baseline and market
transformation discussion, presented in the overall program PIP.
Table 4 – Refer to the overarching program for market transformation metrics
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c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
Problem Statement and Barriers to Success
The Universities are large and complex organizations that represent millions of
square feet of building space and millions of potential kilowatt-hours of energy
savings. However, the size and complexity of these institutions often get in the way
of effective energy efficiency improvements, both in new construction and in existing
facilities.
Strategies for Success
The UC/CSU/IOU partnership has worked diligently to overcome the barriers that
size and complexity create, though many still exist. The effort to resolve them is ongoing, and each of the various partner customers has made significant progress. At
the heart of the evolving success are the partnership teams made up of customer staff,
utility staff, and consulting professionals. These teams enable the partnerships to
overcome these barriers through a number of important mechanisms:
Single point of contact model
Primary Barriers
Funding Levels and Project Funding
Constraints. Energy efficiency is costly
and budgets are limited. The actual
decision-makers approving the details of a
project often choose not to implement
higher-cost, more-efficient systems,
equipment, or technologies. Incentive
dollars are most often allocated to the
general fund, which hampers ensuring that
incentives are allocated toward the
participating department budget.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
Incentives help relieve budgetary constraints and
assist customer economic evaluation by making
energy efficiency more cost-effective. In addition
to their purely economic role, incentives play an
important part in promoting the importance and
visibility of energy efficiency. When a
partnership can bring an incentive to the decisionmaking body and make a public announcement, it
not only improves the economics of a project, but
demonstrates its importance and increases public
awareness of both the utility’s and the customer’s
commitment to energy efficiency and
environmental quality.
IOU on-bill financing programs are being
assessed as a way of financing smaller retrofit and
modernization upgrades.
A third strategy will help customers identify ways
of authorizing funding departments to reinvest
dollars received from incentives in future energy
projects.
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Primary Barriers
Lack of Long term Economic Decisionmaking. Economic decisions are often
short-sighted, with capital limitations
taking precedence over long-term savings,
even when accurate economic analysis
would select the higher initial cost of
higher-efficiency choices.

Evolving Technologies. Technology itself
is rapidly developing, and even the bestinformed energy professionals have
difficulty distinguishing between sales
propaganda and truly valid technical
advancements.

Staffing. Staff time is at a premium, with
most facilities personnel having too much
to do in too little time. Attention to proper
energy efficiency is time-consuming and
may get shelved as staff members work on
more immediate and urgent problems.
Staff members may need technical
information they do not have or assistance
they cannot afford.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
Education and training brings energy efficiency
awareness to decision-makers at all levels. The
partnership will incorporate education and
training for a variety of people including key
department managers, facilities staff, and the
general campus population. This component will
enhance awareness of energy efficiency, which in
turn will helps overcome some of the barriers
caused by lack of information or erroneous
economic analysis.
Integration allows the partnership management
team to be the single source of contact that
enables the institutional customers to take
advantage of all energy programs offered by the
IOUs. This integration will break down barriers to
participation in multiple programs. The program
is innovatively collaborating with internal utility
departments in order to advance this kind of
integration. Future plans will be developed to
include new construction, emerging technologies,
education and training, demand response,
California Solar Initiative (CSI), self-generation,
on-bill financing, and other utility programs
within the scope of partnership activities.
Professional assistance from utility staff and
partnership consultants allows potential projects
to be identified and evaluated. Many campuses
do not have the time to methodically evaluate
their buildings and identify the most salient
energy efficiency projects. Furthermore, facility
personnel often lack the technical expertise to
evaluate those projects and determine the best
energy efficiency improvements. The partnership
team is able to prepare comprehensive lists of
projects, evaluate their energy savings potential,
and bring them to the team for review. The
customer can then use this information to
accelerate the timing of some projects, modify the
scope of others, and rely on strategic energy
planning, rather than simple maintenance
schedules, for energy efficiency enhancements.
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Primary Barriers
Project Scope. Minor projects, including
many in which significant energy
efficiency improvements could be made,
are often handled within lower levels of the
organizations and do not reach the attention
of energy professionals.

Information Dissemination: Some of the
campuses lack the technical expertise to
develop or manage projects. Therefore
they lose opportunities to improve
efficiency when staff is unaware of
available technology and measures, or
when lack of funds and/or management
support causes the removal of such
measures from a project.
Gap in ESCO Process and Small Projects:
The previous program cycle taught the
management team that while the ESCO
process and Energy$mart project financing
mechanism may work for larger projects,
smaller projects cannot pass the Life-Cycle
Cost Analysis, and so the ESCOs do not
find smaller projects attractive. Many
campuses have buildings less than 25,000
sq. ft. which do not meet ESCO financial
models.

Strategies to Overcome Barriers
Focused attention is a vital intangible benefit of
the partnerships. The partnership teams meet on a
regular basis. They track the progress of existing
projects and constantly keep an eye out for future
projects. Partnership teams have documented
situations in which cost-effective projects that lay
dormant for up to five years were finally
implemented as a result of the continuous
attention and pressure placed on customer
management by the partnership team.
The management team is currently developing an
information tool for some agencies that will help
reveal the savings potential of implementing
projects with likely energy efficiency measures
that may appear in agencies’ typical facilities.
This is meant to appeal to facilities managers or
decision makers and allow the IOU to perform
detailed energy audits that eventually lend
themselves to project proposals.
The management team is exploring alternative
project delivery and financing models which may
include a mechanism that creates seed money for
starting up projects and integrating it with the onbill financing. This would be augmented by
innovative pilot project delivery models such as
the project co-funding approach, low- to no-cost
measure offerings, and third-party program
bridging, to pilot concepts that may fill gaps in
the program.

The partnership anticipates that each of the partners will continue to work through the
various obstacles that inhibit the full implementation of energy efficiency within their
institutions. This is a gradual and evolving process, and some of the partners have
more significant barriers than others. Nonetheless, the partnership model is effective
for all of them and leads to considerable energy savings and demand reduction, both
in new construction and in existing buildings. For many campuses, budget
requirements are becoming even tighter. The continuation of the partnerships will
help assure that barriers do not become even more significant as budgets are reduced.
Program Design & Delivery Mechanisms
Customer Contributions
The partnership often leverages the strengths of customer organizations in order to
provide various in-kind contributions that benefit the entire program. These
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contributions include, but are not limited to, project management, facility personnel,
marketing, site location venues, and administrative time.
The customer-partners provide major support to the partnerships and the energyefficiency projects sponsored by the partnerships. The equipment and installation
costs of retrofit, new construction, and RCx/MBCx projects are paid for by the
customers. The projects are managed by them or by a project manager paid for by
customer funds.
Key personnel from the institutional partners also attend the routine partnership team
meetings and provide additional work directing overall partnership activities and
managing various energy efficiency projects. In some cases these are full-time
positions paid for by the customer. Customer managers and various facilities and
technical staff also provide assistance on an as-needed basis to the utility staff and/or
partnership consultants for their various duties. This assistance includes such things
as researching and locating building plans and providing access for and assisting with
site surveys and monitoring activities.
The Partnership will continue the work started in the 2006-2008 program cycle to
address opportunities in the College and University segments which need to adopt
more energy efficient practices.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
Table 5
UC/CSU
Partnership

Program Target by
Program Target by
2009
2010
Institutional and Government Facilities
Total kWh and kW TBD kWh/ TBD kW TBD kWh/ TBD kW
Complete audits at two Complete audits at five
campuses. Ensure
campuses. Ensure 100%
EE/DR Audits
100% of all audits are of all audits are
coordinated EE/DR
coordinated EE/DR
efforts if applicable
efforts if applicable
Complete Lighting and Complete Lighting and
Lighting and
HVAC retrofits for
HVAC retrofits for
HVAC Retrofits
savings of TBD kWh/ savings of TBD kWh/
TBD kW.
TBD kW.
Complete MBCx
Complete MBCx
MBCx
projects for savings of projects for savings of
TBD kWh/ TBD kW. TBD kWh/ TBD kW.

Program Target by
2011
TBD kWh/ TBD kW
Complete audits at four
campuses. Ensure 100%
of all audits are
coordinated EE/DR
efforts if applicable
Complete Lighting and
HVAC retrofits for
savings of TBD kWh/
TBD kW.
Complete MBCx
projects for savings of
TBD kWh/ TBD kW.
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UC/CSU
Partnership

Program Target by
Program Target by
2009
2010
Institutional and Government Facilities
Complete New
Complete New
Construction projects
Construction projects for
for savings of TBD
savings of TBD kWh/
kWh/ TBD kW.
TBD kW. Communicate
Communicate
New Construction
Integration Strategy
Integration Strategy
between internal
between internal
departments and
departments and
offerings and incentive
offerings and incentive
structure.
structure.
Strategic Plan Support
See Section 5e
Core Program Integration
Education and
TBD Number of
TBD Number of Partner
Outreach
Partner Presentations
Presentations
Determine which
agencies will use On-Bill
Develop
Financial
Financing and establish a
documentation
Solutions:
model for using on-bill
package and project
On-Bill Financing
financing with
agreement for partners.
Institutional and
Government customers.
Establish
communication plan
Develop project
for ensuring that
agreement plan and
CSI
partners have been
determine necessary
educated on solar
stakeholders.
potential

Program Target by
2011
Complete New
Construction projects for
savings of TBD kWh/
TBD kW. Communicate
Integration Strategy
between internal
departments and
offerings and incentive
structure.

TBD Number of Partner
Presentations
Complete documentation
of participation rates for
partnerships and
determine any lessons
learned or roadblocks.

Complete documentation
of participation potential
and what is necessary for
partners to participate

Note: These are estimated targets. The program will need to have flexibility in allocating
resources to each program elements to ensure overall program success.
e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives
Institutional and Government partnerships are a natural fit with the goals, objectives,
and strategies articulated in the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic
Plan (Strategic Plan). The partnerships have demonstrated that innovation,
integration, and collaboration are the key to achieving the next generation of costeffective energy efficiency programs and resulting reductions in greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, by applying both Commercial and Local Government sector
strategies to the UC/CSU/IOU partnership as follows:
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Commercial Sector Goals –
Section 3
2-1: Lead by Example: State/local
governments and major corporations
commit to achieve energy
efficiency, EE, (or green) targets in
existing buildings.
2-5: Develop tools and strategies to
use information and behavioral
strategies, commissioning, and
training to reduce energy
consumption in commercial
buildings
2-6: Develop effective financial
tools for EE improvement to
existing buildings.
2-8: Improve utilization of plug load
technologies within the commercial
sector.
3-1: Drive continual advances in
lighting technology through research
programs and design competitions.
3-2: Create demand for improved
lighting products through
demonstration projects, marketing
efforts, and utility programs.

Strategies to Meet Goals
Where the budget allows, customer
owned buildings are benchmarked and
retro-commissioned.
Implementing monitoring-based
commissioning, and training energy
managers to continuously monitor and
optimize building operational
performance.
Developing on-bill financing offerings
compatible with the state legal
requirements. Exploring avenues that
may work around lease terms to address
the issue of perceived tenant/owner “split
incentives.”
Leveraging PC network software and
vending machine controls to reduce
commercial building plug loads.
Work with PIER to pilot lighting
products on state-owned facilities where
available.
Piloting emerging technologies in
lighting with collaboration with the
building owners.

6. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
i. Program name: UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership Program
ii. Program delivery mechanisms
The Partnership will use and build on the implementation strategies employed
during the last program cycle. Refining the implementation plan for this cycle, in
order to account for successes that have already been achieved, will include:
• A more streamlined program management structure
• Coordination with other energy efficiency programs and ongoing
Statewide and local government partnerships
• Implementation of energy efficiency retrofit program elements (including
project selection and implementation)
• Retro-commissioning (RCx) implementation
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•
•

Energy efficiency education, best practices development, and training
implementation, and
Integration with IOU portfolios of DSM products and services, resulting in
easier customer access and IOU program management.

Program Management Structure
The partnership will continue to be administered by a partnership management
team that meets every month. The team consists of representatives from the UC
and CSU system, all four IOUs, and — if the project volume warrants the need —
a program administration and management consultant who tracks project progress
and keeps the lines of communication and information flowing. The management
team sets overall program policy and ensures that the program adheres to the plan.
Action teams that perform the detailed work may include a retrofit project
development team, an RCx Team, and a training and education team. This team
approach provides better coordination and integration across both state agencies
and IOUs, increases the effectiveness of overcoming barriers in implementing
energy efficiency projects, and reduces the occurrence of lost opportunities.
Program Elements
Monitoring-Based Commissioning (MBCx)
The partnership implements MBCx projects in all buildings larger then 50,000
square feet. These projects provide as an opportunity to demonstrate a costeffective approach to optimizing facility operations, saving both electric and gas
energy, while reducing operating costs and improving occupants' comfort. With
metering installed as part of the project, the buildings can be continually
monitored after energy retrofits are completed to ensure sustainability of achieved
savings.
Activities for this element may include but are not limited to:
• Selection of candidate buildings for MBCx based on size, age, building
envelope, and condition of HVAC and lighting in the building;
• Development of an MBCx plan for each candidate building;
• Investigation of opportunities through energy audits and technical assessments
of major building systems (lighting, HVAC, etc.);
• Performance of pre-functional tests of building systems;
• Identification and implementation of minor no-cost/low-cost deficiencies;
• Recommendations for capital improvement measures for future planning that
may further improve system operation;
• Utilization of metered data and eQuest or other modeling and simulation
software to model building operations and determine scenarios for optimum
performance;
• Execution of functional performance tests to ensure proper operation of the
optimized systems; and
• Development of a training manual and monitoring capabilities (if applicable)
to ensure persistence of energy savings.
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Retrofit and Modernization
To reduce peak demand and create energy savings in all facilities, the partnership
works with the universities to identify facilities and develop a pool of retrofit
projects for implementation. The number and scope of the projects is contingent
on the availability of funds; however, the partnership works to ensure that project
priorities are moved if additional funding is secured. During this process,
department staff acquires the experience and knowledge to identify and
implement retrofit projects so that they can undertake energy efficiency projects
independently.
Retrofit projects could include complete lighting retrofits (T5 technology, LED
applications, newer 28 watt T-8s), building-wide lighting controls, and HVAC
upgrades and replacements.
In conjunction with the state’s efforts to achieve LEED certification for all
buildings larger that 50,000 square feet, as the GBI requires, the partnership
investigates opportunities to include energy efficiency measures in all major new
construction and renovation projects, special repair projects, and standard
scheduled maintenance operations.
Integration with Demand Response and Other DSM Services
Demand response programs provide tariff-based benefits to customers who design
and use demand response procedures. For demand response initiatives involving
the purchase and installation of equipment by SCE business customers, a plan to
provide a financial incentive for the energy savings resulting from the equipment
through the Partnership Program will be developed.
The Partnership will look for opportunities to integrate demand response and
other DSM services into the program. Resources will be leveraged to improve
implementation efficiency and reduce transactional impacts on partnership staff.
IOU energy efficiency and demand response program staff members will
collaborate with partners to conduct comprehensive audits to identify energy
efficiency measures and demand response opportunities. The approach will
reduce the consumption of technical resources by assigning EE and DR audits
tasks to the same audit team, as this tactic reduces any duplication of effort that
could occur between two separate teams and allows the combined team to
collaborate more efficiently during discussions about customer incentive
qualifications, thereby minimizing the likelihood of delays.
The partners will endeavor to identify facilities (or aggregated facilities) under
one service account to establish opportunities for DR participation. The minimum
service account program eligibility requirement is one 30 kW demand response
opportunity.
The partnership will also assist, where applicable, facility and operations
managers who are interested in solar technology. IOU technical support staff can
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use energy audits to provide recommendations for improving facility operations
through EE/DR measures before implementing more costly solar technologies.
Education and Training
The partnership will seek to increase upper management decision makers’
awareness of and support for energy efficiency projects. Additionally, it will
leverage IOU and other available training programs. The partnership will use the
existing infrastructure to accomplish outreach activities.
Education and training activities will include workshops for facility managers and
staff and other decision makers. They will receive training on best practices for
the implementation of energy efficiency retrofit projects, building operations, and
new technologies that may be applicable to the effective completion of their daily
tasks. Participants will get opportunities to explore the programs that are
currently available from the IOUs. Additionally, this program will provide
opportunities for participants to share best practices with other facility managers.
Workshops will be coordinated and delivered in conjunction with other
partnership efforts. The partnership management team will coordinate with
existing training centers such as SCE’s Customer Technology Application Center
(CTAC), SoCal Gas’ Energy Resource Center, and PG&E’s Pacific Energy
Center. The team will also use training programs available from State agencies,
such as the California Energy Commission, to deliver various technical training
courses to improve the skills and knowledge of State facility staff.
Funding Sources:
The partnership intends to take advantage of incentives available through the
partnership program. If accepted and implemented, these projects will receive
incentives for incremental energy savings for each measure that complies with the
program's guidelines. The IOUs will work with their internal program staff to
allocate appropriate incentive amounts from all applicable programs and to ensure
that state agencies include complete and correct incentive information in the life
cycle cost analysis when partners seek financing through CEC, local bond or state
funding sources.
The partnership team will also assist state agencies in efforts to employ on-bill
financing opportunities to provide a feasible alternative for funding small repair
projects and equipment upgrades that will increase energy efficiency.
Major Activities:
Key Activity
Identify key stakeholders to
participate

Description
The partnership management team will
identify key stakeholders in each agency
who may be selected to participate in the
project team.
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Key Activity

Description

Conduct solicitation for
potential projects from
participating agencies

The retrofit project team will coordinate
with the customer to generate a pool of
projects to be evaluated.

Compile and evaluate projects
based on project criteria and
cost-effectiveness
requirements.

The retrofit project team will perform due
diligence on proposed projects to
determine if each project meets the criteria
and cost-effectiveness requirements. The
project team will provide a list of
recommended projects.

Approve projects for funding

The partnership management team will
review project team recommendations for
potential projects.

Identify funding sources

The partnership team will explore
financing alternatives such as rebates and
incentives, on-bill financing, application of
existing budget, and local and state bonds
financing to maximize the state’s
investment in energy efficiency.

Coordinate project
implementation with partners
and contractors

The project team will provide oversight of
project implementation and coordinate
with customer and contractors to ensure
successful and timely implementation.

Verify project installation and
provide incentive payments

The project team will conduct inspections
of 100% of all projects. Upon verification,
project team will approve the completed
projects for incentive payments.

Compile project results and
complete final report

The project team will compile all relevant
project information including measure
information, energy savings, program
incentives paid, etc.

Coordinate with EM&V
contractor where applicable

If required, management team will
coordinate with the project teams and key
stakeholders to support any requests from
the CPUC approved EM&V contractors.

Non-Energy Activities
Working within the partnership structure, the team will use pre-screening energy
audits to complete a preliminary identification of candidate buildings.
Preliminary audits should reduce the number of Investment Grade Audits (IGAs)
that fail to qualify for the program. The results of these pre-screening audits will
feed the project pool.
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The partnership program will provide training to facility staff through the
program's retro-commissioning component to promote the persistence and
sustainability of achieved energy savings. Additionally, the partnership will
provide opportunities for design teams at the universities to learn about available
incentives so that they may incorporate them into facility planning and
construction.
In addition, the partnership will provide support to the partners in meeting the
requirements of AB 32. Through the education and training element, the UC and
CSU systems will be able to identify measures that will help them achieve the
required reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
Subcontractor Activities
The partnership relies on contractors to carry out portions of the program.
Subcontractors' activities may include but are not limited to:
• Assisting with Program Planning and Design areas, including program
narrative preparation for filings, preparing project energy savings estimates
and E3 cost-effectiveness calculators, and providing assistance in the
development of marketing and outreach plans;
• Coordinating, scheduling, and documenting results and action items from
program team meetings;
• Preparing and conducting formal presentations and participating in
conferences as required by the Management Team;
• Maintaining a Project Tracking and Reporting database system;
• Assisting the IOUs and the UC/CSU partners in CPUC reporting;
• Assisting in the development of workshop agendas and materials,
identification of experts, facilitation of workshops and training sessions, and
the preparation of minutes for the Training and Education component; and
• Miscellaneous professional and technical assistance as requested by the IOUs
to assist the team in identifying, implementing, and maintaining energy
efficient measures.
Quality Assurance and Evaluation Activities
For reporting purposes, both the State and the IOUs require a stringent
measurement and validation (M&V) process. For ESCO projects, the state
requires measurement of energy savings that are accurate and objective to ensure
that the ESCO is meeting the conditions of their performance contract. An ESCO
includes in its proposal a guarantee to provide an energy analysis compiled by an
M&V agent that the state and the IOU, where applicable, must approve prior to
payment. M&V services are equally important to the IOUs because they must
provide a verification of savings to the California Public Utilities Commission to
substantiate their use of Public Goods Charge funds. The state and the IOUs
require assistance from subcontractors to perform M&V tasks.
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The partnership management team will establish and oversee quality assurance
measures for the partnership programs, including oversight and verification of
subcontractor activities. These procedures and the associated reporting will be
developed in detail during the program implementation process. Project teams
will provide the level of due diligence and quality assurance that are consistent
with current partnership and utility programs. Test samples will include a
representative percentage of pre- and post-installation confirmation assignments.
iii. Incentive levels
Types
Lighting projects
Motors/VFDs/Compressors/Others
HVAC projects with electrical savings
New construction projects

Amounts
$0.24/kWh
$0.10 above core SBD rates

iv. Marketing and outreach plans, e.g. research, target audience, collateral,
delivery mechanisms.
The UC/CSU/IOU Partnership is fortunate to have a built-in marketing and
communication network that connects the UC Office of the President, the CSU
Chancellors Office, and the campus energy managers. This “buy-in” from the top
opens up communications channels to the whole system. Combined with the
existing management structure from the 2006-08 programs, this will facilitate
marketing activities through pre-established channels for 2009-11. Due to
support from the top of the organization, partnership programs will be very visible
and provide opportunities to leverage existing UC and CSU conferences and
meetings to raise awareness among campuses for the program. In 2006-08 this
was accomplished via the UC Sustainability Conference and the CSU Facilities
Conference. As such, marketing efforts are minimal and cost effective.
Key Activity

Description

Outreach

The partnership management team will begin outreach efforts by
contacting each campus's head of facilities management and
informing them of the availability of funds for approved measures
and activities in the partnership. The team will schedule meetings
to discuss options, implementation criteria, benefits of program
participation, and program offerings.

Customer
Follow-Up

The partnership management team, in coordination with staff from
the state and the IOUs, will visit each targeted site to talk with
facilities managers about the various options and proposed energy
efficiency measures. After confirming an appropriate site for
implementing measures and/or retro-commissioning, the
management team will meet the appropriate facilities managers to
present the anticipated energy savings, other benefits, and
considerations associated with the implementation.
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Key Activity
Implementation
and Training

Description
The partnership management team will share energy efficiency
knowledge and implementation experience with other public
agency entities through a series of meetings and workshops, which
will be coordinated with other partnership programs.

v. IOU program interactions with CEC, ARB, Air Quality Management
Districts, local government programs, other government programs as
applicable.
Program interactions are referenced for partnerships in the I&G Core PIP,
Section 6v.
vi. Similar IOU and POU programs
b) Program delivery and coordination
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6b.
c) Best Practices
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP Section 6c.
d) Innovation
The UC and CSU campuses have made significant progress in adopting innovative
projects during the 2006-08 program cycles. Projects and technologies included high
technology (IT systems) areas such as server virtualization, PC power management,
CRT to LCD monitor replacements, and high efficiency UPS systems. Pilot projects
were established with PIER for emerging technologies such as Integrated Classroom
Lighting Systems (ICLS), bi-level stairway lighting systems, and demand-controlled
kitchen exhaust hood ventilation controls. Additionally, in 2008, the partnership
began collaborating with IOU food service technology groups to expand energy
efficiency in campus cafeterias. The plan for the 2009-11 partnership is to leverage
these innovative pilot projects to fully focused and large-scale offerings for the two
universities.
e) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6e.
f) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
Referenced for partnerships in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6f.
g) Pilots
No specific pilots are planned.
h) EM&V
Referenced in the I&G Core PIP, Section 6h.
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7. Diagram of Program
See Section 7 of the I&G Core PIP.
8. Program Logic Model
See Section 8 of the I&G Core PIP.
See Attachment 1 below – UC/CSU Process Flow
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UC/CSU Energy Efficiency Partnership Program
Attachment 1: UC/CSU Project Process Flow
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1. Program Name: Integrated Marketing & Outreach
Program ID:
SCE-L-006
Program Type: Core
2. Projected Program Budget Table
Table 1

SCE-L-006 Main Program Name / Sub-Program
CROSSCUTTING
Non-Resource Marketing and Outreach
Integrated Marketing and Outreach
Market Research *
Collateral *
Delivery *
MEU
Market Research *
Collateral *
Delivery *
Outreach

Total
Administrative
Cost (Actual)

Total Marketing
& Outreach
(Actual)

Total Direct
Implementation
(Actual)

$

1,341,000

$
$
$
$

10,764,000
1,032,000
1,766,400
7,965,600

$

$
$
$
$

1,064,469
53,224
1,011,245

$
$
$
$

627,275
62,728
564,547

$
$
$
$

$

347,094

$
$
$
$

2,784,906
556,981
2,227,925

$

Market Research *
Collateral *
Delivery *

-

2,665,256
266,526
2,398,730
-

Integration
Budget
Allocated to
other Programs Total Budget By
(If Applicable) Program (Actual)

$

12,105,000

$

4,357,000

$

3,132,000

2,752,563 $
14,176,181 $
2,665,256 $
$
19,594,000
TOTAL: $
* Estimated budget allocation provided in this manner, per ED request. SCE does not budget or track program costs as indicated on this table.

3. Program Description
a) Describe program
SCE’s DSM marketing efforts will be expanded and formalized within the Integrated
Marketing & Outreach (IMO) Program. This program will provide funding to conduct
and maintain market intelligence; enhance SCE’s website to ensure customers receive
integrated solutions; explore behavior-based marketing; and allow the utility to
generate awareness of its integrated DSM solutions through the use of ongoing
integrated seasonal marketing campaigns, the Mobile Energy Units (MEUs), and
events outreach. This program focuses on the integration aspect of outreach by
gathering data and delivering information to customers in a way that reaches
customers now and provides intelligence to guide future outreach, while working in
concert with the Statewide Marketing, Education and Outreach campaign.
SCE will continue to leverage the statewide marketing, education and outreach
campaign, which will include the development of a new statewide DSM brand. The
statewide marketing, education and outreach efforts build awareness for energy
efficiency products and services, shift customers attitudes/perceptions, and drive
customers to learn more about utility rebate and savings programs that can help them
save energy, money and the environment.
Additionally, SCE will continue to conduct targeted marketing efforts to customers
who have a high propensity for participating in a specific program, in order to drive
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program enrollment. SCE will make the participation process as simple as possible in
order to eliminate potential barriers to taking action.
The IMO will complement but not duplicate SCE’s targeted marketing activities and
the statewide marketing, education and outreach efforts. Specifically, the Statewide
Marketing, Education and Outreach campaign builds awareness to shift customers’
attitudes and perceptions about energy efficiency. These efforts pave the way for the
IMO program’s seasonal marketing campaigns, which will leverage the statewide
efforts to raise consumer interest in energy efficiency by providing information on
integrated solutions to common consumer energy management needs, such as
cooling. While the seasonal campaigns will focus on promoting integrated DSM
solutions, they will not replace the targeted marketing efforts that are needed to help
secure participation goals within each measure.
In addition, the Integrated Marketing and Outreach program will enable the utility to
better understand its customers and their energy management needs through market
intelligence, while providing funding for on-going DSM outreach through the MEU
and Events Outreach.
b) Statement of problem and program solutions to overcome the problem
SCE’s IMO will help the utility overcome several challenges, which include:
• Improving the ability to target both residential and business customers – The
market intelligence effort within the IMO component will help SCE better
understand its customers, by developing a data warehouse that will store several
sources of customer data within a single repository. These data stored will
include, but is not limited to, segment specific information, customer specific data
(such as program participation and square footage/equipment information), and
SCE historical billing or usage information. SCE is expecting to update its
attitudinal segmentation for the residential market, and this data will be included
in the Warehouse.
• Integrating DSM solutions on SCE’s website – The website currently provides
customers with a list of programs that are available to help them meet their energy
management needs. Although customers are able to scan the list of programs in
search of solutions, the web pages do not effectively convey the integrated DSM
that is available. Therefore, SCE is planning to enhance its website to integrate its
DSM solutions and to provide easy-to-access information and decision-making
tools. This will enable both residential and business customers to find holistic
solutions to their energy management needs. The effort will also explore the
potential for providing an integrated online application process in order to
simplify the process for customers and increase participation.
• Moving customers from awareness to action – The IMO’s seasonal marketing
campaigns will complement but not duplicate SCE’s targeted marketing efforts
and the statewide marketing, education and outreach efforts. The integrated
seasonal marketing campaigns will generate broad-based awareness of SCE’s
DSM solutions to energy management needs, as they work in concert with
targeted marketing efforts to secure customer participation. Integrated seasonal
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•

marketing campaigns will utilize proven traditional channels, such as direct mail
and advertising, while emphasizing non-traditional activities, such as expanded
partnership activities and online social networking. The seasonal campaigns will
also focus on reaching SCE’s communities through the use of in-language
advertising and grass-roots outreach, including working with community- and
faith-based organizations (CBOs and FBOs, respectively, as well as the MEU). In
addition, by monitoring the results of the Palm Desert Demonstration
Partnership’s behavior-based marketing pilot, the IMO will be able to determine
strategies and goals for future efforts.
Extending outreach to communities – Customers from diverse cultures or those
who reside in remote locations may not have had access to the energy efficiency
message. Therefore, the MEU and events outreach are two key strategies to
provide a mechanism for SCE to reach these customers with integrated DSM
solutions using brochures and written materials, interactive and static displays.
The MEU is available to travel to communities throughout SCE’s territory, in
addition to appearing at large events. The MEU serves the entire SCE territory,
and has its schedule displayed at www.sce.com/meu.
In addition, events outreach will provide a focus on professional Business to
Business and Business to Consumer based trade shows, large public and
community events; often where the MEU is not able to participate, due to area
space and/or logistical limitations. Events outreach will serve the entire SCE
territory, but may also go beyond the SCE boundaries to participate in select
national energy efficiency and demand side related and joint utility events.

c) Program goals, strategies and measurable objectives
Through IMO, SCE will accomplish several strategic goals:
• Conduct and maintain market intelligence – SCE will develop a data warehouse
that will store several sources of customer data within a single repository. In
addition, SCE will acquire external data and analytical tools that provide
enhanced information on customer demographics and psychographics (attitudes)
in order to customize and target marketing and outreach efforts.

•

An improved ability to customize and target marketing and outreach efforts will
help SCE increase the effectiveness of its marketing and outreach efforts, and
thereby minimize lost opportunities, by providing customers with relevant
solutions.
Enhance SCE’s website – An enhanced, consumer-friendly website will serve as a
comprehensive tool for providing integrated DSM strategies and solutions,
including energy efficiency, demand response, solar, smart meters, electric
transportation and Low Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE). It will also leverage
the information and resources of the statewide EE/DSM web portal, which will be
developed in conjunction with the ME&O strategies outlined in the Strategic Plan.
The website enhancements will provide easy-to-access information and decisionmaking tools. For example, in alignment with important legislative initiatives (for
example, AB 32), enhancements such as the carbon footprint calculator can help
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educate customers about how their individual actions can help reduce greenhouse
gas emission and help improve the environment.
This effort will also explore opportunities for simplifying the process and
increasing customer participation. This program will support an initiative under
way in 2009 to develop an integrated DSM application. Another potential
enhancement may be the vendor marketplace tool. This online, “self-service” tool
will leverage the contractor data on sce.com to provide SCE customers with the
ability to search, evaluate, and select contractors for energy efficiency and
demand response products, programs and services. This enhanced search engine
will allow customers to search for contractors by geographic region, specialty,
products/services/programs offered, and other relatable criteria, which is
something SCE believes business customers will find valuable. SCE will not
endorse any of these contractors, but will provide the list to customers as a
service.
• Explore behavior-based marketing – Identify the potential for a large-scale
behavior-based marketing effort, by monitoring the results associated with a
behavior-based marketing pilot for the Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership.
Based upon the pilot’s results, determine strategies and goals for future efforts.
• Continue integrated seasonal marketing campaigns – SCE will launch seasonal
marketing campaigns and sales promotions each year in order to generate
awareness of the statewide brand and the benefits of energy efficiency behavior.
The seasonal marketing campaigns will generate awareness of SCE’s DSM
solutions to energy management needs, as they work in concert with targeted
marketing efforts to secure customer participation. To reach SCE’s diverse
customer base these campaigns will include a mix of traditional and nontraditional marketing (described in Section 5: Program Implementation, item c,
Marketing Plan).
• Expand reach to communities through the MEUs – The MEUs will focus on
economically disadvantaged communities with large numbers of customers that
speak English as a second language or have a large, first-generation immigrant
population. These customer groups will benefit from the hands-on experience the
MEU provides, as this may be the first time they have been exposed to the
concept of energy efficiency. The MEU provides an opportunity for these
communities to understand that there are energy conservation and efficiency
solutions available to them both at home and in their businesses. In addition, by
saving energy, they will be able to lower operating expenses and save money.
SCE will design and procure a new hybrid plug-in MEU during the 2009-2011
program cycle to help promote environmental initiatives and SCE programs and
services. SCE will continue to offer energy-saving tips, such as the Energy Guide.
• Enhance outreach displays – Update and develop static, interactive and
technology based display units to promote and communicate consistent messaging
throughout all event marketing and outreach efforts. Main units will emphasize
an overall energy efficiency message and supplemental signage and technologybased displays will promote individual program/services information. These
displays will allow flexibility in covering multiple events in different locations
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both by the MEUs and events outreach. In addition, these new displays will
provide SCE with opportunities to engage customers at outreach events in a
dialogue about DSM opportunities and behaviors that will help save the customer
energy, money and the environment.
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d) Target Audience
SCE’s residential and business customers are the target audience for IMO activities.
SCE will use customer segmentation and market intelligence to target customers, who
are likely to participate, with relevant messaging as appropriate.
e) Identify if and how this program will provide any elements of Workforce
Education & Training
The MEU will support elements of the WE&T goals as outlined in the Strategic Plan
by:
• Providing structured seminars at events to inform customers of the available
training and education programs available to help develop a trained workforce
that will be required to achieve California’s clean energy goals;
• Providing information about educational/certificate programs at community
colleges, energy centers, and union offices that lead to green careers; and
• Coordinating with WE&T Connections program to increase awareness at schools.
4. Program Rationale and Expected Outcome
Increased emphasis on integrating DSM programs within marketing and outreach is
necessary to comply with the Commission’s directive in D.07-10-032 1 that directs the
utilities to “undertake joint marketing of energy efficiency programs with other customer
energy technologies, such as demand response, smart meters and solar installations.”
Accomplishing the long-term goal of integrating DSM programs, maximizing energy
savings and changing customer behavior requires a multi-layered marketing effort across
all stakeholders with responsibility for energy efficiency in all sectors. An effective
marketing effort will move consumers through a continuum from awareness, to attitude
change, to action, to long-term behavior change (see Exhibit A).
To move customers through the continuum from awareness to action will require both
integrated and targeted marketing campaigns. While targeted marketing efforts will be
funded exclusively by the program being promoted, the integrated campaigns will receive
their funding from the IMO section within energy efficiency. In addition to energy
efficiency funding, the integrated campaigns will receive funding from: demand
response, California Solar Initiative (CSI) and Low-Income Energy Efficiency.
Integrated marketing and outreach campaigns will provide customers with DSM solutions
that are relevant to their situation. To accomplish this task, the campaigns and outreach
efforts will rely on market intelligence, website enhancements, behavioral marketing, the
MEU, events outreach and seasonal marketing campaigns.

1

CPUC Decision 07-10-032 (October 18, 2007) required investor owned utilities to prepare a single,
statewide energy efficiency DSM Strategic Plan for 2009-2020.
[http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/DAILY_CALENDAR/79584.pdf]
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Exhibit A: Path to Action - Moving Customers through a Continuum
Stakeholders create awareness

DSM Awareness

Long -Term
Behavior Change

CUSTOMER
CYCLE

Attitude Change

Intent to Take Action

a) If available, Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Market transformation metrics cannot
be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 2 – Quantitative baseline metrics cannot be readily offered for this program
b) Market Transformation Information:
By its nature, market transformation occurs as a result of numerous factors, and can
not be directly attributed to all program efforts. Market transformation metrics cannot
be readily offered for this program at present.
Table 3 – Market transformation metrics cannot be readily offered for this
program
c) Program Design to Overcome Barriers
A formal IMO initiative was established to identify key marketing and outreach
integration opportunities and to secure funding for these efforts. The key marketing
and outreach activities include: conduct and maintain market intelligence, explore
behavior-based marketing, enhance SCE’s website, and continue integrated seasonal
marketing campaigns, the MEU and events outreach.
These activities will help SCE overcome barriers associated with moving customers
through the continuum from awareness to action, by creating consumer awareness
around the DSM solutions SCE offers to common energy management needs, such as
cooling. Designed to complement the statewide marketing, education and outreach
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efforts and SCE’s targeted marketing efforts, the IMO will serve as an important link
between statewide efforts and SCE’s targeted marketing efforts.
d) Quantitative Program Targets
The program will work towards achieving the following targets over the three-year
program cycle. The proposed targets may be modified due to funding restrictions,
especially for the 2009 bridge-funding year.
Table 4
Program Target
by 2009

Program Target by
2010

Program Target by
2011

Up to 3 per year
Launch bundled
messaging

Up to 3 per year
Develop interactive
tools and services

Standardize data
inputs in
preparation of data
warehouse
Up to 100 per year

Implement
centralized data
warehouse
Up to 100 per year

Up to 100 per year Up to 100 per year

Up to 100 per year

Program Name
Integrated “seasonal”
marketing campaigns Up to 3 per year
Website
Planning/Design
enhancements
Development

Conduct and
Maintain market
intelligence
Mobile Energy Units
Events Outreach
Group

Build the market
intelligence
process to
integrate several
sources of
customer
information
Up to 100 per year

e) Advancing Strategic Plan goals and objectives:
In alignment with the Strategic Plan, the IMO is designed to continue to leverage the
statewide marketing, education and outreach efforts, which will include the new
statewide brand. Additionally, SCE will continue to conduct targeted marketing
efforts to customers who have a high propensity for participating in a specific
program, in order to drive program enrollment.
The program will help to achieve the following near-term strategic goals identified in
Sections 8 and 10 of the Strategic Plan:
• 1-1: DSM Integration and Coordination — Carry out integrated marketing of
DSM opportunities across customer classes – The MEUs will coordinate with
DSM activities and institutions such as: SCE’s Electric Transportation, Southern
California Gas Company, local water agencies, and municipalities to provide
customers with integrated marketing across customer class.
• 1-2: Marketing, Education, and Outreach — Develop an integrated marketing
plan for all Californians - The IMO will carry out integrated marketing of SCE’s
DSM opportunities across customer classes, which will complement but not
duplicate SCE’s targeted marketing activities and the statewide marketing,
education and outreach efforts. The MEU will coordinate with WE&T efforts to
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•

help increase customer awareness in schools and provide information about
educational /certificate programs that is offered through community colleges,
energy centers, and union offices that leads to green careers.
1-3: Marketing, Education, and Outreach — Use social marketing techniques to
build awareness and change consumer attitudes and perceptions. The MEU will
utilize social marketing techniques to help generate customer leads to DSM
programs.

5. Program Implementation
a) Statewide IOU Coordination
SCE will continue to leverage the statewide marketing, education and outreach
efforts, which will include the new statewide brand. The statewide marketing,
education and outreach efforts build awareness for energy efficiency products and
services, shift customers attitudes/perceptions, and drive customers to learn more
about utility rebate and savings programs that can help them save energy, money and
the environment.
b) Program delivery mechanisms
IMO provides funding to conduct and maintain market intelligence, enhance SCE’s
website, explore behavior-based marketing, and for the MEUs, events outreach and
ongoing seasonal marketing campaigns.
SCE will also launch seasonal marketing campaigns and sales promotions each year
in order to generate awareness of the statewide brand and the benefits of energy
efficiency behavior. The campaigns will feature integrated DSM solutions to
common consumer issues, like managing cooling costs during summer. For example,
a summer “cooling” campaign might tell customers that they can manage their
cooling bills by signing up for both an HVAC Tune-Up (Comprehensive HVAC
program – Energy Efficiency program) and the Summer Discount Plan (demand
response program). By providing integrated product bundles, the campaign will
generate awareness and encourage customers to change behavior and drive them
toward relevant solutions.
SCE will use a mix of proven marketing tactics (for example, direct mail, online,
advertising, etc.) and non-traditional communications (for example, partnerships,
social networking, etc.) into its seasonal campaigns.
To generate awareness, SCE will work closely with existing partners (CARE
Capitation agencies, Energy Assistance Fund agencies, and LIEE agencies), local
government partnerships, social service agencies, and CBOs and FBO. SCE will seek
to secure the involvement of these key organizations and partners throughout the
campaign, beginning with the planning process. For example, SCE may ask CBOs
representing ethnic communities for input on messaging concepts, as well as to help
disseminate the messages to SCE customers within their community.
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SCE will also leverage MEU and events outreach, whenever appropriate, at outreach
events and may utilize trained promotional staff at “live marketing” events, such as:
home shows, trade shows, retail stores, malls, sporting, and public relations events.
The MEU travels to communities and will appear at events where there is the greatest
opportunity to reach customers. The MEU is designed to engage customers on
location through the use of physical displays and exhibits that explain energy
efficiency and offer a hands-on customer experience. The events outreach group will
participate and promote integrated DSM solutions at larger, more expansive events
where having one or more of the MEUs may not be physically or economically
feasible. Events outreach will work in conjunction with the MEUs to cover multiple
events in various areas to effectively reach targeted market segments simultaneously
for greater customer response and feedback.
c) Marketing Plan
The IMO will focus on integrating DSM options for broad-based audiences, both
residential and business, by enhancing SCE’s website to provide integrated DSM
solutions and by providing seasonal campaigns that feature solutions to common
consumer issues and to encourage customers to take action and change behavior.
SCE will utilize attitudinal segmentation to develop program-marketing messages
that resonate with different types of customers. SCE will also apply statistical
modeling techniques using customer descriptors, such as past program participation,
historical energy usage, and household demographics, to identify and target
customers most likely to participate in programs.
To generate broad-based awareness among SCE’s diverse customer base, SCE will
use a mixed, multi-media approach in the development of its marketing campaigns.
This includes general and ethnic mass media, such as radio, newspaper and print. The
ethnic media will include, but not be limited to: Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese and
Korean. The marketing campaign will also include direct-to-consumer information,
such as bill inserts and direct mail that SCE will send to customers who were
identified as being likely to participate. To help simplify the participation process for
customers, SCE will push customers to integrated web pages or ‘microsites’ that
feature the solutions being promoted. In addition, SCE will explore potential
opportunities for simplifying the enrollment process and increasing participation
through the development of an integrated online application and an online Vendor
Marketplace tool.
SCE will also explore the use of non-traditional outreach methodologies, such as
web-based, social networking, as a means for engaging customers in a discussion on
creating an energy-efficient lifestyle. SCE will also conduct outreach activities in
partnership with the utility’s key partners (that is, retailers, cities, counties,
community groups, et al). For example, SCE might work with retailers to provide instore promotional materials or advertising. Additionally, outreach events could
include the use of live marketing teams, in which specially trained individuals
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promote integrated tools and services, and the MEUs, to help SCE build awareness,
while creating a real-time, interactive connection with the customer.
In addition, the IMO will support targeted marketing efforts by conducting and
maintaining market intelligence that will store various internal and external customer
data, including segmentation analysis, within a single repository. This data will be
utilized to help SCE further target relevant solutions to the appropriate market
segment.
d) Best Practices
SCE’s IMO reflects best practices in market strategies, since it includes a market
intelligence effort that will enable the utility to better understand its customers and,
therefore, better able to move towards personalization and customization. According
to Michael Mendenhall, the Chief Marketing Officer for Hewlett-Packard Company,
in the Marketing Leadership Council article, Identifying Emerging Marketing Trends,
personalization is one of the four major trends in marketing. Mendenhall states that
customers are saying, “Know me and be relevant to me, otherwise I will tune you
out.” 2 SCE is aware of this trend and expects that the market intelligence effort will
help the utility move toward personalization and customization, by providing a single
data warehouse for storing customer data and by purchasing additional customer data
and analytical tools.
e) Innovation
In addition to the development of market intelligence, SCE will also explore
behavior-based marketing as an innovative means of moving customers toward an
energy efficient lifestyle. SCE will monitor the results associated with a behaviorbased marketing pilot for the Palm Desert Demonstration Partnership. Based upon the
pilot’s results, SCE will determine strategies and goals for future efforts.
f) Integrated/coordinated Demand Side Management
The IMO is designed to integrate energy efficiency, demand response, LIEE, and
CSI. These DSM options will be integrated through the enhancement of SCE’s
website, as well as within events outreach, the MEU, and SCE’s seasonal 3 marketing
campaigns that feature solutions to common consumer issues, such as managing
cooling costs during summer. These integrated efforts will receive their funding from
the IMO section within energy efficiency. In addition, demand response, CSI, and
LIEE will provide funding.
g) Integration across resource types (energy, water, air quality, etc)
The seasonal campaigns, events outreach, MEU and website enhancements will
integrate savings messages across resource types, whenever appropriate. For
example, SCE might highlight an air quality (for example, environmental) savings
2

Market Leadership Council, A Conversation with Michael Mendenhall, page 74-75, 2008.
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message as a potential benefit in one of its seasonal campaigns. In addition, SCE will
work with IOUs and other non-utility partners (for example, ENERGY STAR®),
when appropriate, to generate awareness around energy-efficiency opportunities and
trends. For example, in 2008, SCE partnered with ENERGY STAR® on a “Change a
Light, Change the World” Compact Fluorescent Light (CFL) campaign. As a result
of this campaign, SCE received over 100,000 customer pledges to replace an
incandescent bulb with a CFL, and among customers who took the pledge, the mean
number of bulbs they pledged to replace was approximately fourteen. SCE will also
work with the IOUs to identify collaborative outreach opportunities, such as
partnering, to provide joint information at Employment Development Department
offices, located within our shared territory.
h) Pilots
The MEU will employ the customer feedback survey and/or lead card and provide
promotional items and the Residential Energy Guide to customers who completed the
survey and/or lead card to help validate the effectiveness of the MEU to customers.
This will be accomplished through:
• Social marketing techniques to build awareness and change consumer attitudes
and perceptions; and
• Structured seminars at events to inform customers of the available training and
education programs available to help develop a trained workforce that will be
required to achieve California’s clean energy goals.
•
Events outreach will also utilize a similar lead card as the MEU to gather customer
information, questions and feedback for larger scale professional tradeshows and
events. Promotional items will be distributed to individuals who complete a lead
card, application form or participate in an interactive demonstration taking place at a
tradeshow or event booth area. Promotional items may also be provided at
professional workshops and seminars in which SCE is invited to speak. The
promotional items will be provided to remind attendees of SCE’s integrated DSM
solutions. Examples include the West Coast Energy Management Congress and
EEI National Accounts Workshop.
i) EM&V
The utilities plan to work together to develop a complete plan for 2009-2011 program
cycle studies and budgets after the program plans are finalized and filed. This plan
will be submitted to the CPUC in time for approval, along with the PIP.
Detailed plans for process evaluations and other evaluation efforts specific to this
program will be developed after the final program design is approved by the CPUC
and program implementation has begun, since final plans will be based on identified
program design and implementation issues and questions.
As indicated above, we do not believe it is appropriate to develop market
transformation expectations for this program. However, there may be other program
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indicators, such as customer satisfaction and program baseline that we should
consider. For program activities, such as seasonal marketing campaigns, behavior
based-marketing initiatives and enhanced web interface for program information,
these are often implemented in the context of selected programs or target programs.
In these cases, these program baseline indicators should be evaluated at the specific
program level.
For the purpose of the IMO, we may consider the following evaluation actions:
• Assess the effectiveness of the marketing actions in the context of affected
programs; and
• Assess the effectiveness of MEU and outreach events in the context of their
ability to drive referrals or traffic into other resource programs or their ability to
affect program or portfolio level score.
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6. Diagram of Program
Statewide Marketing, Education
and Outreach efforts shift
customer attitudes/perceptions
and drive them to learn more
about utility specific programs

Statewide Marketing, Education and Outreach (ME&O)
Integrated Marketing and
Outreach efforts will compliment,
not duplicate Statewide M&EO.

Integrated Marketing and Outreach
SCE will extend integrated
solutions message to underserved communities through
use of the Mobile Energy
Unit and Events Outreach

Mobile Energy Unit /
Events Outreach

Seasonal Marketing
Campaigns
Campaigns will leverage traditional and nontraditional marketing and outreach to generate
awareness of SCE’s integrated DSM solutions
offerings

•Home Energy Efficiency Rebates
• Appliance Recycling
• Home Energy Efficiency Surveys
• Upstream Lighting
• Consumer Electronics
• Low Income Energy Efficiency
• Summer Discount Program
• Statewide Marketing & Outreach
• ENERGY STAR®
•Comprehensive HVAC

Market
Intelligence

SCE will better understand its
customers through Market
Intelligence, which will be used to
guide targeting for seasonal
marketing campaigns, behavior
based marketing, and website
enhancements

Behavior-Based
Marketing

Website
Enhancements
Enhancements will provide integrated DSM
solutions to customers online, and will look for
opportunities to simplify process and enhance
participation

Relevant DSM solutions will be offered to
customers through this tool. SCE will monitor
Palm Desert Energy Partnership pilot results to
determine strategies and goals for future
efforts.

• Partnerships

•Residential EE Incentives
• Appliance Recycling
• CA New Homes
• Comprehensive HVAC
• Industrial Energy Efficiency
• Agricultural Energy Efficiency
• Education, Training and Outreach
• Statewide Marketing & Outreach

• Residential EE incentives
• Appliance Recycling
• Comprehensive HVAC

Targeted Program Marketing
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7. Program Logic Model
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